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ABSTRACT 

 

 Mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces play an important role in the transport of water 

through aquafers and streams, erosion, the formation of beaches and river deltas, nuclear 

waste storage, the sequestration and filtration of small ions, and are widely used in 

industrial scale catalysis.  Unlike metal or semiconductor electrodes, the surface charge 

resulting from the protonation or deprotonation of insulating mineral oxides is highly 

localized and heterogeneous in nature.   While the unique acid/base chemistry associated 

with different mineral oxide surfaces leads to their wide variety of applications, the extent 

to which surface groups found on mineral oxides partake in acid/base chemistry is still 

controversial due to the difficulty associated with experimentally probing them.  Surface 

specific spectroscopic techniques, such as vibrational Sum Frequency Generation (vSFG), 

provide an opportunity to investigate how the surface architecture and corresponding 

chemical nature of various mineral oxide surfaces orient the interfacial solvent at a variety 

of solvent compositions and surface charges.   

 Although vSFG has been used as a tool to measure the orientation and composition 

of interfacial O-H species originating from the surface and solvent for many mineral 

oxide/aqueous interfaces since the late 1990’s, controversy still exists in the assignment of 

vSFG spectra in the O-H stretching region of SiO2, Al2O3, CaF2, and TiO2/aqueous 

interfaces.  The first section of this dissertation focuses on how the nonlinear optics and 

computational community’s understanding of the structure associated with mineral 

oxide/aqueous interfaces has evolved and where it stands now.   Of particular interest is 

how the addition of electrolyte and variation of bulk pH allow modulation of the depth of 
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the interfacial region and surface charge.   Electrolyte solutions can vary the length of the 

interface by screening interfacial charges through non-specific adsorption at the interface, 

or generating surface charge if  accumulation is facilitated by specific adsorption.  The 

specific interaction of small ions with mineral oxide surfaces is relevant in geochemistry 

and filtration technology, and can also aid in prediction of contaminant mobility in ground 

water systems.   

Chapters two and three discuss the theory and application of vSFG, and the 

experimental setup used to capture vSFG spectra in this work, respectively. 

 The fourth chapter investigates how monovalent or divalent cations accumulate at 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interfaces and reorganize the interfacial solvent structure.  The 

reactivity of these interfaces is strongly impacted by the presence of ions.   Thus, it is 

critical to understand how ions alter the interfacial environment.   This is achieved by 

measuring the changes in the structure and vibrational dynamics of interfacial water 

induced by the presence of ions in close vicinity to the mineral surface.   The a-

Al2O3(0001) surface represents a flexible platform to study the effect of ions on interfacial 

aqueous environments at positive, neutral and negative surface charge.   Using vibrational 

sum frequency generation (vSFG) in the frequency and time domain, we investigate how 

monovalent and divalent cations affect the hydrogen bonding environment of the first few 

layers of interfacial water next to an a-Al2O3(0001) surface.   Our results indicate that 

monovalent cations, such as Li+, Na+, K+, and Cs+, appear to have lower adsorption 

affinities for the interface compared to Ca2+, Sr2+, and Ba2+.   This leads to an interfacial 

region that is structured in a cation valence dependent manner.  Time resolved vSFG 

measurements reveal that the O-H vibrational lifetime (T1) of interfacial species at pH 10 
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conditions in the presence of NaCl and BaCl2 remains similar, but restructuring of the 

surface seen in steady state vSFG is manifested in the degree to which strongly hydrogen 

bonded species recover to their original populations post excitation.   By tracking the 

accumulation of ions at the interface via the vSFG response, we can characterize the unique 

surface arrangements of interfacial water molecules induced by a range of monovalent and 

divalent cations at the a-Al2O3(0001)/water interface.   

           In the fifth chapter the Stark active C ≡ N stretch of potassium thiocyanate is used 

as a molecular probe of interfacial electrostatic potential at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface.   We confirm the presence of the thiocyanate ion in the interfacial region via 

reorganization of surface waters in the O-H stretching region.   Changes in electrostatic 

potential are then tracked via Stark shifts of the vibrational frequency of the C ≡ N stretch.   

Our vSFG measurements show that we can simultaneously measure the SFG response of 

SCN- ions experiencing charged and neutral surface sites and assign a local potential of + 

308 mV and -154 mV to positively and negatively charged aluminol groups, respectively.   

Thiocyanate anions at charged surface sites adopt similar relative orientations independent 

of surface charge, but adopt an opposite orientation at neutral surface sites.   MD-DFT 

simulations of SCN- near the neutral a-Al2O3(0001)//H2O interface show that the vSFG 

response in the C ≡ N stretch region originates from a SCN-H-O-Al complex, suggesting 

the surface site specificity of these experiments.    By tracking how this molecular probe 

responds to local surface charges we offer insight into the local electrostatic potential at 

neutral and charged surface aluminol groups. 

Chapter six investigates the vibrational dynamics of potassium thiocyanate at the 

alumina/water interface.  Here, we leverage the sensitivity of the 8 ≡ 9 stretch vibrational 
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lifetime of potassium thiocyanate to measure the local electrostatic potential at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  To accomplish this, KSCN was investigated using free 

induction decay vSFG (FID-vSFG) and time resolved pump probe (TR-vSFG) 

measurements, which measure the total dephasing time and vibrational lifetime of the 

excited 8 ≡ 9 stretch, respectively.  Our FID-vSFG spectra suggest that at all surface 

charges the total dephasing time of SCN- is on the order of ~300-600 fs.  TR-vSFG 

characterizations of potassium thiocyanate report the vibrational lifetime of the excited 

8 ≡ 9 stretch between ~0.5-2 ps.  TR-vSFG measurements show two distinct vibrational 

relaxation rates, which are assigned the CN stretch and the HOH bend plus libration 

combination band of interfacial water.  The variation in the T1 lifetime of the CN stretch 

with bulk pH show that changes in the SCN- net orientation  measured using steady-state 

vSFG can be correlated to the vibrational dynamics in the interfacial region.  The energy 

transfer to the bend plus libration combination band of water is also sensitive to the surface 

charge, as the lifetime of this species becomes shorter as the bulk pH is increased. 

Lastly, in chapter seven this thesis is summarized, and future directions of the 

experiments presented here are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is in preparation for submission to: 

Piontek, S.; Borguet, E., Evolution of the vSFG OH Stretching Assignment at Minearl 

Oxide/Aqueous Interfaces: From a Theoretical and Experimental Perspective. Chemical 

Reviews 2019, In Preperation. 

 
1.1 Abstract 

 Mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces are widely abundant in geochemistry and are 

harnessed in industrial for catalysis and other applied technologies. These relatively 

“simple” interfaces have attracted wide interest from both experimental and theoretical 

surface scientists, primarily due to the ability of probing the interfacial region using surface 

specific vibrational sum frequency generation (vSFG) spectroscopy starting in the mid-

nineties.  Although vSFG studies of mineral oxide/liquid interfaces has been possible for 

nearly 25 years, the assignment of interfacial species in the OH stretching region still 

remains controversial. This chapter follows the evolution of both theory and experimental 

groups’ understanding of solvent structure near SiO2, Al2O3, CaF2, and TiO2/aqueous 

interfaces and highlights some of the more controversial points in interpreting vSFG 

spectra from these surfaces in the time and frequency domain.  A review of  our current 

understanding of interfacial structure at these interfaces can help guide future researchers 

and resolve discrepancies in peak assignments in these geochemically and industrially 

important interfaces. 
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1.2 Interfacial water, a unique and important solvent 

Water is ubiquitous on earth. It is the universal biological solvent,1, 2 it covers most 

of the earth’s surface,3 and is the solvent choice for many industrial scale processes.4  The 

molecular structure of water as a solvent is influenced by transient hydrogen bonds of 

varying strength.5, 6  This hydrogen bonding capability leads to the high specific heat 

capacity of H2O, demonstrating that the chemical properties of the solvent affect its 

structure and ability to redistribute vibrational energy.7  Previous work has shown that 

interfacial water structures at both charged and neutral interfaces and has properties that 

can differ compared to the bulk.8  These surface induced structural rearrangements of water 

lead to different chemistry near the mineral oxide and can affect the vibrational dynamics 

of the interfacial region.8  As water is relevant in many geochemical, biological, and 

chemical processes it is of utmost importance to understand the structures of interfacial of 

water at a molecular scale.9 

 
1.3 Mineral/Water Interface Composition and Charging Behavior 

One of the most important driving forces in the reorganization of interfacial water is surface 

charge.  Polar liquids such as water will orient themselves to minimize their free energy 

with respect to local fields,10 and this induced reorganization of interfacial solvent can 

change the free energy of adsorption for incoming solutes, affecting interfacial chemistry, 

e.g. heterogeneous catalysis.4, 11  Interfacial electric fields generated via photoexcitation or 

applied by an external potential can influence rate determining steps in, heterogeneous 

catalysis,12, 13 electrochemistry,14 capturing solar energy,15-17 and the preparation of layered  
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materials.18  This makes understanding the local structures of polar solvents at charged 

surfaces paramount.   

 Mineral oxide interfaces are abundant in nature.  In industry, mineral oxides such 

as alumina, are suspended in aqueous solutions for; colloidal processing,19, 20 slipcasting,21 

gelcasting,22 sol-gel processing,23 preservation of latex paints,24 and catalyst supports.25  

Upon exposure to an aqueous environment, pristine minerals such as silica (SiO2),26 

alumina (Al2O3),27 calcium fluoride (CaF2),28 and titanium oxide (TiO2)29  can hydroxylate 

to from terminal hydroxyl (-OH) groups (e.g., silanol (Si-OH) for silica and aluminol (Al-

OH) for alumina) (Figure 1-1 ) on the bulk-terminated surface.27  The newly formed 

   

Figure 1-1:  Schematic of surface terminations of the a-Al2O3(0001) plane A) 

(√3	$	√3	single Al atom termination in vaccum and B) (1 x 1) O termination found in 

water.  The new arrangement of surface atoms in panel B is induced by surface 

hydroxylation.  Reprinted with permission from  Franks, G. V.; Gan, Y., Charging 

Behavior at the Alumina-Water Interface and Implications for Ceramic Processing. 

Journal of the American Ceramic Society 2007, 90 (11), 3373-3388,10.1111/j.1551-

2916.2007.02013.x.  Copyright 2007 American Ceramic Society. 
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hydroxyl groups are subject to protonation/deprotonation reactions at a rate and extent 

which are unique to the mineral surface on which they are bonded. 

 The amphoteric nature of the newly formed hydroxylated surface in large part will 

determine the surface charge of the substrate.  The interplay of protonation and 

deprotonation of surface species can be complex, as seen for terminal hydroxyl groups 

present at the g-Al2O3 surface (gibbsite) (Equation 1.1-1.5).30 

(&'))*+,.. ↔ (&'))+0.. + *2				34	 ≈ 13						(1.1) 

(&')7)*, 	↔ (&')7)+ + *2				34 = 9.7										(1.2) 

(&')<)*2,.. 	↔ (&')<)+,.. + *2				34 = 6.7	(1.3) 

(&'))*+,.. ↔ (&'))+0.. + *2				34 = 4.5						(1.4) 

(&')7)*72 ↔ (&')7)*, + *2				34	 ≤ 3										(1.5) 

 The extent to which the surface of a mineral oxide is protonated/deprotonated can 

be correlated to the associated point of zero charge (PZC) for each surface.  The PZC is the 

pH at which the surface has a net neutral surface charge.  The acid/base chemistry 

associated with these surfaces is graphically shown in Figure 1-2.  When the surface is 

partially protonated (pH < PZC) the surface will be positively charged and negatively 

charged when partially deprotonated (pH > PZC).  The uniqueness of interfacial charging 

behavior of different mineral oxide surfaces is reflected by the range of PZC values for 

various mineral oxide/liquid interfaces.  The bulk pH value at which the PZC of SiO2 

occurs is at  pH ≈	2-4,31, 32 for Al2O3  pH ≈	6-8,27, 32, 33 for TiO2 pH ≈  4-5,34 and for CaF2  

pH ≈  8-9 depending on the surface preparation.35-38  As the orientation of water molecules 
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is affected by the surface charge, it is unsuprising that the PZC value can influence 

phenomena such as ion adsorption at the interface, hydrophilicity of the surface, and the 

adsorption energies of incoming solute molecules.39, 40 

 

 

  

  

Figure 1-2.  Cartoon representation of the acid/base chemistry associated with A) SiO2, B) 

Al2O3, C) TiO2, and D) CaF2.  The percent of surface groups which become protonated and 

deprotonated depends on the bulk pH in a manner unique to each mineral oxide.   
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1.4 Alumina dissolution and composition 

While the entirety of chapter one covers the current knowledge base of interfacial 

behavior at four mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces, subsequent chapters will focus on my 

work which was performed on alumina.  For this reason, it is important to discuss the 

composition and chemical stability of the alumina surface.   

Alumina, a geochemically abundant mineral oxide, is widely used in industrial 

catalysis, micro/nano-electronics, ceramics, and filtration systems.41,42-45  Alumina 

possesses a hexagonal crystal structure allowing for several low index surfaces (0001, 

112A0, 11A02, and others) to be exposed.46  The a-Al2O3(0001) face is terminated with a 

hydroxyl group density of ~15 OH groups/nm2 ,47-51 with one population approximately 

normal to the surface and the other approximately in the plane of the surface.52, 53   Exposing 

other single crystal planes allows for variation in the hydroxyl group density and aluminol 

group architecture.  For example, the (0001) or c plane face contains Al2O groups under 

vacuum while the (112A0) face, or a-plane, possesses Al2O, AlO, and Al3O groups under 

vacuum.46  Under ambient conditions these groups are hydrogen terminated resulting in 

Al2OH groups for the c-plane, and Al2OH, AlOH2
+0.5, AlOH-0.5, and Al3OH+0.5 surface sites 

for the a-plane.54   

These interfacial hydroxyl groups allow for pH dependent modulation of the 

electrostatic potential at the a-Al2O3(0001)/water interface.39  The point of zero charge 

(PZC) for the (0001) face lies between pH 6-8 and this enables us to investigate the effect 

of ions at positive (<pH6), neutral (pH6-8), and negative (>pH8) surfaces.39, 55  The PZC 

is not equivalent to the pKa, as at the PZC the number of protonated and deprotonated 
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moieties balance one another and at the pKa half of the surface groups have undergone 

protonation/deprotonation.  Also, at pH 6, near the reported PZC of alumina, only a small 

fraction of surface OH groups will be charged as a result of protonation or deprotonation 

events.27  Proper characterization of the alumina surface structure is important, as the 

reported values of the point of zero charge (PZC) and isoelectric point (IEP) (which are  

the same if there is no adsorption of ions other than the potential determining H+ and OH-, 

and are generally different values in the case of specific adsorption) of various alumina 

oxide surfaces remains controversial, with factors such as the exposed plane,32, 33 the 

sample manufacturer,56 crystal miscut,56 and the sample preparation57, 58 affecting the 

observed PZC obtained from streaming potential measurements, the primary technique 

used. 

Alumina is frequently used as a coating to preserve various materials.24  This is 

because alumina, especially the atomically flat a-Al2O3(0001) surface, is relatively 

chemically inert.53  Alumina can be dissolved at lower temperatures (~1000 K) compared 

to its natural melting point (~2000-2500 K) using additives such as cryolite (Na3AlF6) in 

tandem with harsh acids or bases, typically part of alumina recovery from refining 

processes.59  The dissolution of Al2O3 films of ~500 nm thickness can also be accomplished 

using ~25 M NaOH in 60 minutes and ~ 24 M HF in 20 sec at ambient temperatures.60  

This corresponds to an etching rate of ~30 µm/minute at harsh (~25 M NaOH) basic 

conditions and ~25 µm/second for harsh acidic conditions (~24 M HF), suggesting that at 

pH 4-10 (the pH ranges of the work presented here) the surface is chemically inert on the 

timescales of most experiments.   
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1.5 Effect of surface charge on interfacial water 

Polar liquids orient themselves to minimize their free energy with respect to local 

charges,10 and this induced reorganization of the interfacial solvent can change the free 

energy of adsorption for incoming solutes, affecting interfacial chemistry, e.g.  

heterogeneous catalysis.4, 11  Water, a polar solvent, can therefore adopt a net ordered 

structure at charged mineral/oxide interfaces not characteristic of an isotropic bulk liquid.39, 

61  As shown in Figure 1-2, at a positively charged interface H2O molecules adjacent to 

surface charges should have a net ‘H-down’ orientation while at negatively charged 

interfaces a ‘H-up’ net orientation is expected.  The charge induced interfacial solvent 

structure affects the H2O molecules’ ability to hydrogen bond with the surface, adjacent 

neighbors, and water layers further from the solid surface.5, 62  The charge which emanates 

from terminal hydroxyl groups on mineral oxides also generates an interfacial potential 

which evanescently decays into the bulk, which can extend the length of the interfacial 

region.63  When the effects of surface charge and surface functionality of the mineral oxide 

can no longer be sensed by water molecules, the net H2O structure becomes isotropically 

oriented and can no longer be distinguished from the bulk as represented in the second 

layer of water in Figure 1-2.  The pH dependent charging behavior of mineral oxides can 

affect the hydrogen bonding and vibrational dynamics of water near the surface.  

 

1.6 Effect of electrolyte on  interfacial water populations and mineral surfaces 

Mineral oxide surfaces present an excellent opportunity to investigate ion effects 

on the structure and dynamics of interfacial water.  As terminal hydroxyl sites on the 
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mineral oxide surface undergo protonation/deprotonation events surface charges 

accumulate, and the induced potential decays over some distance normal to the surface 

plane.  Theoretical models of the charged electrical double layer and subsequent regions of 

interfacial potential exist.64 The concentration of ions introduced via electrolyte solutions 

also are accounted for in these models as the ionic strength (Equation 1.6)  primarily 

controls the Debye length B−1 (Equation 1.7) .65 

where 		D = 	 0
7
	∑ FG7HGG       (1.6)	

B−1 = I	 JKJ0MNO
2	$	103P&Q2D

      (1.7) 

Where the ionic strength, I, is represented by the sum of electrolyte species of charge FG	and 

concentration HG.  In Equation 1.7 JR is the dielectric constant of the solvent, J, is the 

permittivity of free space, MN is Boltzman’s constant, T is the temperature, e is the 

fundamental charge of an electron, and NA is Avogadro’s constant.65  The Gouy-Chapman-

Stern (GCS) model is the most widely used model currently, and will be referenced for 

predictions of the magnitude of the interfacial potential herein.  In the GCS model the 

surface charge is first partially balanced by specific ion adsorption at the inner Helmholtz 

plane (Figure 1-3 C), which is accompanied by non-specific ion adsorption of hydrated 

counter-ions in the outer Helmholtz plane, and lastly a “diffuse layer” created by a decaying 

gradient of ion concentration which eventually becomes indistinguishable from the bulk.64, 

66, 67  
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Figure 1-3: Schematic representation of the A) Helmholtz model, B) Gouy-Chapman 

mode, and the C) Gouy-Chapman-Stern model.  The Stern layer distance is denoted by 

H and the surface potential of the electrode is shown as ys.  Model C is used to describe 

charged mineral/oxide interfaces in recent work.  This figure was included from 

reference64 with permission from the Journal of the Electrochemical Society and 

Copyright Clearance Center. 

 

The role of ions at the SiO2/H2O,68-70 Al2O3/H2O,8, 40, 71 CaF2/H2O,28, 72, 73 and 

TiO2/H2O74-76  interfaces has been investigated from an experimental and theoretical 

standpoint.  While ions passively screen charges in the GCS model, effectively shortening 

the distance over which polar molecules experience the interfacial potential, emerging 

studies have suggested that ions also restructure the interfacial solvent network.8, 40, 62 

These studies have shown that through specific adsorption events, ions can significantly 

enhance the interfacial potential under the right conditions, and can flip the orientation of 
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interfacial molecules during this process.40  This more active role of ions at the mineral 

oxide/aqueous interface is not predicted by GCS theory, and evidence of these unique 

behaviors will be discussed later. 

 

1.7 Discussion of previous reviews  

It must be stated that this is not the first review which discusses the vibrational sum 

frequency spectra (vSFG) in the OH stretching region.  Bain reviewed the selection rules 

of the vSFG process, and discussed vSFG spectra of organic molecules adsorbed at a 

variety of interfaces in 1995.77  That review focused on the assignment of vSFG in the CH 

stretching region, the ability to isotopically label vSFG active samples, and only touched 

on the assignment of vibrationally resonant modes in the OH stretching region.  Shen et al. 

published a seminal review in 2006, which encompassed the selection rules and principles 

of vSFG, the development and implementation of phase-sensitive SFG (PS-vSFG), and 

reported the orientation and vibrational frequencies of interfacial water at quartz/water 

interfaces acquired from PS-vSFG spectra.61  The implementation of SHG and vSFG to 

study the interactions of metal cations and anions, as well as carboxylic acids, with 

oxide/water interfaces was appraised by Geiger in 2009.78  Osawa et al. reviewed insights 

gained from vSFG spectra from molecular structures present at buried interfaces such as; 

vSFG of Langmuir-Blodget films on gold, quartz/water interfaces, and surfactants on CaF2 

in 2009.79  The ability to selectively probe CH and OH stretches in the interfacial region 

led to a several vSFG studies which tracked the adsorption biomolecules at different 

surfaces, and findings from these experiments were summarized by Hore et al in 2010.80  
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Shen et al. produced another review in 2013, which primarily discussed experimental 

implementation and benefits of PS-vSFG, which had gained significant traction in the 

vSFG community.81  A more recent review article by Hore et al. discussed how information 

related to the surface charging, acidity constants of terminal hydroxyl groups present on 

mineral oxide surfaces, morphology, dissolutions rates of oxides could be determined from 

SHG and SFG measurements.32  Lastly, time-resolved conventional and phase sensitive 

vSFG measurements of vibrational dynamics of water at mineral oxide/water, air/water, 

and surfactant/water interfaces were discussed by Tahara et al..82 

While other authors focused primarily on the vSFG technique,77, 81, 83 the adsorption 

and corresponding interfacial structure associated with certain solutes,78, 84, and vibrational 

dynamics in the OH stretching region,82, 85 we chose to contrast and compare the 

spectroscopic assignment of interfacial species probed by vSFG in the OH region.  The 

assignment of surface specific vibrational signatures in the OH stretching region has 

evolved significantly in the 25 year timespan covered here, and is still the subject of 

controversy.  Here we discuss the interpretation of interfacial structure, spectroscopy, and 

vibrational dynamics of the OH stretching region from theoretical and experimental 

viewpoints for four geochemically relevant mineral oxide surfaces. 

 

1.8 Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation as a Probe of Mineral/Water 

Interfaces  

While the question of how interfacial solvent molecules orient themselves at 

mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces is quite simple, experimentally addressing this question 
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remained challenging for decades.  Before the advent of surface specific spectroscopic and 

microscopic techniques, solely theoretical studies provided insight on the interfacial 

region.86, 87  In recent years multiple microscopic techniques such as atomic force 

microscopy (AFM),88, 89 neutron reflection,90 X-ray diffraction and reflection,51, 91 Raman 

spectroscopy,92 and IR spectroscopy93 have offered insight into the architecture of the 

interfacial region.  Non-linear spectroscopic techniques such as second harmonic 

generation (SHG)31, 34, 94 and vibrational sum frequency generation (vSFG)39, 63, 95 have 

been particularly successful in characterizing mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces.  SHG and 

vSFG have the advantage of directly probing light atoms (e.g. H) that are missed in X-ray 

measurements, and are inherently surface specific techniques.  VSFG in particular has been 

extensively developed to characterize “buried” interfaces at mineral oxide surfaces under 

a variety of experimental conditions, and provides complimentary information compared 

to the other techniques listed here.96   

 

1.8.1 Steady-state vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy of the 

SiO2/H2O interface 

VSFG spectroscopy is an excellent spectroscopic tool to study the structure of 

mineral oxide/liquid interfaces due to its inherent surface specificity and ability to probe 

the O-H stretching region.95  The frequency of the O-H stretches probed by vSFG offers 

insight into the local environment as increased hydrogen bonding causes a spectral red-

shifting compared to “free” O-H stretches.97   
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We begin our discussion with previous vSFG characterizations of the interfacial 

environment present at the SiO2/H2O interface, as the first vSFG measurements were 

performed on this system in 1994 by Shen et al. who investigated the structure of surface 

waters as the pH was varied from pH 1.5-12.3.95  Two peaks dominated the vSFG response 

at ~3200 and ~3450 cm-1, and their relative amplitudes varied with the bulk pH (surface 

charge).95 Using the frequency of resonant O-H species as a gauge of their local 

environment, the ~3200 cm-1 species was attributed to the symmetric O-H stretching mode 

of tetrahedrally coordinated water molecules and deemed “ice-like” as the bulk vibrational 

frequency of ice is most prominent at ~3200 cm-1.  The ~3450 cm-1 peak was attributed to 

“liquid-like” H2O and linked to the amount of disordered water in the interfacial region.  

Lastly, the authors proposed that the change from a large vSFG response in the ~3200 cm-

1 region at bulk pH 1.5 to a large spectral response in the ~3450 cm-1 region at pH 8 

indicated that the interfacial water populations flipped their molecular orientation as the 

surface charge was varied.  These findings were validated in the same year by Rossky et 

al., whose molecular dynamics simulations found the presence of two distinct water 

structures in the first hydration layer of a hydroxylated silica surface via plotting of the  

radial distribution function of the average dipole moment of water molecules in the 

interfacial region.98 

The assignment of the vSFG response into “ice-like” (~3200 cm-1) and “liquid-like” 

(~3450 cm-1) components persisted for many years, and is still a source of controversy in 

the vSFG community.  Cremer followed this assignment directly in a study which 

investigated the effect of polyelectrolyte adsorption on interfacial water structures in 
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200099 and in experiments on water trapped between a lipid bilayer and a quartz surface in 

2001,100 but then questioned the assignment of the “liquid-like” species later in 2001100.  

Cremer et al. hypothesized that the ~3400 cm-1 species could arise from two possibilities; 

1) an O-H symmetric stretch 

which is asymmetrically 

hydrogen-bonded 2) O-H 

species in the ~3400 cm-1 

region from water molecules 

with bifurcated hydrogen 

bonds.100  In either case, the 

higher energy vibrational 

frequency indicated that 

either of these two species 

were less strongly hydrogen 

bonded than the ~3200 cm-1 

species, but more strongly 

hydrogen bonded than a 

“free O-H” species.   

Uosaki et al. also 

followed Shen’s assignment 

while expanding upon the 

origin of the ~3450 cm-1 

 

Figure 1-4: vSFG spectra of the quartz/H2O interface as 

a function of bulk pH.  Panel A) pH = 1.5, B) pH = 3.8, 

C) pH = 5.6, D) pH = 8.0 , and E) pH = 12.3.  Panel F) 

shows the vSFG spectrum generated from the quartz/ice 

interface.  Lines between dots are guides for the eye, and 

the figure was taken from reference with permission from 

the authors 95. 
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species in an experiment which tracked the evolution of the vSFG response at the 

quartz/H2O interface at various pH and electrolyte concentrations.101  The ~3200 cm-1 

species was assigned as the symmetric O-H stretch (n1) of tetrahedrally coordinated “ice-

like” water molecules while the ~3450 cm-1 peak was attributed to the asymmetric O-H 

stretch (n3) of water molecules in a more random arrangement.  Uosaki et al. also 

commented on the broadness of the vSFG response in the O-H stretching region, and linked 

this behavior to the strong coupling of the inhomogeneously broadened O-H stretch and a 

Fermi resonance with the overtone of the HOH bending mode (n2).101  This realization of 

the additional channels for intermolecular and intramolecular vibrational coupling 

available to interfacial water molecules would later become a leading hypothesis in the 

vSFG community. 

Subsequent vSFG studies of the silica/H2O interface were performed by Cremer102 

and Zhan Chen et al.103 in 2002.  Cremer et al. maintained the conventional “ice-like” and 

“water-like” assignment of interfacial species while Zhan Chen et al. chose to simply 

assign the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 species as emanating from “O-H stretches” as their work 

primarily focuses on the C-H region to track protein adsorption on the silica surface.103 

Cremer et al. contributed further on the origins of the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 species 

at the quartz/H2O interface in 2004,75 guided by recent work performed at 

hydrophobic/aqueous interfaces.104, 105  While previous assignments had focused on the 

local phase (ice vs.  liquid) of interfacial water, Cremer et al. went on to assign each species 

a location within the interfacial region.  The ~3400 cm-1 feature was connected with 

molecules with less ordered hydrogen bonds that are directly adjacent to the SiO2 surface.75  
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The ~3200 cm-1 peak was then correlated with water molecules in subsequent layers, but 

left the possibility of some the amplitude in the ~3200 cm-1 region arising from water 

molecules adjacent to the surface if the surface silanol architecture could support a 

tetrahedral hydrogen bond geometry.  The amplitude of the ~3200 cm-1 feature was also 

seen to increase monotonically with increased surface charge (modulated by the bulk pH).75  

In the same year (2004) Shultz et al. investigated the time dependence of the vSFG 

response at the quartz/H2O interface on a ~20 day time scale.106  As the surface 

deprotonated on a day to day scale, the effect of the generated electric field at the surface 

could be seen via modulation of the ~3200 cm-1 peak intensity, with an overall shift towards 

the ~3400 cm-1 accomplished by day 17.106  The authors hypothesized that under the 

influence of negative charge, water molecules adjacent to the surface align themselves with 

their hydrogen atoms pointing towards the surface Si-O- groups.  The assignment of water-

silanol complexes unique to the ~1 day sample, 17 day sample, and >20 day sample was 

supported by molecular dynamics simulations.106 

Before the next set of experimental vSFG data would be reported in 2009, four theory 

studies were published which offered valuable insight into the structure of interfacial water, 

and of the surface silanol groups themselves.26, 107-109  Wang et al.  performed simulations 

of water adsorption on a quartz(0001) surface in 2006, finding that at the monolayer 

coverage level, an ordered hexagonal water layer similar to the basal plane of Ih ice formed 

adjacent to the surface.26  The water coverage was then increased to a bilayer, where a H-

down configuration (towards the quartz surface) was energetically favored for interfacial 

water molecules.  Transformation of the simulation to a vibrational spectrum shows two 
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distinct hydrogen bonded species of varying strength within the water bilayer, with no free 

O-H species existing in the bilayer itself.26  Later in 2008 Dovesi et al.  used a periodic 

B3LYP functional to focus on the hydroxylated amorphous silica/H2O interface.107  This 

work found that the “almost-free” O-H groups from the surface itself have a natural 

frequency of ~3745 cm-1 and that the O-H stretching features in the ~3100-3600 cm-1 

became more broad as the surface silanol density was increased.  Remarkably, with 102 

silanols on the surface, at a surface density of ~7.2 OH/nm2,  left 33 not involved with 

hydrogen bonds, in contrast to the strong silanol/water interactions seen by Wang.26, 107  Ab 

initio molecular dynamics simulations by Clark et al.  in 2008 significantly enhanced the 

information provided by their simulations by considering the number of explicit solvation 

shells on the quartz surface.108  Their results supported Shen et al.’s initial assignment and 

noted the “existence and orientation of both frozen and loosely bound water on the quartz 

surface”.108  Both of these species primarily reside in site 1 as seen in Figure 1-5, and site 

2 requires two surface waters to donate H-bonds to a siloxane bridge which is higher in 

energy than site 1.  Finally, a study in 2008 by Renner et al.  must be mentioned, which 

solvated a single silicic acid between two quartz surfaces.109 Although this study did not 

comment on the frequency assignment of interfacial water species, it suggested that surface 

silanol groups were more reactive than previously imagined, and readily underwent proton 

exchange reactions with interfacial water, leading to the complete hydroxylation of the 

surface within ~ 2 ps.109 
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Figure 1-5: Top panel I) shows the schematic representations of the most common 

surface sites (S1-S2) for interfacial water at the quartz/water interface.  Surface maps of 

oxygen density for slices taken at a distance of 0 - ~1.9 Å from the surface (layer 1), ~1.9 

-~2.9 Å calculated at the bulk water limit are shown in the bottom panel II). Adapted 

with permission from Wander, M. C. F.; Clark, A. E., Structural and Dielectric Properties 

of Quartz-Water Interfaces. Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2008, 112 (50), 19986-

19994,10.1021/jp803642c. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. 
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After five years, four experimental studies of the SiO2/H2O interface were published in 

2009 which provided new insight into the interfacial region, sparking controversy in the 

process.69, 110-112  Of these papers Hore, Geiger, and Chou et al. focused on using the ionic 

strength to modulate the length of the interfacial region, in an effort to understand the true 

interfacial depth while Bonn et al. used isotopic dilution to turn on/off intra and 

intermolecular coupling of interfacial water species.  Hore et al.  varied the NaCl 

concentration from 0 – 1.2 x 10-1 M and acquired vSFG spectra using the SSP and SPS 

polarization combinations.  By taking vSFG spectra in two polarization combinations, they 

were able to perform a quantitative assessment of the orientation of the resonant species in 

the interfacial region. Hore et al. agreed that the ~3200 cm-1 species was tetrahedrally 

coordinated, but thought that the term “ice-like” was “misleading in its extremity”.110  The 

3400 cm-1 species was still deemed “liquid-like” in this work, and a third peak at ~3500 

cm-1 was assigned to an antisymmetric band arising from molecules with lower 

coordination.110  Chou et al. also worked in the 0 – 1.2 M concentration range of 

monovalent electrolyte solutions, but provided different assignments of species in the O-H 

stretching region.69  Chou et al. simply stated that the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 species come 

from more and less ordered hydrogen-bond networks at the silica/H2O interface.  An 

important distinction of Chou et al.’s work was that Li+, Na+, and K+ attenuated the vSFG 

response similarly, and that ~3200 cm-1 species was most vulnerable to this attenuation by 

passive screening (Figure 1-6).  This lead to the hypothesis that the ~3200 cm-1 species did 

in fact reside directly adjacent to the SiO2 surface, as the effects of the surface charge were 

strongest on this peak.69  
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 Geiger et al.’s 2009 study was primarily focused on the interaction of 

cetyltrimethylammonium with the silica surface, and therefore had more emphasis on the 

C-H stretching region (~2800-2950 cm-1 region).  The authors varied the electrolyte 

concentration and compared the featureless nature of the spectra with the gold reference 

  

Figure 1-6: (Left) Selected vSFG spectra of the silica/water interface using different 

concentrations of A) NaCl, B) LiCl, and C) KCl alkali chloride solutions.  (Right) 

extracted peak amplitudes of the 3200 and 3400 cm-1 species extracted from a 2-peak fit 

of the vSFG data presented in the left panel.  Adapted with permission from Yang, Z.;  

Li, Q. F.; Chou, K. C., Structures of Water Molecules at the Interfaces of Aqueous Salt 

Solutions and Silica: Cation Effects. Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2009, 113 (19), 

8201-8205,10.1021/jp811517p.  Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. 
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deducing that most of the vSFG response in the ~3000 cm-1 region was nonresonant in 

origin.112  Lastly, Bonn et al. published a seminal work in 2009, which investigated the 

degree of intra and intermolecular coupling of interfacial water using isotopic dilution.  

Although Uosaki et al. previously hypothesized otherwise,101 until 2009 the prevailing 

hypothesis was that two distinct water populations existed at the SiO2/H2O interface, which 

shared properties with “ice-like” and “liquid-like” water, respectively.  By studying the 

vSFG response of HOD which is unable to couple with the overtone of the HOH bend as 

well as with other interfacial water species O-H stretching modes of surrounding D2O, 

Bonn et al. were able to show that upon deuteration the two peak structure at the 

silica/water interface merged into one feature broad feature in the O-D stretching region.  

This behavior could be turned on and off, leading Bonn et al. to conclude that the vSFG 

response “originated from intramolecular coupling of vibrational modes, rather than from 

the existence of distinct water structures”.111 

Three theory publications of interfacial water structure at the SiO2/H2O interface 

accompanied the newly presented origin111 of the vSFG response of surface waters in 

2009.113-115  Ugliengo et al. investigated a quartz, cristobalite, and tridymite/water 

interfaces using B3LYP molecular dynamics simulations.113  The authors found that at 

quartz, two main features contributed to the infrared spectra correlated with terminal OH 

groups on the quartz surface (~3700 cm-1) and a broad feature at ~3350 cm-1 which 

encapsulated H-bond of different strengths.113  Another study performed by Li et al.  varied 

the surface charge on a silicon(100)/water interface, and found that the water density 

profile showed two distinct water layers within ~5 Å of the surface under charged 
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conditions.114  Lastly Criscenti et al. studied the pKa (acidic activity) of surface silanols, 

and compared experimental values to those obtained from first principles molecular 

dynamics simulations.115  The results indicated the most acidic silanol groups on the 

surface belonged to strained or defective regions of the surface, contradicting previous 

hypotheses which attributed this acidic behavior to intrasurface hydrogen bonding of 

silanol groups.115    

The next experimental contributions came from Hore in 201080 and 2011.116  The 

2010 manuscript primarily studied the implications of biomolecule adsorption on 

interfacial solvent structure.  In this manuscript the ~3200 cm-1 and 3400 cm-1 species are 

still referred to as tetrahedrally coordinated and “liquid-like” respectively.  There is also 

an additional small peak at ~3500 cm-1, which was assigned to lower-coordinated species  

and the observation of this peak was hypothesized to be dependent on the choice of 

polarization for incoming visible and IR photons.80  The 2011 paper uses an electrolyte 

concentration gradient and calculation of the interfacial depth proposed to probe the true 

depth of the interfacial region and will be discussed later in detail.116   

Of the three computational works completed in 2011, Cole et al. used molecular 

dynamics to understand the interfacial structure of water on crystalline silica surfaces.117  

An important feature was that the silica surface was generated using LD-CLAYFF, a force 

field that has become widely used in the theoretical community to simulate mineral 

oxide/liquid interfaces (Figure 1-7).118  The interfacial water accumulated in a highly 

structured layer at the silica surface, in response to strong surface-water hydrogen bonds.  

The second layer contained more water-water hydrogen bonds and the surface mobility of 
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Figure 1-7: Surface density maps of hydrogen atoms belonging to the 1st layer of 

interfacial water (~0.75 Å from the surface) A) and second layer B) (~1.5 Å from the 

surface).  The bottom panels show the hydrogen-bond density profiles at distance Z from 

the silicon surface for C) the low silanol density surface (~4.5 groups/nm2) versus the 

high-density surface (~13.5 groups/nm2).  Figure adopted from  Ho, T. A.;  Argyris, D.;  

Papavassiliou, D. V.;  Striolo, A.;  Lee, L. L.; Cole, D. R., Interfacial Water on 

Crystalline Silica: a Comparative Molecular Dynamics Simulation Study. Molecular 

Simulation 2011, 37 (3), 172-195,10.1080/08927022.2010.513008. Copyright Taylor & 

Francis 2011. 
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hydroxyl groups was linked to local fluctuations in interfacial solvent structure.117  The 

effect of surface silanol hydrogen bonding networks on water and ammonia adsorption was 

investigated by Sodupe et al.119  The adsorption energies for all silica surfaces studied 

ranged from -56.4 to -83.5 kJ/mol for silica/H2O systems.119  Of the five generated 

crystalline silica surfaces, Q(100) and Q(001), which are the most commonly used by 

experimental groups, had the least energetically favored adsorption of probe water 

molecues.119  This behavior was attributed to the need to break an infinite chain of 

intrasurface H-bonds to accommodate water adsorption on the Q(100) and Q(001) surfaces, 

resulting in the formation of two new water-silica H-bonds.119  Cheng et al. studied 

interfacial water structure at varied surface hydroxylation values, and found that the fully 

hydroxylated surface provided much stronger interactions than the bare quartz surface.120  

Cheng et al. found two highly structures water layers above the quartz surface with ice-

like properties, and that these layers were shielded from each other.120 

In the following year Cremer et al.121 and Tyrode et al.122 studied specific ion 

adsorption, and the effects of isotopic dilution and experimental geometry, respectively.  

Cremer et al. used a range of  0.1 M anions (SCN-, ClO-, Br-, NO3
-, and Cl-) paired with a 

common cation (Na+) at the quartz/water interface to probe if any specific adsorption took 

place on the surface.121  The vSFG response in the O-H stretch region was assigned to 

tetrahedrally coordinated water molecules (3200 cm-1) and less ordered water molecules 

(3450 cm-1).  While GCS theory predicts that the double layer formed at the negatively 

charged surface (bulk pH 6) should screen the interfacial potential in an ion unspecific 

manner, Cremer et al. found that sodium salts of more weakly hydrated monovalent anions 
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preferentially adsorb at the quartz/H2O interace.121  Tyrode et al.122 acknowledged the 

recent controversy introduced by Bonn’s isotopic dilution experiments,111  and therefore 

did not comment on the origin of the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 species in the vSFG response.  

They did, however, point out that a peak centered at ~3000 cm-1 was present in isotopic 

dilution experiments and in three experimental polarization selections for visible, IR, and 

vSFG photons.  This peak was attributed to strongly hydrogen bonded species.122  The 

~3650 cm-1 O-H stretch, which the authors deemed “characteristic of strong OH covalent 

bonds that are freely vibrating or only very weakly hydrogen bonded”, was especially 

apparent using PPP polarization, where the polarization of the vSFG, visible, and IR 

photons are listed in order of decreasing photon energies.122 

Two theory papers which used state of the art density functional theory (DFT) 

accompanied the experimental works discussed above in 2012.52, 123  Sprik et al. focused 

on how the acidic activity of surface silanols could modulate interfacial water properties.123  

One of the main assumptions before the advent of surface specific spectroscopic methods, 

or accurate theoretical models were readily available, was that water molecules near a 

surface would be under coordinated as the surface should reduce the number of hydrogen 

bonding partners by a factor of 1/2.  Sprik et al.’s work showed that H2O molecules in the 

bulk and at the surface had on average a total of ~4 hydrogen bonds.  The difference being 

that interfacial water molecules total ~4.3 hydrogen bonds could be decomposed into ~3 

H2O - H2O H-bonds and ~1 H-bond with surface silanol groups.123 Secondly, interfacial 

water populations were categorized by the hydrogen bond acceptor or donor qualities. 

Surface water molecules which donated H-bonds to in plane silanols  
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 (Hw - - Osi H-bonds of 1.82 Å) were 

designated as those found in “pure 

liquid water”, while water molecules 

that accepted H-bonds from out-of-

plane silanols (Ow - - HO-Si H-bond of 

1.64 Å) were denoted as “ice-like’.  

DFT-MD simulations by Gaigeot et 

al. with the ability to decompose the 

vSFG spectra by contributing 

species and distance from the 

interface provided highly sought 

after understanding of the interfacial 

region present at mineral 

oxide/water interfaces.52  The 

authors were able to show explicitly 

that water molecules donating bonds 

to in plane silanols (OW-HW - - Osi) 

contributed in the 3300-3600 cm-1 

region while water molecules 

accepting strong H-bonds from out 

of plane silanols (OW - - H-Osi) are 

spectrally red shifted to the 3000-

 

Figure 1-8: (Top) VDOS generated from the 

silica/H2O interface using MD-DFT simulations.  

(Middle) VDOS decomposed into contributions 

from H-bond donors (line) and H-bond acceptors 

(dashed-line).  (Bottom) Schematic of H-bond 

acceptors and donors present in the interfacial 

region. Figure taken from  Gaigeot, M. P.;  Sprik, 

M.; Sulpizi, M., Oxide/Water Interfaces: How the 

Surface Chemistry Modifies Interfacial Water 

Properties. Journal of Physics-Condensed Matter 

2012, 24 (12), 10.1088/0953-

8984/24/12/124106.  Copyright American 

Institute of Physics 2012. 
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3300 cm-1 portion of the O-H stretching range as seen in Figure 1-8.52  Another important 

conclusion of this work was that the silanol O-H stretch was coupled to the vibrational 

modes of surface water molecules through the entire 3000-3800 cm-1 range, highlighting 

the importance of mineral oxide surface structure on the observed vSFG response.   

 In 2013 five experimental vSFG studies furthered our understanding of interfacial 

water structure at the SiO2/H2O interface.68, 124-127 Three of these used electrolyte  solutions 

to help elucidate details of interfacial structure and charging.68, 125, 126 The paper published 

by Borguet et al. used vibrational combination bands to remove O-H stretch coupling, 

which can complicate the vSFG response.124  The other paper from Borguet et al. 

investigated changes in the vSFG response from the SiO2 /vapor interface at varied 

humidity.127  Research completed by Hore et al. using high ionic strength solutions showed 

that ions primarily attenuated the ~3200 cm-1 response.125  The authors chose not to directly 

assign the origin of the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 peaks, and stated that adsorbed Na+ cations 

disrupted interfacial hydrogen bonding, leading to a shift in spectral density to the ~3400 

cm-1 species.125  Borguet et al. studied  0.1 M NaCl solutions at bulk pH values of 2, 4, 6, 

8, 10, and 12 to distinguish passive screening ability of small ions at varying surface charge 

at the SiO2/H2O interface.68  While the vSFG spectra were highly attenuated at pH 6-10, at 

pH 2 and 4 the 0.1 M electrolyte solution had almost no effect on the vSFG response.  

Using previously developed models of silica reactivity by Dove et al.,128, 129  the authors 

concluded that interfacial water structure tracked by vSFG could be correlated with surface 

hydrolysis rates.68  A similar approach was taken by Gibbs-Davis et al., using electrolyte, 

bulk pH, and ion identity to unravel interfacial water structures at the SiO2/aqueous 
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interface (Figure 1-9).126  Halide anions of varying size affected the interfacial potential at 

a given pH in an ion dependent manner.  The authors hypothesized that positive 

cooperativity between neighboring silanol groups induced by larger more polarizable 

halides were responsible for the shift in the bimodal distribution of ~75% hydrogen bonded 

  

 

Figure 1-9: The normalized interfacial 

potential, φ, as a function of pH using A) 

sodium halides and B) potassium halides.  

Tables correspond to the relative 

distribution of acidic silanol groups and 

their % dissociation at ambient pH.  The 

corresponding cooperative behavior is  

shown in panel C) Figures adapted from Azam, M. S.;  Weeraman, C. N.; Gibbs-Davis, 

J. M., Halide-Induced Cooperative Acid-Base Behavior at a Negatively Charged 

Interface. Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2013, 117 (17), 8840-

8850,10.1021/jp401164r.  Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 
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silanol and ~25% isolated surface silanol sites to > ~25 % isolated  silanols, which do not 

form hydrogen bonds with other silanol groups leading to the higher acidity of isolated 

sites.  The authors also hypothesized that the halide ions could contribute to the interfacial 

potential in a manner depending on their size, which is not predicted by GCS theory.126  

Borguet et al. published a novel approach to probe the OH stretch plus HOH bend 

combination mode (STUVW = SXY + ZYXY) at the buried silica/water interface, in an effort 

to disentangle contributions to the vSFG response from interfacial water molecules and 

surface silanol groups, which overlap in the O-H stretch frequency domain.124  The 5340 

cm-1 combination band was attributed to the  nas + d ( d denotes a bending HOH mode) 

while the 5060 cm-1 peak was assigned to the ns + d combination mode.124  This work 

displayed two distinct interfacial water species of opposite net orientation at the 

silica/aqueous interface, even when resonant O-H stretching modes were decoupled from 

one another.  Another Borguet et al. vSFG investigation of the SiO2 surface at varied 

humidity  revealed the presence of two types of water molecules adsorbed on the silica 

surface.127  The low intensity of the vSFG signal from the silica/vapor interface compared 

to the fully hydrated surface resulted in similar amplitudes of the [\]^
(7)[ and [\XY

(7)[ response, 

resulting in interference between OH species and the nonresonant backround, generating 

“quasi-phase sensitive” vSFG spectra.127  At humidity < 5% only a peak at 3774 cm-1 was 

present, which was correlated to free silanols, which becomes red-shifted (~3750 cm-1) as 

the humidity was increased.  At humidities >20%, two additional peaks of opposite phase 

were sampled at ~3650 and ~3400 cm-1, which the authors attributed to weakly hydrogen- 

bonded water molecules with  hydrogen atoms towards the silica and “bulk-like” stronger 
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Figure 1-10:  A) The top view of the simulated quartz(0001) dry surface, B) 

schematic representation of hydrogen bonding involving in-plane and out-of-plane 

isolated silanol groups, and C) hydrogen bonding schemes at the amorphous silica/water 

interface.  Groups depicted are isolated (left), geminal (middle), and vicinal (right).  

Figure adapted from Cimas, A.;  Tielens, F.;  Sulpizi, M.;  Gaigeot, M. P.; Costa, D., The 

Amorphous Silica-Liquid Water Interface Studied by Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics 

(AIMD): Local Organization in Global Disorder. Journal of Physics-Condensed Matter 

2014, 26 (24), 10.1088/0953-8984/26/24/244106.  Copyright 2014 American Institure 

of Physics. 
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hydrogen-bonded water oriented witgh hydrogen atoms pointing towards the bulk, 

respectively.  The observation of such weakly hydrogen-bonded water (~3650 cm-1) at the 

hydrophilic silica surface was hypothesized to originate from the interaction of surface 

waters with exposed siloxane bridges. 

 Geochemical interfaces such as those found in aquifers, river beds, and coastal 

regions are often subject to flowing water.  In 2014 Bonn investigated how the vSFG 

response reacted to static and flowing water at mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces.38  The 

authors fount that flowing pH 6.5 solution decreased the vSFG and had little effect on the 

pH 3 and pH 11 spectra of the SiO2/H2O interface.38  This was not the case at the CaF2 

interface, which has a much higher dissolution rate than silica.130  The origin of the vSFG 

feature at ~3200 cm-1 and the shoulder at ~3460 cm-1 was not discussed in detail.38 

Previous theoretical studies have investigated a wide array of mineral oxide surface 

morphologies, revealing varied interfacial water structure.107, 113, 119  Costa et al. studied 

how three types of silanol groups present on amorphous silica could interact with interfacial 

water.118  The most common silanol architectures in the experimentally prepared surfaces 

in this work were designated as “isolated” silanol groups (Figure 1-10).  Two distinct 

interfacial water species were identified next to isolated silanol groups, one with a H-down 

orientation which donates a hydrogen bond (1.8 Å length), and another which accepts a 

hydrogen bond (1.6 Å length) with an H-up orientation with respect to the surface.118   Four 

water and three water silanol-water structures were also assigned to vicinal and geminal 

silanol groups, respectively.118 
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Armed with the power to resolve the relative orientations of interfacial water 

species provided by heterodyned vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy (HD-

vSFG), Tahara et al. commented on the water structure present at the silica/aqueous 

interface.96  Using isotopic dilution as a tool to probe the coupling of interfacial species, 

the authors found that the two-peak structure associated with ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 bands 

merged into one resonant feature as the pH of HOD solutions was increased (Bulk pH 

12.1).  Tahara concluded that the ~3400 cm-1 band in the H2O spectra is not an indication 

of distinct silanol sites, but is a result of a gradual frequency shift of the positive OH band 

which changes the magnitude of vibrational coupling.96  While previous authors focused 

on the ability of charged silanol groups to orient interfacial water species, this study stated 

that “the charge on the silanolate group does not significantly facilitate the formation of 

strong hydrogen bonds compared to neutral silica”.96  A red-shifted ~3050 cm-1 species 

was still present after isotopic dilution, but was shifted to ~3200 cm-1, indicating that strong 

interactions between silanol groups and interfacial water molecules were present as 

suggested by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.118  This work was the second 

manuscript to directly disagree with Shen’s initial assignment of “ice-like” and “water-

like” species,95 although this assignment is still used by some research groups. 

Following Tahara’s 2016 publication, the Backus, Gibbs and Tyrode research 

groups published works in 2017 which focused on electrolyte induced variation of the 

interfacial depth,62 polarization dependence of interfacial probing depth,131 and directly 

probing surface silanol groups using vSFG,132 respectively.  The ability of electrolyte 

solutions to passively screen surface charges and affect the observed vSFG response was 
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tested again by Backus et al.62 Contrary to the GCS model the authors found that larger 

cations of equal valence more efficiently screen surface charges than smaller ones.  This 

behavior was rationalized by the higher interfacial mobility of larger more weakly hydrated 

alkali cations due to their weaker hydration shells.62  The integrated vSFG response 

actually grew as the electrolyte concentration was increased from 10-5 to 10-2 M.  In 

addition, the central frequency of the vSFG OH stretch response also red-shifted by ~ 60 

cm-1,62 suggesting that interfacial water molecules in the presence of alkali salts actually 

formed stronger hydrogen bonds, in contrast to previous studies.69  The assignment of the 

O-H stretch region of the vSFG response was not discussed in detail, but previous 

assignments of the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 feature as tetrahedrally coordinated and “liquid-

like”, respectively, were invoked.  Changing the polarization of the incoming visible, IR, 

and generated vSFG photons leads to sampling of different elements of the second order 

nonlinear susceptibility tensor \(7).133  This is discussed in greater detail in chapter 2.  

Gibbs et al. chose SSP, PPP, and PSS experimental geometries to examine the response of 

the silica/aqueous interface at varied bulk pH.131  The authors concluded that SSP and PPP 

polarized vSFG spectra simultaneously sampled the Stern and diffuse layer, while PSS 

spectra predominantly probed the Stern layer.  The SSP and PPP spectra also were 

dominated by a vSFG response centered at ~3200 cm-1, while the PSS spectra contained a 

response at ~3400 cm-1.131  A small contribution to the vSFG spectra was sometimes seen 

at ~3600 cm-1 which was assigned to silanol groups that are weakly hydrogen bonded, “but 

still exchangeable with other water” molecules.131  These findings led Gibbs et al. to the 

conclusion that the ~3200 cm-1 could be assigned to water residing in the diffuse layer, 
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Figure 1-11: Schematic representation of overcharging of the interfacial region via 

accumulation of cations at A) low pH and B) high pH.  A secondary mechanism of ion 

induced interfacial ordering is depicted in the bottom panel by the formation of a 

hydrated layer of cations at the surface at C) low pH and D) high pH.  Figure taken from  

Darlington, A. M.;  Jarisz, T. A.;  DeWalt-Kerian, E. L.;  Roy, S.;  Kim, S.;  Azam, M. 

S.;  Hore, D. K.; Gibbs, J. M., Separating the pH-Dependent Behavior of Water in the 

Stern and Diffuse Layers with Varying Salt Concentration. Journal of Physical 

Chemistry C 2017, 121 (37), 20229-20241,10.1021/acs.jpcc.7603522.  Copyright 2017 

American Chemical Society. 
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while the ~3400 cm-1 response came from water in the Stern layer, contrary to previous 

work at the SiO2/H2O interface.69, 95  The authors also hypothesized that salt played a more 

active role in the electrical double layer, and that accumulation of cations could actually 

change the sign of the interfacial potential as shown in Figure 1-11.  This behavior is in 

stark contrast to ions passively screening surface charges, and a secondary mechanism of 

contribution to the vSFG spectra by accumulated cations by creation of a cation hydration 

later also was presented by the authors in Figure 1-11.  Clearly, specific cation effects play 

a large role in the organization of surface waters at the silica/aqueous interface.   

Lastly Tyrode et al. investigated surface silanol groups using vSFG in tandem with 

plasma cleaning and heat treatment of the surface, systematically increasing or decreasing 

the number of isolated surface silanol groups.132  The authors chose to state that the 

assignment of interfacial species was still highly controversial, and that the vSFG response 

in the 3200 and 3400 cm-1 region originates from vibrations in the interfacial region.132  It 

is also important to note that this work describes the surface as > 25% deprotonated at pH 

10134, 135, suggesting that there should be a detectable number Si-OH groups at all bulk pH 

values investigated.  The authors saw an increased vSFG response from surface silanol 

groups using PPP, SSP, and SPS experimental geometries for heat treated samples, and 

less intensity from these groups for plasma cleaned samples.  The intensity in the ~3680 

cm-1 region was assigned to the O-H stretch of isolated silanols vibrating under interfacial 

water molecules.132 

In 2018, Kim et al. published work which characterized interfacial water 

populations next to silica, sodium calcium silicate, and calcium aluminosilicate using 
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vSFG.136  These samples were represented by fused quartz, sodium lime silica (SLS), and 

E-glass, respectively.  VSFG features in the O-H stretching region were dominated by two 

peaks at ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 which were assigned to strongly and weakly hydrogen 

bonded water molecules, respectively.136  A third feature with narrow bandwidth (~50 cm-

1) was also probed at ≥ 3780 cm-1, and this peak was hypothesized to originate from 

“subsurface hydrous species in a non-equilibrium state unique to glass materials” that were 

studied.136  This work also investigated silica wetting used relative humidity (RH) as an 

experimental parameter.  Interestingly at 0% RH the vSFG intensity in the ~3200 and 

~3600 cm-1 regions did not vanish, suggesting that water molecules are difficult to remove 

from the surface, or that the silica surface itself contributes to the vSFG response in these 

regions. 

A DFT-MD based computational study which shed new light on the origin of the 

vSFG response from the silica/aqueous interfacial region was also published in 2018 by 

Gaigeot et al..137  Using the ability to deconvolute the simulated imaginary component of 

the vSFG response (D`\(7)(a)) in a slice by slice manner at a given distance z from the 

surface, the authors proposed the presence of a binding interfacial layer (BIL) adjacent to 

the surface, followed by a diffuse layer (DL).137  By calculating the D`\bc
(7)(a) and 

D`\dec
(7) (a) response independently, the authors concluded that the sign and the amplitude 

of the diffuse layer response was directly proportional to the sign and magnitude of the 

electrostatic potential associated with the interfacial region. 

Finally, a combined experimental and theoretical work studied the local degree of 

hydrophilicity present at silica/H2O interfaces.138  In this work the BIL and DL separation 
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of the individual contributions to the vSFG were made possible via theoretical 

contributions by Gaigeot et al., which were paired with vSFG measurements in the time-

domain and steady-state by Bonn and Backus et al..  Water molecules in the BIL with one 

OH group directed toward in-plane silanol groups contributed to the vSFG response 

centered at 3470 cm-1.138  Other water molecules in the BIL with an OH group associated 

with a siloxane bridging oxygen atom were assigned to be responsible for the vSFG 

intensity in the 3660 cm-1 region, consistent with previous experimental measurements.127, 

138  Using time-resolved vSFG, the authors were able to show that the vibrational dynamics 

associated with the 3660 cm-1 species originated from interfacial water, and the response 

in this region arose from locally hydrophobic sites on the alumina surface, not from surface 

silanol groups.138 
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Figure 1-12: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the experimental 

nonlinear optical community’s understanding of the SiO2/H2O interface.   
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Figure 1-13: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the computational 

nonlinear optical community’s understanding of the SiO2/H2O interface.   
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1.8.2 Steady-state vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy of the 

CaF2/H2O interface 

 The theoretical and experimental work performed on the SiO2/H2O interface is 

extensive however, CaF2 is also an attractive surface study due to its extended transparency 

in the mid infrared region and the fact that naturally occurring CaF2 is the principal source 

of hydrogen fluoride, which is used to generate refrigerants, surfactants, and polymer 

materials.139, 140  The fewer interfacial studies of the calcium fluoride present are likely due 

to the faster dissolution kinetics of the CaF2 surface, making the interface more dynamic.38  

Many groups have still chosen to investigate this interface, as it is relevant from a 

geochemical standpoint.141 

The first vSFG experimental work at the CaF2/H2O interface was performed by 

Richmond et al. in 2001 and revealed two resonant features at ~3160 cm-1 and ~3657 cm-

1 which were attributed to ordered tetrahedrally bonded water molecules, and weakly 

bonded Ca-OH species, repectively.141  Addition of NaF electrolyte (0 – 0.01 M) was also 

investigated at bulk pH 13.2 conditions, in an effort to affect the rate of surface dissolution 

described by Equation 1-8.  The amplitude and shape of the ~3160 cm-1 and 3657 cm-1 

species were not changed by the addition of NaF solution at negative surface charge.  By 

cycling the bulk pH, the authors could reversibly change the vSFG response to primarily 

favor the strongly coordinated species (3160 cm-1) at acidic pH (pH 2.9) or the weakly 

coordinated species (3657 cm-1) at basic pH (13.2).   

fgh7 + 2*7)	 ⟷ fg()*)7 + 2*h									(1.8) 
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 Four years later Benderskii et al. performed vSFG experiments on the CaF2/H2O 

interface in using steady state and time resolved vSFG measurements to understand the 

structure and vibrational dynamics of interfacial water species.142  Time resolved vSFG 

measurements are discussed later, therefore we will focus on the spectral assignment of 

interfacial species present at the heavy water (D2O)/fluorite interface.  Benderskii et al. 

invoked Shen’s explanation of highly coordinated and under coordinated interfacial water 

populations as “ice-like” and “liquid-like”, respectively.  While this work focused on the 

timescales of generated vibrational coherences in the interfacial region, the authors 

concluded that two distinct populations exist at the CaF2/H2O interface, with different 

timescales of vibrational relaxation. 

 In 2010 the Richmond research group performed interfacial spectroscopy of the 

CaF2/H2O interface to probe the ion specific adsorption.143  Richmond et al. fit the 

electrolyte free vSFG data using three central frequencies of 3060, 3231, and 3459 cm-1 

(Figure 1-14).143  The authors assigned the vSFG response in the ~3200 cm-1 region to 

strong bonding interactions and spectral density in the 3400-3700 cm-1 region from 

interfacial water with weaker hydrogen-bonding interactions.143  More specifically, the 

broad ~3200 cm-1 feature is assigned to both strongly coordinated water molecules residing 

in the electrical double layer and directly adjacent to the CaF2 surface.143  The ~3590 cm-1 

feature was attributed to more weakly H-bonded species including interfacial water in the 

solvation shell of ions interacting with the fluorite surface, and the molecular origin of the 

~3400 cm-1 shoulder was not discussed in detail.  Ion induced organization of interfacial 

water populations can be seen in Figure 1-14, with the role of Cl- and Br- attributed  
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primarily to screening of the electrostatic field in the interfacial region while SO4
2- showed 

more disruptive behavior indicative of specific adsorption.143  The difference in the ability 

Cl-, Br- , and SO4
2- to affect interfacial water was attributed to the surface charge density 

of the ions, where the greater charge of SO4
2- allows it to approach the CaF2/H2O interface 

more easily than Cl- and Br-.143  The adsorption interactions of Cl-, Br-, and SO4
2- are not 

similar in mechanism to the irreversible addition of F- to the surface, which rapidly screens 

 

Figure 1-14: Concentration dependent vSFG spectra of A) NaCl , B) NaBr, C) NaF, 

and D) Na2SO4 taken using SSP experimental geometry in the O-H stretching region.  

Figure reprinted from  Hopkins, A. J.;  Schrodle, S.; Richmond, G. L., Specific Ion 

Effects of Salt Solutions at the CaF2/Water Interface. Langmuir 2010, 26 (13), 10784-

10790,10.1021/la100607b.  Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. 
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surface charges, and then directly incorporates with existing CaF2 surface sites, shifting the 

fluorite dissolution equilibrium.143 

 In a review published in 2011, the Allen research group presented vSFG 

measurements that tracked sulfate anion adsorption at the CaF2/H2O interface.72  While the 

vSFG spectra probed the S-O region of the infrared spectrum (950-1250 cm-1) the authors 

discuss electrolyte induced screening of surface charges for CaF2/water systems.  Since 

sulfate ions lower their inherent symmetry from a Td configuration to a C2v/C3v state upon 

adsorption on the fluorite surface, the authors concluded that the vSFG response only can 

arise from adsorbed SO4
- anions.72  The direct adsorption of anions at the neutrally charged 

(bulk pH = 7) interface lead the authors to conclude that charges on the fluorite surface are 

neutralized by inner-sphere complexation of the sulfate anions (specific adsorption) as well 

as passive screening by anions in the diffuse layer (passive screening).72 

 The dissolution kinetics of CaF2 lead to a structurally dynamic interfacial region on 

experimentally relevant time scales.  In 2014 Bonn et al. used a flow of solvent across the 

fluorite substrate as an experimental parameter to contrast the static behavior of the 

strongly and weakly hydrogen species observed for the SiO2/H2O interface during flow 

cycles.38  In the vSFG spectra acquired by Bonn et al. the CaF2/H2O spectra can be 

described by a single broad feature centered at ~3160 cm-1 which the authors attribute to 

“the OH stretching mode”.38  Flowing the aqueous solution over the fluorite substrate 

doubled the vSFG response at pH = 3, almost halved the vSFG response at pH = 12, with 

similar behavior over multiple flow on flow off cycles.  At pH = 12, flowing the solvent 

reduces the vSFG response on a second time scale, as the (CaF)+ and F- ions released near 
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Figure 1-15: A top) A schematic representation of the electoral double layer and 

orientation of interfacial water molecules in this region.  A bottom) Diagram of the 

vSFG experimental geometry used and flow cell used for these experiments.  VSFG 

spectra of the CaF2/H2O interface at B) pH 3 and c) pH 12 under static (black) and flow 

(red) conditions.  D) The vSFG response plotted on a minute scale as the flow is cycled 

on and off.  From Lis, D.;  Backus, E. H. G.;  Hunger, J.;  Parekh, S. H.; Bonn, M., Liquid 

Flow Along a Solid Surface Reversibly Alters Interfacial Chemistry. Science 2014, 344 

(6188), 1138-1142,10.1126/science.1253793.  Reprinted with permission from AAAS. 
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the interface from dissolution of the substrate are dispersed into the bulk by the introduced 

sheer force of flowing solvent, reducing the net negative surface charge experienced by 

interfacial water molecules.38  The opposite behavior at positive surface charge conditions 

was linked to a much faster observed dissolution rate of F- anions compared to Ca2+ cations.  

As the flow is turned on, because the fluorine anions travel to the bulk water region much 

more quickly than their calcium counterparts, the surface becomes more positively charged 

and hence aligns more interfacial water molecules, resulting in a larger vSFG response 

(Figure 1-15).38  This work established liquid flow as an important experimental 

parameter, and measured the interfacial kinetics of fluorite surface dissolution using the 

induced orientation of interfacial water molecules, an important connection between the 

nonlinear optical and geochemical communities.   

 Microscopic characterizations of the CaF2/H2O interface were not available from 

theoretical works until 2015, likely due to the complexity involved with simulating a 

dynamic interfacial region.144  Sulpizi et al. were the first to offer such insight into the 

vibrational frequencies associated with interfacial at the fluorite/water interface.144  The 

authors described four interfacial populations with central frequencies of 3050, ~3275, 

3400, and 3670 cm-1.  The ability to generate a VDOS as a function of distance from the 

CaF2 slab makes interpretation straightforward.  The 3050 cm-1 intensity exemplifying this, 

as it grows in intensity until ~5 Å, and then saturates showing that these highly red-shifted 

species must be adjacent to the interface (Figure 1-16).  The authors hypothesize that the 

first layer of adsorbed water primarily contribute to the ~3275 cm-1 at both acidic and basic 

conditions, and that the 3400 cm-1 intensity becomes stronger as the interfacial water  
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Figure 1-16: Generated VDOS of the A) basic pH environment with excess hydroxide 

ions and B) acidic pH environment with excised hydronium ions as a function of 

distance from the fluorite slab.  In panel A) the unfilled curves represent the entire 

contribution to the spectra from all interfacial water molecules, the filled curves are 

associated with the vibrational response of the H from water molecules, and the black 

lines come from the H associated with hydroxyl groups.  Figure adopted from reference 

144. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer eBook Khatib, R.; Sulpizi, 

M., The Fluorite/Water Interfaces: Structure and Spectroscopy from First Principles 

Simulations. 2015; p 179-190.  Copyright 2015.  

 
becomes more bulk-like.144  Lastly free OH-groups contribute to the vSFG intensity at 

basic pH, and are primarily sampled at closer distances to the fluorite slab.  The authors 

concluded that interfacial water is quite disordered or “bulk-like” at neutral pH and that at 

the charged surface ~ two layers of interfacial water are aligned by the generated electric 

field, leading to the change in the vSFG response at the CaF2/H2O interface. 
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 While Sulpizi et al.’s work published in 2015 decomposed the vibrational response 

from interfacial water at the positive, neutral, and negatively charged CaF2/H2O interface 

as a function of distance from the fluorite slab, the orientation of these contributing water  

 

molecules was not discussed.144  A follow up manuscript in 2016 complemented the 

previous work by calculating the real and imaginary response of the vSFG spectrum 

associated with the CaF2/H2O interface at the same conditions, yielding a more complete 

interpretation of the fluorite/water interface.28  Phase resolved vSFG spectra were 

generated at bulk pH values of 2, 7, and 13 which agreed well with the complementary 

 

Figure 1-17: Measured HD-vSFG of the CaF2/H2O interface at bulk A) pH 2 , B) pH 7, 

and C) pH 13.  Comparison with the simulated CaF2/H2O HD-vSFG spectra at  D) pH 2 

, E) pH 7, and F) pH 13.  Figure taken from reference 28. 
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experimental results (Figure 1-17).  At pH 2 (positive surface charge) a broad band in the 

~3200 cm-1 range exists with the sampled O-H bonds pointing towards the bulk.28  The 

enhanced vSFG intensity in the ~3200 cm-1 region was attributed to the increased 

electrostatic potential at the interface from F- dissolution.28  Under net neutral surface 

charge interfacial water contributing the ~3200 cm-1 region has an orientation with the H 

atoms pointing towards the fluorite substrate and a ~3400 cm-1 species with the O-H bonds 

aimed at the bulk.  Both the simulated and measured phase resolved vSFG spectra show 

little intensity in the O-H stretching region at pH 7, as both peaks are approximately equal 

in amplitude and destructively interfere with one another.  At negative surface charge (pH 

13) experimental spectra have a broad feature in the ~3300-3600 cm-1 range while the 

theoretical result only samples a more narrow peak at ~3650 cm-1 , which in both cases 

indicates that the O-H bonds sampled point towards the bulk.28  This peak was concluded 

to originate from surface Ca-OH groups which do not H-bond efficiently with interfacial 

water molecules.   

 The most recent experimental vSFG measurements of the CaF2/H2O interface were 

performed by the Borguet and Ishibashi research groups in 2016 and 2017, respectively.  

Borguet et al. primarily investigated the vibrational dynamics of the fluorite/water 

interface, and will therefore be discussed in later sections.145  Ishibashi et al. focused on 

the development of heterodyned vSFG spectroscopy in total internal reflection (TIR) 

geometry at the CaF2/H2O interface, and tested their experimental setup and calculation of 

local field enhancements associated with the experimental geometry.73  While the authors 

presented phase resolved vSFG spectra of the surfactant (SDS)/CaF2 interface in the C-H 
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region, they also commented on the origin of the ~3250 cm-1 peak commonly seen for neat 

water samples.  Ishibashi et al. assigned this resonance to the OH symmetric stretching 

mode split by the Fermi resonance, 73 in agreement with Bonn et al. 38.  This assignment 

assumes that isotopic dilutions would provide similar results to those found at the SiO2/H2O 

interface,111 although HOD experiments have not yet been performed at the CaF2/H2O 

interface. 

 

 

Figure 1-18: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the experimental 

nonlinear optical community’s understanding of interfacial structure at the CaF2/H2O 

interface.   
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Figure 1-19: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the nonlinear optical 

community’s understanding of interfacial structure at the CaF2/H2O interface.   

 

1.8.3 Steady-state vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy of the 

TiO2/H2O interface 

 Unlike SiO2 and CaF2, TiO2 is an optically transparent conductive substrate which 

has been incorporated in many photocatalytic systems,146 due to its absorption in the UV, 

its semiconductor properties which allow for the photogeneration of excited electrons and 

holes, and is of interest as a potential applied coating for smart glass technology.147  
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Another important characteristic is the ability to cycle the wettability of TiO2 surfaces using 

UV light.148  The Shultz research group was the first to investigate the TiO2/vapor interface 

using vSFG in 2003.149  The semi-conductive properties of TiO2 can make the material 

challenging to study due to the large nonresonant contribution to the total vSFG response 

which can obscure the molecular response of interfacial water.  For this reason, thin TiO2 

films are usually deposited on another substrate.  For example, Shultz et al. deposited thin 

TiO2 films on CaF2 windows, allowing for measurement of the interfacial region.149  The 

authors investigated the surface architecture of the thinTiO2 film pre and post UV 

treatment.  Little to no vSFG in the 3000-3500 cm-1 region was observed as these 

experiments were performed in vacuum.  These experiments correlated the free OH region 

to treatment conditions using vSFG as a surface specific vibrational probe of terminal 

hydroxyl architecture.  The observation of three broad peaks located at 3562, 3662, and 

3698 cm-1 indicated that multiple terminal OH groups exist on the TiO2/vapor interface 

which are red shifted from non-hydrogen bonded OH groups in vacuum.149  The red shift 

associated with these peaks indicates a broad distribution of surface OH group interactions, 

and the amplitude of these peaks increased post UV-treatment, following macroscopic 

trends of increased hydrophilicity after UV excitation of TiO2 films.   

 Two additional works focusing on the TiO2/vapor interface and TiO2/H2O interface 

were published in 2004 by Uosaki et al.29 and Cremer et al.75, respectively.  The wettability 

of the TiO2 surface was studied in the full O-H stretching region using vSFG as an 

interfacial probe of adsorbed water before and after UV illumination.29  The authors first 

characterized the vSFG spectra of a TiO2 substrate deposited on a fused quartz prism when  
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exposed to a flow of Ar gas, 

which resulted in a small 

vSFG peak at ~3700 cm-1, 

which was attributed to 

surface water molecules 

which do not form a liquid 

layer, and are not believed to 

arise from the TiO2 terminal 

hydroxyl groups.29  Next the 

TiO2 surface was exposed to 

water-vapor-saturated Ar gas, 

which increased the intensity 

in the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 

region (Figure 1-20).  The 

authors attributed the 

intensity at ~3200 cm-1 to 

“ice-like” water, representing 

the symmetric OH stretching 

mode (n1) of tetrahedrally 

coordinated water molecules 

and the intensity in the ~3400 

cm-1 region to “liquid-like” 

 

Figure 1-20:  vSFG spectra of TiO2 exposed to A) pure 

Ar, B) water-vapor-saturated Ar, C) water-vapor-

saturated Ar 30 minutes after UV illumination, D) same 

sample 1 hour after UV exposure, and E) same sample 

after flow of pure Ar.  All vSFG spectra were measured 

using PPP experimental geometry.  Reprinted with 

permission from Uosaki, K.;  Yano, T.; Nihonyanagi, S., 

Interfacial Water Structure at As-Prepared and UV-

Induced Hydrophilic TiO2 Surfaces Studied by Sum 

Frequency Generation Spectroscopy and Quartz Crystal 

Microbalance. Journal of Physical Chemistry B 2004, 

108 (50), 19086-19088,10.1021/jp045173f.  Copyright 

2004 American Chemical Society. 
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water assigned to the asymmetric (n3) OH stretch.29  Uosaki et al. then display a spectrum 

of the TiO2/water-vapor-saturated Ar interface after UV illumination of the substrate, 

which significantly increased the vSFG response of the ~3200, ~3400, and ~3700 cm-1 

features.  Lastly, to demonstrate the reversibility of the induced wettability, the same 

sample is shown to have little intensity in the full O-H region after recovering to a ground 

state in the dark for one hour under flow of Ar gas, showing a return to the initial 

hydrophobic behavior.  

  The Cremer group studied the TiO2/aqueous interface as the bulk pH was varied 

to probe the evolution of interfacial water population at positive, neutral, and negatively 

charged TiO2 surfaces.75  The spectra displayed two features at ~3200 and 3400 cm-1, 

assigned to interfacial water molecules with tetrahedral bonding and water with less 

ordered hydrogen bonds, respectively.75  Varying the surface charge via bulk pH 

modulation primarily affected the amplitude of the ~3200 cm-1 species, as the intensity of 

this peak scaled almost monotonically with the charging of the interface.75  The authors 

went further to assign the relative location of species contributing to the ~3200 and ~3400 

cm-1.  Cremer et al. hypothesized that water molecules contributing to the red-shifted 

population are mainly located in the diffuse layer, as the diffuse layer volume should be 

sensitive to the exponentially decaying interfacial potential, but also noted that some 

tetrahedrally coordinated species could exist adjacent to the TiO2 surface.75  The ~3400 

cm-1 intensity was assigned to interfacial water directly adjacent to the TiO2 surface.  

Furthermore, the directionality of O-H bonds contributing to this peak was designated as 

O-H bonds pointing towards the TiO2 surface at low pH and O-H bonds aimed at the bulk  
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water for high pH conditions.  Lastly, the authors introduced phosphate ions, which bind 

efficiently with TiO2 surface sites.  The authors hypothesized that the adsorbed phosphate 

layer shifts the PZC of the interface to ~ pH 2, leading to behavior of interfacial water 

molecules similar to that observed at the SiO2/H2O interface. 

 The first theoretical work to complement the vSFG experiments performed by 

Nihonyanagi, Cremer and Shultz was published in 2004 by Wesolowski et al..150  A 

combined approach using DFT-MD and X-ray spectroscopic methods probed the 

adsorption of cations at the TiO2/H2O interface.150  These simulations showed that terminal 

oxygen groups were not accessible to the interfacial region, and that the hydroxylated TiO2 

surface excludes anions from the first layers where hydrated cations were found to strongly 

adsorb.150  This repulsion of anions was attributed to the electrostatic nature of surface 

oxygen groups.  X-ray spectroscopic measurements establish the presence of two distinct 

water populations present in the first layer: water ordered vertically and laterally with 

respect to the crystal axis,150 consistent with the two peaks found in the OH stretching 

region by the Uosaki group.29   

 Experimental measurements of ion affinities for the TiO2/H2O interface using 

vSFG were performed in a follow up study by the Cremer group in 2012.74  The predictions 

of the Hofmeister series, a ranking system of a salt’s ability to denature proteins,151 were 

contrasted at quartz and TiO2 surfaces.74  Spectral features appeared at ~3200 and ~3450 

cm-1 and were assigned to better more coordinated and less coordinated water structure, 

respectively (Figure 1-21).74  Similar to the SiO2/H2O interface, ion specific adsorption 
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was observed under bulk pH 10 

conditions.  The ability of the ions to 

induce interfacial ordering of 

surface waters scaled similarly to the 

ionic charge density, and was not as 

pronounced at ambient pH 

conditions (pH 6).  This ranking of 

behavior was concluded to agree at 

least qualitatively with the 

Hofmeister series ranking of ion 

activity, and the greater number of 

exceptions to the predicted behavior 

on TiO2 compared to quartz were 

attributed to differences in the 

surface structure and electronic 

properties of the TiO2 substrates.74 

 VSFG measurements of the 

TiO2/H2O interface by Backus et al.  

published in 2017 combined HD-

vSFG, contact-angle measurements, 

isotopic dilution, and AIMD 

simulations to investigate the origins  

 

Figure 1-21: vSFG spectra of TiO2 substrates 

under bulk pH 10 conditions in contact with A) 

0.1 mM monovalent, A)  0.033 mM divalent 

chloride salts, B) 1 mM monovalent sates, B) and 

0,33 mM divalent chloride salt solutions.  

Reprinted with permission from  Flores, S. C.;  

Kherb, J.;  Konelick, N.;  Chen, X.; Cremer, P. S., 

The Effects of Hofmeister Cations at Negatively 

Charged Hydrophilic Surfaces. Journal of 

Physical Chemistry C 2012, 116 (9), 5730-

5734,10.1021/jp210791j.  Copyright 2012 

American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 1-22:   A) Generated TiO2 thin film of deposited on a calcium fluoride window 

used for vSFG measurements.  B) Conventional vSFG measurements of the 

TiO2/aqueous interface in the OH stretching region of varied levels of isotopic dilution.  

C) HD-vSFG spectra decomposed into the real ( Re[\(7)] ) and imaginary (Im[\(7)]) 

contributions to the total vSFG response for H2O and HOD solutions.  D) Conventional 

vSFG spectra (dots) and reconstructed vSFG spectra (( Re[\(7)] + Im[\(7)])2) from HD-

vSFG measurements of H2O and HOD solutions.  Figure reprinted with permission from 

Hosseinpour, S.;  Tang, F. J.;  Wang, F. L.;  Livingstone, R. A.;  Schlegel, S. J.;  Ohto, 

T.;  Bonn, M.;  Nagata, Y.; Backus, E. H. G., Chemisorbed and Physisorbed Water at the 

TiO2/Water Interface. Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters 2017, 8 (10), 2195-

2199,10.1021/acs.jpclett.7b00564.  Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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of the UV induced super hydrophilicity at the TiO2/H2O interface.152  The phase resolved 

vSFG spectra (Figure 1-22) revealed the presence of a positive feature at ~3100 cm-1 and 

a broad negative feature at ~3400 cm-1.152  The 50 % H2O spectra represents a 50/50 

mixture of H2O and D2O, which reduces the intramolecular and intermolecular coupling.  

As the concentration of D2O is increased, the two peak vSFG spectra of the 100 % H2O 

spectra merged into a single feature, similar to isotopic dilution experiments at the 

SiO2/HOD interface (Figure 1-22).111, 127  While the conventional homodyned vSFG 

measurements show a large dependence on the degree of isotopic dilution at the TiO2/H2O 

interface, the HD-vSFG measurements appear qualitatively similar.  Assignment of the 

~3100 and ~3500 cm-1 is aided by the AIMD simulations of the hydroxylated surface, 

which indicate that physisorbed water molecules give rise to the positive vSFG peak at 

~3100 cm-1, “while the O-H groups of chemisorbed water molecules contribute to a ~3500 

cm-1 negative feature” present in the HD-vSFG spectra.152  The authors state that 

“physisorbed water molecules are strongly H-bonded to the chemisorbed water molecules 

via the oxygen atom of the chemisorbed water molecules”, allowing for attraction of 

additional water layers , which the authors conclude is the origin of the super hydrophilic 

behavior displayed by TiO2 substrates.152  

 Lastly, the most detailed analysis of the vibrational response of interfacial water 

molecules at the TiO2/H2O interface was recently completed by Selloni et al. in 2018.76  

The authors used a supercell containing 4 layers of interfacial water between two TiO2 

surfaces to generate a phase resolved vSFG spectrum from the interfacial region  
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Figure 1-23: A) A snapshot of the supercell used to simulate the TiO2/H2O interface 

using orange for O atoms of the substrate, pink for Ti, black for O of 1st layer water, blue 

for O of 2nd layer water, green for O of 3rd layer water, red for O of 4th layer water, and 

white for H atoms.  B) The computed water density distribution normal to the TiO2 

surface.  C) Normalized probability distributions as a function of angle between two OH 

groups of water and the surface normal.  D) Generated phase resolved vSFG spectra 

from the partially dissociated and non-dissociated interfacial water.  Adapted  with 

permission from  Andrade, M. F. C.;  Ko, H. Y.;  Car, R.; Selloni, A., Structure, 

Polarization, and Sum Frequency Generation Spectrum of Interfacial Water on Anatase 

TiO2. Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters 2018, 9 (23), 6716-

6721,10.1021/acs.jpclett.8b03103.  Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
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(Figure 1-21).76  The generated Im[\(7)] spectrum looks similar to the result from Backus 

et al., with a broad positive amplitude feature at ~ 3100 cm-1 and a negative amplitude 

feature at ~ 3400 cm-1.76  The vSFG spectra were then decomposed layer by layer (1-4), 

and the effect of dissociated water in contact with the TiO2 surface was also considered.  

The 1st layer was attributed to the negative peak at ~3400 cm-1, and donates H-bonds 

towards the bulk.  Water in subsequent layers contribute to the ~3100 cm-1 positive 

amplitude feature and primarily donate H-bonds towards the TiO2 surface.76  The nature 

and extent of water dissociation at the TiO2 surface has been hypothesized to give rise to 

the super hydrophilicity of the TiO2/H2O interface.76  Both phase resolved vSFG spectra 

for the partially and non-dissociated water models qualitatively agree with experimental 

vSFG measurements, leading the authors to conclude that some degree of dissociation 

remains likely, and that a broader frequency range should be studied in future vSFG 

measurements to help reveal the true degree of water dissociation at the technologically 

relevant TiO2/H2O interface. 
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Figure 1-24: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the theoretical and 

experimental nonlinear optical communities’ understanding of interfacial structure at the 

TiO2/H2O interface.   

 

1.8.4 Steady-state vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy of the 

Al2O3/H2O interface 

 Alumina, a geochemically abundant mineral, is used in industrial catalysis, 

micro/nano electronics, ceramics, and filtration.41-45   The optical transparency in the OH 

stretch region, the ability to investigate the negative, neutral, and positively charged 
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interface, along with access to a variety of unique crystalline surface planes has made the 

alumina/water interface of great interest the nonlinear experimental and theoretical 

communities. 

 Interestingly, in contrast to other mineral oxide surfaces previously discussed, two 

theory publications by the Schlegel153 and Andreoni154 research groups in 1998 predated 

any vSFG work at the Al2O3/H2Ointerface.  These initial studies used AIMD simulations 

to probe the vibrational frequencies of adsorbed water molecules on the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, and the dissociative pathways that lead to alumina-water 

surface interactions.153, 154  Schlegel et al. used two variations of the  HF/6-31 + G* and 

three variations of the B3LYYP/6-31 + G* force fields, all of which showed that relaxed 

water clusters spontaneously dissociated at the alumina/water interface.153  The vibrational 

frequencies of adsorbed water molecules and surface OH groups were then calculated.  

Molecularly adsorbed water molecules gave rise to vibrational frequencies in the 3516-

3582 cm-1 region attributed to the symmetric OH stretch and antisymmetric OH stretch 

frequencies in the 3633-3673 cm-1 range.153  The surface aluminol stretching frequencies 

were mostly blue shifted, and groups with an oxygen bonded to a single Al atom gave rise  

to OH frequencies in the 3719-3769 cm-1 range, if bonded to multiple Al atoms frequencies 

were calculated in the 3529-3716 cm-1 range, with the red shift indicative of a higher degree 

of  coordination.153  While alumina is hydrophilic and is densely packed with surface 

aluminol groups the vibrational frequencies calculated for adsorbed water in this study are 

indicative of loosely coordinated water, suggesting that interfacial water at the alumina 

surface are blue shifted compared to bulk IR spectra of water.155  The Andreoni group also  
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studied the vibrational 

frequencies of interfacial water at 

the alumina surface, but offered 

insight into the time scales 

associated with an essentially 

barrierless interfacial proton 

transfer between surface waters 

and the substrate (Figure 1-

25).154  The fully hydroxylated 

surface was terminated with a 15 

aluminol groups/nm2, and yielded 

two broad peaks in the vibrational 

spectra located at ~3470 and 

~3650 cm-1 corresponding to in-

plane and out-of-plane aluminol 

groups, respectively.154  Contrary 

to previous studies, the red-

shifted in-plane-aluminol species 

(~3470 cm-1) sampled showed 

that although both in-plane and 

out-of-plane aluminol groups 

share the same level of oxygen 

 

Figure 1-25: A) A snapshot of the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface at ~1 ps after the 

simulation was initialized where grey arrows 

indicate physisorbed water molecules and orange 

arrows show the specific 1-4 binding interaction.  B) 

O-H bond distance versus time.  C) O-H bond length 

between 0 to 1 ps during the proton transfer reaction.  

From  Hass, K. C.;  Schneider, W. F.;  Curioni, A.; 

Andreoni, W., The Chemistry of Water on Alumina 

Surfaces: Reaction Dynamics from First Principles 

Science 1998, 282 (5390), 882-882.  Repreinted with 

permission from AAAS. 
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coordination, long range environmental effects lead to different natural vibrational 

frequencies.154  Lastly, proton transfer reactions between adsorbed water molecules and the 

hydroxylated alumina surface were reported to occur in a step-wise fashion, with the 1st 

proton transfer event taking place on a ~40 fs timescale, leading to the second proton 

transfer event being completed within ~40 fs of the first.154  The dynamic nature of the 

surface, and contributions from the alumina surface in the ~ 3400 cm-1 range brought 

significant new findings to the assignment of vibrational signatures of the Al2O3/H2O 

interfacial region.   

 Yeganeh et al. performed the first vSFG experiments of the Al2O3/H2O interface in 

1999, which explored the evolution of interfacial water orientation while crossing the 

isoelectric point of the interfacial region.39  The authors varied the bulk pH from 2 to 12, 

and observed vSFG features at ~3200, ~3400, and ~3700 cm-1 assigned to strongly 

hydrogen bonded, weakly hydrogen bonded, and interfacial free OH species, 

respectively.39  The sensitivity of the vSFG response from the ~3200 cm-1 species with 

varied surface charge led to the conclusion that these water molecules were closest the 

alumina surface, and were therefore most affected by the changing interfacial electric field 

strength.39  Furthermore, the authors concluded that the dipole of strongly hydrogen bonded 

water molecules adjacent to the charged surface (~3200 cm-1 species) flipped by 180o as 

the isoelectric point is crossed (pH ~8).39  The dry Al2O3 surface was also probed by vSFG 

spectroscopy, which displayed low amplitude signals in the ~3200, ~3400, and ~3700 cm-

1 regions.  This publication highlighted the importance of surface charge, and interfacial 
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hydroxyl group density on the measured interfacial water structure present at the 

Al2O3/H2O interface. 

 Andreoni reported a more detailed account of his 1998 publication in 2000.  While 

overall similar, additional information on the nuances of selective site water dissociation 

and vibrational frequencies of interfacial surface and water species were provided.50  The 

authors also mentioned that as water adsorbed on the alumina surface the H-Oads-H bending 

mode disappears, providing an experimental handle to track water adsorption decoupled 

from aluminol groups, although alumina is not optically transparent in this region, making 

confirmation difficult. 

 The large number density of surface aluminol groups can offer stabilization to 

incoming adsorbates.  Allen et al. leveraged this stabilization to study the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface in 2004 using vSFG before, during, and after the adsorption 

of ten concentrations of piperdine (0 – 10 M) solutions.156  The neat H2O vSFG spectrum 

at the alumina surface shows a broad feature that spans from ~3000 – 3600 cm-1 assigned 

to a combination of OH stretches from molecularly adsorbed water and hydrogen-bonded 

aluminol groups, and a narrower peak at ~3700 cm-1 also attributed to both adsorbed water 

and the free OH of the aluminol surface.156  The authors hypothesized about the vibrational 

frequencies generated from H2O dissociation at the alumina surface.  Allen et al. concluded 

that H2O dissociation produces two distinct surface hydroxyl groups; a OadsH species 

formed from dissociated surface waters, and a OSH belonging to surface oxygen atoms.156  

These species have different vibrational signatures, with the OadsH located at 3780 cm-1 

and the OSH vibrating at 3450 cm-1.156  These assignments differed from previous 
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investigations of the  Al2O3/H2O interface,39 which attributed the free OH species solely 

to surface aluminol groups.  The assignment of the ~3400 cm-1 species did agree with recent 

work performed by Andreoni et al.50, 154 and led the authors to conclude that the attenuation 

induced in the ~3400 cm-1 region by the adsorption of piperdine molecules reflected a 

decrease in the density of surface hydroxyl groups.156 

 Three experimental investigations of the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface were 

carried out in 2008 which highlighted the charging behavior of the surface probed by 

interfacial water structure,55 the orientation of water molecules at the hydrated 

alumina/water interface,57 and the effects of surface morphology on the interfacial solvent 

structure.157  Shen et al. expanded upon work performed by Yeganeh et al., taking phase 

resolved heterodyned vSFG spectra (PS-vSFG) at positive (pH = 3.3), neutral (pH = 5.8), 

and negative (pH = 9.8) surface charge using three different experimental geometries 

(SSP,PPP, and SPS).55  Shen et al. designated the ~3200 cm-1 as “ice-like” water, where 

the sign and amplitude of this peak in PS-vSFG spectra indicates the measure and sign of 

the surface charge, and the ~3450 cm-1 species to “liquid-like” water H-bonded to the 

alumina surface as well as having a contribution from water at the alumina surface with 

asymmetric H-bonding to nearest neighbors.55 A third PS-vSFG peak was resolved at 

~3700 cm-1 assigned to “the protruding OH associated with Al2OH groups on the bulk-

terminated a-Al2O3(0001) surface”.55   Just as Yeganeh et al. hypothesized39 Shen’s work 

showed that as the isoelectric point was crossed, the amplitude of the ~3200 cm-1 peak 

changed sign, indicating that the net orientation of this species flipped with respect to the 

alumina surface (Figure 1-24).55  Furthermore, the pH at which the amplitude changed  
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sign was used to estimate the PZC, which was determined to be ~6.3.  The ~3450 cm-1 

species, however, showed no change in relative orientation as the surface charge was 

scanned, indicating these species were less affected by the interfacial potential.  The sign 

of the ~3700 cm-1 also remained invariant, but was deemed to do so because protruding 

OH groups from the alumina surface cannot flip their orientation, coupled with the fact that 

this species is present at the dry alumina/air interface as well.55   

 
 

Figure 1-26:  Homodyned vSFG spectra of the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface using SSP 

experimental geometry at A) pH 3.3 and B) pH 9.0.  Phase resolved vSFG spectra at C) 

pH 3.3 and D) pH 9.0.  E) Extracted amplitude of the ~3200 cm-1 and ~3450 cm-1 species 

from phase resolved vSFG measurements.  Adapted with permission from  Zhang, L.;  

Tian, C.; Waychunas, G. A.; Shen, Y. R., Structures and Charging of a-Alumina 

(0001)/Water Interfaces Studied by Sum-Frequency Vibrational Spectroscopy. Journal 

of the American Chemical Society 2008, 130 (24), 7686-7694,10.1021/ja8011116.  

Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. 
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Fanghanel et al. used a combination of AIMD simulations with vSFG 

measurements to study the effects of aluminol group orientation on the hydration of the 

alumina/H2O interface.57  While their vSFG spectra presented in this work show resonances 

in the ~3100, ~3200, ~3450, and ~3700 cm-1 portions of the OH stretching region only the 

~3450 cm-1 and ~3700 cm-1 features were discussed in detail, as these peaks are 

hypothesized to originate from surface hydroxyl groups.57  The authors discussed the 

orientation and amplitude of interfacial water designated by the vSFG response at ~ 3100 

cm-1, which is less intense than the contribution from surface hydroxyl groups at both pH 

6 and pH 12.57   At pH 6 the phase of the water response was shifted by 180o compared to 

pH 12 conditions, indicating that at pH 6 water species preferentially align with their 

dipoles pointing towards the bulk.57  At pH 2.7, the water dipole again is the same as at pH 

10 conditions, leading the authors to conclude that the orientation was not driven by 

electrostatic forces, but instead by strong hydrogen bonding with surface aluminol 

groups.57   

Duam et al. investigated the effects of roughness on a nano-scale via vSFG spectra 

of atomically smooth and roughened a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interfaces.157  vSFG spectra 

taken of the atomically smooth surface were characterized by two resonant features at 

~3140 and ~3450 cm-1 corresponding to the symmetric O-H stretch of tetrahedrally 

coordinated water (ice-like) and liquid-like water molecules which were less coordinated, 

respectively.157  The roughened alumina surfaces contained a third category of 

spectroscopic features with resonances in the 3630-3680 cm-1 range, assigned to surface 

hydroxyl groups of varying coordination and local environments.157  As the pH was 
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increased from 1.1 to 14, the vSFG response of the ~3140 cm-1 increased, attributed to 

stronger hydrogen bonding driven by the increase in electric field strength generated by the 

deprotonation of aluminol groups.  The ~3450 cm-1 was far less affected by the bulk pH 

value, and was therefore attributed to water molecules that were farther from the alumina 

surface, perhaps in a transition layer between the ~3140 cm-1 species and bulk water.157  

With regards to the roughened surface, the large vSFG response in the highly uncoupled 

O-H stretch region ~3700 cm-1 was assigned to the sampling of aluminol groups in 

hydrophobic nanopores, and the difference in acid/base behavior with pH of these species 

was attributed to the difference in pK values for aluminol groups at regular terrace sites 

(smooth surface) and at defect sites (nanopores) .157  Results from these studies indicated 

that the orientation of surface aluminol groups, which provide hydrogen bonding with 

interfacial water molecules, and the interfacial potential they generate through acid/base 

chemistry are both vital parameters for accurately describing Al2O3/H2O interfaces.55, 57, 157 

 Fanghanel et al.  further studied the tilt distribution of aluminol groups using a DFT 

based approach in 2009 which was compared with vSFG measurements of the 

alumina/water interface.158  The vSFG spectra presented were limited to the 3303-4000 cm-

1 range, where two main features were observed.  With guidance from theory, the 3460 cm-

1 species was assigned to in-plane surface OH groups with a large tilt angle (60-70o) and 

the 3690 cm-1 species to out-of-plane surface OH groups with small tilt angles.158  

Interestingly, this work did not explicitly include water molecules in the simulations, as 

the authors hypothesized that at pH 6 surface waters contribute little to the total vSFG 

response.158 
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 In 2011 an AIMD theory study by Striolo et al. investigated the structure, residence 

times, and  hydrophilicity of interfacial water on Al and OH terminated alumina slabs.159  

Interfacial water had a longer residence time and showed a greater extent of preferential 

orientation in the first water layer for the oxygen terminated surface.  The hydroxylated 

alumina surface displayed two distinct layers of oriented water molecules located at ~2.75 

and 5.85 Å from the alumina slab corresponding to the first and second layers of interfacial 

water.159  Approximately 70% of water molecules within the first layer adopted a 

preferential orientation, with one OH bond pointing towards the alumina substrate.159  The 

second layer oriented water suggests that extensive hydrogen bonding occurs between the 

second and third layers of interfacial water.159  While an experimental determination of the 

length of the interfacial region is difficult, the authors showed that for distances greater 

than 10 Å at the alumina/H2O interface water density profiles become indistinguishable 

from the bulk.  These results verified the experimental observation of two distinct 

interfacial water populations, as well as hypotheses that only the first few layers of 

interfacial water would strongly contribute to the vSFG response.159 

 Shen et al. returned to vSFG studies of alumina interfaces in 2012, performing 

experiments on the a-Al2O3(112AO)/H2O interface, which contains four chemically unique 

aluminol species on the surface, compared to only one at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface.54  VSFG features were detected at ~3180, 3450, and 3670 cm-1 which were 

sensitive to the bulk pH.  While interfacial water was mainly attributed to the vSFG 

response in the in the 3000-3550 cm-1 region, the presence of the AlOH2 functional groups 

which can contribute in this spectral range complicated the analysis.54  The ~3450 cm-1 
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species was assigned to disordered water molecules in the interfacial region, as it had been 

by Shen et al. previously.54, 55  The ~3180 cm-1 band, however, was hypothesized to arise 

from the second layer of water molecules54 at the interface which is different than previous 

explanations of this species at the atomically flat alumina surface.55  The peak at ~3670 

cm-1 was relatively unaffected by the variation of pH, and this peak’s origin was concluded 

to come from  dangling OH groups from Al2OH species due to the acid/base kinetics of 

these species.54  Large changes in the amplitude of the vSFG response at positive (pH ~4.7) 

and negative (~9.5) surface charges were attributed to the protonation/deprotonation 

reactions associated with Al3OH+0.5 ⟷ Al3O-0.5 + H+  and AlOH2
+0.5 ⟷ AlOH-0.5 + H+ 

groups, respectively.  The authors proposed that vSFG provides access to structural 

information regarding various aluminol species, and that the PZC can be measured using 

phase resolved vSFG measurements, reporting a value of ~6.7 for the a-Al2O3(112AO)/H2O 

interface.54 

 Using DFT-MS simulation, Gaigeot et al. contrasted the SiO2/H2O and Al2O3/H2O 

interfaces.  As discussed previously, the surface OH groups are important as they in largely 

define the surface-water interactions for mineral oxide surfaces.  The authors calculated 

pKa values for silanol (pKa = 5.6) and aluminol groups (pKa = 16.6), finding that aluminol 

groups were far more basic compared to their acidic silanol counterpart.52  This disparity 

in dissociation capabilities was mirrored in the activity of the sampled “ice-like” (~3200 

cm-1) and “liquid-like” (~3400 cm-1) species at quartz and alumina interfaces.52 The authors 

found that ~3400 cm-1 “liquid-like” water molecules are H-bond donors with quartz and 

H-bond acceptors at the alumina surface and “ice-like” water molecules accept H- bonds 
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from quartz and donate H-bonds to 

surface silanol groups.52  Gaigeot et 

al. also calculated the VDOS at both 

interfaces, determining the different 

species contributing to the vSFG 

spectrum.  The strong hydrogen 

bond formed between surface water 

molecules donating H-bonds to in-

plane aluminol groups gives rise to 

red-shifted vibrational frequencies 

in the ~3000-3200 cm-1 region, as 

seen in Figure 1-27.52  Water 

molecules in the interfacial region 

which accept hydrogen bonds from 

out-of-plane aluminol groups 

experience weaker H-bonding, and 

consequently have vibrational 

frequencies which are blue shifted 

(~3400 cm-1) compared to the “ice-

like” water molecules.52  The 

authors also commented on the 

 

Figure 1-27: (Top) VDOS of in-plane (line) and 

out-of-plane aluminol groups (dashed line) from 

the surface.  (Middle) VDOS from H-bond 

donors (line) and H-bond acceptors (dashed-line) 

from water and surface.  (Bottom) Schematic 

hydrogen bonding in the interfacial region.   

Figure reprinted with permission from  Gaigeot, 

M. P.;  Sprik, M.; Sulpizi, M., Oxide/Water 

Interfaces: How the Surface Chemistry Modifies 

Interfacial Water Properties. Journal of Physics-

Condensed Matter 2012, 24 (12), 10.1088/0953-

8984/24/12/124106.  Copyright American 

Institute of Physics 2012. 
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location of each species contributing to the vSFG response.  “Ice-like” waters were found 

to have shorter and stronger H-bonds which could not exist past the first hydration layer of 

the alumina surface.52  The longer, weaker H-bonds were largely associated with the 

“liquid-water” species in subsequent layers.  The ability to break down the vSFG response 

by frequency, distance from the surface, and orientation gave both experimental and 

theoretical communities many new insights into the quartz and alumina/water interfacial 

environment, prompting additional work to explore and validate these findings.  

 Although previous isotopic dilution experiments had brought into question the 

presence of “ice-like” and “liquid-like” water populations at several mineral oxide 

surfaces,111 first principles MD simulations carried out by Schwegler et al. investigated the 

vibrational spectra of the dual band structure of the infrared response from D2O at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/D2O interface in 2014.160  Three vibrational signatures were observed at 

2200, 2320, and 2450 cm-1 at the a-Al2O3(0001)/D2O interface.160  The peaks at 2200 and 

2320 cm-1 are analogous to “ice-like” and “liquid-like” water while the ~2450 cm-1 species 

was hypothesized to originate from “broken” hydrogen bonds (Figure 1-28).160  Contrary 

to work performed by Gaigeot et al.,52 Schwegler et al. saw “no indication of a solid ice 

layer with long-range order” and explained the “ice-like” species as the result of both 

electrostatic forces and hydrogen bonding interactions that lead to strongly H-bonded 

interfacial water.160  The “liquid-like” species was described as water participating in 

weaker hydrogen bonds due to the local environment.  Lastly, the interfacial region was 

found to be quite short, with structural properties indistinguishable from the bulk at ~5 Å 

from the alumina surface.160 
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Figure 1-28:  The computed IR spectrum of interfacial water that A) donate hydrogen 

bonds to in-plane OD groups or B) accept hydrogen bonds from out-of-plane surface OD 

groups.  Schematic representations of these interactions are displayed above the 

corresponding plots. Reprinted with permission from Huang, P.;  Pham, T. A.;  Galli, G.; 

Schwegler, E., Alumina(0001)/Water Interface: Structural Properties and Infrared 

Spectra from First-Principles Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Journal of Physical 

Chemistry C 2014, 118 (17), 8944-8951,10.1021/jp4123002.  Copyright 2014 American 

Chemical Society. 

 

 In an attempt to further explore the role of the alumina surface morphology, 

Campen et al. used surface specific vSFG measurements to probe both the Al-O surface 

phonon response and O-H region from an experimental standpoint while comparing with 

A B 
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simulations of interfacial structure performed in collaboration with the Saalfrank group in 

2015.161  The Al-O phonon modes were calculated for Al terminated and two hydrated 

configurations (Figure 1-29) and compared to vSFG spectra.  UHV prepared alumina 

vSFG spectra with the hydroxylated surface in the phonon and O-H stretching regions 

  

Figure 1-29: Left) Calculated atomic displacement associated with singly coordinated 

Al atoms for only Al terminated as well as two hydroxylated configurations.  Right) A) 

vSFG response of the Al-O phonon region. The partially hydrated surface was generated 

by heating the sample at 350o C for 24 hours.  B) vSFG response in the O-H stretching 

region.  Reprinted from  Tong, Y. J.;  Wirth, J.;  Kirsch, H.;  Wolf, M.;  Saalfrank, P.; 

Campen, R. K., Optically Probing Al-O and O-H Vibrations to Characterize Water 

Adsorption and Surface Reconstruction on a-alumina: An Experimental and Theoretical 

Study. Journal of Chemical Physics 2015, 142 (5), 10.1063/1.4906346. ,with permission 

from AIP publishing. 
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shows that the dissociation of interfacial water and subsequent hydroxylation of the surface 

can be tracked using vSFG in both spectral domains.  The hydroxylation process can be 

visualized by the disappearance of the ~1000 cm-1 phonon band and replacement with 

intensity in the ~850 cm-1 region as well as the growth of the out-of-plane aluminol group 

in the OH stretching region (~3700 cm-1).161  This work offered a new frequency domain 

to investigate the effects of hydroxylation of the alumina surface as well as new theoretical 

data for predicting these phonon bands.161 

 The next year the Borguet group162 and Dhinojwala group163 explored the 

interfacial environment present for various crystal facets of alumina in contact with water 

and during ice formation on a mineral oxide surface, respectively.  Similar to work 

performed by the Shen54 group, Borguet et al. investigated the more complex arrangement 

of surface aluminol groups present at the a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interface compared to the 

atomically flat a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.162  In addition to the two vSFG peaks 

associated with strongly and weakly hydrogen-bonded interfacial water located at ~3200 

and ~3400 cm-1 for the a-Al2O3(0001) surface, the a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interface 

contained two additional peaks centered at ~3000 and ~3750 cm-1(Figure 1-30).162  These 

bands were assigned to strongly hydrogen-bonded aluminol groups and/or interfacial water 

interacting with the alumina surface and non-hydrogen-bonded aluminol/water species, 

respectively.162  The bulk pH and electrolyte concentration were used as experimental 

parameters to characterize the response of these peaks in the frequency and time domain.  

The TR-vSFG results are discussed later.  After analysis of the vSFG spectra from an 

experimental standpoint and theoretical results from the Kubicki group, the ~3000 cm-1 
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Figure 1-30:  Top) vSFG spectra of the a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interface at varied bulk pH 

taken using PPP polarization.  The black dotted line represents the spectral profile of the 

resonant IR pulse.  Bottom) Snapshot from simulations of the vibrational modes of the 

associated configuration A) at 3155 cm-1 and the dissociated configuration B) at 3190 

cm-1 present at the hydrated interfacial region.  Adapted with permission from  Tuladhar, 

A.;  Dewan, S.;  Kubicki, J. D.; Borguet, E., Spectroscopy and Ultrafast Vibrational 

Dynamics of Strongly Hydrogen Bonded OH Species at the a-Al2O3(1120)/H2O 

Interface Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120 (29), 16153-

16161,10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b12486.  Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
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species was hypothesized to originate from two kinds of interfacial OH groups: 1) 

chemisorbed surface hydroxyl groups formed as a result of dissociative adsorption of 

surface water molecules that are strongly hydrogen-bonded or 2) the OH of interfacial 

water molecules with strong hydrogen-bonds to surface aluminol groups.162  The peak 

around ~3750 cm-1 was assigned to free OH groups, and the relative inability to attenuate 

both the ~3000 and ~3750 cm-1 species using salt lead the authors to conclude that both 

were truly interfacial species as modulation of the electric-field by electrolyte did not affect 

either peak.162   

Dhinojwala et al. investigated how surface charge induced orientation of water in 

the interfacial region affected ice formation at the alumina/H2O and mica/H2O interface.163  

A feature at ~3200 cm-1 was attributed to strong hydrogen-bonding OH stretching modes 

of interfacial water and a small contribution from surface aluminol groups.163  The ~3450 

cm-1 species was assigned to weakly hydrogen bonded “liquid-like” water molecules of 

three or lower coordination number and the ~3720 cm-1 band was concluded to stem from 

the partial deprotonation of aluminol groups at negative surface charge (pH 10).163  At the 

positively charged alumina interface the ice that was formed from cooling the sample 

resulted in a stronger vSFG response than liquid interface water, while the ice that formed 

at the negatively charged mica interface had a weaker vSFG response than the bulk liquid 

present before freezing.163  The work presented not only offers insight into ice formation 

at mineral oxides, but pointed out that the interfacial water structure during the ice 

formation process induced by the substrate can alter the order of the new ice phase.163   
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 The Borguet group revisited the alumina/H2O interface in 2017, comparing the 

a-Al2O3(112A0) and a-Al2O3(0001) surfaces using vSFG spectroscopy in the frequency 

and time domains.5  While the majority of this publication focused on the vibrational 

dynamics at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, discussed later, the authors did comment 

on the assignment of resonant species in the OH stretching region,5  referring to the ~3200 

and ~3400 cm-1 bands as strongly and weakly hydrogen bonded species that reside in or 

near the interfacial region, respectively.5  Two additional species with vibrational 

frequencies located in the ~3000-3300 cm-1 domain and at ~3700 cm-1 were attributed to 

water molecules which donate strong hydrogen bonds to in-plane aluminol groups and non-

hydrogen bonded OH stretches, respectively.5  The assignment of the ~3000-3300 cm-1 and 

~3700 cm-1  was different than Borguet et al.’s 2016 publication,162 as the ~3000-3300 cm-

1 species was attributed solely to strong hydrogen bonds formed between in plane aluminols 

and interfacial water and the ~3700 cm-1 became less specific allowing for the possibility 

that both interfacial water and surface groups could lead to a vSFG response in the non-

hydrogen bonded region.5  The steady-state vSFG response of the OH region at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface was blue-shifted all pH values (pH 2, 6, and 12) compared 

to the a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interface, and this behavior was attributed to differences in the 

surface architectures of the two alumina crystal planes.5   

 Due to the abundance of crystallographic and X-ray structural data and interest 

from nonlinear spectroscopists, Sofo et al. simulated vSFG spectra of the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O, which agreed quite well with experimental results.164  The PBE 

functional was used to generate vSFG spectra which contained two main resonances at 
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~3150 and ~3450 cm-1, and contributions from the surface and interfacial water molecules 

were resolved in total and individually.164  To differentiate the response of strongly and 

weakly hydrogen-bonded interfacial water the authors systematically lengthened and 

shortened the volume which could contribute to the vSFG response: leading to an increase 

or decrease in the ~3100 cm-1 intensity, respectively,  while the ~3400 cm-1 response 

remained constant.164  This led the authors to hypothesize that the ~3100 cm-1
 peak was 

generated from interfacial H2O which had strong hydrogen bonds, while the ~3400 cm-1 

species was due to intrasurface hydrogen-bonding where a H bond is accepted from 

solution and one is donated to surface O atoms that accept no other hydrogen bonds.164  

These results directly contradicted previous assignments of two populations of interfacial 

water, where other authors hypothesized that the weaker hydrogen bonding population, as 

indicated by the ~3400 cm-1 vibrational frequency suggested, was water similar in nature 

to bulk water.39, 54, 55, 157, 163 

 The following year Borguet et al. studied the effects of halide anions on interfacial 

water structure and dynamics at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface at positively (pH 4) and 

negatively (pH 10) charged surface conditions,8 while Bonn et al. using vSFG studied ice 

nucleation in real time at the same interface.165  Borguet et al. observed three prominent 

vibrational signatures located at ~3200, ~3400, and ~3690 cm-1 assigned to the strongly 

hydrogen-bonded OH stretch of water, mainly the OH stretch of aluminol groups, and non-

hydrogen bonded water and Al-OH groups, respectively.8  At the positively charged 

interface halide anions attenuated the vSFG response in the sequence F- >> Br- > Cl- > I-, 

roughly following the direct Hofmeister series.  The large attenuation of the vSFG response 
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Figure 1-31: vSFG spectra taken using PPP polarization of the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface at A) bulk pH 4 with varied 0.1 M halide slats and B) bulk pH 10 with various 

0.1 M halide salts.  Normalized vSFG spectra for comparison of spectral shape are 

displayed for C) pH 4 and D) pH 10. Adapted with permission from  Tuladhar, A.;  

Piontek, S. M.;  Frazer, L.; Borguet, E., Effect of Halide Anions on the Structure and 

Dynamics of Water Next to an Alumina (0001) Surface. Journal of Physical Chemistry 

C 2018, 122 (24), 12819-12830,10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b03004.  Copyright 2018 American 

Chemical Society. 
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by F- was attributed to a strong adsorption of fluorine, which is filtered by alumina in 

industrial applications.8  At the negatively charged interface salt solutions greatly 

attenuated the vSFG response (Figure 1-31) largely due to the Na+ cations, but the 

attenuation sequence still displayed ion specificity in the order of Br- > I- ≈ Cl- > F-  or 

indirect Hofmeister behavior.8  While ions mainly attenuated the vSFG response while 

maintaining the shape of the vSFG profile at pH 4, the change in interfacial water structure 

induced by electrolyte solutions at pH 10 is apparent in the lack of intensity in the ~3400 

cm-1 region and stronger intensity from the ~3690 cm-1 species.  Time resolved 

measurements in concert with steady-state vSFG spectra showed that ions were capable 

breaking strong surface-water hydrogen bonding characteristic of the alumina/H2O 

interface with ion specificity, which are discussed in detail later.8   

Work performed by Bonn et al. primarily focused on the a-Al2O3(0001)/ice 

interface, but did comment on the assignment of vibrational features in the OH stretching 

region.165  VSFG bands in the ~3200, 3400, and 3700 cm-1 region were assigned to strongly, 

weakly, and surface hydroxyl (Al2OH) groups, respectively.  In contrast to Dhinojwala et 

al.’s work,163 Bonn et al. found165 that ice formed at the positively charged alumina 

interface had a weaker vSFG response in the ~3200 cm-1 region compared to bulk water, 

and a stronger response from ice formed at the negatively charged alumina surface, 

suggesting that surface charge alone was not enough to adequately describe the resulting 

order found in ice at the a-Al2O3(0001)/ice interfacial region. 

 In 2018 both Borguet et al. and Saalfrank et al. reported simulations of the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface using variations of the PBE functional to generate vSFG 
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spectra and validate phase-resolved vSFG spectra of the interface, respectively.  Borguet 

et al. simulated the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O and a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interfaces which 

displayed quasi-similar vSFG profiles qualitatively, but arose from different microscopic 

contributions to the vSFG spectra.53  Simulations revealed that at the (0001) interface the 

~3150 cm-1 peak arises mainly from surface water molecules, while the ~3450 cm-1 band 

contains a large contribution from aluminol groups.53  The results suggested that H2O 

molecules can donate medium strength hydrogen-bonds to the surface (3000-3500 cm-1 

range) while aluminol groups only donate weak hydrogen-bonds to adsorbed water 

molecules at the (0001) surface.  In contrast, at the (112A0) interface both interfacial water 

molecules and aluminol groups contribute to the broad response in the ~3400-3600 cm-1 

region.  This arises from the capability of both adsorbed water molecules and aluminol 

groups to donate strong hydrogen bonds to one another, and the added ability for aluminol 

groups at the (112A0) surface to form strong intrasurface H-bonds with other aluminol 

groups.53  These simulations53 helped explain the observed blue shift in the total vSFG 

response from the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface compared to the a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O 

interface previously observed by Borguet et al.,5 indicating that the blue-shift is caused by 

decoupling of surface and solution vibrational modes.  These results highlighted the 

importance of properly accounting for the surface structure in correctly simulating vSFG 

spectra.53   

 In stark contrast to findings from  Borguet et al., Saalfrank et al. reported that the 

alumina surface contributes little if any to the vSFG response in the 3000-3600 cm-1 

region.166  The authors generated vSFG spectra of the bare a-Al2O3(0001) surface and 
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hydrated with two water monolayers.  The bare surface alumina surface, described by in-

plane and out-of-plane aluminol groups generated a vSFG response in the ~3700-3800 cm-

1 range, assigned to solely originate from the out-of-plane aluminol groups.166  The authors  

hypothesized that in-plane aluminol groups were sampled because the in-plane nature of 

these vibrational modes does not inherently break the surface symmetry.  Addition of two 

layers of interfacial water gave rise to an additional vSFG signal in the 2800-3600 cm-1 

region of the OH stretch for the total vSFG response k[\llm
(7) (a)[

7
n and two peaks located 

at ~2900 and ~3400 cm-1 of opposite orientation purely the imaginary D`(\llm
(7) (a)) 

portion of the vSFG response (Figure 1-32).166  The imaginary part of the vSFG response 

revealed that the strongly hydrogen-bonded species align their OH bonds towards the bulk, 

while the weakly hydrogen-bonded species points towards the surface.  The authors also 

hypothesized that the ~3400 cm-1 species arises from a combination of out-of-plane 

aluminol modes and interfacial water stretching modes, while the ~3200 cm-1 species only 

arises from interfacial water molecules.166  The contrast in findings between the Saalfrank 

et al.166 and Borguet et al.53 highlights that even for an “ideal” atomically flat mineral oxide 

correctly characterizing the interfacial structure of water molecules from an experimental 

and theoretical standpoint remains challenging. 

 Recently work by Borguet et al. investigated the use of a new functional (SCAN) 

to reproduce experimental vSFG spectra at alumina/water interfaces.167  The authors 

emphasized that SCAN improved the position of the first H2O layer compared to other 

functionals tested, due to significant differences in hydrogen bonding in the functional.167  

The simulated vSFG spectra contained two main resonances at ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 
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which were generated from interfacial H2O molecules and a combination of interfacial 

water and in-plane aluminol groups, respectively.  The good qualitative agreement with 

experimental data taken in SSP geometry and the relatively low cost of the SCAN 

functional suggest that it could become popular choice for simulating vSFG spectra at 

mineral oxide/liquid interfaces. 
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Figure 1-33: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the experimental 

nonlinear optical community’s understanding of interfacial structure at the Al2O3/H2O 

interface.   
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Figure 1-34: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the theoretical nonlinear 

optical community’s understanding of interfacial structure at the Al2O3/H2O interface.   
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1.8.5 Time-resolved vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy: silica/H2O 

interface 

 The structure of interfacial water can also be probed using Time-Resolved vSFG 

(TR-vSFG), as the excited O-H stretch lifetime is sensitive to the local hydrogen bonding 

network.63, 168, 169  These measurements are similar to IR pump-IR probe spectroscopy 

(transient absorption technique) that has been widely used to characterize the vibrational 

dynamics of bulk water.170-174  The difference between the techniques lies in the bulk versus 

interfacial selectivity, as pump-probe IR measurements sample molecules in 

centrosymmetric and non-centrosymmetric environments while TR-vSFG measurements 

only probe molecules in non-centrosymmetric environments.  While the selection rules 

differ for pump-probe IR and TR-vSFG measurements, both measure the lifetime of the 

excited OH stretch (T1) and the thermalization time (Ttherm) associated with redistributing 

heat after resonantly pumping oscillators in the OH stretching region.  The T1 lifetime, in 

particular, is most influenced by local hydrogen bonding as seen by the approximately two 

times faster T1 relaxation of bulk ice compared to liquid water induced by the stronger 

hydrogen bonds formed in the highly structured ice phase.97   

The Shen group was the first to measure the T1 lifetime of water at the SiO2/H2O 

interface using TR-vSFG in 2006.168  This work was performed at neutral pH, where SiO2 

is negatively charged, reporting a T1 lifetime of ~300 fs and a Ttherm of  ~700 fs for a variety 

IR pump frequency regimes.168  The T1 lifetime of bulk water has been reported in the 

~180-260 fs range, and this surprising agreement with the interfacial T1 of the SiO2/H2O 

interface led the authors to conclude that “the differences in the structures of the H-bonding 
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 networks in the two cases 

(bulk versus interface), such as 

more ordering and termination 

of the network at interfaces, are 

not very important on the 

ultrafast time scales”.168  The 

hydrogen bonding network of 

water allows for ultrafast 

delocalization of absorbed 

energy through intra and 

intermolecular coupling, thus 

one would expect that 

inherently losing half of the 

available hydrogen bonding 

partners at any interface would 

change the observed T1 

dynamics.  

  The Borguet group 

also investigated the SiO2/H2O 

interface using TR-vSFG, 

choosing to  probe the 

vibrational dynamics of water 

 

Figure 1-35: TR-vSFG spectra of the SiO2/H2O 

interface both pumping and probing at A) 3200 cm-1 

and B) 3450 cm-1 for pH = 2 solutions (blue squares) 

and pH = 12 solutions (red triangles).  The green line is 

the result of a bi-exponential fit, the instrument 

response function (IRF) is shown in a dotted line, and 

the polarization combination for all spectra was SSP. 

Reprinted with permission from  Eftekhari-Bafrooei, 

A.; Borguet, E., Effect of Surface Charge on the 

Vibrational Dynamics of Interfacial Water. Journal of 

the American Chemical Society 2009, 131 (34), 12034-

+,10.1021/ja903340e.  Copyright 2009 American 

Chemical Society. 

A B 
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at bulk pH 2 (neutral surface charge) and pH 12 (negative surface charge) (Figure 1-35).63  

Borguet et al. found63 that at the negatively charged surface the extracted T1 lifetime (~255 

fs) was similar to Shen’s result168, but at pH 2 the T1 lifetime was significantly slower (T1 

~570 fs).  The authors rationalized this result by hypothesizing that at pH 12 the charged 

surface resulted in a combined sampling of bulk-like and truly interfacial water molecules, 

while at pH = 2 (absence of surface charge) only surface water molecules are sampled 

which have disrupted hydrogen bonding networks.63  More specifically the authors 

suggested that the first layer of water at the neutral SiO2/H2O interface was incompletely 

solvated, and thus displayed a decreased density of states in the low frequency regime 

(3000-3200 cm-1 region) and consequently weaker intermolecular coupling. 63  These 

experiments showed that properties of water in the interfacial region are indeed different 

than in the bulk, and influenced by the silica surface structure and charge.40 

 Borguet et al. group further investigated the SiO2/H2O interface using electrolyte 

solutions (0.0001 M – 0.5 M NaCl) to screen interfacial charges in 2011.169  The authors 

found the vibrational dynamics of pH 6 interfacial water near the SiO2 surface to be similar 

to bulk water in the absence of electrolyte, in agreement with Shen et al.,168 and at low 

concentrations of NaCl (0.001 – 0.01 M).169  As the NaCl concentration was increased 

(0.01 – 0.5 M), however, T1 increased from 200 to 700 fs.169  This results highlighted the 

importance of the surface charge on the observed vibrational dynamics, but also suggested 

significant deviations on the predicted decay of the interfacial electric field as calculated 

by Debye theory (Figure 1-36 B).169  The dependence on electrolyte concentration showed 

that because of the interfacial electric field (low ionic strength) the vibrational dynamics 
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Figure 1-36: A) TR-vSFG spectra in the OH stretching region of the pH 6 SiO2/H2O 

interface both pumping and probing at ~3200 cm-1 at varied electrolyte concentration (0 

– 0.5 M NaCl) using the PPP polarization combination.  B) Extracted T1 lifetimes from 

fitting the TR-vSFG data in panel A).  C) The associated Ttherm values also extracted 

from the data presented in panel A).  Adapted with permission from Eftekhari-Bafrooei, 

A.; Borguet, E., Effect of Electric Fields on the Ultrafast Vibrational Relaxation of Water 

at a Charged Solid-Liquid Interface as Probed by Vibrational Sum Frequency 

Generation. Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters 2011, 2 (12), 1353-

1358,10.1021/jz200194e.  Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. 
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appear fast through sampling of more bulk-like water, and as the electrolyte concentration 

is increased, and the field is screened, fewer layers of interfacial water are sampled so that 

the vibrational dynamics become slow.169  These experiments showing the effect of pH, 

surface termination, and electrolyte concentration would be later extended to the 

Al2O3/H2O interface and CaF2/H2O interface, where the positively charged interfacial 

region could be investigated as well. 

 

Figure 1-37: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the experimental 

nonlinear optical community’s understanding of vibrational dynamics at the SiO2/H2O 

interface.   
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1.8.6 Time-resolved vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy of the 

CaF2/H2O interface 

 Only two research groups have investigated the vibrational dynamics of water at 

the CaF2/H2O interface, both using slightly different versions of TR-vSFG experiments.  In 

2005 the Benderskii group used free induction decay vSFG (FID-vSFG) to probe the 

lifetime of the vibrational coherences generated from the incident IR pulse, which depend 

on both homogeneous and heterogeneous dephasing mechanisms.142 The details of the 

FID-vSFG technique is discussed later in detail.  Benderskii et al. varied the delay of the 

upconverting visible pulse (Raman process) to probe the decoherence times of D2O 

molecules at the CaF2 interface at pD ~3.7, where the surface is positively charged.142  The 

authors report ultrafast rearrangements of the H-bonding network of interfacial D2O , 

which affect the nOD transition frequency, on a 100 fs timescale.142  The recursion pattern 

seen in the FID-vSFG traces suggested the presence of two species that experience different 

levels of damping (Figure 1-38 B).  These results suggested that weaker H-bonding 

structures, excited on the blue edge of the OD stretch, display a monotonic decay and 

redshift of the vSFG response on a ~100-150 fs timescale indicative of an overdamped H-

bonding environment.142  The stronger OD species, excited on the red side of the OD 

response, have a vSFG response that blue shifts as it decays towards equilibrium and 

display a recurrence, suggesting the local environment associated with these OD oscillators 

causes them to be underdamped.142  While these results require a large deal of analysis and 

insight to fully harness, what is clear is that two distinct populations exist at the positively 

charged CaF2/D2O interface which both display ultrafast vibrational dynamics. 
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Figure 1-38:  A) Steady state vSFG 

response as a function of visible beam 

delay post IR excitation at 2200 cm-1 of 

the CaF2/D2O interface at pD ~3.7 using 

the SSP polarization combination.  B) 

FID-vSFG of CaF2/D2O interface at pD 

~3.7 excited at ~2200 cm-1 where the 

solid line is the fitted instrument response 

 
function and the dotted line is the experimental data. C) Energy diagram and pulse timing 

for the FID-vSFG experiments. Reprinted from Bordenyuk, A. N.; Benderskii, A. V., 

Spectrally- and Time-Resolved Vibrational Surface Spectroscopy: Ultrafast Hydrogen-

Bonding Dynamics at D2O/CaF2 Interface. Journal of Chemical Physics 2005, 122 (13), 

10.1063/1.1873652. , with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
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The Borguet group employed FID-

vSFG measurements to investigate the 

vibrational dynamics of the CaF2/H2O 

interface with temporal resolution on the 

order of ~20 fs in 2016.145  After fitting 

the steady-state vSFG spectral response 

the authors concluded that two oscillators 

of opposite amplitudes (Figure 1-39 A), 

and hence opposite relative phase, were 

required to properly represent the vSFG 

data.145  This was confirmed in the 

deconvoluted FID-vSFG response, where 

two oscillators located at ~3140 and 

~3410 cm-1 were found with associated 

total dephasing times of ~70 fs and ~50 

fs, respectively.145  The ~3140 cm-1 

strongly hydrogen bonded species 

adopted a net orientation of hydrogen 

bonds pointed towards the bulk, while the 

weakly H-bonded ~3410 cm-1 species 

was oriented with H-bonds pointing 

towards the CaF2 substrate.145  The 

 
Figure 1-39:  A) Steady-state vSFG spectra 

of the CaF2/H2O interface at ambient pH.  B) 

FID-vSFG spectra collected from the 

CaF2/H2O interface, the shaded portion 

corresponds to the IRF. Reprinted with 

permission from  Boulesbaa, A.; Borguet, E., 

Capturing the Ultrafast Vibrational 

Decoherence of Hydrogen Bonding in 

Interfacial Water. Journal of Physical 

Chemistry Letters 2016, 7 (24), 5080-

5085,10.1021/acs.jpclett.6b01870.  

Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
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presence of two distinct interfacial species that display ultrafast vibrational dynamics while 

experiencing different local hydrogen-bonding environments at the CaF2/H2O and D2O 

interface remains unchallenged, and suggest that the CaF2 does not slow the interfacial 

vibrational dynamics of surface waters, as seen at SiO2/H2O interfaces.63, 169 

 

 

Figure 1-40: : Timeline of major findings and advancements in the experimental 

nonlinear optical community’s understanding of vibrational dynamics at the CaF2/H2O 

interface.   
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1.8.7 Time-resolved vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy of the Al2O3 

/H2O interface 

While the vibrational dynamics of the SiO2/H2O interface have been studied 

extensively63, 168, 169, and FID-vSFG dynamics of the CaF2/H2O interface were explored as 

early as 2005142, 145, the vibrational SFG dynamics at the Al2O3/H2O interface have solely 

been probed by the Borguet group starting in 20165, 8, 162.  While it was clear that the 

vibrational dynamics at the SiO2/H2O interface are affected by surface charge, the ability 

to probe the T1 lifetimes of interfacial water near a positively, neutral, and negatively 

charged Al2O3 surfaces provided additional platforms to study the vibrational dynamics of 

interfacial water near mineral oxide surfaces.   

Borguet et al. group first reported the a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interface using TR-

vSFG spectroscopy in 2016.162  Surprisingly, the interfacial vibrational dynamics at the 

a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interface (T1 ~ 120 fs) were faster than bulk water at all pH values 

(2-12) studied, on the order of bulk water, insensitive to surface charge, in contrast to the 

dynamics observed at the fused silica/water interface.162  The authors noted that the 

a-Al2O3(112A0) surface is terminated with approximately four times more surface hydroxyl 

groups than fused silica, leading to a larger density of states in the strongly hydrogen 

bonded O-H stretching region.162  To explain this unexpected behavior, Borguet et al. 

proposed three mechanisms of ultrafast vibrational relaxation in the interfacial region 

summarized by ; 1) A Förster type energy transfer between the 3000 to 3175 cm-1 

interfacial OH groups via a dipole-dipole interaction, 2) a relaxation rate that may not be 

dependent on the density of hydrogen bonding partners, but instead the strength of 
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hydrogen bonds as is the case for ice, 3) or an ultrafast photoinduced proton transfer 

mechanism where newly generated species have a natural vibrational frequency outside the 

pump-probe frequency window.162  While DFT simulations of the a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O 

interface suggested that proton transfer mechanism was plausible, the authors concluded 

that the most probable mechanism for the unique charge independent ultrafast vibrational 

dynamics observed was the presence of a significant vibrational density of states  in the  

3000 cm-1 OH region.162   

Borguet et al. next explored and contrasted the vibrational dynamics at two 

different alumina surface terminations, at varied bulk pH and electrolyte concentration,5:  

the corrugated a-Al2O3(112A0) facet is terminated with four distinct aluminol species and 

the  atomically flat a-Al2O3(0001) terminated with one chemical species of aluminol group 

and is atomically flat.53  The vibrational dynamics at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

were ultrafast (T1 ~ 110 fs) at pH 2,4,10, and 12, but bulk-like (T1 ~ 220 fs) at pH 6 (Figure 

1-41).5  Similar to the a-Al2O3(112A0) surface, the O-H stretch vibrational dynamics at the  

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface were faster than bulk water and unaffected by addition of 

excess ions.5  The authors proposed the two most probable mechanisms for this ultrafast 

vibrational recovery; 1) an ultrafast excited state proton transfer, 2) more efficient coupling 

between the O-H stretch and the overtone of the H2O bend due to the presence of the red 

shifted (~3000 cm-1) OH species.5   

In the third and most recent study performed by the Borguet et al., the vibrational 

dynamics at the a-Al2O3/H2O interface were studied in the presence of a series of halide 

anions in an effort to probe specific ion effects.8  While the addition of Br-, Cl-, and I- halide 
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ions attenuated the vSFG response and in an ion specific manor, the extracted T1 lifetimes 

remained ultrafast and unaffected by these anions.8  The vibrational lifetimes for 0.1 M Br-

, Cl-, and I-  solutions remained ultrafast, (T1 ~ 120 fs) but slowed down by approximately 

a factor of 4 in the presence of F- (T1 = 455 fs)(Figure 1-42).8  In addition to measuring  

 
 

Figure 1-41: A) TR-vSFG data of OH species at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface   at 

a variety of pH values taken using PPP experimental geometry. Solid lines are generated 

using a four-level model which extracts the T1 lifetime and Ttherm values.  B) Extracted 

T1 values for SiO2, a-Al2O3(0001), and a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interfaces at a range of 

bulk pH values. Adapted with permission from Tuladhar, A.;  Piontek, S. M.; Borguet, 

E., Insights on Interfacial Structure, Dynamics, and Proton Transfer from Ultrafast 

Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy of the Alumina(0001)/Water 

Interface. Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2017, 121 (9), 5168-

5177,10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b00499.  Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 1-42: TR-vSFG spectra of OH species at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

taken using the PPP polarization combination of 0.1 M NaF, NaBr, NaCl, NaI, and 

electrolyte A) pH 4 and B) pH 10 solutions. The grey dashed line represents the 

instrument response function (IRF). Solid lines are fits to a four-level model which 

extracts the T1 lifetime and Ttherm values. Figure adapted with permission from  

Tuladhar, A.;  Piontek, S. M.;  Frazer, L.; Borguet, E., Effect of Halide Anions on the 

Structure and Dynamics of Water Next to an Alumina (0001) Surface. Journal of 

Physical Chemistry C 2018, 122 (24), 12819-12830,10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b03004.  

Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
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the normalized integrated vSFG intensity as a function of pump delay, the authors 

spectrally resolved induced increases and depletion of the vSFG spectra at given time 

delays.8  This revealed that during TR-vSFG experiments F- ions decelerated the 

vibrational relaxation by disrupting the strongly hydrogen bonded species (~3200 cm-1) 

which were hypothesized to reside directly adjacent to the alumina surface.8  The authors  

also discussed the strong solvation of F-,175-177 proposing that when fluoride ions approach  

 

 

 

Figure 1-43: Timeline of major findings and advancements in the experimental 

nonlinear optical community’s understanding of vibrational dynamics at the Al2O3/H2O 

interface.   
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the interface the strongly hydrogen bonded species associated with the aluminol groups 

would be disrupted, also blocking a alumina-water photoinduced proton transfer 

mechanism discussed in previous papers.5  This work emphasized what had been seen 

through steady-state vSFG measurements, that specific ion effects can alter the structure 

of the interfacial region, and was the first example of specific ions effects affecting the 

vibrational dynamics in the interfacial region. 

 

1.8.8 Controversies in vSFG peak assignment at mineral oxide/liquid interfaces 

 As presented above, the interpretation of the interfacial structure near mineral oxide 

surfaces understood from an experimental and theoretical standpoint clearly has evolved 

over the years but is not yet fully understood.  The advent of phase-resolved vSFG 

experiments and more sophisticated functionals used by computational chemists have 

certainly improved the community’s current assignments.  In this section, we focus on a 

few controversial points in the assignment of species in the O-H stretching region of vSFG 

spectra; 1) The identity of the strongly (~3200 cm-1) and weakly (~3400 cm-1) hydrogen 

bonded species as two distinct populations or one peak with a Fermi resonance with the 

overtone of the H2O bend as revealed by isotopic dilution experiments at the SiO2/H2O 

interface, 2) The contribution to the vSFG spectra from surface hydroxyl groups 

themselves, and 3) the distance at which strongly and weakly hydrogen bonded species 

reside with respect to the mineral oxide surface. 

 Until 2009, the leading hypothesis was that the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 species 

observed in vSFG spectra originated from strongly and weakly hydrogen bonded interfacial 
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water of “ice-like” and “liquid-like”sub-populations.95, 100, 101  It must be noted that in 2001 

the Uosaki group mentioned that the broadness of these two peaks was in fact due to a 

Fermi resonance with the HOH bend, but did not explicitly state that both peaks were in 

fact one species.101  This hypothesis was brought into question in 2009 by Bonn et al. who 

showed that upon isotopic to a HOD solution the ~2300 and ~2500 cm “strongly” and 

“weakly H-bonded D2O species at the SiO2/D2O interface merged into a single feature at 

~ 2400 cm-1.111   This  observation was substantiated by the Tahara research group in 2016,96 

who used phase-resolved vSFG measurements of HOD solutions confirming that the 

merging of the two peak structure in the vSFG spectra seen by Bonn et al.111 in the OD 

region also occurred in the OH stretching region.  It appears, to the best of our knowledge, 

that following  Bonn’s initial finding in 2009, many experimental nonlinear optics-based 

research groups have changed the language used to describe the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 

species commonly seen in vSFG spectra, namely limiting the use of “ice-like” and “liquid-

like” water populations in the interfacial region.  This move away from this language took 

longer to take effect for theory based research groups, with both Cheng et al. in 2011120 

and the Sprik et al. in 2012123 choosing to adopt the “ice-like” and “liquid-like” 

assignments.  In the following year, Hore et al. described the ~3200 cm-1 species as 

“tetrahedrally” coordinated H2O but not explicitly not “ice-like” while maintaining the 

“liquid-like” quality of water molecules contributing to the ~3400 cm-1 species.80  

Following this trend the Cremer group changed their assignment of the  “ice-like” ~3200 

cm-1 peak and the “liquid-like” ~3400 cm-1 band previously used in five publications75, 99, 

100, 102, 105 to “tetrahedrally” coordinated and “less ordered” H2O, respectively.  Hore et al. 
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published a paper in 2009110 stating that the “ice-like” nature of the ~3200 cm-1 peak was 

“misleading in its extremity” while stating that the ~3400 cm-1 peak originated from 

asymmetrically coordinated “liquid-like” water, explicitly stating in the following year that 

the ~3200 cm-1 was not “ice-like” in nature.80  The move towards less explicit assignments 

of interfacial water populations continued, and in 2013, Hore et al. assigned the ~3200 and 

~3400 cm-1 species as “characteristic of interfacial H2O”.125   

Other groups took a different approach, choosing to stay out of the controversial 

assignment and refer to the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 species as “strongly” and “weakly” 

hydrogen bonded species, respectively122, 124, 126, 136 or choosing to not provide a distinct 

assignment of those modes entirely.132  It seems that the Backus group has been the only 

group to assign the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 species at the SiO2/H2O interface to “ice-like” 

and “liquid-like”  water in 201762 since Bonn’s controversial publication in 2009.111  This 

controversy in the assignment of the nature of the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 species persists 

to this day, and should be resolved if vSFG is to be used for characterizing interfacial water 

populations. 

 The overlapping contribution of surface hydroxyl groups and the vibrational modes 

of surface waters has complicated the assignment of interfacial species in the OH stretching 

region near mineral oxide surfaces.  Even the most advanced vSFG measurements cannot 

unambiguously assign spectral contribution to a specific interface layer The only true 

orientational and positional analysis can be performed using computational methods, 

which have the ability to deconvolute the vSFG spectral response in a slice by slice manner 

at a given distance z (angstrom).52  Although vSFG peaks cannot be directly assigned to a 
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species at a given position from the interface, the use of electrolyte to screen charges, 

sample preparation which changes the surface termination, variation of surface architecture 

through choice of exposed crystal plane, and variation of bulk pH have all been variables 

which experimental groups have used to comment on the contribution to the vSFG spectra 

from terminal hydroxy groups. 

 Two terminal hydroxyl species are commonly associated with mineral oxide 

surfaces; an out-of-plane group, which at CaF2,
28, 72, 144 SiO2,80, 131, 132 and Al2O3

153, 158, 178 

surfaces is usually less coupled through hydrogen bonding, and an in-plane group that has 

been hypothesized to contribute to the vSFG spectra in the strongly and weakly hydrogen 

bonded regions in many ways. 

 First, we discuss the out of plane surface hydroxyl species, whose vibrational 

frequency has been much less debated compared to its in-plane hydroxyl counterpart.  

Shortly after the first experimental vSFG measurement,95 both the Schlegel153 and 

Andreoni154 groups performed simulations which suggested that the ~3710-3716 and 

~3650 cm-1 bands originated from surface aluminol groups and bridging OH groups from 

the alumina bulk, respectively.  This assignment of vSFG intensity in the ~3650-3700 cm-

1 region as arising from non-hydrogen bonded (“free OH”) terminal hydroxyl groups was 

followed by the Pink,39 Andreoni,50 and Borguet8 groups at the alumina surface, the 

Richmond,141 Allen,72and Sulpizi28, 144 groups for the fluorite surface, and the Gibbs,131 

Tyrode,132 Dovesi,107 and Hore80 research groups for the silica surface.  Some groups have 

been more specific when assigning this species at the alumina surface, with the ~3650-

3700 cm-1 intensity previously assigned to  aluminol groups coordinated to 3 Al atoms,157 
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more generally OH stretches from the bulk alumina substrate54 and interfacial species,162 

and more recently as a subsurface hydrous species tapped in the bulk alumina.136  Two 

studies performed in 2004156 and 20188 also showed evidence that both interfacial water 

and surface aluminol groups contribute to the intensity in the ~3700 cm-1 region.  However, 

the most prevalent hypothesis in recent years is that the vSFG response in the ~3700 cm-1 

region originates solely from out-of-plane aluminol groups, which experience a small 

degree of hydrogen bonding.52, 53, 57, 166, 178   

 Before the development of more advanced DFT-MD based computational methods, 

many groups referred to the vSFG response of terminal hydroxyl groups in a more general 

sense, not specifying the orientation. Terminal hydroxyl groups can experience a large 

degree of hydrogen bonding, making their assignment in vSFG spectra difficult as their 

vibrational frequencies overlap with the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 peaks indicative of 

interfacial water. The earliest assignment of in-plane surface hydroxyl groups was made 

by the Andreoni group in 1998154 and 200050 at the alumina surface, where the authors 

concluded that the these hydrogen bonded species vibrate at ~3470 cm-1.  The first vSFG 

measurement suggesting that surface groups contribute in the hydrogen bonded region of 

the OH stretching response was Shultz et al. who hypothesized that the ~3025-3325 cm-1 

vSFG response  was due to a H2O-silanol interactions at the SiO2/H2O interface.106  The 

Chou, Dhinojwala, and Wang research groups also suggested similar ~3000-3300 cm-1 and 

~3200 cm-1 contributions from in-plane surface hydroxyl groups to the vSFG intensity at 

the SiO2/H2O69 and Al2O3/H2O163, 178 interfaces, respectively.  This in contrast to vSFG 

experiments performed by Borguet et al. at the Al2O3/H2O interface, where the authors 
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hypothesized that aluminol groups contribute in the ~3400 cm-1 region of the OH stretch 

frequency.8   

While the assignments discussed above refer to surface hydroxyl groups of 

unidentified orientation, other researchers have chosen to discuss the vibrational frequency 

of in-plane hydroxyl group specifically.  Various groups have cited that these in-plane 

hydroxyl groups give rise to a ~3450 cm-1 vSFG response at the Al2O3/H2O53, 57, 164, 167 

interface.  Borguet et al. also contrasted the a-Al2O3(112A0) and a-Al2O3(0001) surfaces, 

showing from a computational standpoint that in-plane hydroxyl groups contributed to the 

vSFG response in the ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1 region for the a-Al2O3(112A0)/H2O interface, 

while solely contributing the ~3400 cm-1 response at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.53  

The Schwegler and Saalfrank groups saw similar behavior from their simulations of the 

Al2O3/D2O160 and Al2O3/H2O179 interfaces, respectively, suggesting that aluminol groups 

participate in the formation of “ice-like” and “liquid-like” D2O populations.160  Gaigeot et 

al. compared the behavior of in-plane hydroxyls at the alumina and silica surfaces, finding 

that at the Al2O3/H2O interface in-plane groups contribute to the ~3200 cm-1 peak by 

accepting strong H-bonds from interfacial water, and donate a H-bond to surface waters at 

the SiO2/H2O interface, resulting in a vSFG peak at ~3400 cm-1.52 Complicating matters, 

Backus et al. published results in 2019 suggesting the in plane silanol groups do not 

contribute to the vSFG response at all, showing the complexity and lack of consensus 

reached on the role of in plane hydroxyl groups in accurately representing vSFG spectra of 

mineral oxide/water interfaces.138 
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 The third controversial point to be discussed is the location of surface waters 

contributing to vSFG at mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces.  Following Shen et al.’s 

assignment in 1994, the first popular belief was that the ~3200 cm-1 species was the 1st 

layer of interfacial water, due to the sensitivity of this vSFG feature to surface charge.95  

The notion that the ~3200 cm-1 water peak arises from the first layer of interfacial water 

was intertwined in the “ice-like” and “liquid-like” assignment, as the strong hydrogen 

bonding found in the first layer is purported to be in response to surface charge induced 

alignment.  Many research groups have followed this assignment at the Al2O3/H2O,5, 39, 52, 

53, 55, 160, 163, 164, 167, 178  CaF2/H2O,142 and SiO2/H2O69, 95, 99-101, 180 interfaces.  Surprisingly, 

there are almost as many research groups who have claimed that the ~3400 cm-1 species is 

directly adjacent to the surface, and some that have hypothesized that the ~3200 and ~3400 

cm-1 species both reside in the first layer of interfacial water at mineral oxide surfaces.143  

The hypothesis that more weakly hydrogen bonded surface waters adjacent to the mineral 

surface and/or in the Stern layer has been proposed for the Al2O3/H2O,50, 54, 160 SiO2/H2O,10, 

123, 131 and TiO2/H2O29, 76, 152 interfaces as well.  A few groups have explicitly stated that 

the ~3200 cm-1 species resides in the diffuse layer at the SiO2/H2O75, 76, 131and TiO2/H2O 

interfaces117.  As vSFG can not yet spatially resolve the water contributions to the vSFG 

response, we hope that future computational work with this capability will help resolve 

current controversies in these assignments. 

 

1.9 Purpose of this study  
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As discussed above, clearly there is still much we do not understand regarding the 

structure of interfacial solvent near mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces and the surface 

structure which to a large extent controls this region.  While the discrepancies and topics 

which still can be explored are vast, the aim of this dissertation is to shed light specifically 

on the charging behavior of mineral oxide interfaces.  Much of the interfacial spectroscopy 

that has characterized surface charging has been performed at electrode/aqueous interfaces 

which homogeneously spread an applied bias across the electrode surface.181-184  This is 

not the case for insulating mineral oxide surfaces such as alumina, where point charges 

generated by protonation/deprotonation of aluminol groups are immobile.  This charging 

behavior to date has only been characterized by streaming potential measurements, which 

only measure the average surface charge.  

The repeated observation that electrolyte solutions do not behave as they are 

predicted to within the GCS model of the electrical double layer is also highlights the 

uniqueness of interfacial charging near mineral oxide interfaces.  This thesis investigates 

the ion specificity of passive screen charging and deviations from predicted behavior, such 

as ion induced surface overcharging at the alumina/water interface, from a steady state and 

time-resolved perspective.  The nature of the heterogeneously charged surface is then 

investigated using sensitive Stark active molecular probes, which we use to assign local 

potentials associated with charged surface groups for the first time.  As much of the 

observed behavior of interfacial solvent has been attributed to the surface charge of the 

mineral oxide, we hope to shed new light on the microscopic nature of these immobile 

charges and how molecules approaching them are affected. 
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1.10 Thesis Outline  

Chapter 2 dives into the theory of nonlinear optics, which is necessary to adequately 

discuss the primary technique used in this thesis to probe mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces, 

vSFG.  The ability to access higher order polarizations in materials through high energy 

laser induced electric fields is introduced, followed by a discussion of the electric dipole 

approximation. This is then linked to a description of the nonlinear susceptibility, which is 

probed using vSFG, a second order non-linear optical technique.  Lastly a brief description 

of the theory of SS-vSFG, TR-vSFG, and FID-vSFG is discussed and how one can vary 

the incoming polarizations of light to access different insight from the interfacial region. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the experimental design used to collect the vSFG spectra 

presented in this thesis in the frequency and time domain.  Complete characterization of 

the system is offered, including the characterization of our instrument response function 

and software that is used to run the longer automated time-resolved experiments. 

In chapter 4 the interfacial ordering induced by monovalent and divalent cations is 

investigated using vSFG spectroscopy at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface at pH 4 and pH 

10 conditions.  In contrast to previously seen attenuation of the vSFG response by 

electrolyte solutions, pH 4 and pH 10 0.1 M divalent cation solutions actually increased 

the vSFG intensity compared to neat pH 4 and pH 10 H2O solutions.  Monovalent cations 

attenuated the vSFG intensity at both positive and negative surface charge, maintaining the 

qualitative shape of the vSFG response at pH 4 while inducing large changes in the spectra 

at pH 10.  At pH 10 conditions, the phase of the out-of-plane aluminol groups is used as  a 

reference for interfacial water species, allowing for orientational analysis of strongly 
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hydrogen bonded water species at pH 4 and pH 10.  The adsorption affinities of monovalent 

and divalent cations are also contrasted at pH 6, which suggested that divalent cations have 

a larger adsorption affinity for the alumina/water interface.  Lastly the vibrational dynamics 

at pH 4 and 10 conditions are investigated using 0.1 M divalent and monovalent cations. 

The T1 lifetimes are essentially unchanged and remain ultrafast (T1 ≈ 120 fs) , but the 

recovery of the normalized vSFG signal post bleach is affected by monovalent and divalent 

cations differently, indicative of different hydrogen bonding environments. 

Chapter 5 studies the heterogeneous charge distributions present at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface at bulk pH 4, 6, and 10 conditions.  Potassium thiocyanate 

is used as a Stark active molecular probe of local interfacial potential. We report the ability 

to simultaneously probe SCN- ions experiencing neutral and charged aluminol sites at pH 

4 and pH 10.  At pH 6 two species are also observed associated with thiocyanate ions near 

associated with neutral surface sites and K+ - - -NCS contact ions pairs.  These observations 

are supported by DFT-MD simulations of the thiocyanate ion near the neutral alumina 

surface. To our knowledge this allows for the first direct observation of local electrostatic 

potential near charged aluminol species, whose nature has been highly debated. 

The vibrational dynamics of the thiocyanate species near the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface are probed using TR and FID-vSFG in chapter 6.  The vibrational lifetime of the 

f ≡ P stretch is also sensitive to the local environment.  The surface charge and electrolyte 

concentration are used to distinguish differences in the local environment present near the 

alumina/water interface manifested in the extracted T1 lifetimes.   
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Chapter 7 summarizes our findings and points out potential future directions for the 

experiments presented in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY AND BACKGROUND OF VIBRATIONAL SUM FREQUENCY  

GENERATION SPECTROSCOPY 

 

2.1  Introduction 

vSFG is a second order nonlinear optical technique, which is inherently surface 

specific within the dipole approximation. The basis of nonlinear spectroscopy is discussed, 

and then related to vSFG as a method of probing buried interfaces. Differences in time-

resolved and steady state vSFG spectroscopy are then discussed. 

 

2.2 Non-linear optics and spectroscopy 

At the most fundamental level, vSFG spectroscopy involves the interaction of 

electromagnetic radiation (light) with a surface (matter).  The incoming electromagnetic 

field has the ability to perturb the material charge distributions that the radiation interacts 

with  and can displace electrons from their equilibrium positions in the material polarizing 

the medium. 

Matter experiencing electromagnetic radiation from low intensity incoherent light 

sources (such as high current flashlamps) experience electric fields on the order of 10-103 

V/cm.1   These low field strength interactions lead to a linear relationship between the 

applied electric field and the induced polarization, and the resulting induced polarization 

gives rise to events such as reflection, refraction, absorption, and or scattering of incident 

light.1  Since the interacting materials properties are largely influenced by its electronic 
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structure, these linear processes may not alter the material significantly as these interactions 

are orders of magnitude weaker than the forces binding electrons to the nuclei (109 V/cm).1  

The dipole moment induced in the material as electrons are perturbed scales linearly with 

the strength of the applied electric field intensity as described in equation 2.1: 

!⃗ = 	 !⃗% + 	'()⃗ 			(2.1) 

where !⃗% represents the permanent electric dipole, a is the polarizability, typically 

represented by a 3 x 3 rank two tensor and is a material property, and ()⃗  denotes the electric 

field vector.  The dipole is related to the macroscopic polarization, /)⃗ ,  in the following 

manor (equation 2.2):2 

/)⃗ = 0〈!⃗〉				(2.2) 

For condensed phases, describing the macroscopic polarization induced in terms of induced 

dipole moment per unit volume (polarization) is more common as denoted by equation 

2.3:2 

/ = 	/(%) +	3%4(5)(					(2.3) 

Notice that the linear susceptibility, 4(5), has taken the place of the polarizability, '.  Since 

the materials discussed in this work do not contain a static polarization, the /(%) is omitted 

for convenience.  It is also logical that the susceptibility depends on the number density of 

molecules or atoms per unit volume (N) and the averaged possible orientations of these 

molecules within the material <a> as shown in equation 2.4:2 
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4(5) =
0〈'〉
3%

					(2.4) 

It should be noted that the linear properties of isotropic materials are also related to the 

complex refractive index, n, (equation 2.5) which will be discussed later with regards to 

the normalization of vSFG data:2 

8 = 9(1 +	4(5))						(2.5) 

As n is complex, it can be deconstructed into its real and imaginary components.  The real 

portion determines the speed at which light travels through a given medium and the 

imaginary contribution determines the absorption coefficient as described by  equation 2.6 

and 2.7, respectively:2 

; =
<

=>(8)
							(2.6) 

' = 	
4@
A%
BC	9(1 +	4(5))				(2.7) 

where a is the absorption coefficient, which conventionally is assigned the same character 

as the polarizability, and A% is the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation in a 

vacuum.2 

 Now that the interaction between low intensity electric fields and matter have been 

discussed, the interaction of fields strong enough to significantly perturb those binding 

electrons to atoms in the material are discussed. Ultrashort laser pulses, which can have 

peak power densities greater than 1012 W/cm2, corresponding to an electric field on the 
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order of 105 to 108 V/cm.  The small perturbations of electron position discussed above in 

the linear regime can be described by harmonic motion, but in the high field strength range 

the electrons are pushed far from their equilibrium positions, resulting in anharmonic 

motion.  At this point it is not adequate to correlate the induced electric dipole moment to 

a linear increase in the electric field intensity. Instead higher order dipole moments are 

observed, equation 2.8:2 

!⃗ = !⃗% + 	'()⃗ + 	E()⃗ F + 	G()⃗ H					(2.8) 

where E and G are the first and second order microscopic hyperpolarizabilities which 

describe the ability of the material to be affected by the incoming fields.    E in equation 

2.8 is symbolic, where E: ()⃗ F represented by equation 2.9:2 

E: ()⃗ F → 	L EMNO
N,O

(M(O						(2.9) 

where i, j, and k represent the x, y, and z directions of the Cartesian coordinate system. 

Equation 2.9 can now be substituted into equation 2.10  so that the polarization can be 

described in the following manor (equation 2.10): 

/)⃗ = 	/)⃗% +	3%	R4(5)()⃗ + 4(F)()⃗ F +	4(H)()⃗ H. . . S						(2.10) 

where 4(F)and 4(H)are the second and third order susceptibilities, respectively.  

 Accessing each additional higher order term requires more and more peak power.  

For example, in a general example of condensed media the relative amplitude ratios of the 

4(5):	4(F):	4(H)	is 1:10-8:10-15.3  The presence of higher order nonlinear susceptibility terms 
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in the total induced polarization is crucial to selectively study the interfacial region, as all 

even terms in the expansion shown in equation 2.10 require a break in the inversion 

symmetry to be non-zero, which is discussed in detail later.4  It also ensures that multiple 

nonlinear processes can occur simultaneously in the interfacial region, including the 

change in frequency of the incident light.  If we expand the electric field terms with regards 

to second order polarization in equation 2.10, we find (equation 2.11): 

/(F) = 	 3%4(F)	((5 cosX5Y +	(F cosXF Y)F						(2.11) 

Which after the use of trigonomic identities and substitution, shows that when considering 

the second order polarization four nonlinear processes are instantaneously possible 

depending on the material properties (equations 2.12-2.16) 
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2.3 Theory and principles of vSFG 

Since the work performed in this thesis primarily used vSFG, a second order 

technique, the second term in equation 2.10 is now consider to describe nonlinear 

phenomena (2.17): 

/)⃗ = 4(F)()⃗ F				(2.17) 

Just as a beachball may expand in the x or y directions when a person squeezes the 

ball in the z axis, the second order nonlinear susceptibility, 4(F), is a tensor that must 

account for the perturbations of the electric field in all directions (equation 2.18).4   

/M
(F) = 4MNO

(F)(N(O			(2.18) 

 Again i , j, and k correspond to the Cartesian coordinate directions of x, y, and z.  

As shown in equations 2.12-2.16 the induced second order polarization is connected to the 

ability to generate four nonlinear processes, of which second harmonic generation (SHG), 

sum frequency generation (SFG), and difference frequency generation (DFG) are discussed 

in detail in this work.   

 

2.3.1 Theory of vSFG 

VSFG has proved to be an excellent tool to selectively probe  buried interfaces.5  

To perform this technique two pulses of light are overlapped spatially and temporally at 

the same surface, which then can generate photons at the summed frequency obeying both 

the conservation of energy and momentum (equation 2.19).2   
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Z[\] sin [̀\] = 	ZaMb sin `aMb −	Zde sin `de 							(2.19) 

where Z[\] , ZaMb, and Zde are the momentum terms which are defined by equation 2.20.  

The angles `aMb, and sin `de	are the angles of incidence associated with each pulse with 

respect to the surface normal, and the angle [̀\] , is the angle at which vSFG photons are 

reflected or refracted from the interface. 

Z = 	
X	8(X)

<
						(2.20) 

where X is the angular frequency in a vacuum defined by equation 2.21, 8(X) the 

frequency dependent refractive index, and c is the speed of light.  

X =	
2@<
A
							(2.21) 

To investigate the selection rules for the generation of vSFG photons, the 

frequencies of the incident visible and IR beams, and the resulting selection rules must be 

considered.  While it is possible to perform electronically6 and or doubly7 resonant vSFG 

measurements, here the hyperpolarizability (b) is described solely for vibrationally 

resonant conditions, where Xde is close in frequency or equal to 	 X%	(equation 2.22):2 

Efgh(X[\] = XiMb +	Xde)

=
1
2ℏ
					Lk

〈l|!f|n〉〈n|!g|;〉
ℏRX[\] − XboSb

−
〈l|!g|n〉〈n|!f|;〉
ℏRX[\] + XboS

p q	 k
〈;|!h|l〉

Xde − X% + rΓ
p			(2.22) 
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where |g> represents the ground state, |v> is the excited vibrational state, and |s> can be 

any other quantum state of the system.  The	Γ	 is a damping term and its inverse (Γ-1) is the 

total dephasing time of the excited vibrational state.  The electric dipole operator, ! = >t, 

is present in all terms.  Although the equation 

looks complex, the first two terms in the brackets 

represents the Raman transition dipole moment, 

Mlm.  Both the upward transition  from the ground 

state to the virtual state and the downward 

transition are simultaneously possible, thus 

requiring two terms. The second term 〈;|!h|l〉 is 

the IR transition dipole moment, An.  Through 

investigating the hyperpolarizability under 

vibrationally resonant conditions, it can be seen 

that the selection rules for vSFG are that the vibrational mode must both be Raman and IR 

active.2  The energy diagram for the vSFG process can be seen in Figure 2-1, where a 

resonant IR pulse drives a vibrational transition from the ; = 0	 ⟶ ; = 1 vibrational state 

and then is followed by a non-resonant anti-Stokes Raman process induced by the visible 

pulse resulting in an emitted photon at the summed frequency.  

 While equation 2.19 implies that both energy and momentum are conserved during 

the vSFG process, it can also be represented by a more convenient format (equation 2.23): 

XH sin `H = X5 sin `5 + XF sin `F 					(2.23) 

 

Figure 2-1: Energy diagram for the 

vSFG process. 
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This formula can be related to the propagation on the visible, IR, and SFG beams as seen 

in Figure 2.2.  

 

  In the external reflection geometry, the g  angles are calculated using Snell’s law, 

and the b angles are calculated using equation 2.24: 

sin E[\] = 	
Xde85(Xde)
X[\]85(X[\])

+	
XaMb85(XaMb)
X[\]85(X[\])

				(2.24) 

 
Figure 2-2: Schematic representation of vSFG generation.  The vSFG photon can be 

refracted or reflected, depending on the angles of incidence chosen for the IR and visible 

photons.  To achieve total internal reflection (TIR) the refractive index of medium 1 

(usually a prism) must be greater than medium 2 (usually water).  The interfacial 

refractive index is discussed later, as it currently cannot be  measured experimentally. 
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  VSFG performed in this thesis were all taken in total internal reflection geometry, 

but external reflection is presented as it is crucial to consider when accounting for local 

field effects in the interfacial region, which are used in normalizing vSFG data. This 

process is discussed in detail later.   

The intensity of the emitted vSFG light in reflection geometry is given by equation 

2.25:8 

B(X[\]) = 	
8@HX[\]F n><F	E[\]

<H85(Xde)85(XaMb)85(X[\])
v4wxx

(F) v
F
B(Xde)B(XaMb)					(2.25) 

where 4wxx
(F)  represents the effective second order nonlinear susceptibility of the interface, 

85RX[\],aMb,yhz	deS are the frequency dependent refractive indices in medium 1, c is the 

speed of light, and B(Xde) and B(XaMb) are the frequency dependent intensities of the IR 

and visible driving fields, respectively.   

As the molecular information is imbedded in 4wxx
(F) , it is important to expand this 

term further (equation 2.26): 

4wxx
(F) = [>̂(XH) ∙ ~(XH)] ∙ 4MNO

(F):	[~(X5) ∙ >̂(X5)][~(XF)>̂(XF)]						(2.26) 

where >̂(X5ÄH) are unit polarization vectors and ~(X5ÄH) represent the frequency 

dependent Fresnel factors. 4MNO
(F) denotes the macroscopic second order nonlinear 

susceptibility where i, j, and k are the Cartesian coordinates of the laboratory framework.  

As equation 2.18 suggests, 4MNO
(F) is a rank three tensor, containing a total of 27 elements.  If 
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the solid/liquid interface can be described by <Åi symmetry, then only 7 elements of the 

27 possible become non-zero, and 4 are unique (equations 2.27-2.30).8 

4ÇÇÉ
(F) = 	4ÑÑÉ

(F) 				(2.27) 

4ÇÉÇ
(F) = 	4ÑÉÑ

(F) 				(2.28) 

4ÉÇÇ
(F) = 	4ÉÑÑ

(F) 				(2.29) 

4ÉÉÉ
(F) 																				(2.29) 

 The 4wxx
(F)  term is dependent on the polarization of visible, IR, and SFG photons 

and a combination of molecular properties, local field enhancements, and geometric 

projections of the driving fields represented by equations 2.30-2.33:8   

4wxx,[[Ö
(F) = 	 ~ÑÑ(X[\])~ÑÑ(XaMb)~ÉÉ(Xde) sin `de4ÑÑÉ 							(2.30) 

4wxx,[Ö[
(F) = 	 ~ÑÑ(X[\])~ÉÉ(XaMb)~ÑÑ(Xde) sin `aMb4ÑÉÑ 						(2.31) 

4wxx,Ö[[
(F) = 	 ~ÉÉ(X[\])~ÑÑ(XaMb)~ÑÑ(Xde) sin [̀\]4ÉÑÑ 							(2.32)	 

4wxx,ÖÖÖ
(F) = 	 ~ÇÇ(X[\])~ÇÇ(XaMb)~ÉÉ(Xde) cos [̀\] cos `aMb sin `de 4ÇÇÉ 

																			−	~ÇÇ(X[\])~ÉÉ(XaMb)~ÇÇ(Xde) cos [̀\] sin `aMb cos `de 4ÇÉÇ	 

																		+	~ÉÉ(X[\])~ÇÇ(XaMb)~ÇÇ(Xde) sin [̀\] cos `aMb cos `de 4ÉÇÇ 

																																				+	~ÉÉ(X[\])~ÉÉ(XaMb)~ÉÉ(Xde) sin [̀\] sin `aMb sin `de 4ÉÉÉ 										(2.33) 
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Here the sin and cos terms are required for beams with P polarization, as they 

contain projects of the electric field in both x and z directions, the ratio of which is defined 

by the corresponding angles of incidence [̀\],aMb,Üá	de.  S polarized beams only contain an 

electric field component in the y direction (Figure 2-3). 

  

Figure 2-3:  Schematic of A) P polarized IR, visible, and SFG light and B) S polarized 

IR, visible, and SFG light. Small double-sided arrows designate the possible vector 

components of the electric field associated with the beams. Circles with crosses denote 

electric field is in y direction. 

 

  4ÇÇÉ, 4ÇÉÇ, 4ÉÇÇ, and 4ÉÉÉ are the non-zero elements of the macroscopic second 

order hyperpolarizability R4(F)S tensor, and the ~ÇÇRX[\],aMb,Üx	deS and ~ÉÉRX[\],aMb,Üx	deS 

are the Fresnel coefficients associated with P polarized light and ~ÑÑRX[\],aMb,Üx	deS for S 

polarized light.8  These Fresnel coefficients are defined by equations 2.34-2.36: 

~ÇÇ(XM) =
285(XM) cos GM

85(XM) cos GM +	8F(XM) cos `M
							(2.34) 

~ÑÑ(XM) =
285(XM) cos `M

85(XM) cos `M +	8F(XM) cos GM
							(2.35) 
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~ÉÉ(XM) =
28F(XM) cos `M

85(XM) cos GM +	8F(XM) cos `M
	à
85(XM)
8g(XM)

â
F

						(2.36) 

here G is the refraction angle into medium 2 (Figure 2-2 B) and nm is the interfacial 

refractive index.8  The nature of the interfacial refractive index is discussed in the next 

section.   

Lastly it should be mentioned that the macroscopic polarizability ä4MNO
(F)ã is related 

to the microscopic polarizability äEMåOåOå
(F) ã  by equation 2.37:8 

4MNO
(F) = 	0b L 〈=MMå=NNå=OOå〉EMåOåOå

(F) 								2.37
MåNåOå

 

where the Ns is the number density of the molecules probed, and the R terms are Euler 

matrices that transform the coordinate frame from the laboratory coordinates (ijk) to the 

molecular framework coordinates (i’j’k’). 

 

2.3.2 Role of the interfacial refractive index on the local field enhancements 

Due to the inability to experimentally measure the interfacial refractive index, its 

nature is still poorly understood. Yet the choice of its value has great implications in the 

way that vSFG data is interpreted.  In the first vSFG and SHG studies, nm was typically 

chosen to be either the refractive index of one of the adjacent media.9-12  In 1998, the Shen 

group proposed a formulation of the interfacial refractive index (8g(XM)) in terms of the 

frequency dependent refractive indices of media 1 and 2 (85(XM)	and 8F(XM), respectively) 
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which gave reasonable values for organic monolayers at the air/water interface (equation 

2.38).8   

8g(XM) = 85(XM)ç
[8F(XM)]F([8F(XM)]F + 5)

4[8F(XM)]F + 2
							(2.38) 

When Shen’s approximation is applied at the alumina/aqueous interface for ~3400 

cm-1 IR photons, equation 2.35 gives erroneously high value for the interfacial refractive 

index.  Using  equation 2.35  ninterface = 2 + 0.2i, which is larger than the refractive index 

of alumina (1.78)13 and water(1.26 + 0.28i)14 in the OH stretching region.   

 There also seems to be no consensus on the use of interfacial refractive index or 

even a recording of the value used for a given mineral oxide aqueous interface. Tyrode et 

al. generated contour plots of the angular dependence for the SSP Fresnel factors at the 

Al2O3 and SiO2/H2O interfaces, but did not mention which nm was used.15  Guo et al. 

investigated the role of the refractive index in the presence of high concentration electrolyte 

solutions at the SiO2/H2O interface, and also did not mention their selection of nm.16  Other 

groups have also failed to specify their choice of interfacial refractive index in works that 

focus on the effect of Fresnel factors/experimental geometry at the self-assembled  

monolayer(SAM)/CaF2 17  and SiO2/H2O18 interfaces.  Some continued to choose either 

the n1 or n2 values for nm.19   

The importance of correctly accounting for the local field enhancements present in the 

interfacial region in vSFG spectroscopy has been shown by the Bonn group, in a seminal 

publication in 2012 (figure 2-4).19  The Fresnel factors change as the angles of incidence 

are varied, as well as the frequency of the incoming beams and the generated vSFG.    
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  Much of the discrepancy 

between the reported Fresnel factor 

calculations arise from the Lzz 

element, which depends on the 

interfacial refractive index (equation 

2.34).  In terms of the angular 

dependence, this is highlighted when 

comparing the local field 

enhancements for SSP and PPP 

experimental geometry at the 

Al2O3/H2O interface (Figure 2-5).  

The calculated local field 

enhancement is similar when 

considering the SSP polarization 

combination, with the largest 

enhancement in the Fresnel factors 

near the critical angle for the IR and 

visible  pulses when using either the 

average refractive index (nAvg) or Shen’s approximation of the interfacial refractive index.  

The results are quite different, however, for local enhancements associated with PPP 

spectra.  Even near the critical angles, if Shen’s value is chosen the PPP spectra samples at 

  

Figure 2-4: Observed non-Fresnel  factor 

corrected vSFG spectra from an 

Al2O3/TiO2/H2O interface A) and the 

corresponding frequency dependent calculated 

Fresnel factors.  Figure reprinted with 

permission from  Backus, E. H. G.;  Garcia-

Araez, N.;  Bonn, M.; Bakker, H. J., On the Role 

of Fresnel Factors in Sum-Frequency 

Generation Spectroscopy of Metal-Water and 

Metal-Oxide-Water Interfaces. Journal of 

Physical Chemistry C 2012, 116 (44), 23351-

23361,10.1021/jp306273d.  Copyright 2012 

American Chemical Society. 
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least 3 independent elements of the nonlinear susceptibility associated with the total 

4wxx,ÖÖÖ
(F)  term.   

  

  

Figure 2-5: Calculated angular dependence of the local field enhancements at the 

Al2O3/H2O interface using 8éfFèH,[\](15900	<CÄ5) = 1.77, 

8éfFèH,aMb(12500	<CÄ5) = 1.76, 8éfFèH,de(3400	<CÄ5) = 1.78 , 

8êFè,[\](15900	<CÄ5) = 1.33, 8êFè,aMb(12500	<CÄ5) = 1.33, 

8êFè,de(3400	<CÄ5) = 1.26 + 0.28r for SSP A-B) and PPP C-D) experimental 

geometries. The choice of Shen’s approximation of the interfacial refractive index 

(nShen = 2 + 0.2i) A and C) or the average of the two media (nAvg = 1.3 + 0.14i) B and 

D) are contrasted. 
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If the nAvg is used, then the magnitude of the local field enhancement for 4ÉÉÉ
(F)  is far greater 

than the other elements, so that 4ÉÉÉ
(F)  dominates, making interpretation of the generated 

vSFG data more straightforward. The large difference in the calculated local field 

enhancements associated with small variations in the choice of interfacial refractive index,  

 

ninterface , show the importance of understanding and properly approximating the interfacial 

refractive index for future vSFG measurements. 

The representation of the interfacial refractive index,  ninterface , also impacts the 

calculation of the frequency dependent Fresnel factors at the Al2O3/H2O interface (figure 

2-6).  If Shen’s interfacial refractive index is used, all four elements of the 4wxx,ÖÖÖ
(F)   

  

Figure 2-6: Plotted individual elements of the total 4wxx,ÖÖÖ
(F)  term using A) Shen’s 

interfacial refractive index and B) the average interfacial refractive index.  In A) all four 

elements contribute in the OH stretching region, while in B) the 4ÉÉÉ
(F)  term is dominant. 
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Figure 2-7:  1D slices of the angle dependent local field enhancements presented in 

Figure 2-5 for A and B) a vertical cross section across the IR angle of incidence at a 

fixed visible angle of 50o and C and D) a horizontal cross section across the visible 

angle at a fixed IR degree of 10o.  Results achieved using Shen’s approximation of the 

interfacial refractive index A and C) and the average interfacial refractive index in B 

and D). 
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nonlinear susceptibility contribute in the OH stretching region, as long as the molecule’s 

symmetry allows for these terms to be non-zero.  This is not the case if the average  

interfacial refractive index is used, as then only the 4ÉÉÉ
(F)  term contributes significantly.  It 

is clear that gaining insight into the local refractive index in the interfacial region or the 

associated dielectric constant would be highly useful to both the experimental and 

theoretical vSFG communities, as it has large implications in accounting for the local field 

in the interfacial region, a now standard practice in presenting normalized vSFG spectra.   

One could estimate the local refractive index at the Al2O3/H2O interface, with an 

automated vSFG setup that could scan the visible and or IR beam angle of incidence 

independently while maintaining the temporal and spatial overlap at the interface.  This 

can be seen in Figure 2-6, where two measurably different profiles are attained depending 

on the value chosen for the interfacial refractive index.  Other calculations were performed 

for other mineral oxide interfaces and different choices for the interfacial refractive index, 

(Appendix A-4).  Clearly, the role of local field enhancements on the measured vSFG 

spectra are important, and future measurements of the interfacial refractive index/dielectric 

constant would prove highly useful to the community.  

 

2.3.3 SFG as an interface specific vibrational probe 

All second order non-linear processes are forbidden in isotropic environments, 

within the dipole approximation.4  As a result, vSFG is an inherently surface specific probe 

in the interfacial region.  Not only must the symmetry be broken at the interface, but the 
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molecule being probed must also be non-centrosymmetric.2  The symmetry constraints on 

the technique can also be evaluated by performing the ëÑÉ inversion operation on the 

interfacial region (Figure 2-8).  Before investigating this symmetry operation for second 

order nonlinear processes, the consequence of changing the sign of the first order 

polarization is shown in equation 2-39: 

/M
(5) = 4MN

(5)(N						(2.39) 

−/M
(5) = 4MN

(5)R−(NS						(2.40) 

After this operation , equations 2.39 and 

2.40 remain equivalent, showing that first-order 

linear processes are not symmetry forbidden in 

isotropic media.  If the operation is performed 

on the second-order polarization, we find that 

equations 2.41 and 2.42 can only be equivalent 

if 4MNO
(F) = 0. 

/M
(F) = 4MNO

(F)(N	(O					(2.41) 

−/M
(F) = 4MNO

(F)R−(NS	(−(O)					(2.42) 

This relationship shows that second-order 

processes are forbidden in isotropic media.  At 

the interface, however, the break in symmetry 

allows for some of the 4MNO
(F) ≠ 0.  By 

 

Figure 2-8: ëÑÉ symmetry operation 

used to determine the symmetry some 

of the allowed elements of the 

nonlinear susceptibility. All 

symmetry operations must be 

performed, ëÑÉ is shown as an 

example.  Example shown for PPP 

polarization. 
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systematically performing the all symmetry operations appropriate for a given interfacial 

environment, the nonzero elements of 4MNO
(F) can be obtained. 

 

2.3.4 Modes of vSFG spectroscopy used in this work 

a) Ultrabroadband (~1000 cm-1) pedestal width steady-state vSFG spectroscopy 

 In vSFG experiments a visible pulse, usually the fundamental frequency of a 

regeneratively amplified laser system, is used to generate additional frequencies of light in 

the IR using optical parametric amplifier (OPA) technology.20  The signal and idler 

produced from the OPA process are mixed in another nonlinear crystal, AgS for example, 

allowing generation of photons in the mid-IR.  The achievable bandwidth and pulse 

duration  are related by the time-bandwidth product of the Fourier transform.21 The time-

bandwidth product is displayed for Gaussian and Sec2 pulses in equations 2.42 and 2.43, 

respectively. In equations 2.42-43 the ∆î\ïêñ is the FWHM of the pulse in the time 

domain and ∆;\ïêñ is the FWHM in the frequency domain.  This means that to achieve 

a   FWHM bandwidth of ~50 cm-1 in the IR pulse, one must have an ultrafast laser system 

(< 200 fs pulses).   

∆î\ïêñ∆;\ïêñ ≥ 0.441				(2.43) 

∆î\ïêñ∆;\ïêñ ≥ 0.315				(2.44) 

 Early vSFG studies were typically performed with frequency doubled ND:YAG 

laser systems, which generate ps laser pulses at 10-20 Hz repetition rates.22  These 

relatively longer pulses can only support a limited bandwidth.  To measure the intensity 
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from the entire OH stretching (3000-3800 cm-1) region these systems would scan the IR 

frequency and measure the vSFG response.   

 Advancements in noncolinear optical parametric amplification (NOPA) technology 

now allow for the possibility to efficiently generate broad signal-idler pairs which can then 

generate DFG pulses with ~1000 cm-1 pedestal (10% max intensity) widths.23  This allows 

for collection of the vSFG spectra without tuning the wavelength of the driving IR pulses.24-

27  Not only do the ultrafast (<200 fs) pulses generated from newer Ti:Sa laser systems 

allow for this ultrabroad sampling of the OH stretching region, but their short pulse 

duration also allows for interrogation of the O-H dynamics in the interfacial region using 

vSFG. 

 

b) Broadband time-resolved vSFG spectroscopy  

 As described in chapter 1, TR-vSFG spectroscopy can provide information about 

the hydrogen bonding network in the interfacial region, as the lifetime of the exited OH 

stretch is sensitive to the strength of the local H-bonding network.28-30  The information 

can in theory also be obtained using a high-resolution vSFG setup, which can more 

accurately measure and describe the spectral linewidths of features in the vSFG spectrum, 

although few groups have access to such high resolution measurements.31   

 Even with a high resolution vSFG setup the heterogeneity of the local environment 

present at mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces homogenously broadens the observed 

lineshapes for individual OH species.32  The lifetimes and pure dephasing times of 
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individual OH oscillators contribute to spectral broadening through the total dephasing of 

the vibrational excited state (equation 2.45):33, 34 

òôöõ = 2Γ = 	
2
úF
=
1
ú5
+
2
úF∗
					(2.45) 

 Where the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the lineshape is equal to twice the 

spectral linewidth (Γ), úF is the total dephasing time of the vibrational excited state, ú5  

 

represents the longitudinal relaxation time associated with population relaxation to the 

vibrational ground state, and úF∗ denotes the transverse relaxation which is called the pure 

  

Figure 2-9: A) Energy diagram for TR-vSFG experiments, where Xde,ûügû =

	Xde,ûáÜ†w for the experiments in this work, although that is not required.  î is the time 

delay between the pump and probe IR pulses.  B) Typical TR-vSFG data, in this case for 

pH 4 monovalent and divalent salt solutions at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, where 

the IRF is shown by the dotted black trace.35 
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dephasing time.  These terms are difficult to measure independently, but typically TR-

vSFG interrogates the T1 lifetime while FID-vSFG measurements can measure the T2 total 

dephasing time, which is discussed in more detail later.28, 29, 33, 34, 36-38 

 In TR-vSFG experiments, a strong pump IR pulse depletes the vSFG response by 

removing population from the vibrational ground state, and a weaker IR probe pulse 

monitors the recovery of the vSFG response as the ; = 0 vibrational state is repopulated 

(Figure 2-9).  To describe the instrument response function (IRF), which will determine 

the fastest event the measurement can capture, a third order cross correlation (4(H)) is 

recorded of the IR pump, IR probe, and visible pulses as a function of pump delay.  As the 

temporal separation between the pump and probe pulses becomes smaller, there are less 

molecules in the ; = 0 ground state which are required for an IR absorption and subsequent 

scattering off this state by the visible pulse in a Raman process so that the vSFG signal is 

reduced.  At times later than  î = 0 the excited ; = 1 vibrational state begins to relax 

towards the ground state, and by fitting this recovery the T1 and Ttherm lifetimes can be 

extracted.  These details of the fitting process are discussed section 2.3.5. 

 

c) Ultrabroadband free induction decay vSFG spectroscopy 

As eluded to previously (2.3.4 a) FID-vSFG measures the lifetime of the linear polarization 

state induced by the IR pulse, interrogates at different times by the upconverting visible  

pulse.  In TR-vSFG the time resolution is limited by the IR pulses, so the visible pulse can 

be much longer in time (ps) to maintain spectral resolution for generation of 2D vSFG 

plots.  This is not the case in FID-vSFG, where both the IR and visible pulses must have  
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Figure 2-10:  A-C) Timing schematic for FID-vSFG experiments at various time delays 

(A î < 0, B î = 0, and C	î > 0) and the corresponding steady state vSFG spectra (D-

F) at those time delays.  D) Representative FID-vSFG data shown on the time axis taken 

from the CH3CN/Au interface. Panels A-F reprinted from  Stiopkin, I. V.;  Jayathilake, 

H. D.;  Weeraman, C.; Benderskii, A. V., Temporal effects on spectroscopic line shapes, 

resolution, and sensitivity of the broad-band sum frequency generation. Journal of 

Chemical Physics 2010, 132 (23), 10.1063/1.3432776. , with permission from AIP 

publishing.  Panel G from  Roke, S.;  Kleyn, A. W.; Bonn, M., Time- vs. Frequency-

Domain Femtosecond Surface Sum Frequency Generation. Chemical Physics Letters 

2003, 370 (1-2), 227-232,10.1016/s0009-2614(03)00085-x , reprinted with permission 

from Elsevier. 
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 durations shorter than the process interrogated to reveal the dynamics (Figure 2-10).  This 

can be detrimental to the spectral resolution, which is determined by the bandwidth of the 

visible pulse.  Displaying the FID-vSFG spectra in the time domain shows how the 

generated time dependent second order polarization /(F)(Y) is affected by the evolution of 

the first order polarization state (/(5)(Y)	generated by the ultrafast IR driving pulse.  The 

measured FID-vSFG response is a still a second order process, with the same surface  

selectivity.  This makes FID-vSFG extremely useful in determining the number of distinct 

vibrationally resonant species in the interfacial region, as the homogeneity of the local  

environment species experience can lead to revival as species periodically come back in 

phase with one another as the first order polarization state evolves.39  Once the FID-vSFG 

data is fitted, the dephasing times of the distinct oscillator populations can be extracted,  

and the timescales at which these vibrational modes dephase can provide useful 

information about the local environment. 

 

2.3.5 Fitting the steady state vSFG data 

 To elucidate additional information embedded in the vSFG signal, notably the 

number of distinct oscillator populations and their individual frequency components 

contributing to the total vSFG response, one can fit vSFG spectra. When interfacial species 

are vibrationally resonant, the vSFG response can be approximated by equation 2.46: 

B[\] ∝ 	 §4(F)§
F
BaMbBde = •4¶e

(F) +	L 4e
(F)

i
•
F
BaMbBde 						

= 	 •4¶e
(F) +	L

ßi
Xde −	Xi + rΓii

•
F

BaMbBde						(2.46) 
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The vSFG intensity (Equation 2.44) is proportional to the intensities of incident IR and 

visible beams, and the second-order susceptibility tensor R4(F)S which contains all the 

molecular response information for the system (Equation 2.26),40 here 4¶e
(F)	and 4e

(F)denote 

the non-resonant instantaneous electronic response of the system and the resonant vSFG 

response generated by all vibrationally resonant modes summed over the available infrared 

bandwidth, respectively.   Each of the oscillator populations is assumed to possess a 

Lorentzian line shape, where Xde	is the frequency of the driving infrared pulse and	ßi,	Xi, 

and 	Γi represent the amplitude, central frequency, and damping coefficient of the vth 

vibrational mode, respectively.  Furthermore,  the amplitude factor represents the product 

of the Raman transition probability and the transition dipole moment of the oscillator being 

sampled.41  By fitting the data with equation 2.46 a quantitative analysis of the total vSFG 

response can be performed, and the individual Lorentzian oscillators which contribute to 

the observed spectra can be plotted individually, making interpretation of the data more 

straightforward. 

 

2.3.6 Fitting the time-resolved vSFG data 

To obtain quantitative information regarding the timescales on which excited 

vibrational modes relax to the ground state, TR-vSFG data must be fitted.  Due to the 

observed double-exponential kinetics of interfacial O-H stretches recovering to a hot 

ground state seen in this work and previously by others,25, 27, 29, 37, 42 a four-level system25, 

27, 29, 37, 42, 43 (Figure 2-11) was chosen to fit the TR-vSFG response. 
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Depending on the intensity of the pump pulse and the molecular properties of the 

system, the rates at which species will be transferred between states can vary.  The transfer 

of population between energy these energy levels are described by four coupled differential 

equations (equations 2.47 – 2.50): 

z¶®
z©

= 	−ëBûü(Y)(0% − 05)                   (2.47) 

z¶™
z©

= 	ëBûü(Y)(0% − 05) −	
¶™
™́
            (2.48) 

z¶¨
z©

= 	 ¶™
™́
− 	 ¶¨

´≠ÆØ∞±
                                   (2.49) 

z¶≤
z©

= 	 ¶¨
´≠ÆØ∞±

                                                    (2.50) 

 

Figure 2-11: Energy diagram of the four-level model used to fit time resolved vSFG 

spectra of electrolyte solutions at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O Interface. The pump 

infrared pulse drives the transition from the ; = 0	, to the ; = 1vibrationl mode. The 

recovery to a hot intermediate state, indicative of the excited O-H stretch lifetime is 

then monitored by the probe infrared pulse. 
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where the  ; = 0 ,	≥ = 1, ≥∗, and ≥∗ = 0	energy levels have populations represented by 

N0, N1, N2, and N3 , respectively.  The infrared absorption cross section associated with the 

vibrational ground state (≥ = 0) is denoted by σ.  The temporal profile of the pump pulse 

is Gaussian in nature (Ipu(t)) and the pump pulse has a width of τ at half the maximum 

intensity which describes the instrument response function.  The time constants which are 

extracted from fitting are assigned to the vibrational relaxation (T1) and thermalization 

(Ttherm) processes.37   

The general solution to equations 2.47-2.50 describes the population transfer 

between the N0, N1, N2, and N3 populations as a function of time (t). Subsequent substitution 

of this solution into the equation which describes the vSFG intensity and convolution with 

a Gaussian instrument response function (IRF trace) yields equation 2.51: 

B[\] = B=ò(Y) ∗ [0%(Y) − 05(Y) +	¥F0F(Y) +	¥H0H(Y)]F + B\       (2.51) 

Here the C2 and C3 are constants are related to the optical nonlinear susceptibilities of the 

intermediate (; = ;∗) and the hot ground state (v= 0∗). The IF term describes the 

magnitude of the vSFG response at t = 3 picoseconds.37  A total of nine parameters are used 

in the fit, 6 of which are independently determined.  N0 is typically held at 1 since the 

magnitude of the vSFG response is normalized to 1 before the arrival of the pump pulse.  

The thermalization  may or not be observed depending on the system in question.  The  

Ttherm is usually fixed at 600 femtoseconds when pumping in the OH stretch region at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  The t = 0 position is chosen to coincide with the maximum 

intensity of the third order cross-correlation (χ(3)) between the infrared pump, infrared 

probe, and visible beam.  The time at which the maximum bleach of the vSFG response is 
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achieved can vary slightly (+/- 20-50 fs) from the TR-vSFG of the nonresonant gold coated 

prism, and a small offset is added to the x axis (time) to account for this.  

 While the four-level used model assumes that a single vibrational mode is being 

pumped and probed, multiple O-H stretch modes typically reside within the bandwidth of 

the probe pulse (~ 250 cm-1) which is centered at ~3150 cm-1.  Previously taken spectrally 

resolved TR-vSFG25 data suggested that the kinetics of vibrational relaxation for both 

species are not spectrally homogeneous.  Secondly, the bandwidth of our pumping and 

probing window does not encapsulate the entire O-H stretching region, meaning that fast 

spectral diffusion can lead to blue shifted O-H stretch species that have a natural frequency 

outside the probe window.   This can lead to extracted T1 lifetimes that are faster than the 

true vibrational lifetime of these vibrational modes.  Due to both of these concerns we 

report an apparent lifetime, and not necessarily the true vibrational lifetime of a single 

uncoupled vibrational mode.  This model and extracted T1 lifetimes do, however, provide 

useful information about the ability of interfacial water to redistribute vibrational energy 

in the interfacial region. 

 

2.3.7 Calculation of local field enhancement for the interfacial region 

 To normalize the vSFG response the raw data is first converted to counts/sec, and 

is then divided by the frequency dependent IR pulse profile (Appendices A-1 and A-2) 

which is followed by a second division of the frequency dependent Fresnel factors.  To  
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calculate the local field enhancements in the interfacial region one must know the 

frequency dependent refractive indices of alumina,13, 44 water,45 and have calculated the 

angles of incidence at the alumina-water interface (Figure 2-12).  First cubic interpolation 

functions are used to generate additional data points on the refractive index curves for 

alumina, and water, so that the number of vSFG data points and refractive index values are 

equal in the region of interest.  It should be noted that alumina does in fact have a small 

imaginary component of the refractive index, and future calculations should include this 

 

 

 

Figure 2-12: A) Definition and calculation of the internal angle of incidence (54o in this 

example) where Snell’s law is used to calculate the refracted angle at the air/alumina 

interface.  Cubic interpolation of the frequency dependent refractive indices of B) water 

and C) alumina.   
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contribution to the total refractive index as it will only increase the accuracy of these 

calculations.  Figure 2-12 A shows how the internal angle of incidence is defined and 

calculated, and at this point the formulas described in section 2.3.2 are used to calculate 

the frequency dependent Fresnel factors which are then applied to experimentally acquired 

vSFG spectra. 

 

 2.4 Conclusion 

 The power of the vSFG technique lies in its ability to selectively probe vibrational 

resonances in the interfacial region.  This is accomplished by the symmetry-based selection 

rules outlined for second order nonlinear processes within the electric dipole 

approximation.  vSFG can be collected in the steady-state or time resolved format, which 

both report on the strength of the interfacial hydrogen bonding network through different 

means.  This data can be quantitatively analyzed, providing information on the number or 

resonant oscillators in the interfacial region, their vibrational frequencies, and their excited 

state vibrational dynamics.  Correctly accounting or the role of local field enhancements in 

normalizing vSFG spectra is also quite important, and requires accurate knowledge of the 

interfacial refractive index.  
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

3.1 Overview 

 To access the higher order polarization states required for nonlinear spectroscopy, 

laser systems that produce high peak power pulses are necessary.  As the bulk of this work 

was completed using vSFG spectroscopy, the generation of ultrabroadband mid-IR photons 

in th OH and CN stretching regions from our experimental setup is crucial.  This chapter 

discusses the steady-state and TR vSFG setups at Temple University, and how they are 

used to perform experiments.  Automation is required to efficiently perform TR-vSFG 

measurements, which is also discussed.  Lastly, as interface scientists primarily, the sample 

preparation and cleaning methods are documented as they are an important parameter in 

acquiring reproducible vSFG spectra. 

 

3.2 Laser system for vSFG measurements 

3.2.1 Libra regenerative amplified Ti:Sa system (Coherent) 

 The vSFG setup is built around  a one-box  regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire 

laser (Coherent, LIBRA-F-1K-110-HE+).  This system amplifies a turn-key Coherent 

Vitesse Ti:Sa oscillator which operates in a sealed cavity which is not accessible for 

adjustment.  The Vitesse generates ~270 mW, !"= 800 nm, Δ! = 12 nm , sub 100 fs pulses 

at an 80 MHz repetition rate.  A Coherent Evolution-45 Q-switched ND:YLF laser pumps 
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the Ti:Sa crystal used in the amplification with ~24 W average power centered at 527 nm 

at a 1 kHz repetition rate.  

 In general, the seed pulse is first sent through the stretcher (Figure 3-1 B) to 

elongate the pulse in time and reduce the peak power (energy/per unit time) of the pulses 

which otherwise would damage the gain medium in the amplifier cavity.  After stretching, 

a single pulse is  injected into the regen cavity where it is amplified after multiple passes 

in the Ti:sapphire crystal that was pumped by the Evolution-45.  After the amplification 

process, the light is the directed towards the compressor module which shortens the 

temporal envelope of the amplified stretched pulses.  Using a dispersive grating, the faster 

and slower frequencies of the pulse are forced to take longer and shorter optical paths, 

respectively.  This entire processes is described as chirped laser amplification, and allows 

for the generation of high energy ultrashort pulses.2   At the output, the Libra system 

  
 

Figure 3-1: Pictures of the Libra regen system.  A) Evolution-45 pump laser and the 

Vitesse seed oscillator.  B) The regenerative amplifier, stretcher, and compressor sub 

units of the Libra. Image reprinted from reference 1. 
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produces 5 mJ pulses with a central frequency of 800 nm and a FWHM of 12 nm, at a 

repetition rate of 1 kHz (Figure 3-2). 

  

 

Figure 3-2: A) Spectra of the Libra 

output with and without a narrowband 

filter. Autocorrelation of the 

corresponding Libra output with C) the 

narrowband filter and B) without the 

narrowband filter in the beam path. 

3.2.2 TOPAS prime for generation of mid-IR photons (Light-Conversion) 

 While the fundamental output from the Libra system is used to drive the Raman 

portion of the vSFG process, mid-IR photons containing a large bandwidth must be 

generated in the OH and CN stretching regions to excite the IR active modes of interfacial 

species probed in this work.  Approximately 90% of the Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier 

laser (Coherent, LIBRA - F-1K-110-HE+), which generates 5 mJ pulses at 800 nm with a 

repetition rate of 1 kHz and pulse duration of 150 fs pumps a commercial optical parametric 
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amplifier (OPA )(Coherent, TOPAS-Prime HE).  The TOPAS OPA operates in the fs mode 

of operation, and generates IR photons using a two-stage optical parametric amplification 

process.  Immediately after the 800 nm photons enter the TOPAS,  approximately 98 % of 

the light is reflected by a beam splitter  to pump the second stage.  The transmitted light is 

used then split to produce a white-light continuum (WLC) in a sapphire plate (seed) and 

pump the nonlinear crystal in stage one where the seed and pump are combined. (Figure 

3-3).   

 

 

Figure 3-3: A) Schematic of the incoming and produced pulses in the OPA process, and 

the corresponding energy diagram. B) Energy diagram and schematic for the DFG 

process, which produces the IR pulses required to vibrationally excite CN and OH 

stretches in our vSFG experiments. 
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 The generated WLC is then amplified by the 800 nm pump in the first stage 

nonlinear crystal, resulting in the generation of six different pulses coming out of the first 

stage crystal; the unamplified WLC which is spatially overlapped with the newly generated 

signal, sum frequency generated from signal and pump, residual pump, the sum frequency 

from the idler and pump, and the isolated idler pulses which are all spatially separated in 

the plane of the laser table.   Out of these five, only the amplified white light (signal) is 

sent to the second stage where it is recombined with the majority (98.5%) of the 800 nm 

pump power in the second nonlinear crystal.  It should be noted that the noncolinear angle 

between the 800 nm pump and the white light in the first stage can be increased, which 

results in more supported bandwidth as the possibility to simultaneously phase match more 

of the white light continuum is increased, consistent with previous studies.3 

  Amplification of the generated signal from stage one in stage two results in the 

production of two photons at frequencies $% and $&, allowed by an OPA process (Figure 

3-3 A).  Convention states that the higher energy photon is denoted the signal and the lower 

energy photon is called the idler.  The frequencies of the signal and idler photons are 

dependent on the phase matching angle of the crystal, which is rotated using the provided 

WinTOPAS software (Version 3.2.39) to generate signal and idler pairs of a wide frequency 

range.  The phase matching in the second stage is type II, which means that the newly 

formed signal (polarization perpendicular to optical axis of crystal) and idler (polarization 

parallel to optical axis of crystal) pair are orthogonally polarized with respect to one 

another.  This allows for convenient separation of the two by means of a polarizing beam 

splitter.  The generation of the signal and idler photons is ~ 30 % efficient, with signal 
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photons generated in the 1100-1600 nm range and corresponding idler photons in the 1600-

2800 nm domain (Figure 3-4).  These frequencies lie outside of the OH and CN stretch 

ranges, however, and the TOPAS alone is not capable of generating the higher wavelength 

idler photons required to probe these transitions because the BBO crystals used in stages 1 

and 2 of the TOPAS begin to absorb light with !	 ≥ 2600	,-.  This absorption leads to a  

loss in output power of signal and idler photons, as shown in Figure 3-4). 

 To overcome this limitation, the generated signal and idler photon pairs are 

colinearly combined in an external DFG unit, which produces photons at longer 

wavelengths (Figure 3-3 B).   An AgGaS2 (AGS) crystal with dimensions of 8 x 8 x 1 mm 

facilitates the DFG processes, using Type I phase matching, and is cut so that . = 512 and 

3 = 452 for maximum DFG efficiency.  Depending on the angle of the DFG crystal, which 

  
Figure 3-4: A) Generated tuning curve of the signal and idler photon energies generated 

pumping with ~4.5 W of 800 nm output from the Libra, as the angle of the nonlinear 

crystal is rotated using the TOPAS-Prime. B) Tuning curve of the DFG pulse energy as 

the signal wavelength is varied in the TOPAS software.   
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is manually adjusted in the external DFG unit, the output can be optimized to generate ~30 

µJ at 3 µm with ~250 cm-1 FWHM or ~20 µJ pulses with ~ 750 cm-1 FWHM.  The broad 

DFG profile is typically selected for steady-state measurements, while the narrower profile 

is primarily used for TR-vSFG measurements.  Future goals include implementing the 

ultrabroadband DFG pulses into our TR-vSFG measurements, as the spectrally resolved 

2D-TR-vSFG plots would then provide more information regarding the flow of vibrational 

energy between interfacial species post excitation. 

3.3 Ultrabroadband steady-state vSFG setup 

 The majority of the vSFG presented in this thesis was performed using our steady-

state vSFG setup (Figure 3-5).  The approximately 0.5 W (5 mJ pulses) of the Libra output 

not pumping the TOPAS OPA is used for the visible beam line.  In order to improve the 

spectral resolution of the vSFG measurement , these 800 nm pulses pass through a narrow 

bandpass filter (CVI Laser Optics) resulting in ~30 μJ pulses with  ~2 nm of bandwidth 

(~30 cm-1).  Spectrally narrowing the visible pulses increases the pulse duration from  ~150 

fs to ~800 fs (Figure 3-2).  The spectrally narrowed the visible (800 nm ) pulses are passed 

through a half wave plate (HWP l/2) and polarizing beam splitter, which can rotate the 

visible polarization and reject any off-axis polarization, respectively.  Visible photons of 

the desired polarization are then focused onto the sample using a +20 cm focal length (FL) 

BK7 lens.   

 To generate tunable pulses in the mid IR (4000 - 1600 cm-1) we used an external 

difference frequency generation (DFG) AgGaS2 crystal module attached to the output of  
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Figure 3-5:  Schematic of  source laser, OPA, and optical setup used to generate steady-

state vSFG spectra. 

the TOPAS.  The overall efficiency of the DFG process is quite low (~3%), and the signal, 

idler, and generated DFG photons are colinearly propagating at the output of the external 

DFG unit.  The unconverted signal and idler photons are then removed from the IR beam 

line using a 2600 nm long pass filter.  The filtered DFG output can range from ~10-30 

μJ/pulse depending on the wavelengths of the signal and idler pairs.  IR photons are focused 

onto the sample using a 2 mm thick +5 cm FL CaF2 lens, which has a full transparency 

range from 2-10 µm.   

 The output of the DFG was primarily tuned to two regions of interest.  To collect 

vSFG spectra over a ~250 cm-1 wide range (defined by the 10% pedestal intensity level) in 
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the 5 ≡ 7 stretch region, a broadband IR pulse profile is generated with ~15 μJ/pulse 

centered at ~2100 cm-1.  VSFG experiments probing the OH stretching region were 

performed using  IR pulses with more bandwidth and therefore less intensity at each 

frequency. However, the ~10-20 times lower concentration of potassium thiocyanate 

solutions compared to interfacial water required focusing all available IR pulse energy into 

narrow IR pulses.  To probe interfacial water molecules, ~10 μJ ultrabroadband (~ 1000 

cm-1 defined at the 10%pedestal level) IR pulses are produced centered at ~3300 cm-1.  

Incident angles were 60˚ (IR ~15 μJ/pulse) and 54˚ (visible ~15 μJ/pulse) for the steady 

state vSFG measurements with focused beam radii of ~75 and 200 μm, respectively.  The 

incident angles chosen are slightly above the critical angle for the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface, ensuring experiments are performed under total internal reflection (TIR) 

conditions, which increases the magnitude of our collected vSFG signal.  TIR geometry 

also ensures that we are primarily sampling the 8999
(%)  nonlinear susceptibility element of the 

total nonlinear susceptibility associated with PPP experimental geometry.4    

Spatial and temporal overlap of the focused visible and IR beams at the 

sample/prism interface is critical for efficient generation of vSFG photons.  Even at the 

high fluence achieved by visible and IR beam lines, second order nonlinear processes are 

much weaker than first order processes.  As a consequence, the generated vSFG light is 

weak, and cannot be detected with thermal paper or an IR camera.  However, generated 

vSFG photons closely follow the path of the reflected visible light (within a few degrees) 

due to the larger momentum contribution from 800 nm photons in the vSFG generation 

process (Equation 3.1 and Figure 3-6).  
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sin ?@AB = 	
$CD,E($CD)
$@AB,E($@AB)

+	
$GHI,E($GHI)
$@AB,E($@AB)

				(3.1) 

 Thus, detection of the vSFG photons 

can be achieved by initially aligning the 

detection setup with respect to the reflected 

visible light using a detection notecard which is 

coated with a film that enhances the 2-photon 

fluorescence.  Directly after the sample, the 

diverging sum frequency beam is collimated 

using a + 10 cm FL BK7 lens.  Two large (3” 

diameter) mirrors then redirect the light towards 

another + 4 cm BK7 lens which focuses the 

vSFG light into the entrance slit of the spectrometer (300i, Acton Research Corp.). The 

spectrometer operates using a Czerny-Turner configuration, with a turret which holds three 

dispersive gratings with the following characteristics; 300 grooves/mm with a 750 nm 

blaze, 300 grooves/mm with a 1000 nm blaze, and a 1800 groove/mm holographic grating.  

For the experiments discussed in this thesis the 300 groove/mm, 750 nm blaze grating was 

used.  A 750 nm short pass filter (SP) (Melles Griot) is placed before the entrance slit to 

reject any residual 800 nm light, which can damage the pixel array.  The SFG photons are 

then dispersed onto the pixel array of a Princeton Instruments charged-coupled device 

(CCD) (Model # 7508-0001, which a model ID LN/100B detector) which is attached to the 

exit port of the spectrometer.  The CCD houses a 100 x 1300 pixel array, which can be 

binned vertically or sampled in smaller regions of interest.  Cooling the CCD camera using 

 

Figure 3-6: Calculated B for SFG 

photons as a function of .GHI	using 

equation 3.1 with .CD fixed at 60o. 
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liquid nitrogen (-120 C) reduces the dark current while maintaining high quantum 

efficiency of the detector.   

 Once the vSFG signal is detected, an iris is placed after the first collimating lens on 

the detection side of the experiment to remove any potential white light, fluorescence, 

8(&)	generated from the IR + IR + vis, or reflected visible light (Figure 3-5).  An additional 

iris is also placed before the short pass filter for this purpose as well.  To ensure that the 

polarization of the emitted vSFG light is known, a polarizing beam splitter is placed into 

the collection arm.  WINSPEC software (Princeton Instruments, version 2.5E) was used to 

collect steady-state vSFG spectra in full vertical binning mode.  In this acquisition 

technique the generated photocurrent associated with each column of pixels (100 pixels 

high) is summed into a single value per column. The slight modifications to the optical 

setup which are required to acquire TR-vSFG are discussed next. 

 

3.4 Broadband time-resolved vSFG setup 

3.4.1 Generation of pump and probe IR pulses for TR-vSFG measurements 

 In TR-vSFG measurements, an additional IR pump beam line is required.  The IR 

beam line is split (3:1) to generate the pump and probe IR beams, making the pump-probe 

TR-vSFG measurements inherently one-color in nature (Figure 3-7).  The stronger IR 

beam, the single IR beam used in steady-state measurements, is referred to as the pump IR 

beam line and an external computer controlled shutter is placed in the path before the 

sample.  The weaker IR beam line is deemed the probe IR beam line.  Probe IR photons 
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are focused onto the sample using another + 5 cm FL CaF2 lens with an angle of incidence 

of ~ 46o at the Al2O3/water interface.  The probe beam line delay is adjusted achieve the 

maximum temporal overlap between visible, IR pump, and IR probe pulse. During TR-

vSFG experiments the pump beam delay is automated and scanned in time.   

  This difference in angles of incidence between the pump and probe IR pulses 

allows for spatial separation and discrimination of the pump + vis SFG using the iris 

directly after the sample apparatus using an iris (Figure 3-7).  The ability to selectively 

measure the probe vSFG response while maintaining spatial and temporal overlap between  

 

Figure 3-7:  Schematic of  source laser, OPA, and optical setup used to generate the 

pump and probe IR beam lines required for TR-vSFG. 
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pump, probe, and vis pulses is crucial as TR-vSFG measurements rely on capturing the 

recovery of the probe vSFG response with no bleed through of the probe. 

3.4.2 Pumped and unpumped data acquisition 

 In steady-state vSFG measurements the background corrected signal is collected on 

the chip for a chosen integration time, usually on the order of 10-240 seconds depending 

on the strength of the vSFG response.  Background correction is achieved by dividing a 

spectrum with IR and visible beams unblocked by a spectrum acquired with the IR beam 

blocked for the same integration time.  In TR-vSFG measurements, this process must be 

performed at every time delay, which for a 3 ps window with 33 fs between each position 

usually encompasses ~ 121 steps.  The result is that TR-vSFG measurements require more 

time to be performed, with single scans taking ~ 15 minutes for gold coated alumina prisms 

and up to 4 hours for some alumina/aqueous interfaces at high electrolyte concentration.   

 On the timescales of TR-vSFG experiments, drift in the laser power caused by a 

variety of factors needs to be accounted for.  To remove laser drift from the measurement,  

an external shutter is inserted into the pump IR beam line, (Figure 3-7) which allows for 

normalized spectra to be generated via division of the  unpumped (shutter closed) by the 

pumped (shutter open) spectra to at each time delay (equation 3-2).  Exposing the interface 

to the intense pump pulse only during data acquisition also minimizes the thermally effects 

which can induce sample damage.   

L@AB,N2OP(Q) = 	
L@AB,RSPR(Q) − L@AB,UVW

L@AB,SPRSPRXY(Q) − L@AB,UVW
				(3.2) 
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 Automation is necessary to complete TR-vSFG measurements efficiently.  A 

custom LabVIEW program (LabVIEW 7 Express) controls the stage positions, camera, 

external shutter, and Winspec software allowing for automated TR-vSFG spectra to be 

taken.  This sequence at which the program is as follows: 

1) The 8(&) response is maximized, ensuring that the temporal and spatial overlap 

between the pump, probe, and IR pulses is optimized.  The position of the pump IR 

delay stage which satisfies these conditions is chosen as t = 0 in the LabVIEW 

program and typically corresponds to the maximum bleach of the probe IR 

response. 

2) The camera is continuously run while viewing the intensity in real time on the CCD 

chip using the LabVIEW program.  Once the vSFG probe response is isolated on 

the pixel array, a region of interest is selectively sampled on the chip in an effort to 

reduce the noise generated from sampling pixels which only contain background 

noise.  The region of interest typically has dimensions of ~100 pixel width and ~20-

30 pixel height.   

3) File names and directories are chosen by the operator.  The option to save spectrally 

resolved meta data for 2D-TR-vSFG plots is offered, and is saved in a different file 

directory than 1D TR-vSFG data due to the size of the total file and difficulty of 

separating 1D and 2D data within the same folder.  For the experiments performed 

between 2014-2019 the file naming strategy is described by Figure 3-8.  In place 

of the PuPr designation, BKG stands for background, and if no abbreviation is 

placed before the sample it is assumed to be a steady-state vSFG file. 
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Figure 3-8: Unified filed naming scheme for vSFG measurements in the Libra 

lab taken using Winspec software. 

 

4) After steps 1-3 are completed, the user presses the start button in LabVIEW, and is 

then prompted to take a background spectrum.  To do this, the IR beam line (before 

splitting into pump and probe lines) is blocked and a spectrum is taken with only 

the visible beam allowed to pass to the sample.  Although these experiments are 

performed in darkness, residual LED’s on devices and other stray light under the 

laser blocking curtains can contribute to the background counts read by the CCD.  

This background subtraction accounts for these sources of stray light. 

5) The scan is then acquired in the forward or backward direction.  For example, if the 

total scan encompasses a 4 ps range, then the LabVIEW program first moves the 

pump delay to -1 ps, and then forward 3 ps.  The opposite is true for backward 

scans.  The number of steps, and time interval between delay positions is set by the 

user and for the scans in this work 4 ps scans were acquired using 0.033 ps or 33 fs 

steps with a total of 121 stage positions.  On average 2-4 scans are taken per sample. 
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6) The vSFG response at the initial position then calculated using equation 3.2, 

followed by scanning the pump delay stage to all requested positions and repeating 

this process. 

7) Dependent on the number of scans requested, process 6 may be repeated. 

8) Once the scan is complete, the LabVIEW program displays the L@AB,N2OP(Q) versus 

the pump delay position and the files are saved in the designated directories.  

 

3.4.3 Characterization of the instrument response function (IRF) 

 When performing time resolved vSFG experiments it is important to characterize 

the instrument response function (IRF), which determines the shortest event measurable by 

the experimental setup.  This is especially important for TR-vSFG experiments which 

probe interfacial water molecules, which display T1 lifetimes on sub 200 fs timescales.5  

For TR-vSFG measurements, the IRF is determined by a third order (8(&)) cross- 

correlation between the IR pump, IR probe, and visible pulses (Figure 3-9).  This cross-

correlation can be performed using an Au coated a-Al2O3(0001) prism, or the prism/water 

interface.  Since the narrowband filter is in place for TR-vSFG measurements, the cross-

correlation is limited in resolution by the duration of the IR pulses.   

 The ultrashort nature of the pulses used in time-resolved experiments ensure that 

they contain a large bandwidth.  As a consequence, the broad range of frequencies within 

each pulse begin to become spatially separated as different colors travel at different speeds 

through many of the optical components within the system, due to the frequency  
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dependence of the refractive index.  This phenomenon is called positive chirp then the 

leading edge of the pulse contains the redder frequencies and negative chirp when the 

leading edge contains more of the blue frequencies.6  IR pulses generated in the OH 

stretching region (2800-3800 cm-1) region are positively chirped.  To compress these pulses 

the Si plate, a negatively chirped material, negates the temporal chirp.  The frequency 

dependence of the refractive index results in longer IR pulses generated in the CN 

stretching region (2000-2200 cm-1), as these pulses still appear to contain some temporal 

chirp (Figure 3-9 C).   

  

 

Figure 3-9: Typical instrument response 

functions for our A) TR-vSFG in the OH 

stretching region, B) FID-vSFG in the 

CN stretching region, and C) TR-vSFG 

measurements in the CN stretching 

region.   
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 In FID-vSFG measurements, only one IR beam line is necessary.  The IRF thus 

measures a second-order (8(%)) cross-correlation between the visible and IR pulse.  In FID-

vSFG measurements the narrowband filter is removed from the visible beam path, meaning 

the IRF is limited in resolution by the duration of the IR or visible pulse (Figure 3-9 B).  

Again, the IRF is longer when the IR pulses are generated in the CN stretching region.  

Other than introducing optical components into the beam lines, the IRF resolution can be 

slightly improved by adjusting the compressor length of the Libra. 

 

3.5 Free induction decay time-resolved vSFG setup (FID-vSFG) 

 FID-vSFG measurements were performed using the experimental setup shown in 

Figure 3-5, with the exception that the narrowband filter was removed from the visible 

beam line.  The IR pulse is then scanned in time, using the same LabVIEW program as 

was used for TR-vSFG measurements. 

 

3.6 Sample details and surface preparation 

a-Al2O3(0001) and a-Al2O3(112Z0) equilateral roof prisms (15 x 13 x 13 x 15 mm) were 

purchased from Team Photon Inc. (San Diego, CA) (Figure 3-10). These prisms served 

as the alumina surface in our experiments.  To verify that the correct crystal plane was 

exposed, X-ray diffraction measurements were performed by Dr. Zdilla at Temple 

University.  The surface quality of the prisms was also periodically investigated using 
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atomic force microscopy (AFM).  These measurements were performed by Parisa Yasini 

and Isabella Goodenough.   

To first remove the any residual 

ions and small organic molecules, 

prisms were first cleaned with “piranha” 

solution (1 volume concentrated H2O2: 3 

volume concentrated H2SO4) for ~30 

min in a Teflon dish.  (CAUTION: 

“piranha is extremely reactive and can 

cause severe damage to skin/eyes. 

Handle using gloves, googles, a lab 

coat, and extreme care.)  It is important to remove any remaining piranha solution, as the 

highly acidic nature of the solution can impact the measured vSFG spectra. To achieve the 

removal of residual piranha, prisms were then rinsed with copious amounts of deionized 

water (>18.2 MὨ cm resistivity, Thermoscientific Barnstead Easypure II purification 

system with UV lamp) (~ 10 minutes of continuous water flow) and dried using ultra high 

purity N2 gas.  The dried sample holder containing a Teflon O-ring and prism are then 

exposed high-RF plasma for ~30 min (Harrick PDC-32G) in an effort to again remove 

small organic molecules from the surface. Once cleaning is complete, the sample apparatus 

components are allowed to equilibrate to room temperature under vacuum.  Upon removing 

the Teflon dish from the plasma cleaner, the sample apparatus is immediately assembled 

to minimize any exposure to organic molecules in the lab atmosphere which can adsorb 

onto the prism.  After the custom sample holder assembly is ready, Millipore water is 

injected into the sample well (~200 µL) using sterile plastic syringes, so that the water 

probed is properly equilibrated.   

 

Figure 3-10:  Dimensions of the triangular 

roof prisms used in all vSFG experiments in 

this thesis.  The blue shaded area represents 

the working surface. 
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3.7 Software used for data acquisition and analysis 

 Steady-state vSFG spectra were acquired using Winspec (version 2.5E) software 

provided by Princeton instruments.  TR-vSFG spectra was acquired using a custom 

LabVIEW program, which is briefly described in the previous sections.  More details on 

the LabVIEW program can be found in Appendix A.3.  In Appendix A.4 the details of the 

python software suite and code used to generate Fresnel factors are presented, which are 

required to normalize vSFG data. The manner in which these individual programs are 

integrated to generate normalized vSFG spectra are presented in Appendices A.1 and A.2. 

 

3.8 Conclusion 

 Our optical setup is capable of measuring steady-state and time-resolved VSFG 

spectra with ~30 cm-1 resolution in the frequency domain and ~70 fs resolution in the time 

domain, with minimal adjustments required to switch between these separate modes of 

spectral acquisition.  Steady-state vSFG measurements are able to probe the entire OH 

stretching region (~2800-3800 cm-1 pedestal width IR pulses) simultaneously.  TR-vSFG 

measurements can capture the vibrational dynamics of interfacial on a sub-100 fs timescale.  

The system is automated to take FID-vSFG and TR-vSFG measurements, which takes into 

account background noise and the laser drift. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MONOVALENT AND DIVALENT CATIONS AT THE a-AL2O3(0001)/WATER 

INTERFACE: HOW CATION IDENTITY AFFECTS INTERFACIAL 

ORDERING AND VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS 
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4.1 Abstract 

Mineral oxide/water interfaces are important for a wide range of industrial, geochemical, 

and biological processes. The reactivity of these interfaces is strongly impacted by the 

presence of ions. Thus, it is critical to understand how ions alter the interfacial 

environment. This can be achieved by measuring the changes in the structure and 

vibrational dynamics of interfacial water induced by the presence of ions in close vicinity 

to the mineral surface. The α-Al2O3(0001) surface represents a flexible platform to study 
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the effect of ions on interfacial aqueous environments at positive, neutral, and negative 

surface charges. By using vibrational sum frequency generation (vSFG) in the frequency 

and time domains, we investigate how monovalent and divalent cations affect the hydrogen 

bonding environment of the first few layers of interfacial water next to α-Al2O3(0001). 

Our results indicate that monovalent cations, such as Li+, Na+, K+, and Cs+, appear to 

have lower binding affinities at the interface compared to Ca2+, Sr2+, and Ba2+. This leads 

to an interfacial region that is structured in a cation valence dependent manner. The 

addition of divalent cations at the negatively charged interface (pH 10) increases the 

spectral intensity in the 3400 cm−1 region compared to neat pH 10 H2O, in contrast to 

monovalent cations that only attenuate the vSFG signal. Time-resolved vSFG 

measurements reveal that the O−H vibrational lifetime (T1) of interfacial species at pH 10 

in the presence of NaCl and BaCl2 remains similar. The restructuring of the interface seen 

in steady- state vSFG is manifested in the degree to which strongly hydrogen-bonded 

species recover to their original populations post excitation. By tracking the accumulation 

of ions at the interface via the vSFG response, we can characterize the unique surface 

arrangements of interfacial water molecules induced by monovalent and divalent cations 

at the α-Al2O3(0001)/water interface.  

4.2 Introduction 

Understanding water at solid/liquid interfaces is important due to its critical role in 

many chemical, biological, and environmental processes.1  However, water rarely exists as 

a pure solvent and often solvates inorganic and organic ions, leading to changes in the 
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macroscopic and microscopic properties of water.  Extensive investigations of the effect of 

ions on bulk water structure include ab inito calculations2, molecular dynamics 

simulations3-5, mid IR pump-probe experiments6, 7, static Raman measurements8, and X-

ray absorption spectra9.  However, bulk properties cannot be translated directly to infer the 

behavior of ions at interfaces.  Therefore, techniques that inherently probe the interfacial 

region are required to understand the interplay between ions, water, and the surface. 

Vibrational sum frequency generation (vSFG) spectroscopy, an inherently surface 

specific technique within the electric dipole approximation, allows us to probe molecular 

vibrations located exclusively at the solid/liquid interface.10, 11  To investigate the 

interfacial hydrogen bonding environment using vSFG, a narrowband visible pulse is 

combined with a broadband or tunable IR pulse resonant with the O-H stretching 

vibrations.  This allows for surface specific vibrational spectroscopy of water molecules 

and surface hydroxyls in the interfacial region.   

Mineral oxide surfaces present an excellent opportunity to investigate ion effects 

on the structure and dynamics of interfacial water.  Alumina, a geochemically abundant 

mineral oxide, is widely used in industrial catalysis, micro/nano electronics, ceramics, and 

filtration systems.12-16   Alumina has a hexagonal crystal structure allowing for several low 

index surfaces (0001, 112"0, 11"02, and others) to be exposed.17  The a-Al2O3(0001) face is 

terminated with a hydroxyl group density of ~15 OH groups/nm2 18-22 with one population 

normal to the surface and the other in the plane of the surface.23, 24  Exposing other crystal 

planes allows for variation of hydroxyl group density and aluminol group architecture. For 

example, the (0001) or c plane face contains Al2O groups under vacuum while the (112"0) 
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face, or a plane, possesses Al2O, AlO, and Al3O groups under vacuum.17  Under ambient 

conditions these groups are hydrogen terminated resulting in Al2OH group for the c plane, 

and Al2OH, AlOH2
+0.5, AlOH-0.5, and Al3OH+0.5 surface sites for the a plane.25 These 

interfacial hydroxyl groups allow for pH dependent modulation of the electrostatic 

potential at the a-Al2O3(0001)/water interface.26   

The point of zero charge (PZC) for the (0001) face lies between pH 6-8 and this 

enables us to investigate the effect of ions at positive (<pH6), neutral (pH6-8), and negative 

(>pH8) surfaces. 26, 27  The PZC is not equivalent to the pKa, and at pH 6, near the reported 

PZC of alumina, only a small fraction of surface OH groups will be charged from 

protonation or deprotonation events.  The PZC is not equivalent to the pKa, and at pH 6 a 

small fraction of surface groups will be charged from protonation or deprotonation events. 

Because surface charging of alumina should dictate the extent of ion adsorption, 

characterizing interfacial structure as a function of bulk pH gives insight into how ionic 

contaminants could travel through ground water.28 

Cations can modulate complex behavior in biological systems such as ion channel 

gating and other processes, so understanding how they structure interfacial water 

populations in less complicated environments may help our understanding of more 

complex phenomena.29  The effect of cations on interfacial water structuring has been 

investigated at the air/water,30 the silica/water,31, 32 the TiO2/water,33 and the quartz/water34 

interfaces.  Typically the addition of cations at solid/liquid interfaces leads to attenuation 

of the vSFG response.33, 35  However an increase in the amplitude of the vSFG response 

upon addition of divalent cations (~2 M) was reported at the hydrophobic air/vapor 
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interface (pH 6).30  Because the vSFG signal intensity is a measure of non-centrosymmetry, 

the authors argued that divalent cations order water more efficiently than the ion-free 

interface.  Signal enhancement was greatest for the weakly hydrogen bonded species at 

~3400 cm-1. 30  The vSFG measurements at the negatively charged silica/aqueous interface 

in the presence of monovalent and divalent cations showed that MgCl2 attenuated the 

strongly hydrogen bonded OH species arising from the water molecules closest to the 

interface while leaving the weakly hydrogen bonded OH species unperturbed.35  The 

authors hypothesized a “local hydrolysis model”, where Mg2+ deprotonates surface silanols 

and forms ion-pairs with water adjacent to the surface after specific adsorption.  This 

indicates the effect of divalent cations on the local ordering of interfacial water is dependent 

on the type of the interface (hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic).  Monovalent and divalent cations 

induced valence dependent  ordering of interfacial water next to a negatively charged 

TiO2/liquid interface, and it was concluded that divalent cations had a higher interfacial 

concentration than monovalent cations because to their increased ability to attenuate the 

spectral intensity in the OH stretch region.33  The lower concentration of salts used (33 

mM) could have contributed to the lack of enhancement for the 3400 cm-1 species, seen for 

~2 M cations at the hydrophobic air/vapor interface.30  Clearly, divalent cations show 

unique behavior at mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces that are not well understood, 

especially their ability to selectively disrupt specific sub-populations of interfacial water 

species.   

Monovalent anions have shown a high degree of specificity in their ability to induce 

interfacial ordering and affect the vibrational dynamics of O-H species at the alumina/water 
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interface.36  The variety of cation induced organization of surface waters mentioned above 

motivates us to study how cations can impact interfacial species at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface as a function of ion coverage and surface charge. 

While steady state vSFG (SS-vSFG) is a powerful probe of the interfacial hydrogen 

bonding structure, time resolved vSFG (TR-vSFG) measures the vibrational dynamics of 

excited O-H stretching modes, reflecting the local hydrogen bonding network strength.37  

We have previously investigated the strength of the interfacial hydrogen bonding network 

at the mineral oxide-water interface using time resolved vSFG pump probe 

measurements.36, 38-42  Water O-H modes at the neutral (pH ~2) SiO2/H2O interface relaxed 

to a hot vibrational ground state three times more slowly (T1 ~600 fs) than species probed 

when the interface is negatively charged (pH ~6-12), which displayed vibrational 

relaxation similar to bulk water (T1 ~200 fs).38  The positively and negatively charged 

a-Al2O3(0001)/water interfaces displayed faster vibrational dynamics (~100 fs) than bulk 

water (~200 fs), but bulk-like dynamics when uncharged.38  The faster than bulk vibrational 

dynamics was attributed to an increase in the vibrational density of states in the ~3000 cm-

1 region, facilitated by strong alumina-water hydrogen bonding.38 Only F- affected 

vibrational dynamics at the a-Al2O3(0001) interface compared to other halide anions (Cl-, 

Br-, and I-).36  Fluoride anions displayed specific adsorption at the interface, disrupting the 

interaction between the water and the alumina surface.36, 43  By investigating how cations 

perturb the interfacial hydrogen bonding network using SS-vSFG and TR-vSFG near a 

mineral oxide surface that can be positively and negatively charged via bulk pH 
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modulation, we hope to further elucidate the complex behavior and interplay of ions in the 

interfacial region. 

Our SS-vSFG and TR-

vSFG results indicate that cations 

restructure water differently at 

positively, negatively, and 

uncharged a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interfaces.  Stronger adsorption of 

divalent cations in contrast to 

monovalent cations at the 

negatively charged alumina/water 

interface is revealed by vSFG 

spectral intensity enhancement of 

the weakly hydrogen bonded ~3400 cm-1 species (Figure 4-1).  Concentration dependent 

spectra in the 1 x 10-4  to 1 M range at pH 6 suggest that divalent cations have a stronger 

adsorption affinity for the interface compared to monovalent cations.  TR-vSFG 

measurements at the charged interfaces reveal that cation induced interfacial structuring 

does not affect the lifetime of vibrational energy redistribution but can induce changes in 

relative populations of weakly and strongly hydrogen bonded species post excitation.  We 

show that cations not only restructure the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interfacial region, but do so 

in a cation identity dependent manner implicitly accounted for in the $(&) response, but not 

 

Figure 4-1: Schematic representation of the 

interfacial water structures induced by (left) 

monovalent and (right) divalent cations.  Divalent 

cations also display a higher adsorption affinity for 

the alumina surface. 
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accounted for in the electrical double layer description of the interfacial potential44 

consistent with the recent results for the SiO2/electrolyte interface.45 

4.3 Experimental Section 

4.3.1 Sample Preparation 

a-Al2O3(0001) cut equilateral roof prisms (15 x 13 x 13 x 15 mm) purchased from 

Team Photon Inc. (San Diego, CA) served as the alumina surface for our experiments. The 

prisms were first cleaned with “piranha” solution (1 volume concentrated H2O2: 3 volume 

concentrated H2SO4) for ~30 min in a walled Teflon dish.  (CAUTION: “piranha is 

extremely reactive and can cause severe damage to skin/eyes. Handle using gloves, face 

shield, a lab coat, and extreme care.)  To remove any remaining piranha solution, the 

prisms were then rinsed with copious amounts of deionized water (>18.2 MὨ cm 

resistivity, Thermoscientific Barnstead Easypure II purification system with UV lamp) and 

dried using ultrahigh purity N2 gas.  Lastly, the sample holder, a Teflon O-ring, and prism 

are cleaned using low-pressure RF plasma for ~30 min (Harrick PDC-32G).  Prisms are 

allowed to cool to room temp under vacuum and are exposed to Millipore water for ~15 

minutes before experiments are performed.  The prisms are mounted in a custom fabricated 

sample holder. 

 

4.3.2 Chemicals 

Acidic and basic H2O solutions were made using concentrated HCl (Sigma-

Aldrich, Trace SELECT grade) and NaOH (Fluka Analytical, analytical grade), 
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respectively.  BaCl2, SrCl2, CaCl2, KCl, and CsCl were purchased from Sigma Aldrich at 

99.99% purity by trace metal analysis while LiCl and NaCl, also 99.99% pure by trace 

metal analysis, were purchased from Alfa Aesar and Fluka Analytical, respectively. 

 

4.3.3 Optical setup  

 Approximately 90% of a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier laser system 

(Coherent, LIBRA - F-1K-110-HE+), operating at 1 kHz generating 5 mJ pulses at 800 nm 

with a pulse duration of 120 fs pumps a commercial OPA optical parametric amplifier 

(Coherent, TOPAS-Prime HE).  The remaining ~0.5 mJ of LIBRA output passes through a 

narrow bandpass filter resulting in ~30 μJ pulses with  ~2 nm of bandwidth (~30 cm-1).  An 

external difference frequency generation (DFG) AgGaS2 (AgS) crystal attached to the 

output of the TOPAS generates tunable pulses in the mid IR (4000 - 1600 cm-1).  To collect 

vSFG spectra over a region ~1000 cm-1 wide (defined by the 10% pedestal intensity level) 

in the OH stretch region, a broadband IR pulse profile is generated by employing a slight 

non-collinear DFG geometry with ~10 μJ/pulse centered at 3200-3400 cm-1.46  The incident 

angles were 60˚ (IR ≈	5 μJ/pulse) and 54˚ (visible ≈	30 μJ/pulse) for the steady state vSFG 

measurements with focused beam radius of ~75 and 200 μm, respectively.  The incident 

angles were chosen to be slightly above the critical angle to ensure total internal reflection, 

which increases the magnitude of our collected vSFG signal.  Reflected visible SFG 

photons were separated from scattered 800 nm photons with a 750 nm shortpass filter 

(Melles Griot) and sampled via a CCD detector (model Princeton Instruments) coupled to 

a spectrograph (300i Acton Research Corp.).  Steady state vSFG spectral were normalized 
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via division of the nonresonant vSFG signal generated from a gold coated a-

Al2O3(0001)prism (IR pulse profile) and corrected by a wavelength dependent Fresnel 

factor to account for the dispersion of the refractive index in the OH stretch region.  For 

time resolved vSFG measurements, the IR beam is split with a ~3:1 ratio into a strong IR 

pump pulse used to remove population from the ground OH stretch vibrational state and a 

weaker IR + visible SFG probe that monitors population recovery while the pump-probe 

delay is scanned in time.  The details for our pump-probe vSFG measurements have been 

described in detail previously38, 39.   

4.4 Results and discussion 

4.4.1 Steady-state vSFG spectra of 0.1 M monovalent & divalent cations at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

Because vSFG is sensitive to the net orientation of interfacial water species, the 

effect of adding various ions can be observed via changes in the O-H stretch spectral 

features (Figure 4-2).  Specifically, we focus on the weakly hydrogen bonded water 

molecules at ~3400 cm-1 and the strongly hydrogen bonded water at ~3200 cm-1.26, 27, 38  It 

should be noted that these peak assignments are still somewhat controversial due to 

coupling between OH stretches and the overtone of the bend (Fermi Resonance) observed 

at the liquid/vapor47 and silica/water interfaces48, 49.   Free OH species thought to originate 

from non-hydrogen bonded aluminols and water molecules have also been observed in the 

~3700 cm-1 region. 27, 40, 50  If ions approach the interfacial region, surface water molecules 

can reorient themselves to solvate these ions and minimize the free energy of the interface.  
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These changes in surface water orientation can then be tracked via the vSFG response in 

the OH stretching region, giving insight into the structure of the first few layers of water at 

the interface.  

Cations can reorganize solvent and/or selectively adsorb at a variety of solid/water 

and air/water interfaces.31, 33, 51  To investigate cation effects at the charged a-

Al2O3(0001)/water interface, vSFG spectra were recorded for 0.1 M solutions of 

monovalent and divalent cations at pH = 4 and pH = 10 with the PPP polarization  

 

 

combination (Figure 4-2) where the polarization of the SFG, visible, and IR photons are 

listed in order of decreasing photon energy.  Our angles of incidence were carefully chosen 

  
Figure 4-2: vSFG spectra of 0.1 M monovalent and divalent cation salts at (A) a 

positively (pH 4) and (B) negatively (pH 10) charged a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  

vSFG spectra have been normalized with respect to the shape of the infrared pulse profile 

and Fresnel factors.  In panel (B) an inset shows the vSFG response of monovalent 

cations at the negatively charged interface. 
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to ensure that primarily χzzz is sampled for the PPP experimental geometry (Appendix C-

.1). Monovalent and divalent species at the positively charged interface induce qualitatively 

similar spectral profiles (Appendix C.2), but monovalent cations attenuate the vSFG 

spectral intensity while divalent cations slightly increase the vSFG response compared to 

pH 4 H2O.  For monovalent cations, both Cs+ and K+ attenuated the vSFG response the 

least, followed by Na+, while Li+ caused the largest attenuation (Figure 4-2 A).  Although 

addition of divalent cations caused a slight increase of the vSFG intensity compared to the 

neat pH 4 H2O, the response for the positive alumina/water interface is consistent with the 

notion that cations are not electrostatically attracted towards a positive interface.  However, 

significant differences are still observed between the monovalent and divalent cations, 

suggesting unique mechanisms for the interfacial structuring induced by cations, which are 

discussed below.  

The energetics of ion adsorption is complex and dependent on the competing 

ion/water, water/water, and surface/water interactions.  Because different ions have 

different solvation energies, they tend to have variable surface affinity.  Whenever an ion 

adsorbs on the interface, it can be partially or completely solvated by interfacial water 

and/or surface hydroxyl groups.  Ions close to a charged surface will screen the opposite 

surface charge and can also perturb the interfacial hydrogen bonding environment.  Both 

effects are bound to alter the vSFG signal.  Historically, the screening effect has been 

thought to be the primary reason for the ion induced modulation in the vSFG signal.10, 52, 

53  However, studies have argued that the changes in the vSFG signal cannot be simply 

explained by screening effects and that ion induced reorganization of the interfacial 
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hydrogen bonding environment should be considered.30, 32, 54  Recently, divalent cations 

such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ have been observed to adsorb more readily on hydrated gibbsite 

surfaces (a-Al(OH)3) than Na+ at a wide range of bulk pH values.55  High resolution atomic 

force microscopy and density functional theory confirmed that divalent cations were not 

only able to screen charge in the electrical double layer, but their adsorption leads to 

significant structural changes in the interfacial region.55  Therefore, it is critical to consider 

both effects (screening and changes in interfacial hydrogen bonding environment) to 

explain the changes in the vSFG signal observed here. 

At a positively charged interface (pH 4), anions are expected to be closer to the 

interface than the cations.  Cl- is the common anion in all the salts added in our experiments.  

However, differences are still observed in the vSFG signal that can be attributed to the 

cation effect.  In the case of monovalent cations, the vSFG signal is attenuated in the 

sequence Cs+ ≈ K+ < Na+ < Li+ (Figure 4-2 A).  Li+ has the smallest ionic radius which we 

hypothesize allows it to reside closer to the positively charge interface. A similar trend was 

observed for halogen anions at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface,  suggesting that the ion 

charge density plays an important role in efficient screening of positive surface charges.36 

In contrast, the divalent cations cause a larger vSFG response compared to neat pH 

4 water conditions (Figure 4-2 A).  This increase in vSFG signal could be attributed to the 

higher affinity of divalent cation-Cl- ion pairs for the interface.  The resulting local 

concentration gradient could lead to an amplified interfacial positive charge and increased 

vSFG probing depth.  This would explain the growth in magnitude of the vSFG signal.  It 

is worth mentioning that the vSFG spectral shape remains the same for all monovalent and 
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divalent cations at pH 4 conditions.  This could suggest that the cations near the positively 

charged alumina surface do not rearrange the interfacial hydrogen bonding environment to 

a large extent.  

Monovalent and divalent cations also have contrasting effects on the interfacial 

water structure next to a negatively charged alumina surface (Figure 4-2 B), where cations 

are electrostatically attracted towards the interfacial region.  Upon accumulation at the 

interface, cations are expected to alter the structure of the interfacial region and screen 

surface charges.  These two effects impact the vSFG signal.  For the monovalent cations, 

there is a large attenuation of the vSFG signal at pH 10 similar to our recently observed 

halide salt effect.36  In contrast, divalent cations increase the amplitude of the weakly 

hydrogen bonded region (~3400 cm-1) with decreasing cation radius, and for Sr2+ and Ca2+ 

the spectral amplitude in this region is greater than that of neat pH 10 H2O.  This increase 

in signal near the 3400 cm-1 region is reminiscent of the effect observed at the hydrophobic 

air/water interface.30  This is quite surprising since the alumina/water interface is known to 

be hydrophilic in nature.56, 57  Moreover, the spectral shape of the vSFG is vastly different 

in the case of monovalent versus divalent cations (Figure 4-2 B), which is discussed below.  

Overall, we can conclude that the local structure of interfacial water is altered differently 

by monovalent and divalent cations.  These changes in the vSFG signal also cannot be 

explained by simple screening effect of cations and a more complex mechanism such as 

restructuring of the interfacial hydrogen bonding environment must be invoked. 

Further analysis of cation effects at the negatively charged a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface shows that the valence state of the cations greatly influences the vSFG spectral 
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shape.  Under neat pH 10 water conditions, the spectral intensity at 3200 cm-1 is greater 

than at 3400 cm-1.  In the presence of monovalent cations, the vSFG signal is largely 

attenuated but the 3200 cm-1 species is still observed.  However, the ~3400 cm-1 peak 

appears to be missing.  This observation is consistent with our previous study where we 

investigated the effect of sodium halide salts next to a negatively charged alumina 

surface.36  In contrast, when divalent cations are introduced, the spectral intensity at 3400 

cm-1 is enhanced and the 3200 cm-1 peak is attenuated.  Upon further inspection, vSFG 

spectra in the presence of divalent cations at the negatively charged alumina surface display 

similar spectral profiles to the vSFG spectra taken at the positively charged alumina 

surface, albeit with discrepancies in the ~3200 cm-1 peak intensities.  The similarity in 

vSFG spectral profiles for divalent cations at pH 4 and pH 10 suggests that the divalent 

cations at the negatively charged alumina surface induce orientational flipping of surface 

water molecules such that interfacial waters are arranged with oxygen atoms closer to the 

alumina surface compared to the neat pH 10 vSFG spectra (where we expect hydrogen 

atom pointing towards the negative alumina surface).  This flipping of surface water 

molecules and the large magnitude of the divalent cation solution vSFG response compared 

to pH 10 H2O was unexpected, and marks the difference in induced changes in the 

orientation of interfacial water molecules by monovalent cations compared to divalent 

cations.  

The vSFG spectra of CaCl2 and CsCl at the negatively charged surface were fit 

using a sum of Lorentzian lineshapes.58  The details of the model and parameters used can 

be found in the supporting information (Appendix C.3). The fitting results show that the 
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weakly hydrogen bonded species at ~ 3400 cm-1 in monovalent spectra have an opposite 

relative orientation compared to that of the surface aluminol groups (3700 cm-1), while the 

~3400 cm-1 species in divalent spectra at pH 10 share the same relative orientation as that 

of the surface aluminol group, providing further evidence of interfacial water flipping in 

response to surface charging by the divalent cations.  It is important to note that previous 

theoretical studies have assigned the ~3700 cm-1 species of a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

to out of plane aluminol groups, making this inference possible.23 Future experimental 

studies, such as previously performed at the a-Al2O3(112"0)/H2O, are required to better 

understand the origin of the  ~3700 cm-1 species at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.40  The 

change in the orientation of the ~3400 cm-1 species is discussed further in the next section 

while analyzing the cation concentration dependence.   

The repeated observation of more spectral intensity in the weakly hydrogen bonded 

region (~3400 cm-1) than for neat pH 10 H2O after the addition of divalent cations is 

evidence that such cations do not merely screen the interfacial charge but actively rearrange 

the interfacial hydrogen bonding network at the negatively charged interface.  The ~3200 

cm-1 region in divalent cation spectra at pH 10 likely comes from water molecules closest 

to the interface because of the strong stabilization of H-bonds from aluminol groups.23  This 

suggests that divalent cations are overcharging the interface, leading to a larger spectral 

contribution from water in the diffuse layer signal originating at ~3400 cm-1,  and may be 

the reason we observe a greater change in the net orientation of water at the negatively 

charged surface compared to the positive or neutral surfaces. The ability to increase the 

vSFG response compared to neat pH 4 and pH 10 H2O shows that divalent cations lead to 
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a more oriented interfacial solvent and accomplish this by charging the interface leading to 

a longer vSFG active region.  Alternatively, divalent cations could also induce more 

ordering in the Stern layer which would also increase the vSFG signal, but we expect this 

increase to occur in the 3200 cm-1 region (and not at the experimentally observed 3400 cm-

1 region) as per our assignment of the vSFG spectra. 

4.4.2 Adsorption affinity  of monovalent & divalent cations at the a-Al2O3/H2O 

interface: concentration dependent vSFG spectra of NaCl & CaCl2 

To investigate the differences in surface affinity of monovalent versus divalent 

cations, vSFG spectra of NaCl and CaCl2
 were measured over a wide concentration range.  

While our vSFG spectra versus concentration for monovalent and divalent salts were not 

measured at the same ionic strength (Figure 4-3), the cation concentration in each case is 

equal.  The vSFG spectra of in the 1 x 10-4 M to 1M range at the nominally uncharged a-

Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface display an initial decrease in vSFG intensity upon addition of 

NaCl and CaCl2.  As the cation concentration is increased, Na+ continues to decrease the 

vSFG intensity in the ~3200 and ~3450 cm-1 region until 1 x 10-2 M, while the Ca2+ 

increases the vSFG intensity for both peaks in this concentration regime. The vSFG 

intensity at ~3450 cm-1, rather than ~3400 cm-1, was chosen for the weakly hydrogen 

bonded species because a slight blue shift was observed for both NaCl and CaCl2 as the 

concentration is increased, making ~3450 cm-1 more representative of the spectral 

response. At concentrations greater than 1 x 10-2 M for both Na+ and Ca2+, the ~3200 cm-1
 

species reaches an asymptotic limit while the ~3450 cm-1 feature continues to grow until  
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Figure 4-3: Concentration dependence of vSFG spectra at pH 6 for (A) NaCl and (B) 

CaCl2 for PPP polarization.  Dotted spectra show neat pH 6 H2O. Normalized intensity 

(not extracted from fitting) vs. concentration of the strongly (~3200 cm-1) and weakly 

(~3400 cm-1) for (C) NaCl and (D) CaCl2 shown on the right-hand side. For divalent 

CaCl2 at high enough salt concentration the vSFG signal is larger than pure water in 

contrast to monovalent NaCl.    
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~0.5 M.  This asymptotic attenuation of strongly hydrogen bonded species is  consistent 

with an interfacial picture consisting of adjacent surface species contributing at ~3200 cm-

1 , because of the limited number of surface sites compared to the volume of the diffuse 

layer.  

While high concentrations of both monovalent and divalent cations at pH 6 

conditions lead to similar spectral shapes, both exhibit unique surface affinities manifested 

in the modulation of the vSFG response.  An important distinction in the adsorption 

behavior of Na+ and Ca2+ is that at high concentrations, the absolute intensity of the divalent 

cation vSFG spectra is greater than that of the electrolyte free pH 6 water while the vSFG 

signal for the monovalent cations is still lower than the electrolyte-free pH 6 cases.  The 

shift in the spectral density from the strongly hydrogen bonded species (water adjacent to 

alumina surface) at ~ 3200 cm-1 to weakly hydrogen bonded species (water in the diffuse 

layer) at ~3400 cm-1 is observed at concentrations as low as 1 x 10-3 M for CaCl2 and is not 

seen until 0.1 M for NaCl.  This suggests that divalent Ca2+ accumulates more rapidly at 

the neutral surface, as a higher concentration of Na+ is required to achieve a similar vSFG 

spectral profile.  This increase in spectral response in the ~3400 cm-1 region likely arises 

from an increased contribution from the diffuse layer, facilitated by the adsorption of 

divalent cations which can lead to accumulation of a net surface charge at a nominally 

neutral surface.  The earlier onset of interfacial charging seen for CaCl2 vSFG spectra 

compared to NaCl spectra indicates that divalent cations have a greater affinity for, and 

accumulate more rapidly at, the uncharged a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface than monovalent 

cations. 
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Previous investigations of the concentration dependence of the SiO2/H2O interface 

vSFG response showed a minimum at low NaCl concentrations (10-7 to 10-5 M) followed 

by a maximum (10-3 M) and finally another low response region at higher NaCl 

concentrations (10-1 to 10 M).45  Recent studies have pointed to constructive and 

deconstructive interference between the diffuse layer and Stern layer contributions to the 

vSFG response to explain the changes in the spectral intensity with varying electrolyte 

concentration.44, 45, 59  Modulations of the $(*) contribution and the interfacial potential in 

current models only consider the ionic strength, which does not account for ion identity.   

The observation that different ions change the vSFG intensity with almost no affect in the 

spectral shape suggests that specific ion effects on the interfacial potential need to be 

considered. 

4.4.3 Time-resolved vSFG pump probe spectroscopy of 0.1 M monovalent & 

divalent cations at the a-Al2O3/H2O interface 

As the structure of interfacial water is related to its ability to redistribute vibrational 

energy, TR-vSFG was employed to see if the structural changes of the interfacial water 

hydrogen bonding network induced by cations were mirrored in  the timescale of 

vibrational relaxation.60  TR-vSFG experiments can determine the vibrational lifetimes of 

the O-H stretch, a parameter indicative of local hydrogen bond network strength.38  The 

kinetics of the excited O-H stretches to their ground states is modeled by a four-level model 

comprising two time scales: a vibrational lifetime (T1) and thermalization (Tth).38, 39, 48, 61, 

62  The relaxation of an excited O-H stretch mode from the first excited state (ν = 1) to an  
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intermediate state (ν = ν*), 

typically ascribed to the 

overtone of the water 

bending mode, is denoted by 

T1.1, 42, 63  The time required 

for the subsequent relaxation 

from the intermediate (ν = 

ν*) state to a hot ground state 

(ν =0*) is represented by Tth.  

The model used to fit the TR-

vSFG data was described in 

chapter 2. The extracted T1 

lifetimes in this work are 

similar to our previous study 

for pH 4 and pH 10  aqeous 

environments.38  At the 

positively charged alumina 

surface, the T1 lifetimes for 

interfacial water in the 

presence of 0.1 M NaCl and 

BaCl2 are indistinguishable 

within the uncertainty of our 

 

Figure 4-4: Time Resolved vSFG spectra of 0.1 M NaCl 

and 0.1 M BaCl2 at pH 4 and pH 10 recorded in PPP 

geometry.  The third-order cross-correlation between IR 

pump, IR probe, and visible is shown by the black dashed 

line and has a FWHM of ∼105 fs, suggesting IR pulse 

durations of ∼75 fs.  T1 lifetimes are extracted from a 4-

level model described in the supporting information.   
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fitting (Figure 4-4).  TR-vSFG spectra of all cations presented in Figure 4-2 were also 

recorded, and monovalent cations and divalent cations behaved similarly to Na+ and Ba2+ 

(Appendix C.4).  While the extracted T1 lifetimes are also similar near the negatively 

charged surface, the population of molecules that return to their original state (indicated by 

the normalized vSFG intensity) is affected by NaCl and BaCl2 indicating that structural 

changes can be tracked using TR-vSFG. Because the structure of interfacial water affects 

its vibrational dynamics, similar TR-vSFG spectra for monovalent and divalent cations at 

the positively charged interface are not surprising, reflecting the similarities in vSFG 

spectral shape for both species at pH 4 conditions (Figure 4-2).  As the steady state vSFG 

spectra at pH 4 contain approximately the same relative amplitudes of strongly and weakly 

hydrogen bonded species at ~3200 and ~3400 cm-1, the ability for both interfacial 

environments to redistribute vibrational energy may remain constant.  We hypothesize that 

divalent cations accumulate more readily at the positively charged surface via a Cl- counter 

ion divalent cation interaction and their presence leads to enhanced spectral intensity at pH 

4, (Figure 4-2) reflecting increased ordering of interfacial water.  This slight enhancement 

of the interfacial water structure indicated by steady-state vSFG, however, is not enough 

to change the interfacial vibrational dynamics indicated by the T1 lifetime. 

The large changes in the static vSFG spectral shape induced by monovalent and 

divalent cations at the negatively charged alumina surface suggested that the vibrational 

dynamics of the O-H modes in each environment would be quite different.  However, even 

though the H-bond strength is typically correlated with ordering of the H-bond network, 

there is no change in T1 lifetimes for the pH 10 TR-vSFG spectra (Figure 4-4). At the 
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a-Al2O3(0010/H2O interface, only F- has shown the ability to slow the vibrational 

dynamics of water near the surface, and these slower dynamics resulted from strong contact 

adsorption of F-.36 While monovalent and divalent cations are able to rearrange interfacial 

water species at pH 10, they do not appear to be able to interrupt strong hydrogen bonding 

between the alumina surface and adjacent water molecules, resulting in similar T1 lifetimes 

for all cations tested here.  

The final versus initial normalized vSFG intensities, however, do vary for TR-

vSFG of BaCl2 and NaCl solutions. For BaCl2 the vSFG intensity is lower post bleach (~90 

% of original intensity), and we attribute this to the formation of less strongly hydrogen 

bonded species post excitation due to an increase in local temperature induced by the strong 

IR pump pulse. Because our pump and probe IR pulses contain ~250 cm-1 of bandwidth 

[full width at half-maximum(FWHM] centered at ~3150 cm-1, newly formed weakly 

hydrogen species are likely to have a natural frequency outside of our probe window.  TR-

vSFG spectra of NaCl contain more vSFG intensity in the probe window after the spectral 

bleach (~105% of original intensity), indicating that more species in the strongly hydrogen-

bonded region (~3200 cm-1) have been formed.  While the extracted T1 lifetimes at pH 10 

for both monovalent and divalent cations are similar, the differences in steady-state vSFG 

spectral shape at pH 10 lead to different amounts of recovered strongly hydrogen-bonded 

populations, indicated by the magnitude of the normalized vSFG response post excitation.  

This suggests that an alternative relaxation mechanism is available to interfacial water in 

the presence of monovalent cations at pH 10.  However, it is impossible to understand the 

exact nature of this mechanism from our experiments alone. 
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To understand differences in vibrational relaxation pathways after excitation by the 

pump pulse at pH 10 conditions, we analyze the steady state vSFG spectra for insight. 

VSFG spectra of pH 10 monovalent cations revealed that the ~3400 cm-1 species has an 

opposite relative orientation ( Appendix C.3) to out of plane surface aluminol groups and 

the ~3400 cm-1 species observed in divalent spectra at pH 10.23  The interfacial depth is 

also much smaller when the surface is screened by monovalent cations at pH 10, shown by 

the larger degree of attenuation in vSFG spectra.  Previously, we speculated that the 

recovery of the vSFG response in the presence of monovalent halide salts were correlated 

with the large attenuation in the vSFG signal in the steady-state spectra.36  The addition of 

divalent salts increases the vSFG intensity at the negatively charged surface, and does not 

show recovery to the initial vSFG response.  It seems that the steady state vSFG response 

is crucial to understand the differences in vibrational dynamics displayed here, although 

the origin of the correlation is unclear. 

4.4.4 Hypothesized arrangement of the a-Al2O3/H2O interface in the presence of 

monovalent and divalent cations 

After careful consideration of steady state vSFG spectra, the surface affinities Na+ 

and Ca2+, and the vibrational dynamics of the interface, we can hypothesize about the 

interfacial arrangement of water molecules at the a-Al2O3(0001) surface.  For both 

positively and negatively charged alumina surfaces, divalent cations seem to have greater 

affinity for the interface compared to the monovalent cations.  Under positively charged 

alumina surface conditions, Cl- attenuates the vSFG response with varied effectiveness 
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correlated to the ionic radius of the counter cation, while the higher density of divalent 

cations near the interface causes an increase in the positive surface charge resulting in more 

vSFG intensity than neat pH 4 H2O.  In the case of negatively charged alumina surfaces, 

the screening of the interfacial potential by monovalent cations leads to a short vSFG active 

interfacial region, shown by the high degree of attenuation of spectra at pH 10 compared 

to neat pH 10 H2O (Figure 4-2).  Divalent cations are more attracted to the interface and 

initially screen the interfacial charge generated by deprotonated aluminol groups.  

Additional ions are then drawn towards the interface and accumulate, overcharging the 

interface and increasing the number of aligned water molecules in the diffuse layer, which 

results in an increase in amplitude of the ~3450 cm-1 region.  Concentration-dependent 

vSFG spectra also suggest that divalent cations adsorb more than monovalent cations at 

the uncharged alumina surface (Figure 4-3).  It should be noted that spectra taken at higher 

concentrations of NaCl (>0.1 M) tend to resemble CaCl2 spectra, with much of the spectral 

intensity coming from the weakly hydrogen-bonded region.  The increase of the spectral 

intensity in the weakly hydrogen-bonded region, however, has an earlier onset for CaCl2 

(0.001M) suggesting that divalent cations have a higher affinity than Na+ for the 

alumina/water interface.  One explanation for the difference in adsorption affinities for 

these two ions could be the strong electrostatic interaction between divalent cations and 

surface oxygen atoms of mineral oxide surfaces previously observed in X-ray 

spectroscopic measurements.64-67  Although the Ca2+ and Na+ hydration energies, -1579 and 

-406 kJ/mol, respectively, indicate that Ca2+ is less likely to perturb its hydration shell upon  
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Figure 4-5: Schematic of hypothesized interfacial water arrangement at the negatively 

charged a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface in the presence of A) monovalent cations and B) 

divalent cations at 0.1 M electrolyte concentration and the positively charged interface 

in the presence of C) monovalent cations and D) divalent cations at 0.1 M. 
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adsorption, the stabilization by surface hydroxyl groups appears to overcome this 

thermodynamic barrier, leading to the higher adsorption affinity seen for divalent cations.68 

All of these observations can be coupled into a schematic (Figure 4-5) which 

displays the hypothesized interfacial organization of the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface in 

the presence of (Figure 4-5 A, C) monovalent cations and (Figure 4-5 B, D) divalent 

cations at 0.1 M electrolyte concentration.  We, therefore, find that specific ion effects play 

a large role in altering the interfacial water arrangement and hence the vSFG at the a-

Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, and encourage further investigation of this interface via 

computational efforts.  

4.5 Conclusion 

Steady-state and time-resolved vSFG measurements of the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface and their dependence on cation identity, concentration, and surface charge were 

investigated to better understand how cations affect the structure and vibrational dynamics 

of interfacial water.  In addition to passive charge screening by ions at other solid/liquid 

interfaces, monovalent and divalent cations were able to induce reorganization of surface 

water at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.31, 33 Monovalent cations at pH 4 attenuated the 

vSFG response which we attribute to passive screening of surface charges.  At positive 

surface charge, we hypothesize that the higher surface affinity of divalent cations allows 

them to charge the interface resulting in a larger vSFG response.  At the negatively charged 

surface, monovalent cations attenuate the vSFG response and orient the ~3200 cm-1 species 

with oxygens towards the surface and hydrogens towards surface for the ~3400 cm-1 
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species.  In contrast, strongly hydrogen-bonded and weakly hydrogen-bonded species share 

the same net orientation as aluminol groups for divalent vSFG spectra.  Divalent cation 

spectra are dominated by the ~3400 cm-1 species, and for Sr2+ and Ca2+ the spectral 

amplitude is greater than neat pH 10 H2O.  The ion specificity of interfacial accumulation 

and hence charging, especially for divalent cations at the negatively charged surface, are 

not accounted for in current models which describe the interfacial potential via electrolyte 

concentration only44, 45.    

 Concentration-dependent vSFG spectra showed that divalent cations have a greater 

affinity for the neutral interface than monovalent cations, a characteristic that could lead to 

selective alkaline filtration technologies.  Divalent cations also increase vSFG signals in 

the weakly hydrogen bonding region (~3400 cm-1) to greater amplitudes than neat water of 

the same pH value, suggesting that passive screening is not sufficient to explain the 

behavior of divalent cations at the alumina/liquid interface.  At high (~1 M) concentrations, 

monovalent cations reached similar vSFG amplitudes of neat water.  The large difference 

in adsorption affinities for Na+ and Ca2+ suggests that Ca2+ more readily loses its hydration 

shell allowing for easier access to the surface and consequent overcharging of the 

interfacial region. 

Lastly, time resolved vSFG measurements at the positively (pH 4) and negatively 

(pH 10) charged interfacial region were taken to capture changes in the vibrational 

dynamics of interfacial water populations solvating monovalent and divalent cations.  

These measurements revealed that cation identity and bulk pH have surprisingly little 

influence on the T1 lifetime, suggesting that regardless of the restructuring of the interfacial 
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region, sufficient channels to redistribute vibrational energy in an ultrafast manner exist 

due to the vibrational density of states available in the ~3000 cm-1 region.  Monovalent and 

divalent cations lead to similar TR-vSFG response at pH 4, but at the negatively charged 

interface, monovalent cations lead to an increase in strongly hydrogen-bonded population 

after excitation at ~3200 cm-1 while water solvating divalent cations recover to a smaller 

vSFG intensity than pre-excitation. We attribute the increase in strongly hydrogen bonded 

population to the observed oxygen down orientation of the strongly hydrogen bonded 

species in the presence of monovalent cations, which reduces hydrogen bonding with the 

oppositely oriented weakly hydrogen-bonded species in the diffuse layer. This reduced 

coupling implies that after strongly hydrogen bonded species interacting with surface 

aluminols (~3000-3100 cm-1) are disrupted by the pump pulse, they are more likely to form 

hydrogen bonds with a natural frequency near ~3200 cm-1 as sampled by the probe pulse 

centered at ~3150 cm-1.  The SFG response for divalent cations does not recover to the 

initial value suggesting that the excited O-H species relax into vibrational states that have 

a natural frequency outside our spectral window.  This highlights that those large structural 

changes of the interface seen in steady-state vSFG spectra manifest themselves in the TR-

vSFG spectra. Our results reveal critical insight on how monovalent and divalent cations 

uniquely alter the structure and vibrational dynamics of the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  

These findings provide crucial insight, which will aid in obtaining a molecular-level view 

of electric double layers, which have been a challenging subject in the field of interfacial 

science.   
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CHAPTER 5 

PROBING HETEROGENEOUS CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS AT THE 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O INTERFACE 

 

This chapter was recently submitte on August 2nd, 2019 to:  

Piontek, S.;  DelloStritto, M.;  Mandal, B.;  Marshall, T.;  Klein, M. L.; Borguet, E., 

Probing Heterogeneous Charge Distributions at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O Interface. Journal 

of the American Ceramic Society 2019, Submitted. 

All computational work was completed by M. DelloStritto. 

 

5.1 Abstract 

 Unlike metal or semiconductor electrodes, the surface charge resulting from the 

protonation or deprotonation of insulating mineral oxides is highly localized and 

heterogeneous in nature.  In this work the Stark active C ≡ N stretch of potassium 

thiocyanate is used as a molecular probe of the heterogeneity of the interfacial electrostatic 

potential at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  vSFG measurements performed in the OH 

stretching region suggest that thiocyanate species organize interfacial water similarly to 

other halide salts.  Changes in the electrostatic potential are then tracked via Stark shifts of 

the vibrational frequency of the thiocyanate	stretch.  Our vSFG measurements show that 

we can simultaneously measure the vSFG response of SCN- ions experiencing charged and 

neutral surface sites. We assign a local potential of  +308 mV and  -154 mV to positively 
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and negatively charged aluminol groups that are present at pH = 4 and pH = 10, 

respectively.  Thiocyanate anions at positively charged surface sites, negatively charged 

surface sites, and participating in contact ion pairing adopt similar orientations, and are 

oppositely oriented relative to thiocyanate ions near neutral surface sites. All four species 

followed Langmuir adsorption isotherms.  MD-DFT simulations of SCN- near the neutral 

a-Al2O3(0001)//H2O interface show that the vSFG response in the C ≡ N stretch region 

originates from a SCN-H-O-Al complex, suggesting the surface site specificity of these 

experiments.  To our knowledge this is the first spectroscopic measurement of local 

potentials associated with a heterogeneously charged surface.  The ability to probe the 

evolution of local charges in situ could provide vital insight into many industrial, 

electrochemical, and geochemically relevant interfaces. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

5.2.1 Interfacial properties differ from those found in the bulk, a-Al2O3(0001) can 

be charged via bulk pH through acid base chemistry 

 The structure of water at interfaces plays an important role in many chemical, 

biological, and environmental processes.1  Previous work has demonstrated that interfacial 

water structure at both charged and neutral interfaces can differ greatly compared to the 

bulk.2  The presence of an interface can change the properties of the solvent, such as 

vibrational energy transfer rates, hydrogen bonding strength, and the structure of the 

hydrogen bonding network.3, 4 Mineral oxides are covered with surface hydroxyl groups, 

e.g. a-Al2O3(0001) (~ 15 OH groups/nm2),5, 6 and thus allow for access to neutral, positive, 
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and negative solid/H2O interfaces through modulation of the bulk pH.7  Deprotonation of 

surface aluminol groups results in a negative surface at pH > 8, and protonation results in 

a positively charged surface at pH < 6.  Furthermore, the insulating nature of alumina gives 

rise to local surface charges and a heterogeneous charge distribution at the surface.7  

 One of the driving forces in the reorganization of interfacial water is the surface 

charge.  Water molecules orient themselves to minimize their free energy with respect to 

local charges8, and this reorganization of interfacial molecules can change the free energy 

of adsorption for solutes, affecting interfacial chemistry, e.g. heterogeneous catalysis.9, 10  

The interfacial electric fields generated via photoexcitation or applied potentials can affect 

rate determining steps in heterogeneous catalysis,11 electrochemistry,12 solar energy 

generation,13, 14 and layered material synthesis.15  Thus, it is paramount that we have a 

detailed understanding of the local structure of polar solvents at charged surfaces.   

 The reorganization of interfacial water induced by surface charging has been 

characterized using vibrational sum frequency generation (vSFG), a surface specific 

vibrational spectroscopy, at a variety of oxide/water interfaces: SiO2/H2O,16 quartz/H2O,17 

hydrophobic/H2O,18 TiO2/H2O,19 and a-Al2O3/H2O.4, 20  While these experiments can 

indirectly track charge accumulation via the interfacial solvent response, direct 

spectroscopic measurements of the surface charges at buried solid/liquid interfaces have 

remained elusive.  VSFG allows us to probe molecular vibrations located at the solid/liquid 

interface as it is an inherently surface specific technique within the dipole approximation.17, 

21  To investigate the interfacial hydrogen bonding environment using vSFG, a narrowband 

visible pulse is combined with a broadband IR pulse resonant with the O-H stretching 
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vibrations.  This allows for surface specific vibrational spectroscopy of surface hydroxyls 

and water molecules in the interfacial region.  VSFG is limited when it comes to studying 

surface charge, however, as many different sources of surface charge including 

protonation/deprotonation of surface groups,3 specific adsorption of ions,2, 22 and variation 

of diffuse layer thickness can all give rise to similar changes in the intensity and shape of 

the spectrum.23  Additional information is required to obtain a detailed picture of the surface 

structure and charge distribution at oxide surfaces, which are crucial parameters in 

understanding geochemically relevant buried interfaces.24  

 

5.2.2 Vibrational Stark effect spectroscopy gives us a tool to measure surface charge 

Vibrational Stark Effect Spectroscopy (VSES) correlates the shifts in vibrational 

frequencies of functional groups, e.g. nitrile, azide, and carbonyl bonds, to changes in the 

local electrostatic potential, thereby providing a method to measure the strength of local 

electric fields. 25-29  VSES has been used to study how local electric fields aid in enzymatic 

function by inserting Stark active molecular probes into proteins.30-33  VSES has also been 

used to investigate charge accumulation at electrochemical interfaces via the Stark shift of 

ionic liquids34 and electrolyte solutions,35 and probe molecules embedded in chemically 

bound self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) at electrochemical interfaces.36-38  The 

frequency of the C ≡ N stretch is sensitive to the nature of the local environment, making 

SCN- an excellent example of a Stark-active molecule.  Bulk IR spectra of KSCN have 

reported the SCN- stretch at 2056 cm-1 in D2O solutions,39 2057 cm-1 in methoxyethanol,40 

and ~2050/2067 cm-1 for the free SCN- and contact ion pairs of K+ SCN- respectively in 
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glassy liquids, respectivley.41  Recent vSFG studies have employed self-assembled 

monolayers (SAMs) containing Stark active molecules chemically bound to working 

electrodes to track changes in the local potential during surface charging and chemical 

binding.42-45  The nitrile stretch frequency in these studies have been reported at ~ 2128 cm-

1 and ~2100 cm-1  for chemically bound44  and unbound35 SCN-, respectively.  While these 

experiments yield information about the interfacial electrostatic potential, they require 

chemical modification of the surface and a conductive metal substrate.  Furthermore, the 

potential measured corresponds to the average charge density which is homogeneously 

distributed across the working surface, quite different from the heterogeneous sites at an 

insulating mineral oxide surface such as a-Al2O3(0001). 

 

5.2.3 Mineral oxide charging is localized, not similar to conductive substrates 

 Unlike metals and semiconductors, characterized by uniformly distributed surface 

charge, protonation and deprotonation of the terminal aluminol groups on the a-

Al2O3(0001) surface leads to highly localized charges on the interface.46  The determination 

of the point of zero charge (PZC) and isoelectric point (IEP) of various alumina oxide 

surfaces has remained controversial, with factors such as the exposed plane,47, 48 the sample 

manufacturer,7 crystal miscut,7 and the sample preparation affecting the observed PZC 

obtained from streaming potential measurements.49  Many of these controversies arise from 

the inability to access surface aluminol groups directly.  SHG50 and vSFG20 experiments at 

the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface have explained the bulk pH dependence of the nonlinear 

response with reference to macroscopically determined surface acid dissociation constants 
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(pKa’s) of g-Al2O3.51  However, g-Al2O3 is less stable than a-Al2O3 and is described by a 

cubic unit cell, whereas a-Al2O3 is composed of hexagonal unit cells.  We believe that 

previous authors have used g-Al2O3 to describe the acid/base dissociation rates of a-

Al2O3(0001), because the pKa’s of the a-Al2O3(0001) surface have never been measured 

directly, highlighting the difficulty of accessing the nature of surface aluminol groups.  

Clearly the surface preparation, and corresponding variation in molecular architecture of 

mineral oxides, leads to a wide range of macroscopic surface properties.  This is illustrated 

by the variation in reported PZCs for heterogeneously charged mineral oxide samples, 

suggesting that a local probe of the electrostatic potential could be more informative than 

streaming potential measurements, which measure the average surface property.52 

 In this work we use potassium thiocyanate, a reporter of local electrostatic 

potentials, to investigate the heterogeneous development of the surface charge at the a-

Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface as the bulk pH is modulated.35  We also investigate the 

adsorption behavior of the SCN- at the interface at a range of bulk pH values.  Quantitative 

analysis of the vSFG spectra indicate that at all surface charge conditions one common 

species, and another SCN- species unique to each surface charge of varying relative 

orientation exists at the a-Al2O3(0001)//H2O interface.  By extracting the vibrational Stark 

shifts from spectral fitting, we can correlate the vSFG response of SCN- ions experiencing 

the charged and neutral surface sites and determine a local potential of  +308 mV and -154 

mV assigned to positively and negatively charged aluminol groups, respectively.  MD-

DFT simulations of SCN- near the a-Al2O3(0001)//H2O interface show that the vSFG 

response in the C ≡ N stretch region originates from a SCN----H-O-Al complex, supporting 
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the surface site specificity of these experiments.  Deconvolution of the individual amplitude 

and phase of thiocyanate species achieved by quantitative analysis of the vSFG spectra 

facilitate simultaneous measurement of the behavior (e.g. adsorption isotherms) from ions 

experiencing neutral and charged surface sites, allowing for in situ characterization of 

heterogeneously charged surfaces. The ability to measure the local electrostatic potential 

of heterogeneously charged solid/aqueous interfaces in situ using a non-destructive 

spectroscopic technique should prove useful for a wide audience.   

 
5.3 Experimental Section 

5.3.1 Sample preparation/optical setup/data normalization 

The sample preparation and optical setup have been described previously2, 3 and 

details regarding the sample preparation, chemicals used, optical setup, and data 

normalization can be found in Appendicies D1, D2, D3, and D4, respectively. 

 

5.3.2 Computational details 

We modeled KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)//H2O interface in order to better 

understand the impact it has on the local solvent structure and corresponding vSFG 

spectrum.  We initialized the system using the ClayFF force field for alumina53 (including 

the surface angle potential54), the SPC model for water, and KSCN parameters from Aqvist 

and Vincze et al..55  The a-Al2O3(0001) slab was cleaved from the ideal crystalline 

geometry with one full unit cell (6 layers of Al), such that the surface was terminated with 

O atoms.  We then passivated the surface O atoms with H, and finally replicated the unit 

cell to produce a slab with  a rectangular area of (8.25 x 9.25) Å.  We placed this slab in a 

unit cell with a z dimension of 50 Å along with 128 H2O molecules and one pair of K+ and 

SCN- ions whose positions were randomly generated using PACKMOL.56  We then ran a 
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NVT simulation for 1 ns followed by an NPT simulation where the cell was allowed to 

fluctuate in the z-direction for 1 ns to determine the optimum z lattice value of 36.81 Å.  

We then deformed the unit cell to this length over 1 a ns period, and finally equilibrated 

the system in the NVT ensemble for 1 ns. 

After the CMD simulations, we ran performed Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics 

(CPMD) simulations using the cp.x module of Quantum Espresso (v.6.2.1).  We used the 

SCAN57 functional with the HSCV pseudopotentials,58 an electron mass of 200 a.u., and a 

time step of 1.0 a.u..  We initially ran a combination of NVT and NVE simulations with a 

cutoff of 90 Ry in order to equilibrate the structure of the interface, followed by a 

production simulation for 4 ps with a cutoff of 130 Ry, with the greater cutoff required to 

converge the energy of single point calculations to less than 1 meV/atom. 

To model KSCN in bulk water, we followed a similar approach as in the CPMD 

simulations.  We used the same force fields and general procedure, starting from a low-

density system with 128 H2O molecules, 1 KSCN pair, and a box length of 50 Å.  We ran 

NVT and then NPT simulations for 1 ns, next we deformed the box to 15.76 Å over 1 ns, 

and finally equilibrated the system in the NVT ensemble over 1 ns.  We then simulated the 

system using CPMD simulations for 1 ps in the NVT ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover 

thermostat in order to extract vibrational spectra. 

All frequency calculations for isolated molecules were computed with 

Gaussian1659 using the wB97xD60 functional and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set61 after 

geometry optimization.  All variants of the SCN- molecule, including that with H+ or D+ 

added, remained linear through the optimization process. 

In order to calculate the SFG spectrum from the MD simulations, we used the 

TholeL model to compute the polarizabilities.62  This method is based on the Thole model, 

where the polarizability is obtained by dressing gas-phase atomic polarizabilities with 
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dipole-dipole interactions between atoms.  The TholeL model supplements the Thole 

model by making the atomic polarizabilities an explicit function of the distance between 

nearest neighbors in an atom and, with the inclusion of dipole-dipole interactions, yields 

accurate Raman spectra and vSFG spectra.  The dipole moment of the system is computed 

by using a variant of the QEQ method63 with the Mulliken electronegativities and fitted 

idempotential parameters constrained to best reproduce the dipole moments of the TABS 

database.64  This way, the total dipole is summed over all atomic charges and positions.  In 

order to compute the response of only one surface, we apply a profile to that atomic charges 

and effective polarizabilities, such that only the atoms which are within 19 Å of the 

interface where SCN is adsorbed contribute to the vSFG spectrum. 

The vSFG spectrum is computed as a Fourier transform of the correlation function 

between the polarizability and dipole moment derivatives (Equation 5.1): 

 

.(0)(2) = ℱ[〈7̇(9):̇(0)〉]																(5.1) 

where	7̇(9)	is the time derivative of the polarizability and :̇(9) is the time 

derivative of the dipole moment.  In order to remove any origin dependence of the dipole 

moment, we compute :̇(9)	as: 

 

:̇(9) = ABCḊ(9)ED(9) + CD(9)ĖD(9)G				(5.2)
D

 

Since both terms in Equation 5.2 have zero mean, the total signal has zero mean, 

which improves the signal to noise ratio in the final vSFG spectrum and therefore makes 

analysis easier. 
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Note that we use the full correlation function in Equation 5.1 without any 

truncation of spatial correlations.  Previous work has shown that these spatial correlations 

can take tens of picoseconds to converge and can strongly impact the shape of the SFG 

spectrum.65  However, we have shown that for the small simulation cells associated with 

ab-initio methods, the spatial correlations are truncated at relatively short distances, such 

that one can achieve well-converged spectra over shorter simulation times.66  In addition, 

we do not expect spatial correlations to strongly impact the spectra due to the SCN- 

molecule, because there are no other vibrational modes near the experimentally observed 

SCN- stretching frequency. We also include only one SCN- in our simulation cell, such that 

it is isolated from other SCN- molecules. 
 

 

5.4 Results and discussion 

5.4.1 Steady state vSFG spectra of KSCN at pH 4, 6, & 10 

 To characterize thiocyanate ion adsorption at the charged and neutral a-

Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, we performed steady state vSFG measurements as a function 

of bulk pH and KSCN concentration.   Steady state spectra show resonant features with 

central frequencies in the ~ 2100-2130 cm-1 range.  These features grow in amplitude as 

the concentration is increased from 0.01 M to 4 M.  The features are also broad, with a 

FWHM of ~ 100 cm-1 at concentrations > 0.5 M.  By varying the bulk pH, the surface 

charge of the a-Al2O3(0001) substrate is modulated by protonating/deprotonating the 

surface aluminol groups.7  We stress that at pH 6 the surface should have a net neutral 

surface charge.67  For all spectra presented in Figure 5-1, the central frequency of the 

resonant species appears to follow the trend: 2IJ	K < 	2IJ	M < 	2IJ	NO. There is also a  
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broad nonresonant contribution to the spectra, 

which is more apparent at lower 

concentrations (0.01-0.5 M).  Due to the 

relative featureless nature of the aqueous  

vibrational spectrum, with and without 

electrolyte solution in the ~2100 cm-1 region 

(Figure D5-1 and Figure D6-1), we assign 

these resonant features to the thiocyanate ion.   

  Because the P ≡ Q stretch frequency 

of thiocyanate ions is sensitive to the local 

electrostatic potential, the	2RSTU was 

monitored using the vSFG response as a 

function of surface charge.35, 42, 44, 68  At pH = 

6, where the interface is neutral, the spectra 

(Figure 5-1) at the lowest concentration (0.1 

M) display a resonant feature at ~2160 cm-1.  

At concentrations > 0.5 M a second feature 

appears at ~2110 cm-1 which becomes 

dominant in the 1-4 M KSCN spectra.  At the 

positively charged interface (pH = 4), lower 

concentration spectra (0.01-0.1 M) appear to  

 

Figure 5-1: vSFG spectra of KSCN 

solutions of at the a-Al2O3(0001)/liquid 

interface for bulk pH = 4, 6, and 10 over 

the 1 x 10-2 � 4 M concentration range.  

Spectra are offset for easier comparison.  

All measurements employed PPP vSFG 

geometry and normalized with respect to 

the IR profile and Fresnel factors. 
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contain two features with central 

frequencies at ~ 2075 and ~2025 cm-1.  At 

higher concentrations (> 0.5 M) the 

spectra merge into a single feature at 

~2100 cm-1.  For pH = 10 (negatively 

charged surface) a resonant feature does 

not become distinguishable from the 

nonresonant background until 0.5 M.  At 

concentrations 0.5 - 4 M the pH = 10 

spectra also appear to have a bimodal 

character, with two resonant features at 

~2065 and ~2035 cm-1.  Steady-state 

vSFG spectra of KSCN at the a-

Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface show that the 

thiocyanate ion’s vibrational frequency is 

sensitive to the surface charge, and 

suggest that more than one species exists 

at all bulk pH values studied.  

 

5.4.2 KSCN alters the interfacial solvent structure 

 To verify whether SCN- acts similarly to other electrolyte solutions, we performed 

steady state vSFG measurements of potassium thiocyanate solutions in the O-H stretching 

 

Figure 5-2:  Concentration dependent vSFG 

spectra of KSCN solutions at the a-

Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface in the O-H 

stretching region taken using PPP geometry 

for the positively (pH4), uncharged (pH6), 

and negatively charged (pH10) interfaces. 
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region (Figure 5-2). At positive and neutral surface charge, KSCN appears to increase the 

amplitude of the strongly (~3200 cm-1) and weakly (~3400 cm-1) hydrogen bonded species 

while retaining the spectral shape of neat pH 4 & 6 H2O, respectively.  The  vSFG response 

is enhanced at 10 mM, and then is reduced as the concentration is increased. The KSCN 

induced vSFG intensity in the 0.1 – 2 M range is stronger than neat H2O at pH 6 and similar 

to neat pH 4 H2O.  At the negatively charged surface (pH = 10) the spectra are attenuated 

and the spectral density shifts to ~3500 cm-1, indicating that the majority of O-H species 

are weakly hydrogen bonded, similar to what is seen for halide salts.69   

 Classical molecular dynamics simulations yield an adsorption geometry where the 

thiocyanate ion is parallel to the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O surface plane.  This adsorption 

geometry means the SCN- can not be probed using vSFG in PPP geometry, and this 

geometry is not seen in DFT simulations.  Since DFT-MD simulations would then be 

required to investigate the adsorption behavior, which is currently not computationally 

feasible, we cannot study SCN- adsorption using MD simulations.  Thus, we infer from the 

experimental results that the SCN- acts similarly to other monovalently charged halide salts 

in the interfacial region of positively, neutral, and negatively charged surfaces while 

providing information regarding the local electrostatic potential.54 

   

5.4.3 Unique lineshapes at the charged mineral oxide interface 

 VSFG lineshapes are sensitive to the orientation of contributing species, and the 

unique shape of the vSFG response in the low concentration regime (0.1- 0.5 M) at various 

bulk pH values prompted further analysis of the steady state vSFG spectra (Figure 5-3).70   
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The Fano-like spectral lineshapes observed 

for 0.1 M KSCN pH 4 spectra and 0.5 M 

KSCN pH 10 (Figure 5-3) were 

unexpected, as even at working electrodes 

this behavior has not been observed.42-44  As 

vSFG spectroscopy samples the squared 

modulus of all resonant responses within 

the IR pulse bandwidth, spectral 

interference can be observed in vSFG 

spectra, especially at charged interfaces.71  

The pH 6 KSCN vSFG spectra do not 

contain this behavior, but possess a 

shoulder which is blue shifted compared to 

the central peak.  Spectral interference 

patterns are more apparent in low 

concentration (0.01-0.5 M) KSCN vSFG 

spectra at the positively (pH 4) and negatively (pH 10) charged interface, as seen by the 

Fano-like up-down (pH 4) and down-up (pH 10) shape of the vSFG response.  The vSFG 

line shapes displayed by KSCN at the positively and negatively charged interface could 

arise from two possibilities: a) one species interfering with the .TV contribution (Figure 

D7-1), or b) two species with opposite net orientations at the interface. 

 

Figure 5-3: vSFG spectra of KSCN 

solutions at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface using PPP experimental 

geometry.  These spectra display spectral 

interference patterns for 0.1 M pH 4 

spectra (blue) and 0.5 M pH 10 spectra 

(red) with neat pH 6 spectra (green) for 

comparison. 
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5.4.4 Analysis of vSFG lineshapes from fitting, two populations present with opposite 

phase 

We determine how the interfacial structure yields the observed Fano-like vSFG 

response by fitting the normalized vSFG response of SCN- molecules at the interface using 

Equation 5.3: 

WRXY ∝ 	 [.(0)[
0
W\]^W_V = `.TV

(0)aDbQc +	A .V
(0)

d
`
0
W\]^W_V						(5.3)

= 	 `.TV
(0)aDbQc +	A

fd
2_V −	2d + DΓdd

`
0

W\]^W_V 

where .TV	
(0) and .V

(0)represent the non-resonant instantaneous electronic response of the 

system, and the vibrationally resonant modes summed over the available infrared 

bandwidth, respectively.  The b  term denotes the phase between the .TV	
(0) and .V

(0)responses 

of the system. Each vibrationally resonant mode possesses a Lorentzian line shape, where 

2_V	is the frequency of the driving infrared pulse and	fd,	2d, and 	Γd are the amplitude, 

central frequency, and damping coefficient of the nth vibrational mode, respectively. 

 Two Lorentzian oscillators of opposite amplitude were required to properly fit the 

KSCN spectra at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface for all the pH values studied using 

Equation 5.3 (Figure 5.4).  The spectral contributions from the oscillators with the larger 

positive amplitudes were assigned as the major contribution, as their shape qualitatively 

best described the total vSFG response.  Resonant oscillators with the negative smaller 

amplitudes were denoted as minor species, as these peaks mainly interfere with the 

dominant contribution, giving rise to the asymmetry present in the total vSFG response.   

A B 
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Figure 5-4: Lorentzian lineshapes extracted from fitting the normalized vSFG data 

presented in Figure 5-1 using Equation 5.3.  All fits required two oscillators of opposite 

amplitudes.  The positive amplitude peaks were classified as the major contributions A) 

while the negative amplitude features were denoted as minor contributions B).  The fit 

parameters are graphically shown versus concentration for the dominant C) and minor D) 

peaks.  The tabulated fit parameter values can be found in Appendix D11. 
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The ~2100 cm-1 central frequency of the major peaks appears to have no concentration or 

surface charge dependence (Figure 5-4 A and C), while the central frequencies of the 

minor peaks vary slightly with increasing concentration and are affected by the surface 

charge (Figure 5-4 B and D).  The major and minor contributors also have opposite signs  

associated with their amplitudes, indicating that the net orientation at the interface is 

opposite to one another.  The absolute values of the amplitudes divided by the damping 

constant, Гv, is also plotted as under resonant conditions the .V
(0)  contribution reduces to 

this quantity.  While all pH 4 and pH 6 extracted amplitudes appear to follow Langmuir 

adsorption  (Figure D8-1, D10-1 and Table D8-1), the pH 10 spectral amplitudes remain 

relatively constant (Figure 5.4 C).  The extracted vSFG central frequencies of the major 

and minor SCN- species suggest that thiocyanate ions in the interfacial region experience 

multiple distinct local environments, which can be independently sampled simultaneously.     

 The broad nature (~100 cm-1) of the vSFG response suggests that SCN- experiences 

a more heterogeneous local environment than observed for SAMs at working electrodes.42-

44, 68  The bandwidth of the observed vSFG features is similar to that reported for SCN- at 

electrode interfaces (~ 150 cm-1).35, 72  The extracted width (Gn) of the minor species led us 

to consider its identity as the bend + libration combination mode of H2O, but spectral shifts 

as large as those observed in our vSFG measurements versus electrolyte concentration have 

not been reported in previous bulk IR studies.73  This assignment would also contradict 

recent work, which suggested that vSFG spectral density in the 1700-3000 cm-1 region 

arises mainly from nonresonant contributions, which could not be reproduced 

computationally by including solvated H+, OH-, or the bend + libration combination 
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mode.74  In addition to these concerns the probability of probing a combination band is 

much lower than the P ≡ Q stretch, a strong IR and Raman active mode.  Hence, we 

conclude that the multiple resonant contributions to the vSFG response originate from the 

response of thiocyanate species experiencing distinct local environments.     

 

5.4.5 Adsorption affinity of SCN- versus surface charge 

 The concentration dependent vSFG response can track the adsorption behavior of 

thiocyanate species in the interfacial region.75  However, the broad nonresonant 

background in the 0.01 – 0.5 M KSCN spectra made direct comparison difficult, leading 

us to fit this vSFG data using equation 5.3.  The extracted amplitudes (Figure 5-4 C & D) 

describe the adsorption affinity of thiocyanate species at varied KSCN concentration and 

surface charge.  Both the major and minor species present at bulk pH = 4 and 6 exhibit 

Langmuir adsorption (Figure D8-1).  The pH 6 major and minor isotherms yielded DGAds 

values of -6.5 and -8.0 kJ/mol, while adsorption of the pH 4 major and minor gave values 

of -7.9  and -5.7  kJ/mol, respectively (Table D8-1). At pH 10, however, the extracted 

amplitudes associated with the major and minor species remain relatively constant.  The 

plotted fd/Γd versus concentration suggest that thiocyanate species adsorb more rapidly 

under pH = 4 conditions compared to pH = 6. 

 While the adsorption of thiocyanate at the positively charged a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface is consistent with Coulombic attraction, the behavior at the neutral and negatively 

charged interfaces requires additional explanation.  The Langmuir isotherm exhibited by 

pH 6 species suggests adsorption at surface aluminol sites is energetically favorable 
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(Figure D8-1).  At pH 10, however, the extracted amplitudes suggest that SCN- species 

have saturated the surface at nearly all concentrations, and the amplitude of the detected 

species remains similar (Figure 5-4 C and D).  We hypothesize that the approach of SCN- 

ions towards the negatively charged surface is facilitated through K+ - - SCN- ion pair 

interactions, since the approach of an anion towards the negatively charged surface must 

be Coulombically hindered.2  This could be accomplished by primary adsorption of a cation 

layer, or by SCN- being dragged to the interface by the K+ counter ion.22  This is supported 

by the fact that K+ has a high adsorption affinity for the negatively charged a-Al2O3(0001) 

surface, previously demonstrated by attenuation of the vSFG response in the O-H 

stretching region.22  

 

5.4.6 Correlating the experimental CN frequency to the VDOS 

 In order to better understand the local environments experienced by KSCN at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, we computed the vibrational properties of SCN- complexes 

in vacuum.  In order to approximate SCN- adsorbed at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, 

we computed the frequencies of SCN- and HSCN.  We specifically chose to study HSCN 

because we observe from DFT-MD simulations that SCN- adsorbs on the aluminol surface 

with the S atom pointing towards the surface and with the aluminol groups pointing 

towards the S atom, as shown by the S-H radial distribution function (Figure D12-1).  

Thus, while these aluminol groups and the surrounding H2O molecules may not form true 

hydrogen bonds with the S atom of SCN-, e.g. compared to hydrogen bonds between H2O  
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molecules, we do see directional attraction between OH groups and the S atom which we 

refer to as a hydrogen bond for brevity.  While SCN- has a stretching frequency at 2185 

cm-1, HSCN has vibrational frequencies at 2310 cm-1 and 2846 cm-1, corresponding to P ≡

Q and H-S stretching modes, respectively.  Thus, we can say that the formation of hydrogen 

bonds with the S atom can blueshift existing stretching modes, and generate new stretching  

modes at higher frequencies.  

HSCN is clearly not an accurate 

model of SCN- at the alumina 

surface, but with the heavier 

effective mass of a hydrogen 

bonded aluminol group, it is likely 

we will find additional stretching 

frequencies only a few hundred cm-

1 greater than the original P ≡ Q 

stretching frequency.  Indeed, we 

find the stretching modes of DSCN 

are located at 2050 cm-1 and 2310 cm-1, corresponding to D-S and P ≡ Q stretching modes, 

respectively.  In bulk water, SCN- exhibits a peak in the VDOS at around 1850 cm-1 and a 

small peak at 2500 cm-1.  At the alumina interface, we find that the SCN- ion exhibits peaks 

in the VDOS at 1800 cm-1 and 2200 cm-1 (Figure 5-5).  These calculations lead us to 

believe that the observed ~2100 cm-1 peak is the stretching mode of an SCN- molecular ion 

adsorbed to the alumina surface, where the S atom forms hydrogen bonds with surface 

 

Figure 5-5: The VDOS of SCN-, averaged over all 

atoms in SCN, at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface.   Note that the peak at ~2200 cm-1 is 

absent for KSCN in water (Appendix D.13). 
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aluminol groups.  The formation of hydrogen bonds with surface aluminols creates bands 

in the 2100-2300 cm-1 range, which can be thought of as a combination of S-H and P ≡ Q 

vibrations.  

 In addition to studying the 

VDOS, we also computed the 

SFG spectrum of a bare 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface and 

of SCN- at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

(Figure 5-6).  SCN- adsorbs on 

the surface with the S atom 

pointing into the surface and the 

N atom pointing into solution at 

an angle of about 450 (Figures 

D.12-1 and D.14-1), consistent 

with similar calculations at the 

air-water interface, even though the Al2O3(0001)/H2O is hydrophilic.76   The S atom 

hydrogen-bonds with surface OH groups and nearby H2O molecules.  The negative charge 

of the N atom also makes it act as a hydrogen bond acceptor in the second water layer.  In 

the process, SCN- displaces two H2O molecules at the surface and the negative charge 

rotates nearby H2O molecules such that the H atoms are oriented towards the negative N 

atom, but it does not significantly perturb the first water layer overall at this concentration.  

 

Figure 5-6: The computed SFG spectrum of both 

bare alumina and alumina with a SCN- adsorbed on 

the surface.  The vertical dashed lines indicate peaks 

at 2050 and 2200 cm-1. 
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We note that SCN- is predicted to adsorb parallel to the interface in the classical molecular 

dynamics simulations that we used to initialize the simulations, which would result in no 

SFG signal in the experimental structure.  With this adsorption structure as the initial 

configuration, the SCAN functional predicts that the N atom lifts off the surface, pointing 

into solution, as we expect from the SFG experiments and previous simulations.76   

 Our results indicate the experiments at pH = 6 are likely probing the stretching 

mode of an aluminol-SCN- complex at the alumina surface, rather than SCN- ions fully 

solvated by H2O.   The simulation with SCN-  included exhibits small peaks around 2050 

cm-1 and 2200 cm-1, whereas the simulation of the bare a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface has 

a much lower amplitude in this range.   

 Note, that there is no visible peak at around 1800 cm-1, although the VDOS shows 

that the SCN- ion has a vibrational mode around this frequency.  This indicates that the 

~1800 cm-1 peak is either not SFG active, or cannot be resolved due to its proximity to the 

H2O bending mode.  The presence of multiple peaks within the range of 2000-2200 cm-1 is 

likely due to the association of S atoms of SCN- molecules with multiple aluminol sites at 

the interface (Figure D12-1 and D13-1), thereby yielding a small range of stretching 

modes.  Thus, it is likely that the 2120 cm-1 measured in experiments is due to the stretching 

modes associated with the H atom in an interfacial Al-O-H-SCN- complex. 

 

5.4.7 Estimation of deprotonation/protonation ratio at the charged interface 

 While the manner in which Al2O3 surface sites contribute to the vSFG spectra in 

the OH stretching region remains controversial, it is widely accepted that the aqueous 
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surface is terminated with AlOH surface groups that adopt two main configurations; ~60%  

in the plane of the substrate and ~40% pointing out of the plane.24, 66, 77  To unravel the 

origin of the local surface charge heterogeneity associated with these adsorption sites, the 

percentage of aluminol groups which are charged at bulk pH = 4 and pH = 10 must be 

considered.  The average surface charge of a-Al2O3(0001) particles vs. bulk pH values has 

been characterized via potentiometric titrations.67  Using this data,67 the fact that the a-

Al2O3(0001) surface is terminated with ~15 aluminol groups/nm2,5, 6  and that charges are 

localized on AlO- or AlOH2
+ sites, one can infer the number density per unit area of charged 

surface sites at pH 4 and pH 10.  Ntalikwa et al. reported a surface charge density of 2 x 

10-19 C/nm2 and -1 x 10-19 C/nm2 for bulk pH 4 and pH 10 solutions, respectively.67  If every 

charged site generates 1 unit of elementary charge, this suggests that at pH = 4 about 8% 

of aluminol sites are protonated and at pH = 10 approximately 4% of surface sites are 

deprotonated.  The relatively small number of charged sites at the surface, coupled with 

the inability to redistribute surface charges homogeneously across the insulating surface, 

implies that locally Stark active ions would experience multiple distinct binding sites.    

 

5.4.8 Estimation of charge associated with protonated/deprotonated surface sites 

 To quantify the local electrostatic potential associated with the charged aluminol 

groups, we use the reported Stark tuning rate for SCN- ions via SFG measurements of 65 

cm-1/V corresponding to an externally applied bias across a platinum electrode.35  As stated 

above, the majority of aluminol groups remain neutral at all pH values used in this work.  

For this reason, we assign the largest amplitude concentration independent major response 
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at all bulk pH values of ~2100 cm-1 to SCN- ions adjacent to neutral AlOH sites which we 

correspond to a local potential of 0 V.  If we consider the average values of 2122 cm-1, 

2167 cm-1, and 2095 cm-1 for pH 4, 6, and 10 KSCN minor species respectively, and apply 

the 65 cm-1/V Stark tuning rate, these values correspond to local potentials of +0.308 V, 

+0.923 V, and -0.154 V, respectively.   

 Here we discuss the origin the potential sensed at pH 4 and pH 10 conditions.  

Potentiometric titrations of a-Al2O3(0001) powders  suggest that ~1.25 aluminol groups 

protonated per nm2 at pH 4 and ~ 0.63 aluminol groups deprotonated per nm2 at pH 10.  If 

the approximately 2.5 Å long SCN- ions can sense multiple charged groups simultaneously, 

then this suggests that the field strength associated with both protonated and deprotonated 

aluminol sites are on the order of ~ 150 mV per group, because twice as many aluminols 

are charged at pH 4 compared to pH 10 conditions.  DFT based theoretical studies, 

however, have suggested that Cl- is only able to disrupt local water molecules within two 

hydration shells, which suggests that SCN- ions could should only be affected by one 

charged aluminol group at any time, at the density estimated.78  In this scenario, the 

potentials measured from the protonated and deprotonated aluminol groups would be + 308 

and -154 mV, respectively.  It should be noted that the presence of K+ counter ions near 

the negative sites could influence the potential sensed by thiocyanate ions at pH 10, but 

currently this cannot be revealed by our experimental or theoretical methods.  We 

hypothesize that thiocyanate species experience the potential generated by one charged 

aluminol group at a time, as generating like charges in close proximity to one another 

should be unfavorable.  These results suggest that SCN- ions sense the entire local electric 
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field near the positively charged aluminol groups, and a partially screened charge, likely 

by K+, near the deprotonated aluminol groups. 

 

5.4.9 Origin of minor species for ph 6: KSCN contact ion pairs 

 To understand the origin of the ~ +60 cm-1 shift associated with the pH 6 minor 

species, we look to the literature and our DFT-MD results for guidance.  Recent work has 

shown similar differences in the stretching mode frequencies of Stark active molecules in 

the Stern and diffuse layers.44  However, we do not believe this is an adequate explanation 

for our results, as at high salt concentrations the diffuse layer should be quiet short, and the 

amplitude of this peak would be expected to decline with increasing electrolyte 

concentration.  As stated earlier, one could interpret the fitted pH 6 vSFG spectra to suggest 

that a sub-population of SCN- ions sense a  +0.923 V potential near surface sites, however, 

this is unlikely due to the small number of charged aluminol groups present at neutral pH 

as indicated by the PZC.  Instead, we hypothesize that at pH 6 the minor population 

originates from K+SCN- ion pairs.  The close proximity between ion pair partners could be 

the origin of the nearly + 1V sensed and the large blueshift of the CN frequency of 

thiocyanate ions participating in contact ion pairs.  Careful inspection of Figure D9-1 A 

shows that the ~2160 cm-1 species in pH 6 spectra is present before the 2100 cm-1 species 

becomes separable from the nonresonant background.  This suggest that at low 

concentrations ion pairs adsorb more favorably at the nominally neutral surface, consistent 

with estimations that the interfacial dielectric constant is lower than the corresponding bulk 

value (~80) a factor that enhances ion pair binding.79   
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 The large spectral blue shift associated with contact ion pairs at pH 6 is also 

supported by our DFT-MD calculations, as the vibrational frequency derived from the 

VDOS for SCN- is nearly 200 cm-1 red-shifted compared to HSCN.  While this shift is 

large, it supports the notion that the contact ion pairs have vibrational frequencies which 

are blue shifted compared to groups interacting with aluminol groups, consistent with bulk 

experiments.40  Thus, we believe that the minor population at pH 6 originates from KSCN 

ion pairs. 

 The localized nature of the protonated and deprotonated aluminol sites leads to 

large local potentials experienced by adsorbed SCN- molecules. The same charge 

homogeneously spread across a conductive substrate would lead to a much smaller 

potential and associated vibrational Stark shift.  Using the extracted amplitudes from the 

fitted vSFG response for major and minor lineshapes, and cross referencing with the 

orientation sampled by pH 6 DFT-MD simulations, we can propose relative orientations of 

all four species sampled in our vSFG measurements (Figure 5-7).  Our DFT-MD 

simulations suggest that thiocyanate species interacting with aluminol groups at pH 6 adopt 

an orientation with the S atom pointing towards the alumina substrate.  This orientation is 

correlated with the positive amplitude fit results, and negative amplitudes associated with 

the minor species must then represent a net N atom down orientation.  This picture is 

consistent with the Coulombic attraction of the more electronegative N atom with the 

positively charged sites, and compatible with an aluminol - - Na+ -- -NCS complex at pH 

10.  We hypothesize that the SCN-  ions contributing to the minor line shapes at pH = 4 & 

10 are in close proximity to charged sites, and are drawn to these sites first.  Evaluation of 
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the Langmuir adsorption isotherms for pH 4 and pH 6 major and minor species suggest 

that all four species spontaneously adsorb on the surface, yet all share similar  DGAds values 

(-5.7 to -8.0 kJ/mol).  This analysis was not possible at pH 10 due to the flat nature of the  

 

 

adsorption isotherm for both pH 10 major and minor species which could be obscured by 

SCN----K+ interactions near the surface.  Increasing the concentration of SCN- should not 

change the inherent nature of these charged surface sites, consistent with the stability of 

the central frequency of SCN- ions contributing to the minor line shapes at pH 4 and pH 

 

Figure 5-7: Proposed schematic of all four thiocyanate species sampled at the 

a-Al2O3(0001) interface. The major contribution to the vSFG spectra is shown in A) 

which exists at all bulk pH while B), C), and D) depict the minor contributions from 

species only sampled at pH 4, 10, and 6, respectively. 
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10.  The gradual blue shift in the pH 10 minor central frequency  (Figure 5-4 D) is 

attributed  to accumulation of the counter ion (K+) at the surface, which can efficiently 

screen interfacial charges, leading to a smaller potential emanating from the negatively 

charged aluminol groups.22   

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 VSFG spectra of potassium thiocyanate, a reporter of the local electrostatic 

potential, were recorded at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface as a function of bulk pH and 

KSCN concentration.  Steady state vSFG spectra show accumulation of SCN- ions at 

concentrations as low as 0.1 M.   The vSFG spectral peak position and shape are sensitive 

to the surface charge.  Deconvolution of normalized vSFG data via spectral fitting shows 

that at all surface charge values, one species with its S atom oriented toward the substrate 

is conserved, while a total of three different species with S pointed towards the bulk were 

identified, each unique to bulk pH 4, 6, and pH 10 conditions. The steady-state vSFG 

spectra allow adsorption at charged and neutral sites to be tracked independently and show 

that adsorption of thiocyanate species is spontaneous with a Gibbs free energy of 

approximately -7 kJ/mol.   DFT-MD simulations of SCN- near the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface suggest the major peak’s frequency of ~2100 cm-1 can be attributed to the SCN- 

molecules hydrogen bonding with neutral aluminol groups.  Two minor species exist at pH 

4 and pH 10, which are assigned to  the SCN- molecular ions experiencing a local 

electrostatic potential of  +0.308 V and -0.154 V associated with protonated and 

deprotonated aluminol groups, respectively.  The secondary species at pH 6, which is ~ 60 
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cm-1 blue shifted from the SCN- ions experiencing neutral sites, is attributed to K+SCN- 

contact ion pairs.  By directly probing surface aluminol groups, whose nature has been 

highly controversial due to the difficulty of spectroscopically accessing them directly, we 

are able to assign a local potential of +308 and ~ -154 mV to protonated and deprotonated 

aluminol groups on the a-Al2O3(0001) surface at pH 4 and 10 conditions, respectively.  To 

our knowledge this is the first spectroscopic measurement of local potentials associated 

with heterogeneously charged surfaces, and the ability to measure the heterogeneous 

charge evolution of working surfaces could prove highly beneficial for future technology 

using mineral oxide nanoparticles as catalytic supports, monitoring the charge evolution of 

nanoelectrode devices in real time, and many other industrial and academic applications 

technologies. 
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CHAPTER 6 

VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS AND DEPHASING OF POTASSIUM 

 THIOCYANATE SPECIES AT THE a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O  

INTERFACE 

 

6.1 Abstract 

The protonation and deprotonation of terminal hydroxyl groups at the 

alumina/water interface leads to the evolution of localized charges, which result in a 

heterogeneously charged interfacial region that has been shown to modulate the vibrational 

dynamics of interfacial water.  Here, we leverage the sensitivity of the ! ≡ # stretch 

vibrational lifetime of potassium thiocyanate to measure the local electrostatic potential at 

the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  To accomplish this, KSCN was investigated using free 

induction decay vSFG (FID-vSFG) and time resolved pump probe (TR-vSFG) 

experiments, which measure the total dephasing time and vibrational lifetime of the excited 

! ≡ # stretch, respectively.  Our FID-vSFG spectra suggest that at all surface charges the 

total dephasing time of SCN- is on the order of ~300-600 fs.  TR-vSFG characterizations 

of potassium thiocyanate report the vibrational lifetime of the excited ! ≡ # stretch 

between 0.5-2 ps.  TR-vSFG measurements show two distinct vibrational relaxation rates, 

which are assigned the relaxation of the vibrationally excited CN stretch and the excitation 

of the HOH bend plus libration combination band of interfacial water.  The variation in the 

T1 lifetime of the CN stretch with bulk pH suggests that changes in the SCN- net orientation  

measured using steady-state vSFG can be correlated to the vibrational dynamics in the 
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interfacial region.  The energy transfer to the bend plus libration combination band of water 

is also sensitive to the surface charge, as the lifetime of this species becomes shorter as the 

bulk pH is increased. 

 

6.2 Introduction 

The structure and vibrational dynamics of water mediate a variety of chemical 

processes in biological and environmental settings.1, 2 Previous measurements have 

established that the properties of water near an interface can differ significantly from the 

bulk.3, 4  Specifically, the surface charge has been shown to influence the dynamics of 

interfacial water.3  Upon exposure to water, mineral oxide surfaces typically undergo a 

spontaneous hydroxylation reaction which covers the surface with terminal hydroxyl 

groups.5-7  a-Alumina (a-Al2O3(0001)), for example, is terminated with approximately 

15 OH groups/nm2 allowing access to net positive, neutral, and negative surface charges 

by adjusting the bulk pH.8  Unlike metal surfaces, the insulating character of bulk alumina 

leads to a heterogeneous distribution of surface charges at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface.8 

 

6.2.1 The surface charge affects the vibrational dynamics 

Varying the surface charge of mineral oxide surfaces has been shown to restructure 

the hydrogen bond network of water in the interfacial region.9, 10  As the structure and 

extent of the hydrogen bonding network influences the ability to redistribute vibrational 

energy, the vibrational dynamics can be affected by changing the bulk pH.3  At the 
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SiO2/H2O interface the vibrational dynamics of interfacial water are slow (T1 ≈ 600 fs) at 

neutral surface charge (pH 2), but speed up by a factor of two (T1 ≈ 300 fs) at the negatively 

charged surface (pH 6).3  This is not the case at the a-Al2O3(0001) and 

a-Al2O3(112&0)/H2O interfaces, which consistently display faster than bulk H2O 

vibrational lifetimes (T1 ≈ 120-200 fs).4  This discrepancy was attributed to the 

approximately four times larger density of aluminol groups on the surface compared to 

silica, which form strong hydrogen bonds with interfacial water molecules.4  The strong 

surface-water hydrogen bonds increased the vibrational density of states in the 3000-3200 

cm-1 region, allowing for more spectral overlap with the overtone of the HOH bend.4  

While the potential associated with charged aluminol groups is localized in nature, 

the vibrational dynamics of interfacial water samples a highly delocalized network of 

solvent and surface vibrational modes.  Therefore, determining the local vibrational 

dynamics could provide additional insight into ultrafast processes at the alumina/water 

interface, which currently only appear to occur on very short timescales when interfacial 

water is the probe molecule. 

Time-resolved vibrational sum frequency (TR-vSFG) is a spectroscopic technique 

which samples the dynamics of vibrationally resonant species in the interfacial region and 

is governed by symmetry-based selection rules within the electric dipole approximation.2, 

11  Time-resolved vSFG measurements can be performed in two different modes of 

operation.  Free induction decay vSFG (FID-vSFG) measures the total dephasing time, Γ(, 

which characterizes the lifetime of the first order vibrational polarization induced by the 

absorbed infrared photon.12, 13  Pump-probe time-resolved vSFG (TR-vSFG) 
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measurements deplete the vibrational ground state, and measure the lifetime (T1) of excited 

vibrational modes.11, 14  Both TR-vSFG4, 10, 14, 15 and FID-vSFG13, 16 have provided 

information regarding the vibrational lifetimes and dephasing times of interfacial water 

species at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, but cannot distinguish the local vibrational 

dynamics near specific charged or neutral surface groups from the average vibrational 

dynamics of the interfacial region.  A probe of vibrational dynamics with significantly less 

frequency overlap with solvent and surface vibrational modes, as well as a longer lifetime 

would be required to resolve localized vibrational dynamics. 

 

6.2.2 The vibrational dynamics of KSCN are sensitive to the local environment 

To overcome the limitations of multiple species contributing in the same spectral 

region and coupled dynamics, the interfacial electrostatic potential and solvent structure 

can be investigated  using the vibrational dynamics of the ! ≡ # stretch as the vibrational 

dynamics are sensitive to the local environment.17-26  Thiocyanate species are an excellent 

molecular probe of solvation dynamics due to the long vibrational lifetime of the  ! ≡ # 

stretch, reported at ~1-5 ps in H2O,20, 23, 27, 28  ~10 ps in MeOH,24 , and ~ 20-25 ps in D2O,20, 

21 respectively.  This allows for the vibrational dynamics of thiocyanate to be measured in 

a relatively transparent region of the infrared spectrum, unobscured from the faster 

vibrational dynamics of bulk H2O (~190-250 fs),29 and HOD:D2O mixtures (~1 ps),30-34 

even for confined water in micelles or nanopores which can have significantly longer 

vibrational lifetimes than bulk water.26  
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  The local potentials associated with charged aluminol groups have been 

characterized via measurement of the induced vibrational Stark shifts of potassium 

thiocyanate, a sensitive reporter of local electrostatic potential,35, 36 at the alumina/water 

interface.37  In these experiments four unique species were identified at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, two of which sensed local potentials of +308 mV and -154 

mV which were assigned to protonated and deprotonated aluminol groups at bulk pH 4 and 

pH 10, respectively.38  The major contribution to the shape of the vSFG response at bulk 

pH 4, 6, and 10 was a SCN---H-O-Al complex, and at pH 6  K+---NCS contact ion pairs 

were also detected.37  Due to our previously demonstrated ability to simultaneously probe 

potassium thiocyanate species near neutral and charged aluminol groups in the frequency 

domain, we hypothesized that the vibrational dynamics of these species could also be 

different. 

 In this study the vibrational dynamics of potassium thiocyanate at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface are investigated using TR-vSFG and FID-vSFG 

spectroscopies.  First, we look to previously completed quantitative analysis of SS-vSFG 

spectra to obtain estimated for the total dephasing times of individual thiocyanate species 

in the interfacial region at bulk pH values of 4, 6, and 10.  FID-vSFG spectra are taken at 

different concentrations of KSCN at varied surface charge.  Our results indicate that 

dephasing takes place on a ~ 400 fs timescale for pH 6 solutions, between 300 to 600 fs at 

pH 4, and 300-400 fs for pH 10 solitons depending on the KSCN concentration.  These 

FID-vSFG experiments suggest that although SS-vSFG spectra indicate that two species 

are present at all pH values, we are limited in our ability to capture the ultrafast (60-100 fs) 
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dephasing predicted to be associated with thiocyanate species near charged aluminol 

groups, due to the large spectral width of these features.  All dephasing times are longer, 

however, than the instrument response function (~210 fs).  TR-vSFG experiments report 

T1 lifetimes of 593 fs, 1156, and 2147 fs for 2M KSCN solutions at bulk pH 4, 6, and 10, 

respectively.  TR-vSFG spectra show that the surface charge does affect the vibrational 

dynamics of potassium thiocyanate species. Furthermore, a secondary faster time 

component of the vibrational relaxation is tentatively identified as the HOH bend plus 

libration combination mode, which is also sensitive to the surface charge.  The ability to 

probe interfacial vibrational dynamics at mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces in a less coupled 

region of the vibrational spectrum provides additional information on the nature of charged 

surface sites, which have been shown to affect interfacial solvent structure and dynamics. 

 

6.3 Experimental Section 

6.3.1 Sample preparation/chemicals used/data normalization 

 The sample preparation, chemicals used, and data normalization were similar to 

previous studies and are therefore are described in Appendices D1, D2, and D4, 

respectively.  

 

6.3.2. Optical Setup 

 For TR-vSFG measurements, the optical setup was the same as previously 

described and is also graphically represented in Figure 3-6.4, 10, 14 For FID-vSFG 

measurements the steady state optical setup was implemented (Figure 3-5) with the 
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narrowband filter removed from the visible beam line, and the IR beam line was then 

scanned in time.  

 

6.3.3. Compression of IR pulses using Germanium 

 The broadband IR pulses 

(~250 cm-1 width defined by 

pedestal, ~10% level intensity) 

in the CN stretching region 

(2000-2300 cm-1) become 

chirped as they pass through 

various optics as they travel 

towards the sample.  Previous 

TR-vSFG experiments 

corrected for the temporal 

chirp in the IR pulses in the 

OH stretching region (3000-

4000 cm-1) using a silicon plate.4, 14  This material was not adequate to account for induced 

temporal chirp in the CN stretching region.  To compress our IR pulses, a 13.5 mm Ge 

plate was inserted into the IR beam line close to the sample, which reduced the IR pulse 

duration from ~400 fs to ~100 fs (Figure 6-1).  The compression of IR pulses allowed for 

faster phenomenon to be captured in TR-vSFG measurements. 

 

 

Figure 6-1:  Third order cross-correlation between 

pump-IR, probe-IR, and visible pulses at a gold coated 

a-Al2O3(0001)/air interface near 2100 cm-1.  

Introduction of the Ge plate reduces the temporal chirp 

in IR pulses in this region. 
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6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 Estimation of total dephasing times from steady-state vSFG measurements of 

KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

 Before investigating the FID-vSFG response of KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface, we looked to our previous quantitative analysis of SS-vSFG spectra to gain 

insight into timescales at which the total dephasing process would occur.37  SS-vSFG 

measurements reveal the presence of multiple species oscillating at different frequencies, 

which are damped to varying extents indicated by their associated spectral line widths.  The 

linewidth of a resonant species in the interfacial region can be used to predict the total 

dephasing times using Equation 6.1: 

T*,( = 	
1

2/0Γ(
				(6.1) 

Where T*,( is the total dephasing time and Γ( is the damping constant which describes the 

steady-state spectral linewidth.39  Our previous work discusses the origin of the major and 

minor KSCN species in detail.37  The major species was assigned to SCN- hydrogen-

bonded with neutral aluminol groups, while the minor species at pH 4, 6, and 10 was 

assigned to SCN- near protonated aluminols,  SCN- near deprotonated aluminols, and K+--

-SCN contact ion pairs, respectively.37   

  The predicted dephasing times indicate that the major SCN- species, which 

experiences an equivalent environment at all pH values, should experience similar 

dephasing times.  The dephasing times for the minor species at pH 4  (Figure 6-2) could 

be distinguished from pH 6 and pH 10 up to 2 M, where all three minor species’ calculated 
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total dephasing times become similar.  The total dephasing time is a function of both the 

lifetime of the excited mode (homogeneous broadening) and spectral broadening induced 

by the heterogeneity of the local environment, and that it is not possible to tell which is 

dominant from the predictions in Figure 6-2 alone.  Hence, independent measures of T1 

are required. 

 The results suggest that thiocyanate species hydrogen-bonding with neutral 

aluminol groups (major species) at all surface charges should display similar T2 values at 

concentrations above 1M (~ 90-120 fs) (Figure 6-2).  T2 times determined from spectral 

deconvolution for the minor species at pH 4, 6, and 10 are shorter and more distinct from 

one another with approximate values of ~75 fs, ~60 fs, and ~50 fs, respectively.   

  

Figure 6-2: Predicted total dephasing times using Equation 6.1 and fits of major and 

minor KSCN species at the neutral, positively, and negatively charged 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  Error bars obtained from the uncertainty in extracted 

central frequencies of KSCN major and minor species. 
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6.4.2 Free induction decay vSFG of KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

 The first order polarization induced by the driving IR pulse decays via multiple 

pathways.  Excited molecules can experience collisional events with other exited solute 

molecules, or interactions with the solvent.12  The fact that potassium thiocyanate species  

sampled by steady-state vSFG experience distinct local environments, and consequently 

vibrate at different frequencies, introduces the possibility that while different species might 

initially oscillate in phase with each other they will dephase (i.e., have different relative 

phases) in the course of the evolution of the induced first order polarization.  As the  

  

 

Figure 6-3:  FID-vSFG data of KSCN at 

the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface taken 

using PPP experimental geometry for 

bulk A) pH 4, B), pH 10, and C) pH 6 

conditions.  The IRF trace is a measure  of 

the time resolution associated with these 

measurements.  
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oscillators beat in and out of phase, a recursion pattern may be observed as the initial decay 

in the FID-vSFG response can be followed by a recovery in the vSFG intensity as 

oscillators come back into phase with one another.12   

In an effort to detect the presence of multiple potassium thiocyanate species at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, we performed FID-vSFG measurements of KSCN in the 10 

mM to 4 M concentration range for the neutral, negatively, and positively charged surfaces 

(Figure 6-3) with a temporal resolution of ~210 fs.  At all pH values and KSCN 

concentrations studied the FID-vSFG traces are relatively short (300-600 fs FWHM), and 

can be fit to a single Gaussian peak (Tables E1-1 through E1-3)(Figure 6-4).  At pH 4 the 

10 mM FID-vSFG data is similar to the IRF, then at 100 mM becomes longer (~600 fs) 

and has an earlier onset, and finally at higher concentrations (1 and 4 M) becomes 

approximately twice as long as the IRF (~400 fs FWHM).  The FID-vSFG of pH 6 KSCN 

solutions retain a similar qualitative shape and FWHM (~400 fs) at all concentrations 

studied, yet the onset of the vSFG intensity is shifted for the 10 and 100 mM concentrations 

(Figure 6-3).  For pH 10 solutions, FID-vSFG traces look similar for all concentrations, 

with a slower rise time of the vSFG response and an increasing  FWHM (320 to 414 fs) 

with increased concentration. There is no evidence of a recursion pattern in the spectra 

presented in Figure 6-3, even though the steady state spectra clearly show the presence of 

two species at all pH values. 

While we expected to detect the recurrence in the decay of the induced first order infrared 

polarization, a single Gaussian feature characterizes our FID-vSFG spectra quite well 

(Figure 6-4).  The dephasing dynamics of the species which are captured in our FID-vSFG 
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spectra are, however, sensitive to the concentration of KSCN and the surface charge.  As 

predicted by our SS-vSFG measurements, and the fact that the majority aluminol groups 

remain neutral at all pH values studied here, the major KSCN species should experience 

similar environments and hence vibrational dynamics.  At bulk pH 6, the FID-vSFG 

response remains approximately constant as the concentration is increased, supporting this 

hypothesis.  At pH 4 and pH 10 , however, the FWHM of the FID-vSFG response as well 

as the initial increase in vSFG response depends on the concentration of KSCN (Figure 6-

5).   

  

 

Figure 6-4: Examples of single peak 

Gaussian fits to FID-vSFG data of KSCN 

at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O for A) pH 4, B) 

pH 10, and C) pH 6 data presented in 

Figure 6-3.  
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The dephasing times measured using FID-vSFG (Figure 6-3) are significantly 

longer than those predicted using the line shapes extracted from SS-vSFG (Figure 6-2).  

This suggests that the majority of the observed bandwidths of potassium thiocyanate 

species  

  
 

Figure 6-5: Graphical representation of parameters used to fit FID-vSFG spectra 

presented in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 using a single peak Gaussian fit.  The Gaussian fit 

provided the width parameter, which was then correlated to the FWHM.  

 

is due to inhomogeneous broadening, and not the lifetimes of these species.  This point is 

consistent with the heterogeneous nature of the aluminol groups.37 

 After considering the FID-vSFG results, three likely scenarios could explain the 

observed dephasing dynamics: 1) The major species are sampled at all pH values due to 

the time resolution of these experiments, 2) the larger population of the major species 
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makes detection of minor species difficult,  3) or the major KSCN species is measured in 

pH 6 spectra and the minor species are measured in pH 4 and pH 10 spectra, indicated by 

the concentration dependent changes in KSCN dephasing times.  It is not possible to 

resolve this currently from FID-vSFG measurements alone, and further experiments are 

likely necessary with improved temporal resolution. 

 

6.4.3 Time-resolved pump-probe vSFG of KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

 While FID-vSFG measures the total dephasing time of vibrationally resonant 

species in the interfacial region, TR-vSFG provides information regarding the vibrational 

population relaxation lifetime.  In TR-vSFG measurements, a strong IR pump pulse  

removes population from the vibrational ground state and reduces the intensity of the vSFG 

response.  The probe IR pulse monitors the recovery of the vibrational ground state as a 

function of delay from the IR pump, reflecting the lifetime of the excited vibrational mode.   

 Even before any quantitative analysis of the TR-vSFG spectra, a qualitative the data 

suggest that the lifetime of the excited ! ≡ # stretch of thiocyanate species at pH 4, 6, and 

10 is  sensitive to the surface charge, and does not reach the initial vSFG intensity within 

the 3 ps window encapsulated in the scans taken.  Qualitatively the recovery of the vSFG 

response appears to be slower at pH 10 than at pH 4, and is slower than the instrument 

response function in all cases (Figure 6-6).  The ability to remove population from the 

vibrational ground state to the first exited state, as indicated by the change of the pre-bleach 

normalized vSFG intensity, is also affected by the bulk pH.  The population removed from 

the ground is quadratically related to the vSFG response, and is discussed in detail in 
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Figure 6-6: A) TR-vSFG spectra of 2 M KSCN samples at pH 4, 6, and 10 taken in PPP 

experimental geometry.  The dashed black line represents the third order cross-

correlation from gold, which represents the IRF. B) The corresponding time-dependent 

population transfer associated with the four-level model (Figure 2-11) the TR-vSFG 

data was fit to described by equations 2.47 through 2.51. 
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Appendix B.  Close inspection also indicates that the TR-vSFG response contain two 

response times, likely exponential in nature.  To gain additional insight into the vibrational 

dynamics of 2 M KSCN samples at various surface charges,  the TR-vSFG spectra must 

be fitted. 

 To extract the time constants associated with the vibrational dynamics of potassium 

thiocyanate species at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface,  TR-vSFG measurements were fit 

using a four level-model previously used for interfacial water, as neither one nor two 

exponential fits captured the recovery of the normalized vSFG signal adequately.14, 40  

Briefly, this model provides T1 and Ttherm lifetimes, which typically correspond to the 

lifetime of the excited vibrational mode and subsequent thermalization with the solvent 

bath, respectively.  Typically Tth times for water are longer than T1 and on the order of 500-

600 fs.4, 14  When the Tth values were held constant at times between 2-20 ps in our initial 

fitting attempts, the model could not fit the data.  For this reason, Ttherm was allowed to be 

short, and the origin of this fit component is discussed in detail later.   

 At pH 4 T1 ~ 600 fs and is the shortest observed for all three pH values.  Tth = ~ 

300fs is similar to the T1 that of bulk H2O.29  At pH 6 the T1 ~ 1150 fs lifetime is 

approximately twice as long as at pH 4, yet the Ttherm ~240 fs is also similar to the T1 value 

of  bulk water and that seen for the 2M KSCN pH sample.  The longest vibrational lifetime 

of the exited CN stretch is observed at pH 10, with a T1 ~ 2150 fs. At pH 10, however, the 

Ttherm lifetime is short  (~100 fs) and the data could not be fit well with longer Ttherm times.  

All fit parameters associated with the four-level fit used to fit TR-vSFG data can be found 
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in Appendix E.2.  At all pH values, the data appear to contain two time components, of 

which T1  appears to be more sensitive to the surface charge than the Tth, which are only  

different at pH 10. 

 While it is clear from previous measurements that the vibrational lifetime of the CN 

stretch of thiocyanate is sensitive the local environment, to explain the origin of the 

secondary time component (Tth) we must consider the properties of the solvent.  When 

performing steady-state vSFG 

measurements of KSCN in the CN 

stretching region there is a broad 

background feature present in the spectra, 

which is sensitive to the bulk pH (Figure 6-

7 ).  This broad feature has previously been 

assigned to the HOH bending plus H2O 

libration mode, and has significant spectral 

overlap with the CN stretch of potassium 

thiocyanate.20, 41, 42   Time resolved pump-

probe IR measurements (pump centered at 

2130 cm-1) of the HOH bend plus libration 

mode in bulk water observed two vibrational 

relaxation rates, of~140 fs and ~840 fs , corresponding to the T1 value of the HOH bend 

plus libration mode and the formation of a hot combination ground state.42  Furthermore, 

2D IR pump-probe measurements of bulk KSCN have shown that ~90% of the initial IR 

 

Figure 6-7: Normalized vSFG spectra of 

pH 4, 6, and 10 H2O solutions in the CN 

stretching region taken using PPP 

experimental geometry. 
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excitation energy pumped into the CN stretch delocalizes to the HOH bend plus libration 

combination mode within ~ 3 ps.20   

Considering the possible contribution from the solvent to the observed vibrational 

dynamics in our four-level model fit due to spectral overlap, we hypothesize that the fast 

component, Tth in this case, is due to the lifetime of the HOH bend plus libration 

combination mode. The timescale of Ttherm is more similar to the T1 lifetimes of highly 

coupled modes previously observed for interfacial water in the OH stretching region.4, 14  

The increase in the amplitude of the HOH bend + stretch feature for pH 10 H2O also 

coincides with the faster Ttherm lifetime from 2 M pH 10 KSCN, possibly indicative of more 

efficient coupling (Figure 6-7).    These TR-vSFG measurements suggest that coupling of 

the excited CN vibrational mode of potassium thiocyanate to the HOH bend plus libration 

combination mode of water becomes more efficient as the pH of water becomes more basic, 

potentially suggesting that the presence of hydroxide ions help facilitate this process.  

 To explain the varied T1 lifetimes of the CN stretch, we can look to our previous 

SS-vSFG measurements and DFT-MD simulation of potassium thiocyanate at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface to understand the origins of the difference in measured 

lifetimes.37  At pH 4, the total SS-vSFG response has contributions from SCN- ions near 

neutral and charged aluminol groups.  DFT-MD simulations and adsorption isotherms 

suggest that SCN- ions experience hydrogen-bonding interactions with aluminol groups, 

which lead to a significant redshift in the CN stretch indicative of a heavier effective mass 

of the SCN--H-O-Al complex and strong hydrogen bonds between surface groups and the 

thiocyanate anion.  Previously measured strong hydrogen-bonding of water and these 
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aluminol groups have shown that vibrational energy can be distributed rapidly between 

interfacial solvent and surface vibrational modes.4, 14   At pH 4 we hypothesize that the 

vibrational dynamics of the CN stretch are faster due to the strong Coulombic attraction of 

negatively charged SCN- ions and the protonated surface groups, which could speed up the 

relaxation process due to strong solute-surface interactions.  This trend is continued at pH 

6, where the T1  is the median value, as there are still many SCN---H—Al complexes 

formed, but there is less of a driving force for SCN- ions to be directly adjacent to surface 

groups.  Lastly, we hypothesize that at pH 10 the vibrational dynamics are slower due to 

surface coverage of K+, which has been shown to have a high surface affinity for the 

negatively charged a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface, which can disrupt the ability for SCN- 

ions to form hydrogen bonds with surface aluminol groups.   

 

6.5 Conclusion 

 In this work, we have investigated the vibrational dynamics and dephasing times of 

potassium thiocyanate at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface as a function of surface charge.  

SS-vSFG spectra suggested that the total dephasing times would be on the order of less 

than 150 fs for both major and minor thiocyanate species.  FID-vSFG measurements shown 

that at all KSCN concentrations and surface charge values the total dephasing times are 

longer (300-600 fs), suggesting that inhomogeneous broadening contributes significantly 

to the observed linewidths in SS-vSFG spectra.  FID-vSFG data was fit using single 

Gaussian peaks, which suggested that the temporal resolution was insufficient to measure 

the minor species’ dephasing time, but that the decay of the first order polarization induced 
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by the driving IR pulse was affected by the concentration of KSCN and surface charge.  

TR-vSFG spectra show that 2M KSCN spectra contain two vibrational relaxation times. 

The T1 lifetimes increased from ~600 fs to 2 ps as the pH was increased from pH 4 to pH 

10,  while the secondary lifetime component assigned to the HOH bend plus libration 

combination mode became shorter (~300 to ~100 fs).  A connection between the strength 

of the HOH bend plus libration mode was made with the TR-vSFG data, suggesting that 

changes in orientation of the SCN- species at the interface and interfacial solvent structure 

induced by pH can be observed as differences in vibrational dynamics tracked by TR-vSFG 

measurements.  While the ability to track the local vibrational dynamics of KSCN species 

near charged aluminol groups was obscured by vibrational coupling with solvent 

combination modes, we have identified that even in this “spectrally transparent” region of 

the IR spectrum resonant transfer of vibrational energy with water must be considered to 

properly model the vibrational relaxation.  Future studies will use D2O, which can remove 

the spectral overlap between water combination modes and the CN stretch, allowing for 

more localized vibrational dynamics to be observed. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

7.1 Summary 

As laid out in chapter 1, there are many factors which influence the interfacial 

solvent structure at mineral oxide/aqueous interfaces, including but not limited to; bulk pH, 

surface architecture,1, 2 cleaning methods,3 deuteration of the solvent,4 electrolyte 

concentration,5, 6 and temperature.7  Over the years studies of mineral oxide surfaces which 

were initially characterized as “ideal” and “simple” solid/liquid interfaces have shown that 

there is much we still do not understand about the complex interplay between the surface 

and solvent on a microscopic scale.  This work primarily focuses on how the surface charge 

affects the structure and vibrational dynamics of the interfacial region. 

First, specific cation effects are studied using SS-vSFG and TR-vSFG 

measurements at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.5  We were surprised to find that 

contrary to the predictions from the Gouy-Chapman Stern model of the electrical double 

layer, divalent cations did more than passively screen interfacial charges, in fact they were 

able to overcharge the alumina surface in a cation specific manner.5, 8  Monovalent and 

divalent cations also led to different relative orientations of water molecule in the diffuse 

layer in response to the differences in generated surface charges by monovalent and 

divalent cations.  These changes in interfacial structure induced by monovalent and 

divalent cations were then correlated with differences in the observed TR-vSFG spectra.  

Although the overall vibrational lifetime of excited OH species remained similar and 
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ultrafast (~120 fs), the ability to form strong and weakly hydrogen bonded species was 

affected differently by monovalent and divalent cations.  Lastly, using the known phase of 

the weakly hydrogen-bonded (~3700 cm-1) out-of-plane aluminol groups at the 

alumina/water interface, we were able to create a schematic representation of the relative 

orientation of all OH species in the interfacial region in the presence of monovalent and 

divalent cations.  We believe that we have highlighted the importance of considering the 

more active role of cations near the surface, and that these considerations should be 

accounted for in future models which describe the electrolyte dependent interfacial 

potential. 

Moving from tracking the indirect measurement of surface charge via the 

reorganization of interfacial water molecules, we used potassium thiocyanate, a sensitive 

reporter of the local electrostatic potential, to characterize the heterogeneous charges 

present at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.9   SS-vSFG spectra in the CN stretching 

region revealed that four different thiocyanate species were sampled in our measurements.  

The major species, assigned to SCN- hydrogen bonding with aluminol groups, was 

conserved at all pH values studied.  At pH 4, 6, and 10 three additional minor contributions 

to the vSFG spectra were identified as SCN- ions near protonated aluminol groups, K+---

NCS contact ion pairs, and SCN- ions near deprotonated aluminol groups, respectively.  

Using previously reported Stark tuning rates, we were able to assign local electrostatic 

potentials of +308 and -154 mV to protonated and deprotonated aluminol groups, whose 

nature has been highly debated in the literature.1, 10, 11  To our knowledge, this work was 

the first direct spectroscopic measurement of heterogeneous surface charge, and could 
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prove a technique to measure local surface charges in situ, using a non-destructive methods, 

in real time. 

Lastly, the vibrational dynamics in the CN stretching region were investigated 

using KSCN at the  a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  While our goal was to measure changes 

in the local vibrational dynamics, limited time-resolution and coupling with the HOH bend 

plus libration of interfacial water hindered the analysis of this data.  TR-vSFG 

measurements did indicate that the vibrational lifetime of the excited CN stretch is 

approximately 4-20 times longer than the OH stretch of interfacial water depending on the 

surface charge, but we appear to have sampled the average lifetime of CN modes near 

neutral and charged aluminol groups at pH 4 and pH 10.  The ability to delocalize absorbed 

IR pump photons into the HOH bend plus libration was also affected by the bulk pH, and 

became more efficient at pH 10.  Again, we were able to correlate structural changes seen 

in SS-vSFG spectra to TR-vSFG in the interfacial region.  While these results are 

preliminary in nature, they are the first TR-vSFG measurements of interfacial SCN-, and 

should provide a foundation for future experiments. 

 

7.2 Future Directions 

 As detailed above we have investigated the charging behavior of the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface in the OH and CN stretching region.  In terms of specific 

cation effects, divalent cations were shown be able to perturb interfacial water structure at 

basic conditions more strongly than monovalent cations.  The next logical step would be 

to see how trivalent cations, such as lanthanide earth cations (Er3+, Nd3+, and Pr3+ for 
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example), can structure interfacial water populations. The effects of varying the anion 

could also be investigated in these experiments. 

 There is much that could be learned using KSCN as a probe of the alumina/water 

interface, as well as other systems.  Our initial work has been able to determine the local 

electrostatic potentials associated with charged aluminol groups at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface.9  Alumina has six unique low index surfaces which can be exposed, for example 

the surface charging of the atomically flat a-Al2O3(0001) surface could be compared with 

the more corrugated a-Al2O3(112"0) surface.1  Higher resolution vSFG measurements, 

made possible by narrowing the visible pulses, could also help resolve KSCN features from 

the large nonresonant background, which is believed to originate from the HOH bend plus 

libration combination band of water.12, 13  Alternatively, the effect of this band could be 

eliminated by probing KSCN in D2O, which we believe would provide additional insight 

into the vSFG response in the frequency and time domain.  The possibility of measuring 

the evolution of a heterogeneously charged solid/liquid interface in situ using light is 

exciting,  and believe that refining this technique could prove highly useful to the wider 

scientific community.  

 Lastly, in chapter 2 the nature of the interfacial refractive index and its role in 

properly accounting for local field enhancements in the interfacial region is discussed.  The 

basis of how one could determine an accurate value of the interfacial refractive index is 

laid out for future experiments, which could be accomplished using the vSFG microscope 

which will be built in the near future at Temple University.  To date the value of the 

interfacial refractive index is approximated, and we have demonstrated how changing this 
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value slightly can lead to drastically different interpretations of vSFG spectra in the OH 

stretching region.  The ability to measure this quantity would provide highly useful for the 

nonlinear optical community, and more generally to surface scientists in general.  
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APPENDIX A 

NORMALIZING VSFG SPECTRA WITH RESPECT TO THE IR ENERGY 

PROFILE & CORRECTION FOR WAVELENGTH DEPENDENT LOCAL 

FIELD ENHANCEMENTS IN THE INTERFACIAL REGION 

 

 As discussed in Chapter 2, the intensity of the vSFG response is given by 

equation 2.25:	

"($%&') = 	
8+,$%&'

- ./0-	1%&'

0,23($45)23($678)23($%&')
9:;<<

(-)
9
-

"($45)"($678)					(2.25) 

  

 In order to access the molecular information embedded in the macroscopic 

second-order hyperpolarizability tensor ( :(-)), the frequency dependent intensity of the 

driving IR pulse and local field enhancements (Fresnel factors) need to be removed by 

division. Both of these steps are necessary to generate normalized vSFG spectra, and this 

process is described in Appendix A.1 and A.2. 

 

A.1 Normalizing with respect to the IR energy profile 

The broadband IR pulses generated from the TOPAS (Light-Conversion) are 

usually not gaussian in shape for steady-state measurements.  Therefore, they contain a 

frequency dependent intensity, which if not accounted for would skew the analysis of the 

frequency dependent vSFG response ("($%&')).  To achieve this, a vSFG spectra is first 

acquired from a gold coated alumina prism, which yields a completely frequency 

independent vSFG response due to the large frequency independent :@5(-) response from 

this metal in the regions of interest.  This spectrum essentially measures the spectrum of 
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the IR pulse.  The reference prism (Au coated) is then replaced with the sample prism, 

which is used to acquire the vSFG spectra of interest.  The sample and reference spectra 

are then divided by the integration time, yielding spectra in counts/sec.  The sample 

spectrum in counts/sec is then divided by the reference spectrum.  This process can be seen 

in Figure A1.  

  

Figure A1:  Comparisons of PPP vSFG spectra acquired from an Au coated a-

Al2O3(0001) prism, a raw sample, and an IR pulse profile corrected sample in the A) OH 

and B) CN stretching regions.  The Au trace represents the spectrum of the broadband 

IR pulse.  Dividing by the Au trace removes the wavelength dependent intensity of the 

IR pulse from the corrected spectrum. 

 

A.2 Correction for wavelength dependent Fresnel factors 

 Once the frequency dependence of the IR intensity is accounted for, the frequency 

dependent local field enhancements (Fresnel factors) must also be removed from the 

sample vSFG spectrum.  The effective second order nonlinear susceptibility is given by 

equation 2.30: 

:;<<,%%B
(-)

= 	 CDD($%&')CDD($678)CEE($45) sin I45:DDE 							(2.30) 
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Where the CDD($%&'), CDD($678), and	CEE($45) are the frequency dependent Fresnel 

coefficients associated with the SFG, visible, and IR photons, respectively.  The sin I45 

term accounts for the fact that P polarized light can have electric field projections in the x 

and z plane, where the ratio of x and z electric field components can be controlled by 

varying the angle of incidence.  By properly dividing by the frequency dependent Fresnel 

factors, the purely molecular information can be extracted from the vSFG spectra. 

 The Fresnel coefficients are defined by the frequency dependent refractive indices 

associated with the SFG, visible, and IR photons. The CEE($45) coefficient, for example, 

is defined by equation 2.36: 

CEE($7) =
22-($7) cos I7

23($7) cos P7 +	2-($7) cos I7
	R
23($7)

2S($7)
T

-

						(2.36) 

  

where the frequency dependent refractive indices refer to medium 1 (prism), and medium 

2 (water), while the interfacial refractive index is defined by nm.  As discussed in Chapter 

2 the choice of interfacial refractive index can significantly affect the data normalization 

process.  In this work nm is chosen as the average of 23($7) and 2-($7).  Regardless of the 

choice of nm, the frequency dependent refractive indices are described for water from ~ 

1200 -7000 cm-1.1  In the OH stretch (3000-4000 cm-1) and HOH bend (1500-1800 cm-1) 

region, the imaginary component of the refractive index becomes significant (Figure A2).   

Many times, the number of experimental x values (frequency) and exact values do 

not align properly with tabulated values in the literature. To avoid index mismatch when 

generating  equation 2.36, a cubic interpolation function from the scipy.interpolate library 

was used to generate additional 23($7) or 2-($7) values (Figure A2). The interpolation 
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function works quite well over a wide frequency range, as seen by the overlap between the 

literature values and generated data points.   

 Next the angles P and 1 must be calculated as displayed in Figure A3 and A4.   I678 

and I45 are measured experimentally as shown in Figure 2-12.  P%&' , P678, and P45 are 

determined using Snell’s law.  It should be noted, however, that P%&'  becomes complex 

once the argument of the arcsin(x) term used to calculate P%&'  using Snell’s law becomes 

> 1.  This can be seen in Figure 2-13, where the P%&'  becomes complex after the visible 

pulse approaches the critical angle.  1%&'  is calculated using equation 2.24, and the results 

of calculating P%&'  and 1%&'  while I45 is held at 60o and I678 is scanned from 0 to 90 

degrees. 

 
 

Figure A2: Frequency dependent refractive indices A) Red trace is the real component 

of the refractive index of alumina from reference 2 , while the blue curve is the result of 

a cubic interpolation function from scipy.interpolate to generate additional points which 

follow the red trace.  B) The same process is followed for water using experimentally 

determined values from reference1. 
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sin 1%&' = 	
$4523($45)

$%&'23($%&')
+	

$67823($678)

$%&'23($%&')
				(2.24) 

 

Figure A4: Calculations of P%&'  and 1%&'  for I45 = 60o while I678 is scanned from 0 to 

90 degrees. The A) real component, B) imaginary component, and C) modulus of the 

angles are displayed. 

 

 
Figure A3: Schematic representation of vSFG generation.  The vSFG photon can be 

refracted or reflected, depending on the angles of incidence chosen for the IR and visible 

photons.  To achieve total internal reflection (TIR) the refractive index of medium 1 

(usually a prism) must be greater than medium 2 (usually water).  The interfacial 

refractive index is discussed later, as it currently cannot be  measured experimentally. 
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 With the angles calculated for a given experimental geometry, the experimental 

vSFG wavenumber values from a given sample vSFG spectrum can be imported into the 

Python code to generate frequency dependent Fresnel factors.  The entire library is located 

on the Borguet group server and Borguet group shared google drive folder under /Borguet 

Group/Stefan Piontek/Piontek Borguet Research Group/FF Folder.  The frequency 

dependent Fresnel factors for all possible vSFG polarization combinations are 

simultaneously generated for a given nm selection at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface in 

the code presented in Figure A5. The results corresponding to a typical set of experimental 

vSFG wavenumber values are shown in Figure A6, for a variety of choices of nm.  

Frequency dependent Fresnel factors for the SiO2/H2O interface are displayed in Figure 

A7.  The code to generate the Fresnel factors for SiO2 is quite similar, and is the FF Folder 

as well. Opening this code in notepad++ on windows or sublime text in OS operating 

systems will allow for easier deciphering of the code, although it is heavily commented. 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Welcome! 
#This program was written by Stefan Piontek on 4/10/2018 to generate wavelength dependent Fresnel Factors for vSFG experiments 
#performed in the Borguet group at the alpha-Al2O3/water interface  
#Angular dependent FF's are also available and if you have any questions please don't hesitate to reach me at 
#Email: stefan.piontek@temple.ed 
#Phone: (952)-239-3422 
#Office: Beury 042 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#import libraries 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
import Fresnel_Factors_nm_avg_3_1_18 as FF # Fresnel factors (not squared) 
import numpy as np # numeric library - primarily for linear algebra and arrays 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt # plotting library 
import cmath # complex-valued mathematical functions 
import math # common mathematical functions 
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d #import scipy.interpolate as interp1d #linear and cubic interpolation functions 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Define all functions 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
 
#Phase Matching for SFG Reflected Photons 
def Generate_Beta_Radians(nvis,nsfg,nir,theta_IR,theta_vis,omega_IR,omega_vis): 
 omega_sfg = omega_vis + omega_IR 
 return cmath.asin(omega_IR/omega_sfg*nir/nsfg*cmath.sin(theta_IR)+omega_vis/omega_sfg*nvis/nsfg*cmath.sin(theta_vis)) 
 
#Phase Matching for SFG Transmitted Photons 
#Could have used same function for both but didn't want to reformat 
def Generate_Gamma_SFG(nIn1,nIn2,nOut,theta1,theta2,omega1,omega2): 
 omega3=omega1+omega2 
 return cmath.asin(nIn1/nOut*omega1/omega3*cmath.sin(theta1)+nIn2/nOut*omega2/omega3*cmath.sin(theta2)) 
 
#No Sec Defined in math.  
def Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG): 
 return (1.0/np.cos(Beta_SFG))**2 
  
#Unit Conversion 
def nm_to_cm(nm):  
 return 1/(nm*1E-7) 
 
#Libra Usually Runs with Central Lambda Vis at 800.33 nm 
def SFG_nm_to_cm(nm,lambdavis_nm):  
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 return (1E7/nm)-(1E7/lambdavis_nm)  
  
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Data 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
# The real and imaginary coefficients for the refractive index of liquid H2O and D2O as well as dipole moments  
#and dielectric constants can be found in the following reference: 
 
#Bertie, John E., M. Khalique Ahmed, and Hans H. Eysel. "Infrared Intensities of Liquids. 5. Optical and Dielectric Constants,  
#Integrated Intensities, and Dipole Moment Derivatives of Water and Water-d2 at 22.degree.C." The Journal of Physical  
#Chemistry 93.6 (1989): 2210-218.  
 
#Mark Dellostrito and myself both used this paper as our source for these calculations 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Literature Wavenumber Range (9000 to 1250 cm-1 with 118 data points) 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
new_point_total = 2000 
#Import Wavenumber of H2O 
file=open("wavenumber_H2O_Ref_3_2_18.txt","r") 
wavenumber_H2O=[] 
for line in file: 
 wavenumber_H2O.append(float(line)) 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Literature Wavenumber Range For Al2O3 Ref Index (200 to 5000 nm with 101 data points) 
#The refractive index of alumiuna and associated wavelengths have been taken from the following website 
#https://refractiveindex.info/?shelf=main&book=Al2O3&page=Malitson-o 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Wavelength for Al2O3 Ref 
file=open("wavelength_alumina_3_8_18.txt","r") 
wavelength_Al2O3=[] 
for line in file: 
 wavelength_Al2O3.append(float(line))  
  
#Convert to an array for easy manipulation  
wavelength_Al2O3 = np.array(wavelength_Al2O3,dtype=np.double) 
 
#Now convert wavelength to wavenumber 
wavenumber_Al2O3=np.zeros(np.size(wavelength_Al2O3),dtype=np.double) 
for i in range (0,np.size(wavelength_Al2O3)): 
 wavenumber_Al2O3[i] = nm_to_cm(wavelength_Al2O3[i]) 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Real Coefficient of n(water) (1.325 to 1.295 a.u. with 118 data points) 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Real Coefficient of Refractive Index H2O 
file=open("n_real_H2O_3_2_18.txt","r") 
n_real_H2O=[] 
for line in file: 
 n_real_H2O.append(float(line)) 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Imaginary Coefficient of n(water) (0 to 0.0344 a.u. with 118 data points) 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Complex Coefficient of Refractive Index H2O 
file=open("n_imag_H2O_3_2_18.txt","r") 
n_imag_H2O=[] 
for line in file: 
 n_imag_H2O.append(float(line)) 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Refractive index n of Al2O3 (1.912 to 1.624 a.u. with 101 data points) 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import Wavelength for Al2O3 Ref 
file=open("n_alumina_ref_3_8_18.txt","r") 
n_Al2O3_ref=[] 
for line in file: 
 n_Al2O3_ref.append(float(line))  
 
#Convert to an array for easy manipulation  
n_Al2O3_ref = np.array(n_Al2O3_ref,dtype=np.double) 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Load in experimental SFG nm  
#And convert it to an array in cm-1 
#The FIT FUNCTION WAS GENERATED FROM 1265 to 7080 cm-1 keep KEEP THIS IN MIND 
#If you are working in wavelength this is 7905 nm to 1412 nm 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Import SFG Data 
file=open("Calibration_Std.txt","r") 
SFG_nm=[] 
for line in file: 
 SFG_nm.append(float(line)) 
  
#Convert the experimental SFG data from a float to an array for easy manipulation 
SFG_exp = np.array(SFG_nm,dtype=np.double) 
 
wavenumber_exp = np.zeros(np.size(SFG_exp),dtype=np.double) 
for i in range(0,np.size(SFG_exp)):  
 wavenumber_exp[i] = SFG_nm_to_cm(SFG_exp[i],801.7) 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Define all variables and constants here 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Interpolate Real and Imaginary Refractive Index Using Linear and Cubic Interpolation Functions for Comparison 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Static Ref Indices for Gamma and Beta Calculations 
n_SFG_alumina = complex(1.7657,0.0) 
n_SFG_water = complex(1.332,0.0) 
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n_vis_alumina = complex(1.76017,0.0) 
n_vis_water = complex(1.329,0.0) 
 
#Defining number of additional points to interpolate for literature comparison 
new_point_total = 2000 
x_range_cm_H2O = np.linspace(7728.583,1253.24,num= new_point_total,endpoint=True) 
 
new_point_total_Al2O3 = 2000 
x_range_cm_Al2O3 = np.linspace(2000.0,9000.0,num= new_point_total_Al2O3,endpoint=True) 
 
#Generating Interpolation Relationships for Ref Index of Water Real and Imag 
n_real_interpolate_cubic = interp1d(wavenumber_H2O,n_real_H2O,kind='cubic') 
n_imag_interpolate_cubic = interp1d(wavenumber_H2O,n_imag_H2O,kind='cubic') 
 
#Generating Interpolation Relationship for Ref Index Alumina  
n_Al2O3_interpolate_cubic = interp1d(wavenumber_Al2O3,n_Al2O3_ref,kind='cubic') 
 
#Ensures that the number of interpolated points match # of experimental data points 
ndata_points= np.size(SFG_exp) 
 
#Angular Frequencies for Vis and IR Incoming Pulses for Phase Matching Calculations 
omega_vis = 12500 
omega_IR = wavenumber_exp 
 
#Defining wavelength dependent ref index of water n +ik 
n_water = np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 n_water[i] = complex(n_real_interpolate_cubic(wavenumber_exp[i]),n_imag_interpolate_cubic(wavenumber_exp[i])) 
  
#Define wavelength dependent ref index of Al2O3 
n_Al2O3 = np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 n_Al2O3[i] = complex(n_Al2O3_interpolate_cubic(wavenumber_exp[i]),0.0) 
 
# generate theta_vis   
#angle which for our most current setup is 54 degrees giving 0.942478 radians 
theta_vis = complex(0.942478,0.0) 
 
# generate theta_IR 
#angle which for our most current setup is 60 degrees giving 1.0472 radians 
theta_IR = complex(1.0472,0.0) 
 
# calculate gamma_vis  
gamma_vis = cmath.asin(n_vis_alumina*cmath.sin(theta_vis)/n_vis_water)  
 
# calculate gamma_IR 
#From a fixed 60 degree AOI for IR beam line 
gamma_IR = np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range (0,ndata_points): 
 gamma_IR[i] = cmath.asin(n_Al2O3[i]*cmath.sin(theta_IR)/n_water[i])  
 
#calculate Beta_SFG 
Beta_SFG = np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range (0,ndata_points): 
 Beta_SFG[i] =Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_alumina,n_SFG_alumina,n_Al2O3[i],theta_IR,theta_vis,omega_IR[i],omega_vis) 
 
#calculate gamma_SFG 
gamma_SFG = np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range (0,ndata_points): 
 gamma_SFG[i] =Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_Al2O3[i],n_vis_alumina,n_SFG_water,theta_IR,theta_vis,omega_IR[i],omega_vis) 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Plot Real And Imaginary Parts of Refractive Index For SFG Experimental Values and Compare to Literature Values 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 
plt.plot(x_range_cm_H2O,n_imag_interpolate_cubic(x_range_cm_H2O),'go',label='Cubic n Imag Paper') 
plt.plot(x_range_cm_H2O,n_real_interpolate_cubic(x_range_cm_H2O),'bo',label='Cubic n Real Paper') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,n_real_interpolate_cubic(wavenumber_exp),'ro',label='Cubic n Real Exp') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,n_imag_interpolate_cubic(wavenumber_exp),'mo',label='Cubic n Imag Exp') 
plt.ylabel("n + ik") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber EXP vs Ref Comp (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Plot Interpolated Refractive Index of Al2O3 and Compare to Experimentally Generated n Al2O3 from SFG Photon Range 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 
plt.plot(x_range_cm_Al2O3,n_Al2O3_interpolate_cubic(x_range_cm_Al2O3),'ro',label='Cubic n From Ref') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,n_Al2O3_interpolate_cubic(wavenumber_exp),'bo',label='Cubic n From Exp') 
plt.ylabel("n") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber SFG Exp Comp to Lit (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot Modulus Squared of Lxx,Lyy, and Lzz For SFG Photon 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lxx2_SFG=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lyy2_SFG=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lzz2_SFG=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lxx2_SFG[i]=abs(FF.Lxx(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]))**2 
 lyy2_SFG[i]=abs(FF.Lyy(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]))**2 
 lzz2_SFG[i]=abs(FF.Lzz(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]))**2 
 
# plot the Fresnel factors 
# note: this will give "ignoring imaginary part" errors 
# ignore these, lxx2 is still stored as an complex-valued array, and so it has imaginary parts 
# however, the way we calculate lxx2 guarantees the imaginary part is always zero 
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 
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plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lxx2_SFG,'ro',label='lxx2 SFG') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lyy2_SFG,'bo',label='lyy2 SFG') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lzz2_SFG,'mo',label='lzz2 SFG') 
plt.ylabel("|Lxx,yy,zz SFG|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavelength (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
  
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot Modulus Squared of Lxx,Lyy, and Lzz For Vis Photon 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lxx2_vis=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lyy2_vis=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lzz2_vis=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lxx2_vis[i]=abs(FF.Lxx(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis))**2 
 lyy2_vis[i]=abs(FF.Lyy(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis))**2 
 lzz2_vis[i]=abs(FF.Lzz(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis))**2 
 
# plot the Fresnel factors 
# note: this will give "ignoring imaginary part" errors 
# ignore these, lxx2 is still stored as an complex-valued array, and so it has imaginary parts 
# however, the way we calculate lxx2 guarantees the imaginary part is always zero 
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lxx2_vis,'ro',label='lxx2 Vis') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lyy2_vis,'bo',label='lyy2 Vis') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lzz2_vis,'mo',label='lzz2 Vis') 
plt.ylabel("|Lxx,yy,zz Vis|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot Modulus Squared of Lxx,Lyy, and Lzz For IR Photon 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lxx2_IR=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lyy2_IR=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lzz2_IR=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lxx2_IR[i]=abs(FF.Lxx(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i]))**2 
 lyy2_IR[i]=abs(FF.Lyy(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i]))**2 
 lzz2_IR[i]=abs(FF.Lzz(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i]))**2 
 
# plot the Fresnel factors 
# note: this will give "ignoring imaginary part" errors 
# ignore these, lxx2 is still stored as an complex-valued array, and so it has imaginary parts 
# however, the way we calculate lxx2 guarantees the imaginary part is always zero 
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lxx2_IR,'ro',label='lxx2 IR') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lyy2_IR,'bo',label='lyy2 IR') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,lzz2_IR,'mo',label='lzz2 IR') 
plt.ylabel("|Lxx,yy,zz IR|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
# Generate and Plot |Xeff SSP|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lyysfg_SSP=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex)     
lyyvis_SSP=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex)    
lzzir_SSP=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex)    
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lyysfg_SSP[i]=FF.Lyy(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 
 lyyvis_SSP[i] =FF.Lyy(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis)  #Vis Photon 
 lzzir_SSP[i]=FF.Lzz(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i])   #IR Photon 
 
#And to plot the results for |Xeff SSP|^2 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lyysfg_SSP*lyyvis_SSP*lzzir_SSP*(np.sin(theta_IR)))**2,'ro',label='SSP') 
plt.ylabel("|Xeff SSP|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot |Xeff SPS|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lyysfg_SPS=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lzzvis_SPS=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lyyir_SPS=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lyysfg_SPS[i]=FF.Lyy(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 
 lzzvis_SPS[i]=FF.Lzz(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis)  #Vis Photon 
 lyyir_SPS[i]=FF.Lyy(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i])   #IR Photon 
 
#And to plot the results of |Xeff SPS|^2 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lyysfg_SPS*lzzvis_SPS*lyyir_SPS*(np.sin(theta_vis)))**2,'ro',label='SPS') 
plt.ylabel("|Xeff SPS|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot |Xeff PSS|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lzzsfg_PSS=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lyyvis_PSS=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lyyir_PSS=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lzzsfg_PSS[i]=FF.Lzz(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 
 lyyvis_PSS[i]=FF.Lyy(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis)   #Vis Photon 
 lyyir_PSS[i]=FF.Lyy(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i])   #IR Photon 
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#And to plot the results of |Xeff PSS|^2 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lzzsfg_PSS*lyyvis_PSS*lyyir_PSS*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)))**2,'ro',label='PSS') 
plt.ylabel("|Xeff PSS|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot |Xeff PPP Xxxz|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#SFG 
lxxsfg_xxz=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lxxvis_xxz=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lzzir_xxz=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lxxsfg_xxz[i]=FF.Lxx(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 
 lxxvis_xxz[i]=FF.Lxx(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis)   #Vis Photon 
 lzzir_xxz[i]=FF.Lzz(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i])   #IR Photon 
 
#And to plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xxxz|^2 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2,'ro',label='Xxxz') 
plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xxxz|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot |Xeff PPP Xxzx|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lxxsfg_xzx=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lzzvis_xzx=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lxxir_xzx=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lxxsfg_xzx[i]=FF.Lxx(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 
 lzzvis_xzx[i]=FF.Lzz(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis)   #Vis Photon 
 lxxir_xzx[i]=FF.Lxx(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i])   #IR Photon 
  
#And to plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xxzx|^2 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))**2,'bo',label='Xxzx') 
plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xxzx|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot|Xeff PPP Xzxx|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lzzsfg_zxx=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lxxvis_zxx=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lxxir_zxx=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lzzsfg_zxx[i]=FF.Lzz(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 
 lxxvis_zxx[i]=FF.Lxx(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis)   #Vis Photon 
 lxxir_zxx[i]=FF.Lxx(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i])   #IR Photon 
 
#And to plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xzxx|^2 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))**2,'go',label='Xzxx') 
plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xzxx|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Generate and Plot|Xeff PPP Xzzz|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
lzzsfg_zzz=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lzzvis_zzz=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
lzzir_zzz=np.zeros(ndata_points,dtype=np.complex) 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 lzzsfg_zzz[i]=FF.Lzz(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 
 lzzvis_zzz[i]=FF.Lzz(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis,gamma_vis)   #Vis Photon 
 lzzir_zzz[i]=FF.Lzz(n_Al2O3[i],n_water[i],theta_IR,gamma_IR[i])   #IR Photon 
 
#And to plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xzzz|^2 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lzzsfg_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2,'mo',label='Xzzz') 
plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xzzz|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#plot the results of Individual PPP Components  
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2,'ro',label='Xxxz') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))**2,'bo',label='Xxzx') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))**2,'go',label='Xzxx') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lzzsfg_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2,'mo',label='Xzzz') 
plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Elements|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show()  
  
#**************************************************************************************************************************************

  
#Plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xtot|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs((lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))-

(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))+(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))+(l
zzsfg_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))))**2,'go',label='Xtot') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xtot|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
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plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#And to plot the results of All Xeff Geometries |Xeff All|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lyysfg_SSP*lyyvis_SSP*lzzir_SSP*(np.sin(theta_IR)))**2,'ro',label='SSP') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lyysfg_SPS*lzzvis_SPS*lyyir_SPS*(np.sin(theta_vis)))**2,'bo',label='SPS') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs(lzzsfg_PSS*lyyvis_PSS*lyyir_PSS*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)))**2,'go',label='PSS') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,abs((lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))-

(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))+(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))+(l
zzsfg_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))))**2,'mo',label='PPP') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff SSP SPS PSS PPP|^2") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#And to plot the Intensities of All Geometries |Xeff All|^2 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,((abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG)))*abs(lyysfg_SSP*lyyvis_SSP*lzzir_SSP*(np.sin(theta_IR)))**2),'ro',label='SSP') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,((abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG)))*abs(lyysfg_SPS*lzzvis_SPS*lyyir_SPS*(np.sin(theta_vis)))**2),'bo',label='SPS') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,((abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG)))*abs(lzzsfg_PSS*lyyvis_PSS*lyyir_PSS*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)))**2),'mo',label='PSS') 
plt.plot(wavenumber_exp,((abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG)))*abs((lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))-

(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))+(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))+(l
zzsfg_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))))**2),'go',label='PPP') 

plt.ylabel("SFG Intensity") 
plt.xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
 
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#DATA OUTPUT 
#This Section Writes .TXT files in a single column for use in IGOR  
#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
#Write IR Wavenumber From SFG Exp 
file=open("wavenumber_exp_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(wavenumber_exp[i])+"\n") 
  
#Write FF_SSP wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_SSP_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs(lyysfg_SSP[i]*lyyvis_SSP[i]*lzzir_SSP[i]*(np.sin(theta_IR)))**2)+"\n") 
 
#Write FF_SPS wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_SPS_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs(lyysfg_SPS[i]*lzzvis_SPS[i]*lyyir_SPS[i]*(np.sin(theta_vis)))**2)+"\n") 
  
#Write FF_PSS wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PSS_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs(lzzsfg_PSS[i]*lyyvis_PSS[i]*lyyir_PSS[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG[i])))**2)+"\n") 
 
#Write FF_PSS wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PSS_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs(lzzsfg_PSS[i]*lyyvis_PSS[i]*lyyir_PSS[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG[i])))**2)+"\n") 
  
#Write FF_PPP_Xxxz wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PPP_Xxxz_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs(lxxsfg_xxz[i]*lxxvis_xxz[i]*lzzir_xxz[i]*(np.cos(Beta_SFG[i])*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2)+"\n") 
  
#Write FF_PPP_Xxzx wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PPP_Xxzx_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs(lxxsfg_xzx[i]*lzzvis_xzx[i]*lxxir_xzx[i]*(np.cos(Beta_SFG[i])*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))**2)+"\n") 
 
#Write FF_PPP_Xzxx wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PPP_Xzxx_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs(lzzsfg_zxx[i]*lxxvis_zxx[i]*lxxir_zxx[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG[i])*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))**2)+"\n") 
  
#Write FF_PPP_Xzzz wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PPP_Xzzz_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs(lzzsfg_zzz[i]*lzzvis_zzz[i]*lzzir_zzz[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG[i])*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2)+"\n") 
  
#Write FF_PPP_Xtot wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PPP_Xtot_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(abs((lxxsfg_xxz[i]*lxxvis_xxz[i]*lzzir_xxz[i]*(np.cos(Beta_SFG[i])*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))-

(lxxsfg_xzx[i]*lzzvis_xzx[i]*lxxir_xzx[i]*(np.cos(Beta_SFG[i])*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))+(lzzsfg_zxx[i]*lxxvis_zxx[i]*lxxir_zxx[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG[i])*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.
cos(theta_IR)))+(lzzsfg_zzz[i]*lzzvis_zzz[i]*lzzir_zzz[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG[i])*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))))**2)+"\n") 

  
#Write FF_SSP_Intensity wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_SSP_Intensity_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(((abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG[i])))*abs(lyysfg_SSP[i]*lyyvis_SSP[i]*lzzir_SSP[i]*(np.sin(theta_IR)))**2)+"\n")) 
  
#Write FF_SPS_Intensity wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_SPS_Intensity_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(((abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG[i])))*abs(lyysfg_SPS[i]*lzzvis_SPS[i]*lyyir_SPS[i]*(np.sin(theta_vis)))**2)+"\n")) 
  
#Write FF_PSS_Intensity wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PSS_Intensity_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str(((abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG[i])))*abs(lzzsfg_PSS[i]*lyyvis_PSS[i]*lyyir_PSS[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG[i])))**2)+"n")) 
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#Write FF_PPP_Xtot_Intensity wavelength dependent 
file=open("FF_PPP_Xtot_Intensity_lambda_dep_nm_avg.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,ndata_points): 
 file.write(str((abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG[i])))*abs((lxxsfg_xxz[i]*lxxvis_xxz[i]*lzzir_xxz[i]*(np.cos(Beta_SFG[i])*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))-

(lxxsfg_xzx[i]*lzzvis_xzx[i]*lxxir_xzx[i]*(np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR)))+(lzzsfg_zxx[i]*lxxvis_zxx[i]*lxxir_zxx[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(t
heta_IR)))+(lzzsfg_zzz[i]*lzzvis_zzz[i]*lzzir_zzz[i]*(np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))))**2)+"\n") 

 
 
 
 

Figure A5: Python code used to generate wavelength dependent Fresnel factors.  The 

refractive index files for alumina, water, and the calibration file for the experiment must 

be in the same working directory.  Control a + control c to copy and paste all into a text 

editor with the .py extension for easy viewing of this code.  

 

   

Figure A6: Frequency dependent Fresnel factors for our current experimental geometry 

(AOI: IR 60o,  AOI: Vis 54o) for SSP, SPS, PSS, and PPP polarization combinations 

using different approximations of the interfacial refractive index at the a-

Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  The PPP encompasses all four elements of the total second 

order nonlinear susceptibility associated with PPP geometry.  There is currently stepwise 

behavior in the OH stretch overtone region, which could be fixed moving forward, or 

the generated :EEE	curve could be used instead as an approximation. 
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Figure A7: Frequency dependent Fresnel factors for our current experimental geometry 

(AOI: IR 60o,  AOI: Vis 54o) for SSP, SPS, PSS, and PPP polarization combinations 

using different approximations of the interfacial refractive index at the a-SiO2/H2O 

interface.   

 

A.3 LabVIEW program used to acquire TR-vSFG and FID-vSFG spectra 

 A custom LabVIEW program is used to automate TR-vSFG and FID-vSFG 

measurements.  The most recent version of the program is named “vsfg9.vi” and can be 

found in the following directory: C:\Documents and Settings\ali\Desktop\laszlo.  Special 

thanks must be given to Dr. Laszlo Fraser, who made a substantial effort to modernize our 

LabVIEW program during his time with the Borguet group.  Once the program is opened, 

ensure that the mechanical shutter is connected to the driver above the laser table (DCH 

Driver, EOPC).  Tab to the back panel and click on the camera sub VI named 

“nframcircbuffers”.  The camera sub-VI will open, and the screen displayed in Figure A8 

appears. The vSFG response should be visible on the chip.  Run the program continuously 

(where cursor is selecting in Figure A8), and establish a linear relationship between the 

attenuation of the signal and the integrated vSFG response in the region of interest (white 
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box).  The total integrated counts were consistently selected between 30000-40000 counts 

at the maximum temporal overlap between IR and visible pulses for all samples. 

 

Figure A8: LabVIEW Sub VI which controls the Princeton CCD.  A typical region of 

interest is shown by the white box.  The integrated counts are displayed on the right side 

of the screen, and the integration time can be controlled on the left hand side.  The 1D 

spectra is displayed bellow the CCD chip image. 

 

 After a region of interest is selected which gives ~20000-40000 counts the x and y 

pixel values are logged in a lab notebook, as they are then inserted into the front panel of 

the program (Figure A9).  The percentage bleach for TR-vSFG experiments can also be 

calculated in this SubVI using the integrated intensity before running a scan.  The name of 

the file, the option to collect meta data used to generate 2D TR-vSFG, the pixel region of 
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interest, integration time, step size (typically 33 fs for OH stretching region), number of 

stage positions, and number of scans are then input into the front panel before a background 

scan with the IR blocked is acquired followed by the automated TR-vSFG or FID-vSFG 

acquisition. 

 

 

Figure A9:  Front panel where experimental parameters are input.  The file name must 

be input correctly in the front panel, and in the back panel which can be located in the 

far right hand bottom corner of the back panel.  Toggling between the front and back 

panel is achieved using cntrl + E.  
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A.4 Calculation of angle and frequency dependent Fresnel factors at other interfaces 

While writing Python code to map the angular dependence and frequency dependence of 

local field enhancements in the interfacial region, other interfaces and parameters were 

tested, which are presented here. 

 

Figure A10: Angle dependent contour plots of Fresnel factors for the air/water interface 

choosing nm as the average of n1 and n2. The IR pulses have a frequency of 3200 cm-1 

and the visible pulses have a wavelength of 800 nm. 
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Figure A11: Angle dependent contour plots of Fresnel factors for the air/Al2O3 interface 

choosing nm as the average of n1 and n2. The IR pulses have a frequency of 3200 cm-1 

and the visible pulses have a wavelength of 800 nm. 

 

 

Figure A12: Angle dependent contour plots of Fresnel factors for the Al2O3/H2O 

interface choosing nm as the average of n1 and n2. The IR pulses have a frequency of 

3200 cm-1 and the visible pulses have a wavelength of 800 nm. 
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A.5 Python code generated to account for Fresnel factors at various interfaces 

While there are many programs in the FF Folder on the group drive, a few examples of the 

general types of programs are shown here. 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#import libraries 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

import Fresnel_Factors_nm_avg_3_1_18 as FF # Fresnel factors (not squared) 

import numpy as np # numeric library - primarily for linear algebra and arrays 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt # plotting library 

import cmath # complex-valued mathematical functions 

import math # common mathematical functions 

from scipy.interpolate import interp1d #import scipy.interpolate as interp1d #linear and cubic interpolation functions 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Define all functions 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

#Snell's Law Nonlinear Case 

def Generate_Beta_Radians(nvis,nsfg,nir,theta_IR,theta_vis,omega_IR,omega_vis): 

 omega_sfg = omega_vis + omega_IR 

 return cmath.asin(omega_IR/omega_sfg*nir/nsfg*cmath.sin(theta_IR)+omega_vis/omega_sfg*nvis/nsfg*cmath.sin(theta_vis)) 

 

#Snell's Law Nonlinear Case Just formatted Differently for Gamma  

def Generate_Gamma_SFG(nIn1,nIn2,nOut,theta1,theta2,omega1,omega2): 

 omega3=omega1+omega2 

 return cmath.asin(nIn1/nOut*omega1/omega3*cmath.sin(theta1)+nIn2/nOut*omega2/omega3*cmath.sin(theta2)) 

  

def Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG): 

 return (1.0/np.cos(Beta_SFG))**2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Define all variables and constants here 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

n_SFG_alumina = complex(1.7657,0.0) 

n_SFG_water = complex(1.332,0.0) 

 

n_vis_alumina = complex(1.76017,0.0) 

n_vis_water = complex(1.329,0.0) 

 

n_IR_alumina = complex(1.78,0.0) 

n_IR_water = complex(1.26,0.28) 

 

omega_IR = 6.40884E14 

omega_vis = 2.356E15  

 

nAngles=360 
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# generate theta_vis   

theta_vis = np.linspace(0,90,nAngles,dtype=np.complex)*((math.pi)/180.0) # 360 numbers from 0-90, complex values 

 

# generate theta_IR 

#angle which for our most current setup is 60 degrees giving 1.0472 radians 

theta_IR = complex(1.0472,0.0) 

 

# calculate gamma_vis  

gamma_vis=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

  gamma_vis[i]= cmath.asin(n_vis_alumina*(cmath.sin(theta_vis[i]))/n_vis_water) 

 

# calculate gamma_IR 

#From a fixed 60 degree AOI for IR beam line 

gamma_IR = cmath.asin(n_IR_alumina*(cmath.sin(theta_IR)/n_IR_water))  

 

#calculate Beta_SFG 

Beta_SFG=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 Beta_SFG[i]=Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_alumina,n_SFG_alumina,n_IR_alumina,theta_IR,theta_vis[i],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

 

#calculate gamma_SFG 

gamma_SFG=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 gamma_SFG[i]=Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_IR_alumina,n_vis_alumina,n_SFG_water,theta_IR,theta_vis[i],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

  

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This is a Sanity Check for Beta and Gamma SFG, which were problematic in the earlier part of the code 

#**************************************************************************************************************************************  

  

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,Beta_SFG.real*180/math.pi,'ro',label='Beta Real') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,gamma_SFG.real*180/math.pi,'bo',label='Gamma SFG Real') 

plt.ylabel("Degrees") 

plt.xlabel("Theta Vis") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,Beta_SFG.imag*180/math.pi,'ro',label='Beta Imag') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,gamma_SFG.imag*180/math.pi,'bo',label='Gamma SFG Imag') 

plt.ylabel("Degrees") 

plt.xlabel("Theta Vis") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(Beta_SFG)*180/math.pi,'ro',label='Beta Abs') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(gamma_SFG)*180/math.pi,'bo',label='Gamma SFG Abs') 

plt.ylabel("Degrees") 
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plt.xlabel("Theta Vis") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

#Write Beta Real to File 

file=open("Beta_Real.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 file.write(str(Beta_SFG[i].real*180/math.pi)+"\n") 

 

#Write Beta Beta Imag to File 

file=open("Beta_Imag.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 file.write(str(Beta_SFG[i].imag*180/math.pi)+"\n") 

 

#Write Beta Beta Imag to File 

file=open("Beta_Abs.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 file.write(str(abs(Beta_SFG)[i].real*180/math.pi)+"\n") 

 

#Write Theta_Vis Imag to File 

file=open("Theta_Vis.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 file.write(str((theta_vis)[i].real*180/math.pi)+"\n") 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot Modulus Squared of Lxx,Lyy, and Lzz For SFG Photon 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

lxx2_SFG=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lyy2_SFG=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lzz2_SFG=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lxx2_SFG[i]=abs(FF.Lxx(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]))**2 

 lyy2_SFG[i]=abs(FF.Lyy(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]))**2 

 lzz2_SFG[i]=abs(FF.Lzz(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]))**2 

 

# plot the Fresnel factors 

# note: this will give "ignoring imaginary part" errors 

# ignore these, lxx2 is still stored as an complex-valued array, and so it has imaginary parts 

# however, the way we calculate lxx2 guarantees the imaginary part is always zero 

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lxx2_SFG,'ro',label='lxx2 SFG') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lyy2_SFG,'bo',label='lyy2 SFG') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lzz2_SFG,'mo',label='lzz2 SFG') 

plt.ylabel("|Lxx,yy,zz SFG|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Beta SFG") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

  

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot Modulus Squared of Lxx,Lyy, and Lzz For Vis Photon 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
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lxx2_vis=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lyy2_vis=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lzz2_vis=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lxx2_vis[i]=abs(FF.Lxx(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]))**2 

 lyy2_vis[i]=abs(FF.Lyy(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]))**2 

 lzz2_vis[i]=abs(FF.Lzz(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]))**2 

 

# plot the Fresnel factors 

# note: this will give "ignoring imaginary part" errors 

# ignore these, lxx2 is still stored as an complex-valued array, and so it has imaginary parts 

# however, the way we calculate lxx2 guarantees the imaginary part is always zero 

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lxx2_vis,'ro',label='lxx2 Vis') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lyy2_vis,'bo',label='lyy2 Vis') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lzz2_vis,'mo',label='lzz2 Vis') 

plt.ylabel("|Lxx,yy,zz Vis|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Vis theta") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot Modulus Squared of Lxx,Lyy, and Lzz For IR Photon 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

lxx2_IR=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lyy2_IR=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lzz2_IR=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lxx2_IR[i]=abs(FF.Lxx(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR))**2 

 lyy2_IR[i]=abs(FF.Lyy(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR))**2 

 lzz2_IR[i]=abs(FF.Lzz(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR))**2 

 

# plot the Fresnel factors 

# note: this will give "ignoring imaginary part" errors 

# ignore these, lxx2 is still stored as an complex-valued array, and so it has imaginary parts 

# however, the way we calculate lxx2 guarantees the imaginary part is always zero 

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22}) 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lxx2_IR,'ro',label='lxx2 IR') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lyy2_IR,'bo',label='lyy2 IR') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,lzz2_IR,'mo',label='lzz2 IR') 

plt.ylabel("|Lxx,yy,zz IR|^2") 

plt.xlabel("IR theta = 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

# Generate and Plot |Xeff SSP|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate Arrays 

lyysfg_SSP=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lyyvis_SSP=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 
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lzzir_SSP=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

#Calculate Fresnel Factors for SSP 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lyysfg_SSP[i]=FF.Lyy(n_SFG_alumina ,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 

 lyyvis_SSP[i] =FF.Lyy(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]) #Vis Photon 

 lzzir_SSP[i]=FF.Lzz(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR)    #IR Photon 

 

#And to plot the results for |Xeff SSP|^2 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lyysfg_SSP*lyyvis_SSP*lzzir_SSP*np.sin(theta_IR))**2,'ro',label='SSP') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff SSP|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot |Xeff SPS|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate Arrays 

lyysfg_SPS=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lzzvis_SPS=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lyyir_SPS=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

#Calculate Fresnel Factors for SPS 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lyysfg_SPS[i]=FF.Lyy(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 

 lzzvis_SPS[i]=FF.Lzz(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water ,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]) #Vis Photon 

 lyyir_SPS[i]=FF.Lyy(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR)    #IR Photon 

 

#And to plot the results of |Xeff SPS|^2 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lyysfg_SPS*lzzvis_SPS*lyyir_SPS*np.sin(theta_vis))**2,'ro',label='SPS') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff SPS|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot |Xeff PSS|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate Arrays 

lzzsfg_PSS=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lyyvis_PSS=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lyyir_PSS=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

#Calculate Fresnel Factors for PSS 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lzzsfg_PSS[i]=FF.Lzz(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 

 lyyvis_PSS[i]=FF.Lyy(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]) #Vis Photon 

 lyyir_PSS[i]=FF.Lyy(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR)    #IR Photon 

 

#And to plot the results of |Xeff PSS|^2 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lzzsfg_PSS*lyyvis_PSS*lyyir_PSS*np.sin(Beta_SFG))**2,'ro',label='PSS') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff PSS|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 
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#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot |Xeff PPP Xxxz|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate Arrays 

lxxsfg_xxz=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lxxvis_xxz=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lzzir_xxz=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

#Calculate Fresnel Factors for PPP Xxxz 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lxxsfg_xxz[i]=FF.Lxx(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 

 lxxvis_xxz[i]=FF.Lxx(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]) #Vis Photon 

 lzzir_xxz[i]=FF.Lzz(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR)    #IR Photon 

 

#And to plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xxxz|^2 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))**2,'ro',label='Xxxz') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xxxz|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot |Xeff PPP Xxzx|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate Arrays 

lxxsfg_xzx=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lzzvis_xzx=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lxxir_xzx=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

#Calculate Fresnel Factors for PPP Xxzx 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lxxsfg_xzx[i]=FF.Lxx(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 

 lzzvis_xzx[i]=FF.Lzz(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]) #Vis Photon 

 lxxir_xzx[i]=FF.Lxx(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR)    #IR Photon 

 

#And to plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xxzx|^2 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))**2,'bo',label='Xxzx') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xxzx|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot|Xeff PPP Xzxx|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate Arrays 

lzzsfg_zxx=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lxxvis_zxx=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lxxir_zxx=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

#Calculate Fresnel Factors for PPP Xzxx 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lzzsfg_zxx[i]=FF.Lzz(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 

 lxxvis_zxx[i]=FF.Lxx(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]) #Vis Photon 

 lxxir_zxx[i]=FF.Lxx(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR)    #IR Photon 
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#And to plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xzxx|^2 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))**2,'go',label='Xzxx') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xzxx|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate and Plot|Xeff PPP Xzzz|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Generate Arrays 

lzzsfg_zzz=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lzzvis_zzz=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

lzzir_zzz=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

#Calculate Fresnel Factors for PPP Xzzz 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 lzzsfg_zzz[i]=FF.Lzz(n_SFG_alumina,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG[i],gamma_SFG[i]) #SFG Photon 

 lzzvis_zzz[i]=FF.Lzz(n_vis_alumina,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[i]) #Vis Photon 

 lzzir_zzz[i]=FF.Lzz(n_IR_alumina,n_IR_water,theta_IR,gamma_IR)    #IR Photon 

 

#And to plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xzzz|^2 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lzzsfg_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))**2,'mo',label='Xzzz') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xzzz|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#plot the results of Individual PPP Components  

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))**2,'ro',label='Xxxz') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))**2,'bo',label='Xxzx') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))**2,'go',label='Xzxx') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lzzsfg_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))**2,'mo',label='Xzzz') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Elements|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show()  

  

#**************************************************************************************************************************************  

#Plot the results of |Xeff PPP Xtot|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs((lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))-

(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))+(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))+(lzzsf

g_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2,'go',label='Xtot') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff PPP Xtot|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#And to plot the results of All Xeff Geometries |Xeff All|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
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plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lyysfg_SSP*lyyvis_SSP*lzzir_SSP*np.sin(theta_IR))**2,'ro',label='SSP') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lyysfg_SPS*lzzvis_SPS*lyyir_SPS*np.sin(theta_vis))**2,'bo',label='SPS') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lzzsfg_PSS*lyyvis_PSS*lyyir_PSS*np.sin(Beta_SFG))**2,'go',label='PSS') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs((lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))-

(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))+(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))+(lzzsf

g_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2,'mo',label='PPP') 

plt.ylabel("|Xeff SSP SPS PSS PPP|^2") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#And to plot the Intensities of All Geometries |Xeff All|^2 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,(abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG))*(abs(lyysfg_SSP*lyyvis_SSP*lzzir_SSP*np.sin(theta_IR))**2)),'ro',label='SSP') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,(abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG))*abs(lyysfg_SPS*lzzvis_SPS*lyyir_SPS*np.sin(theta_vis))**2),'bo',label='SPS') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,(abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG))*abs(lzzsfg_PSS*lyyvis_PSS*lyyir_PSS*np.sin(Beta_SFG))**2),'mo',label='PSS') 

plt.plot(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,(abs(Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG))*abs((lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR))-

(lxxsfg_xzx*lzzvis_xzx*lxxir_xzx*np.cos(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))+(lzzsfg_zxx*lxxvis_zxx*lxxir_zxx*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.cos(theta_vis)*np.cos(theta_IR))+(lzzsf

g_zzz*lzzvis_zzz*lzzir_zzz*np.sin(Beta_SFG)*np.sin(theta_vis)*np.sin(theta_IR)))**2),'go',label='PPP') 

plt.ylabel("SFG Intensity") 

plt.xlabel("Visible Theta IR fixed at 60 deg") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Write Individual Elements of PPP to File 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Write CsCl_pH10_PPP_Peak1 to File 

file=open("Indiv_PPP_Xxxz_3_21-19.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,np.size(nAngles)): 

 file.write((str(theta_vis.real*180/math.pi,abs(lxxsfg_xxz*lxxvis_xxz*lzzir_xxz*np.cos(Beta_SFG[i])*np.cos(theta_vis[i])*np.sin(theta_IR[i]))**2).real)+"\n") 

Figure A13:  Angle dependent Fresnel factors calculated with the IR fixed and the 

visible angle of incidence allowed to vary for the Al2O3/H2O interface.  All polarization 

combinations are considered, the data is graphed after every run automatically, and the 

data is written to a file. 

 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Hello! 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This program was written on 7/6/2018 to compare the best angles for air/water and alumina/air interfaces in preparation for the Exxon  

#Mobile meeting with Mohsen Yeganeh. Tim will be performing these measurements but I will be assisting with Calculations and technical 

#support. 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 
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#import libraries 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

import Fresnel_Factors_nm_avg_3_1_18 as FF # Fresnel factors (not squared) 

import numpy as np # numeric library - primarily for linear algebra and arrays 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt # plotting library 

import cmath # complex-valued mathematical functions 

import math # common mathematical functions 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Define all functions 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

#Snell's Law Nonlinear Case 

def Generate_Beta_Radians(nvis,nsfg,nir,theta_IR,theta_vis,omega_IR,omega_vis): 

 omega_sfg = omega_vis + omega_IR 

 return cmath.asin(omega_IR/omega_sfg*nir/nsfg*cmath.sin(theta_IR)+omega_vis/omega_sfg*nvis/nsfg*cmath.sin(theta_vis)) 

  

#Snell's Law Nonlinear Case Just formatted Differently for Gamma  

def Generate_Gamma_SFG(nIn1,nIn2,nOut,theta1,theta2,omega1,omega2): 

 omega3=omega1+omega2 

 return cmath.asin(nIn1/nOut*omega1/omega3*cmath.sin(theta1)+nIn2/nOut*omega2/omega3*cmath.sin(theta2)) 

  

def Sec2_Beta(Beta_SFG): 

 return (1.0/np.cos(Beta_SFG))**2 

  

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Define all variables and constants here 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

n_SFG_air = complex(1.0,0.0) 

n_SFG_water = complex(1.332,0.0) 

 

n_vis_air = complex(1.0,0.0) 

n_vis_water = complex(1.329,0.0) 

 

n_ir_air = complex(1.0,0.0) 

n_IR_water = complex(1.26,0.28) 

 

omega_IR = 6.4E14 

omega_vis = 2.4E15  

 

nAngles=180 

 

# generate theta_vis 

theta_vis = np.linspace(0,90,nAngles,dtype=np.complex)*((math.pi)/180.0) # 180 numbers from 0-90, complex values 

 

# generate theta_IR 

theta_IR = np.linspace(0,90,nAngles,dtype=np.complex)*((math.pi)/180.0) # 180 numbers from 0-90, complex values 

 

# calculate gamma_vis  

gamma_vis=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 
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for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 gamma_vis[i]= cmath.asin(n_vis_air*(cmath.sin(theta_vis[i]))/n_vis_water) 

  

# calculate gamma_IR 

gamma_IR=np.zeros(nAngles,dtype=np.complex) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 gamma_IR[i]= cmath.asin(n_ir_air*(cmath.sin(theta_IR[i]))/n_IR_water) 

 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Calculate SSP Xeff and write to file SSP.dat 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This portion of the code is to generate |Xeff SSP|^2 

SSP= np.arange(nAngles*nAngles,dtype=complex).reshape(nAngles,nAngles) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  Beta_SFG = Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_air,n_SFG_air,n_ir_air,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

  lyysfg_SSP = 

FF.Lyy(n_SFG_air,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG,Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_ir_air,n_vis_air,n_SFG_water,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis)) 

  lyyvis_SSP = FF.Lyy(n_vis_air,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[j]) 

  lzzir_SSP = FF.Lzz(n_ir_air,n_IR_water,theta_IR[i],gamma_IR[i]) 

  SSP[i,j] = abs(lyysfg_SSP*lyyvis_SSP*lzzir_SSP*cmath.sin(theta_IR[i]))**2 

 

file = open("SSP_3D_nm_avg.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  file.write(str(theta_IR[i].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(theta_vis[j].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(SSP[i,j].real)+"\n") 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Calculate SPS Xeff and write to file SPS.dat 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This portion of the code is to generate |Xeff SPS|^2 

SPS= np.arange(nAngles*nAngles,dtype=complex).reshape(nAngles,nAngles) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  Beta_SFG = Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_air,n_SFG_air,n_ir_air,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

  lyysfg_SPS = 

FF.Lyy(n_SFG_air,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG,Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_ir_air,n_vis_air,n_SFG_water,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis)) 

  lzzvis_SPS = FF.Lzz(n_vis_air,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[j]) 

  lyyir_SPS = FF.Lyy(n_ir_air,n_IR_water,theta_IR[i],gamma_IR[i]) 

  SPS[i,j] = abs(lyysfg_SPS*lzzvis_SPS*lyyir_SPS*cmath.sin(theta_vis[j]))**2 

 

file = open("SPS_3D_nm_avg.dat","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  file.write(str(theta_IR[i].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(theta_vis[j].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(SPS[i,j].real)+"\n") 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Calculate SPS Xeff and write to file PSS.dat 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This portion of the code is to generate |Xeff PSS|^2 

PSS= np.arange(nAngles*nAngles,dtype=complex).reshape(nAngles,nAngles) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 
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  Beta_SFG = Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_air,n_SFG_air,n_ir_air,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

  lzzsfg_PSS = 

FF.Lzz(n_SFG_air,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG,Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_ir_air,n_vis_air,n_SFG_water,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis)) 

  lyyvis_PSS = FF.Lyy(n_vis_air,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[j]) 

  lyyir_PSS = FF.Lyy(n_ir_air,n_IR_water,theta_IR[i],gamma_IR[i]) 

  PSS[i,j] = abs(lzzsfg_PSS*lyyvis_PSS*lyyir_PSS*cmath.sin(Beta_SFG))**2 

 

file = open("PSS_3D_nm_avg.dat","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  file.write(str(theta_IR[i].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(theta_vis[j].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(PSS[i,j].real)+"\n") 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Calculate SPS Xeff and write to file PPP |Xxxz|2 only.txt 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This portion of the code is to generate PPP |Xxxz|2 only.txt 

PPP_Xxxz= np.arange(nAngles*nAngles,dtype=complex).reshape(nAngles,nAngles) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  Beta_SFG = Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_air,n_SFG_air,n_ir_air,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

  lxxsfg_PPP_Xxxz = 

FF.Lxx(n_SFG_air,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG,Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_ir_air,n_vis_air,n_SFG_water,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis)) 

  lxxvis_PPP_Xxxz = FF.Lxx(n_vis_air,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[j]) 

  lzzir_PPP_Xxxz = FF.Lzz(n_ir_air,n_IR_water,theta_IR[i],gamma_IR[i]) 

  PPP_Xxxz[i,j] = abs(lxxsfg_PPP_Xxxz*lxxvis_PPP_Xxxz*lzzir_PPP_Xxxz*cmath.cos(Beta_SFG)*cmath.cos(theta_vis[j])*cmath.sin(theta_IR[i]))**2 

 

file = open("PPP_Xxxz_3D_nm_avg.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  file.write(str(theta_IR[i].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(theta_vis[j].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(PPP_Xxxz[i,j].real)+"\n") 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Calculate SPS Xeff and write to file PPP |Xxzx|2 only.txt 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This portion of the code is to generate PPP |Xxzx|2 only.txt 

PPP_Xxzx= np.arange(nAngles*nAngles,dtype=complex).reshape(nAngles,nAngles) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  Beta_SFG = Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_air,n_SFG_air,n_ir_air,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

  lxxsfg_PPP_Xxzx = 

FF.Lxx(n_SFG_air,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG,Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_ir_air,n_vis_air,n_SFG_water,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis)) 

  lzzvis_PPP_Xxzx = FF.Lzz(n_vis_air,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[j]) 

  lxxir_PPP_Xxzx = FF.Lxx(n_ir_air,n_IR_water,theta_IR[i],gamma_IR[i]) 

  PPP_Xxzx[i,j] = abs(lxxsfg_PPP_Xxzx*lzzvis_PPP_Xxzx*lxxir_PPP_Xxzx*cmath.cos(Beta_SFG)*cmath.sin(theta_vis[j])*cmath.cos(theta_IR[i]))**2 

 

file = open("PPP_Xxzx_3D_nm_avg.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  file.write(str(theta_IR[i].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(theta_vis[j].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(PPP_Xxzx[i,j].real)+"\n")  

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Calculate SPS Xeff and write to file PPP |Xzxx|2 only.txt 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This portion of the code is to generate PPP |Xxzx|2 only.txt 
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PPP_Xzxx= np.arange(nAngles*nAngles,dtype=complex).reshape(nAngles,nAngles) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  Beta_SFG = Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_air,n_SFG_air,n_ir_air,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

  lzzsfg_PPP_Xzxx = 

FF.Lzz(n_SFG_air,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG,Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_ir_air,n_vis_air,n_SFG_water,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis)) 

  lxxvis_PPP_Xzxx = FF.Lxx(n_vis_air,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[j]) 

  lxxir_PPP_Xzxx = FF.Lxx(n_ir_air,n_IR_water,theta_IR[i],gamma_IR[i]) 

  PPP_Xzxx[i,j] = abs(lzzsfg_PPP_Xzxx*lxxvis_PPP_Xzxx*lxxir_PPP_Xzxx*cmath.sin(Beta_SFG)*cmath.cos(theta_vis[j])*cmath.cos(theta_IR[i]))**2 

 

file = open("PPP_Xzxx_3D_nm_avg.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  file.write(str(theta_IR[i].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(theta_vis[j].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(PPP_Xzxx[i,j].real)+"\n")  

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Calculate SPS Xeff and write to file PPP |Xzzz|2 only.txt 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#This portion of the code is to generate PPP |Xzzz|2 only.txt 

PPP_Xzzz= np.arange(nAngles*nAngles,dtype=complex).reshape(nAngles,nAngles) 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  Beta_SFG = Generate_Beta_Radians(n_vis_air,n_SFG_air,n_ir_air,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis) 

  lzzsfg_PPP_Xzzz = 

FF.Lzz(n_SFG_air,n_SFG_water,Beta_SFG,Generate_Gamma_SFG(n_ir_air,n_vis_air,n_SFG_water,theta_IR[i],theta_vis[j],omega_IR,omega_vis)) 

  lzzvis_PPP_Xzzz = FF.Lzz(n_vis_air,n_vis_water,theta_vis[i],gamma_vis[j]) 

  lzzir_PPP_Xzzz = FF.Lzz(n_ir_air,n_IR_water,theta_IR[i],gamma_IR[i]) 

  PPP_Xzzz[i,j] = abs(lzzsfg_PPP_Xzzz*lzzvis_PPP_Xzzz*lzzir_PPP_Xzzz*cmath.sin(Beta_SFG)*cmath.sin(theta_vis[j])*cmath.sin(theta_IR[i]))**2 

 

file = open("PPP_Xzzz_3D_nm_avg.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  file.write(str(theta_IR[i].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(theta_vis[j].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(PPP_Xzzz[i,j].real)+"\n") 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

#Calculate SPS Xeff and write to file PPP TOTAL.txt 

#************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

#This portion of the code is to generate PPP TOT.txt 

file = open("PPP_TOT_3D_nm_avg.txt","w") 

for i in range(0,nAngles): 

 for j in range(0,nAngles): 

  file.write(str(theta_IR[i].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(theta_vis[j].real*180/math.pi)+" "+str(abs((PPP_Xzzz[i,j].real)-

(PPP_Xxzx[i,j].real)+(PPP_Xzxx[i,j].real)+(PPP_Xzzz[i,j].real))**2)+"\n") 

 

Figure A14:  Example of code which generates 3D contour plots of angular dependent 

Fresnel factors in all polarization combinations for the air/water interface, using the 
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average interfacial refractive index.  This data is best plotted using the Gizmo package 

in IGOR, or the contour plot package in the IGOR wavemetrics procedures folder. 
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APPENDIX B 

CORRELATION OF BLEACH OBSERVED IN TR-VSFG AND POPULATION 

TRANSFER FROM VIBRATIONAL GROUND STATE 

 

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 6, the reduction in the vSFG response driven by the 

strong IR pump pulse can be correlated to the amount of population removed from the 

vibrational ground state.  The change in vSFG response induced by the pump is dependent 

on a number of factors, including but not limited to the orientation of the molecules in the 

interfacial region, the spot sizes of the IR pump and probe pulses, the angles of incidence 

chosen for the pump and probe IR beam lines, and the intensity of the pump pulse. 

For interfacial water, the observed bleach was typically between 20-30%.  For 

KSCN samples, the bleach was higher, ranging from 30-70% depending on the bulk pH 

value.  We hypothesize that the large IR cross section of SCN-1 species could play a role 

in the larger observed bleach. 

The population difference is related to amount of population moved from the 

vibrational (! = 0)  ground state to the first excited state (! = 1).  The intensity of the 

vSFG intensity scaled quadratically with the number of molecules sampled. Therefore, the 

bleach in the following manner: 

&'()*+,-'.	0-11232.42(∆. = .7 − .9) 

Where the :;<= ∝ 	∆.?.  Therefore, a bleach of ~20% corresponds to a ∆. value of 0.89 

and a 5.5% population transfer from the v=0 to v=1 vibrational mode.  A 70% bleach 

corresponds to 19% population moved from the ground state to the first excited state. 
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APPENDIX C 

MONOVALENT AND DIVALENT CATIONS AT THE a-AL2O3(0001)/H2O 

INTERFACE: HOW CATION IDENTITY AFFECTS INTERFACIL ORDERING 

AND VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS: SUPPORTING MATERIALS 

 

This chapter was recently published, and is reprinted with permission from:  

Piontek, S. M.;  Tuladhar, A.;  Marshall, T.; Borguet, E., Monovalent and Divalent 

Cations at the α-Al2O3(0001)/Water Interface: How Cation Identity Affects Interfacial 

Ordering and Vibrational Dynamics. Journ of Physical Chemistry C 2019, 123 (30), 

18315-18324,10.1021/acs.jpcc.9b01618. 

 

Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. 

And can be found here: 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jpcc.9b01618 

 

C.1 Elements of the second order nonlinear susceptibility probed using PPP 
experimental geometry 

By calculating the Fresnel factors at our experimental angles of incidence, we can 

comment on which elements of the total nonlinear susceptibility associated with PPP 

geometry see the largest enhancement from local field effects. The calculation of the 

Fresnel factors associated with the individual elements of the PPP nonlinear susceptibility 

at a fixed IR internal angle of 60 degrees as the visible is scanned shows the largest Fresnel 

factor enhancement for the χzzz term is found near the critical angle. While the magnitude 

the Fresnel coefficients associated with of the χxxz, χxzx, and χzxx, are not 0, the Fresnel 
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coefficient for the χzzz term is much larger, allowing us to primarily sample the χzzz term. 

Our experimental geometry is chosen to ensure we are near total internal reflection, with 

our internal visible and IR angle chosen as 54o and 60o respectively. 

 

Figure C1: Plotted Fresnel coefficients associated with individual elements of the total 

nonlinear susceptibility associated with PPP experimental geometry. The local field 

enhancement associated with the χzzz element of the total PPP nonlinear susceptibility is 

the largest in total internal reflection (TIR) geometry.  

C.2 Comparison of monovalent and divalent spectral profiles at pH 4 conditions 
 

Figure C2: vSFG spectra taken using PPP geometry of 0.1 M NaCl and CaCl2 salts at 

a positively (pH 4) charged a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface.  VSFG spectra have been 

normalized with respect to the shape of the infrared pulse profile and Fresnel factors.  

Spectra have been normalized to compare spectra shape. 
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C.3 Fitting of steady state vSFG data from pH 4 and pH 10 monovalent and divalent 

cations 
The vSFG intensity (Equation 1) is proportional to the intensities of incident IR and 

visible beams, and the second-order susceptibility tensor !"($)& which contains all the 

molecular response information for the system (Equation 1) 3.  The "($) can be factored 

into two terms, a nonresonant term, "'(($) which accounts for the instantaneous electronic 

response of the system, and a vibrationally resonant "(($) term which is summed over the 

available oscillators within the infrared bandwidth.  In this model each vibrationally 

resonant mode is described by a Lorentzian line shape,4 where )*(	is the frequency of the 

driving infrared pulse, φNR is the phase associated with the nonresonant contribution, 

and	,-,	)-, and 	Γ- are the amplitude, central frequency, and damping coefficient of the vth 

vibrational mode, respectively. While the spectral range that was fit to was kept mostly 

constant, clearly resonant features were given higher priority.  For CsCl pH 10 steady state 

vSFG spectra (Figure C3), the ~2800-2950 cm-1 spectral range was assigned mainly to the 

nonresonant background, and thus was not considered valuable in gaining insight into the 

orientation of resonant species in the interfacial region. 

 

/012 ∝ 	 4"($)4
$/567/*( = 	 9"'(($) +	; "(($)-

9
$
/567/*(																					(<. 1)

= 	 9"'(	($) ?6@AB +	; ,-
)*( −	)- + DΓ--

9
$
/567/*( 
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Figure C3: PPP vSFG spectra of the a-Al2O3(0001) /water interface at pH 4 A) and pH 10 B) 

with 0.1 M electrolyte solutions. Monovalent cation solutions are displayed with solid lines and 

divalent cation solutions with dashed lines.  The effects of CsCl and CaCl2 at A) pH 4 and B) pH 

10. All spectra were fit with Equation C.1. The solid lines overlaid on the data display the total 

fit to Equation C.1.  Fit parameters for selected pH 4 and pH 10 spectra can be found in Table 

C1 and Table C2, respectively. 
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 pH 4 H2O CsCl 

Chi2 = 2.8 x 10-4 

pH 4 H2O CaCl2 

Chi2 = 1.6 x 10-4 

Species Strongly H-

Bonded Species 

Weakly H-

Bonded Species 

Free OH 

(Out of Plane 

Aluminol) 

Strongly 

H-Bonded 

Species 

Weakly 

H-Bonded 

Species 

ωv (cm-1) 3142 3430 3652 3101 3414 

ψ (rad) 0 assigned to χNR 0 assigned to χNR 

Av (arb) -72 60 7.2 -47 47 

Гv (cm-1) 200 123 68 240 165 

ΧNR 0.030 0.001 
 

Table C1: Fit parameters for Lorentzian fits (Equation C1) for pH 4 a-Al2O3(0001) /H2O + 0.1 

M electrolyte spectra taken in PPP geometry (Figure C3).  The highly blue shifted species at 

~3650 cm-1 is present for pH 4 CsCl but not for CaCl2.  Both spectra require one weakly and 

strongly hydrogen bonded species with opposite amplitudes.  The phase associated with the 

nonresonant contribution to the spectra is held at 0. 
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 pH 10 H2O CsCl 

Chi2 = 8.0 x 10-5 

pH 10 H2O CaCl2 

Chi2 = 4.3 x 10-5 

Species Strongly 

H-Bonded 

Species 

Weakly 

H-Bonded 

Species 1 

Weakly 

H-Bonded 

Species 2 

Free OH 

(Out of 

Plane 

Aluminol) 

Strongly H-

Bonded 

Species 

Weakly H-

Bonded 

Species 

Free OH 

(Out of 

Plane 

Aluminol) 

ωv (cm-1) 3135 3350 3508 3663 3241 3389 3650 

ψ (rad) 0 assigned to χNR 0 assigned to χNR 

Av (arb) 26 -11 -3 8 5.5 20 0.50 

Гv (cm-1) 170 193 34 46 114 121 29 

ΧNR 0.001 0.012 
 

Table C2: Fit parameters for Lorentzian fits (Equation C.1) for pH 10 a-Al2O3(0001) /H2O + 

0.1 M electrolyte spectra taken in PPP geometry (Figure C3).  Interference between the strongly 

and weakly hydrogen bonded water species is manifested in opposite amplitude oscillators. There 

is also a large enhancement of the free OH species at 3663 cm-1 in the CsCl spectrum not present 

in the CaCl2 spectrum.  No interference is observed for interfacial oscillators in the case of pH 10 

CaCl2, indicating all species are in phase with another.  
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C.4 Time-resolved vSFG spectra of other mono and divalent cations  

  

  

Figure C4: Time Resolved vSFG spectra of 0.1 M monovalent and 0.1 M divalent 

cations at pH 4 A-B) and pH 10 C-D) recorded in PPP geometry.  The third-order cross-

correlation between IR pump, IR probe, and visible is shown by the black dashed line 

and has a FWHM of ∼105 fs, suggesting IR pulse durations of ∼75 fs.  The displayed 

traces are the average of two scans.   
 

A

 

B
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APPENDIX D 

PROBING HETEROGENEOUS CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS AT THE 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O INTERFACE: SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

 

This chapter was recently submitted on August 2
nd

, 2019 to:  

Piontek, S.;  DelloStritto, M.;  Mandal, B.;  Marshall, T.;  Klein, M. L.; Borguet, E., 

Probing Heterogeneous Charge Distributions at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O Interface. Journal 

of the American Ceramic Society 2019, Submitted. 

All computational work was completed by M. DelloStritto. 

D1. Sample Preparation 

Alumina equilateral roof prisms (15 x 13 x 13 x 15 mm) ,with the a-Al2O3(0001) 

cut exposed, were purchased from Team Photon Inc. (San Diego, CA). These prisms 

provided the alumina surfaces in our experiments.  These prisms were first cleaned with 

“piranha” solution (1 volume concentrated H2O2: 3 volume concentrated H2SO4) for ~30 

min in a circular Teflon dish.  (CAUTION: “piranha is extremely reactive and can cause 

severe damage to skin/eyes. Handle using gloves, googles, a lab coat, and extreme care.)  

It is important to remove any remaining piranha solution as the acidic nature of the piranha 

solution can affect the working surface.  To ensure that no residual piranha remained, the 

prisms were rinsed with deionized water (>18.2 MὨ/cm resistivity, Thermoscientific 

Barnstead Easypure II purification system with UV lamp) for no less than ten minutes, and 

then dried using ultra high purity N2 gas.  Lastly, the custom made sample holder 

containing a Teflon O-ring and a prism are cleaned using low-pressure RF plasma for ~30 

min (Harrick PDC-32G).  Components of the sample apparatus then equilibrate to room 
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temperature under vacuum before being exposed to deionized water for ~15 minutes prior 

to any experimental measurements.   

 

D.2 Chemicals 

Acidic and basic H2O solutions were made using concentrated HCl (Sigma-

Aldrich, Trace SELECT grade) and NaOH (Fluka Analytical, analytical grade), 

respectively.  The BioXtra grade potassium thiocyanate used was 99.0% pure (Sigma-

Aldrich).  

 

D.3 Optical Setup 

 Approximately 90% of a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier laser system 

(Coherent, LIBRA - F-1K-110-HE+), generating 5 mJ pulses at 800 nm with a repetition 

rate of 1 kHz and 120 fs pulse duration pumps a commercial optical parametric amplifier 

(OPA)(Coherent, TOPAS-Prime HE).  The 0.5 mW of Libra not steered towards the TOPAS 

OPA serves as the visible beam line.  These 800 nm pulses pass through a narrow bandpass 

filter (CVI Laser Optics) resulting in ~30 μJ pulses with  ~2 nm of bandwidth (~30 cm
-1

).  

To generate tunable mid IR pulses in the 4000 - 1600 cm
-1

 region we used an external 

difference frequency generation (DFG) AgGaS2 crystal attached to the output of the 

TOPAS.  To collect vSFG spectra over a region ~250 cm
-1

 wide (defined by the 10% 

pedestal intensity level) in the ! ≡ # stretch region a broadband IR pulse profile is 

generated with ~15 μJ/pulse centered at ~2100 cm
-1

.  The incident angles were 60˚ (IR ~15 

μJ/pulse) and 54˚ (visible ~15 μJ/pulse) for the steady state vSFG measurements with 

focused beam radii of ~75 and ~200 μm, respectively. Usually our experiments are 
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performed with more bandwidth in the IR pulses, but the much lower concentration 

potassium thiocyanate solutions compared to bulk water required focusing all available IR 

pulse energy into a narrower spectral region (250 cm
-1

 pedestal width). The chosen angles 

of incidence are slightly above the critical angle for the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface to 

ensure that the total internal reflection (TIR) condition is met, which increases the 

magnitude of the collected vSFG signal.  TIR geometry also ensures that we are primarily 

sampling the $%%% element of the total nonlinear susceptibility associated with PPP 

experimental geometry.
1
  The reflected SFG photons are separated from the scattered 800 

nm photons with a 750 nm short pass filter (Melles Griot) and then dispersed onto a CCD 

detector array (model Princeton Instruments) which is coupled to a spectrograph (300i 

Acton Research Corp.). 

 

D.4 VSFG data normalization 

 The steady-state vSFG spectral are normalized by division of the nonresonant vSFG 

signal generated from a gold coated a-Al2O3(0001) prism which accounts for the IR pulse 

profile and is then corrected by wavelength dependent Fresnel factors that account for the 

dispersion of the refractive index in the OH stretch region. This has been described in detail 

previously.
1  
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D.5 VSFG spectra of H2O in the CN stretching region 

 

Figure D1: Normalized vSFG spectra of pH 4, 6, and 10 

H2O solutions in the CN stretching region taken using the 

PPP polarization combination. 

 

D.6 Comparison of 1M KSCN and KCl solution vSFG spectra in the OH stretching 

region 

 

Figure D2: Normalized vSFG spectra of pH 4, 6, and 10 1M 

KSCN and KCl solutions in the CN stretching region taken 

using PPP the polarization combination. 
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D.7 Simulation of one and two Lorentzian oscillators in the 
CN stretching region 

  

  

Figure D3: Simulation of second order line shapes using Equation 5.3 for one oscillator 

(A, C) and two oscillators of opposite amplitude (B, D). Panels C-D show spectra plotted 

on individual vertical axes for easier qualitative comparison of the generated lineshapes. 

Note similar lineshapes can be acquired with careful choice of parameters for both one 

and two resonant oscillators.  

 

 

 

C D 
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D.8 Langmuir adsorption isotherms of pH 4 and 6 major and minor species 

 To determine the free energy of adsorption, DGAds, the extracted major and minor 

amplitudes in Figure 5-4,  were fit with a simple Langmuir adsorption function 

(Equation D.1) and (Figure D4): 

[$'()]+([$-./0]) =
3[$-./0][$'()]
1 + 3[$-./0]

				(7. 1) 

where $-./0 is the bulk mole fraction, + is the surface coverage,	[$'()] is the 

mole fraction at which monolayer coverage is reached, and K is the equilibrium constant.  

The extracted equilibrium constants are then related to the DGAds using Equation D.8.2: 

DG:;< = 	−>?	@A	3			(7. 8.2) 

where R is the universal gas constant D8.314	 G
H	'I/

J and T is the temperature. 

 

#pragma TextEncoding = "UTF-8" 
#pragma rtGlobals=3  // Use modern global access method and 
strict wave access. 
 
Function SMP_Langmuir_Ads_Isotherm(pw,x) : FitFunc 
 Wave pw 
  
  //The variable x is the concentration (x-axis data) in 
units of [M] or mol/L 
  Variable x 
  //This theta max relates to the maximum surface 
coverage indicated by the asympotic vSFG intensity 
  Variable theta_max   
  //The unitless equilibrium constant is given by K, 
which will be used to extract the free energy of adsorption 
  Variable K  
  
   //K*theta_max/(1+K*x) is the functional form 
   //where: 
    //pw[0] = K 
    //pw[1] = theta_max 
    
 Return pw[0]*x*pw[1]/(1+pw[0]*x) 
End 
 
Function Convert_K_to_dGads(K) 
  //RT at room temp using R as 8.314 J/mol*K  and T as 
293K 
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  //The extracted equilibrium constant from fitting with 
"SMP_Langmuir_Ads_Isotherm" 
  variable K 
  //The calculaed dG for the adsorption process 
    variable dG 
 //functional form is -R*T*ln(K)/1000   where the division by 
1000 converts J/mol the kJ/mol 
 dG = (-2469.26 *ln(K))/1000 
 print "deltaG = ", dG 
end 

Figure D4: IGOR procedure used to fit extracted amplitudes from steady-state vSFG 

spectra to a Langmuir adsorption isotherm.   The Convert_K_to_dGads(K) function 

converts the obtained equilibrium constant to a adsorption free energy. 

 

   

  

Figure D5:  Langmuir adsorption isotherms generated from the extracted amplitudes of 

the pH 4 and 6 (A-B) major and (C-D) minor species.  pH 10 major and minor species 

were not fit using because the amplitude appears to be saturated at all concentrations 

tested. 
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Species DGAds (kJ/mol) 	[$'()] K (M-1) 

pH 6 Major -6.5 5.5  14.1  

pH 4 Major -7.9 7.6  24.7  

pH 6 Minor -8.0 3.5  26  

pH 4 Minor -5.7 8.9  10.2  

Table D1: Extracted free energies of adsorption, surface coverage intensities, and equilibrium 

constants for pH 4 and pH 6 major and minor species.  The values were extracted from the fits 

shown in Figure D8-1. 
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D.9 Individual vSFG spectra of KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

   

Figure D6: vSFG spectra of 0.01-4 M KSCN solutions (A-F) at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O Interface.  

A small negative offset has been applied to pH 10 KSCN spectra due to the enhanced nonresonant 

contribution to the spectra at pH 10 in panels A-D for easier comparison of resonant features.   
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D.10 Adsorption trends of potassium thiocyanate species at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O 

interface 

 

 

Figure D7: Amplitude of the most prominent feature in Figure 5-1 from visual 

inspection of Figure 5-1. PH 10 spectra do not have an obvious resonant feature larger 

than the nonresonant background for concentrations in the 0.01-0.1 M range. 

 

 

D.11 Extracted fit parameters for steady-state vSFG spectra of KSCN 

  pH 4 KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O Interface 

 10 mM 
Chisq = 1.0 x 

10-11 

0.1 M 
Chisq = 6.2 x 

10-11 

0.5 M 
Chisq = 1.5 x 

10-10 

1 M 
Chisq = 2.0 x 

10-9 

2 M 
Chisq = 8.8 x 

10-9 

4 M 
Chisq = 3.1 

x 10-8 
Species Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min 

KL(cm-1) 2122 211
4 

2111 2113 2085 2122 2095 2117 2099 2118 2100 212
9 

M	(rad) 0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

NL(arb) 1.9 -0.7 2.1 -1.4 1.1 -0.3 2.5 -1.5 3.7 -2.6 4.8 -3.7 

 OL(cm-1) 134 64 92 62 56 43 60 60 56 72 52 83 

PQR 

(arb) 

5 x 10-3 4.3 x 10-3 1.5 x 10-3 2.3 x 10-3 0 0 
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Table D2: Lorentzian peak parameters for pH 4 data (blue traces) in Figure 5-1. Maj 

and Min refer to major and minor species extracted from fitting the steady-state vSFG 

data. All spectra require two closely spaced resonant modes with opposite amplitude to 

achieve high quality fitting. The individual oscillators extracted from fitting are 

graphically represented in Figure 5-4 A-B. 

 

 pH 6 KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O Interface 

 10 mM 
Chisq = 3.3 

x 10-11 

0.1 M 
Chisq = 2.6 x 

10-10 

0.5 M 
Chisq = 3.0 x 

10-10 

1 M 
Chisq = 1.3 x 

10-9 

2 M 
Chisq = 7.0 x 

10-9 

4 M 
Chisq = 1.9 x 

10-8 
Species Maj Mi

n 
Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min 

KL(cm-1) 2135 214
3 

2104 2118 2092 2179 2097 2178 2095 2149 2100 2161 

M	(rad) 0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

0 assigned to 
χNR 

NL(arb) 1.9 -2.4 1.9 -3.3 0.56 -0.79 0.88 -0.84 2.2 -1.9 2.7 -2.2 

 OL(cm-1) 91 107 80 112 43 100 43 79 50 99 45 86 

PQR 

(arb) 

5.9 x 10-3 8.1 x 10-3 4.4 x 10-3 6.0 x 10-3 3.7 x 10-3 6.3 x 10-3 

 

Table D3: Lorentzian peak parameters for pH 6 data (green traces) in Figure 5-1. Maj 

and Min refer to major and minor species extracted from fitting the steady-state vSFG 

data. The major and minor spectral contributions are spaced by ~60 cm-1. The 

individual oscillators extracted from fitting are graphically represented in Figure 5-4 

A-B. 
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 pH 10 KSCN at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O Interface 

 0.5 M 
Chisq = 2.4 x 10-9 

1 M 
Chisq = 4.8 x 10-9 

2 M 
Chisq = 1.1 x 10-8 

4 M 
Chisq = 1.4 x 10-8 

Species Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min Maj Min 

KL(cm-1) 2110 2074 2105 2088 2101 2093 2102 2123 

M	(rad) 0 assigned to χNR 0 assigned to χNR 0 assigned to χNR 0 assigned to χNR 

NL(arb) 5.2 -6.7 5 -7.1 3.8 -5.8 4.6 -5.6 

 OL(cm-1) 64 103 60 114 53 123 52 105 

PQR (arb) 1.4 x 10-2 1.2 x 10-2 1.4 x 10-2 1.2 x 10-2 

Table D4: Lorentzian peak parameters for pH 10 data (red traces) in Figure 5-1. Maj and 

Min refer to major and minor species extracted from fitting the steady-state vSFG data.  

Again, the minor species central frequency, ωv, is not concentration dependent. The 

individual oscillators extracted from fitting are graphically represented in Figure 5-4 A-B. 
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D.12 S-H radial distribution function for SCN- in water and at the 

a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

 

Figure D8: The S-H radial distribution function, where the blue and red lines show the 

function for KSCN at the a-(0001) interface and in bulk water, respectively. 

 

D.13 VDOS of KSCN species in bulk water 

 

Figure D9: Vibrational density of states for KSCN in water (note: SCN- and K+ do not 

form a contact pair).  The gray dashed line is the VDOS due to H atoms, the black solid 

line is due to SCN-, and the blue dashed line is the same multiplied by 100 to show the 

higher frequency stretching modes. 
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D.14 Snapshot of potassium thiocyanate at the pH 6 a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface 

 

Figure D10: Snapshot of the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface with KSCN, where the red, 

white, light-blue, gray-blue, brown, yellow, and purple atoms are O, H, A, N, C, S, and K, 

respectively.  The two H-atoms associated with the S atom of SCN- are highlighted in blue, 

defined as the H atoms which are within the first peak in the S-H RDF (Figure D12-1). 
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APPENDIX E 

VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS AND DEPHASING OF POTASSIUM 

THIOCYANATE SPECIES AT THE a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O INTERFACE: 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

 

E.1 Gaussian fitting parameters for FID-vSFG spectra 

Parameters are provided for a single gaussian fit described by Equation E.1: 

! ∗ exp &'
( − (*
+

,
-
. 		0. 1 

pH 4 KSCN Species 

Concentration [M] 3 (arb) 45 (fs) Width (fs) 6 (fs) 

0.01 8488 38 151 302 

0.1 22365 38 285 570 

1 26933 130 198 396 

4 47635 127 200 400 

Table E1: Gaussian fit parameters used to fit (Equation E.1) pH 4 

KSCN FID-vSFG data presented in Figure 6-3. 
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pH 6 KSCN Species 

Concentration [M] 3 (arb) 45 (fs) Width (fs) 6 (fs) 

0.01 57580 169 200 400 

0.1 57571 167 207 414 

2 36679 157 192 384 

Table E2: Gaussian fit parameters used to fit (Equation E.1) pH 6 

KSCN FID-vSFG data presented in Figure 6-3.  

pH 6 KSCN Species 

Concentration [M] 3 (arb) 45 (fs) Width (fs) 6 (fs) 

0.01 34323 -76 160 320 

0.1 33034 -63 164 328 

1 17225 28 176 352 

4 28071 38 207 414 

Table E3: Gaussian fit parameters used to fit (Equation E.1) pH 10 

KSCN FID-vSFG data presented in Figure 6-3. 
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E.2 Four-level fit parameters used to fit TR-vSFG data 

The full details of the model are described in section 2.3.6, but the changes in populations 

of the four levels can be described by equations 2.47-2.50: 

789
7:

= 	−<=>?(A)(CD − CE)                   (2.47) 

78F
7:

= 	<=>?(A)(CD − CE) −	
8F
GF

            (2.48) 

78H
7:

= 	 8F
GF
−	 8H

GIJKLM
                                   (2.49) 

78N
7:

= 	 8H
GIJKLM

                                                    (2.50) 

where the time dependent vSFG response is given by equation 2.51: 

=OPQ = =RS(A) ∗ [CD(A) − CE(A) +	V-C-(A) +	VWCW(A)]- + =P       (2.51) 

During the fitting process only the instrument response function duration (τ ) and 

the population in the vibrational ground state ( N0) were held constant. The parameters used 

to fit bulk pH 4, 6, and 10 2M  KSCN spectra at the a-Al2O3(0001)/H2O interface are 

presented in Table E4: 
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 2 M KSCN  in H2O 

 pH 4 pH 6 pH 10 

N0 (arb) 1 ± 0 1 ± 0 1 ± 0 

to (ps) -0.0035 -0.0090 0.075 

σ (arb) 3.025 3.25 2.13 

τ (ps) 0.264 ± 0 0.264 ± 0 0.264 ± 0 

C2 (arb) -2.0 -4.4 16.6 

C3 (arb) 0.067 0.067 0.40 

Os (arb) -0.66 -0.76 -0.79 

T1 (ps) 0.615 1.16 2.15 

TTherm (ps) 0.296  0.241 0.0970 

Table E4:  Parameters used to fit TR-vSFG spectra presented in Figure 6-6 A using a 

four-level model.  The t values were fixed at 0.264 ps, as this was the time duration of our 

IRF for these experiments.  N0 was fixed at 1,  and all other values were allowed to fit 

freely. 
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APPENDIX F 

IGOR PROCEDURE USED TO FIT TR-VSFG DATA USING A FOUR LEVEL 

MODEL OF INTERFACIAL SPECIES 

 

 To fit TR-vSFG data, a four level model  was in procedure was developed by 

Aashish Tuladhar, which is still implemented in the Borguet nonlinear optics lab.  This fit 

procedure (Figure F-1) is shown for purposes of consistency and transparency of our 

fitting methods. 

 

#pragma rtGlobals=1  // Use modern global access method. 
 
Function SDE4LS(pw,xVal, pVal, N0_results, N1_results, N2_results, 
N3_results) 
 wave pw 
 variable xVal, pVal 
 wave N0_results, N1_results, N2_results, N3_results 
 
 variable N0_0=pw[0] 
 variable t0=pw[1] 
 variable sigma=pw[2] 
 variable tau=pw[3] 
 variable c2=pw[4] 
 variable c3=pw[5] 
 variable os=pw[6] 
 variable T1=pw[7] 
 variable T2=pw[8] 
 
 variable dt=0.03 
 
 variable N0=1 
 variable N1=1-N0 
 variable N2=0 
 variable N3=0 
  
 
 variable y0 
 variable y1 
 variable y2 
 variable y3 
 
 variable i=0 
 
 do 
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  variable t=t0+i*dt 
 
// Store N0->N3 results 
 N0_results[pVal] = N0 
 N1_results[pVal] = N1 
 N2_results[pVal] = N2 
 N3_results[pVal] = N3 
   
  y0=((-sigma * (Exp(-2.77*((t-t0)^2)/(tau^2))) *(N0-
N1))*dt) + N0 
  
  y1=(((sigma * (Exp(-2.77*((t-t0)^2)/(tau^2))) *(N0-
N1))-(N1/T1))*dt)+N1 
  
  y2=(((N1/T1)-(N2/T2))*dt)+N2 
  
  y3=((N2/T2)*dt)+N3 
   
  
  N0=y0 
  N1=y1 
  N2=y2 
  N3=y3 
  
  i=i+1 
 
 while (t<xVal) 
 
 variable ISFG 
 
 ISFG= ( ( N0-N1 +(c2*N2)+(c3*N3))^2) + os 
  
   
  
 return ISFG 
end 
 
Function convSDE4LS(pw, yw, xw) : FitFunc 
 WAVE pw, yw, xw 
 Variable resolutionFactor = 10 
 Variable dT = min(1/(resolutionFactor/pw[8]), 
pw[7]/resolutionFactor) 
 Variable nGaussWavePnts = 
round(resolutionFactor/(1/pw[3]*dT))*2 + 1 
 Make/D/O/N=(nGaussWavePnts) gausswave 
 Variable nYPnts = max(resolutionFactor*numpnts(yw), 
nGaussWavePnts) 
 Make/D/O/N=(nYPnts) yWave 
 setscale/P x -dT*(nGaussWavePnts/2),dT,gausswave 
 setscale/P x xw[0],dT, yWave 
 gausswave = dT*exp(-2.77*((x-pw[1])/pw[3])^2) 
 Variable sumgauss 
 sumgauss = sum(gausswave, -inf,inf) 
 gausswave /= sumgauss 
 
 //prepare waves to hold N0->N3 results 
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 Duplicate /O yWave, NO_results, N1_results, N2_results, 
N3_results 
 
 yWave = SDE4LS(pw, x, p, NO_results, N1_results, N2_results, 
N3_results) 
 convolve/A gausswave, yWave 
 
 yw = 1+yWave(xw[p])   
 
End 
 

Figure F-1: Four level model procedure used to fir TR vSFG data in IGOR. N0 is held 

at 1, as the LabVIEW normalizes the unpumped vSFG response to 1.  The fourth 

coefficient wave variable , pw[3] or t, is also usually held constant as the IRF is 

measured through a second order cross correlation from a gold coated alumina prism.  

T1 and T2 correspond to the vibrational lifetime and thermalization with the bath.  C2 and 

C3 are related to the relative populations and susceptibilities of the ground and excited 

vibrational states.  s is related to the bleach percentage, and  the variable “os” is related 

to the oscillator strength.  

 

 

 


